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Great oscillosco 
from 15 to 35 
with outstan 
features and new 
low prices. 

We've designed brand new 
low and medium bandwidth 
oscil oscopes and built in 
many features you may never 
have seen in similar units. 
Surprising? Not any more. It's 
exactly the kird of innovative 
technology and superb quality 
you expect from Leader. 

Ever see er holdoff 
on a 20 h z scope? 

Or 500 µV sensitivity? 
Now Leader gives you these 

and so much more. Check it out: 

LBO- 524/LBO -524L: 
35 MHz, $995/$1050 

CALIBRATED DUAL 
TIME BASE 
500 µV SENSITIVITY 
7 kV PDA 6" CRT 
INTERNAL GRATICULE 
DELAYED SWEEP 
TRIGGERED FUNCTION 
VARIABLE SWEEP 
HOLDOFF 
ALTERNATE CHANNEL 
TRIGGERING 
AUTO FOCUS 
CHANNEL 1 OUTPUT 

LBO -523: 35 MHz, $895 
7 kV PDA 6" CRT 
INTERNAL GRATICULE 
500 µV SENSITIVITY 
VARIABLE SWEEP 
HOLDOFF 
ALTERNATE CHANNEL 
TRIGGERING 
AUTO FOCUS 
CHANNEL 1 OUTPUT 

AN 

LBO- 522: 20 MHz, $695 
500 µV SENSITIVITY 
6" CRT 
INTERNAL GRATICULE 
ALTERNATE CHANNEL 
TRIGGERING 
VARIABLE SWEEP 
HOLDOFF 
AUTO FOCUS 
CHANNEL 1 OUTPUT 

LBO- 513A/LBO -514A: 
15 MHz, $470/$595 

1 mV SENSITIVITY 
0.5 µS SWEEP SPEED 
X -Y MODE CAPABILITY 

Two -year warrant}. 
Evaluation units. 

Dur two -year warranty 
(even on the CRT; is backed 
by factory service depots on 
both coasts. Evaluation units 
are available to gialified 
customers. 

call toll -frer 

(800) 645 -5104 
In New York state 

(516) 231 -6900 
Contact us for: information 

Dn 15 to 100 MHz and digital 
storage oscilloscopes; an 
evaluation unit; yojr nearest 
"Select" Leader distributor's 
narre; and a full -line catalog. 

Forprofessionals 
Who 

know 
the Instruments Corpora 

differen 
380 Oser Avenue 

Hauppauge, New York 11788 
Regional Offices: 

Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta, 
Los Angeles Boston 

in Canada call Omnitronix Ltd. 
(514) 337 -9500 

CIRCLE 271. 272 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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SS -5705, THE ALL -NEW 3 -INPUT 6-TRACE 
40 MHz OSCILLOSCOPE FROM IWATSU 

T t` 

N1147, N1147, 

Gt° o 

H and V axes accurate to within 1 -2 
CRT with 12 kV accelerating voltage for bright traces 
Three input channels, six traces: an enlarged delayed 
sweep waveform can be displayed for each channel for a 
total of 6 simultaneous traces. Each channel has its own 
position control. 
Maximum delay jitter of 1/20,000 
Fastest sweep rate of 10 ns /div 
Jitterless circuitry for stable high frequency signals 
observation. 
High sensitivity: 1 mV /div 
CH 1 signal output 50 mV /div (into 50 52) 

High -stability calibrator with frequency and voltage 
accurate to within =1 %. 
Stable observation of video signals possible 
Traces do not shift when the attenuator is switched 
Pushbutton contro s for easier operability and improved 
reliability. 
Accuracy guaranteed in temperatures ranging from 10 to 
35 °C (50 to 95 °F). 
Variable holdoff for triggering when observing complicated 
waveforms. 
FIX triggering 
Beam finder 
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response extends 
40 MHz rating freezes 
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Superb trigger sensitivity 
even low level signals. 
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sweep: essential if waveforms 

rotation control allows compensation 
traces due to terrestrial magnetism. 

probes provided as standard 
between 10:1 and 1:1.. 

range of optional extras 
and lightweight: 282W 

-1/8" x 6" x 15- 7/8 "), 7.2 kg 

NJ 07072 Phone: (201) 

100M I M I 0 00M 100M 

[ME O°ENCV N: 

are to be 

for inclination 

accessories: both 

more diverse applications. 
152H x 403D mm 

lbs). 

INC. 
-5220 TLX: 7109890255 C/'AIR R 

IWATSU INSTRUMENTS 
Carlstadt, 430 Commerce Boulevard, 
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NEW: 
UfluIlE!fl® 
ps zi 

Products 
Communications Electronics,' 

the world's largest distributor of radio 
scanners, is pleased to announce 
that Bearcat brand scanner radios 
have been acquired by Uniden Corp- 
oration of America. Because of this 
acquisition, Communications Elec- 
tronics will now carry the complete 
line of Uniden Bearcat scanners, CB 
radios and Uniden Bandit' radar 
detectors. To celebrate this acqui- 
sition, we have special pricing on the 
Uniden line of electronic products. 

Bearcat° 300 -E 
List price $549.95/CE price $339.00 
7 -Band, 50 Channel Service Search No- 
crystal r AM Aircraft and Public 
Service bands Priority Channel AC /DC 
Bands: 32.50, 118 -136 AM, 144-174,421-512 MHz. 
The Bearcat 300 is the most advanced automatic 
scanning radio that has ever been offered to the 
public. The Bearcat 300 uses a bright green fluo- 
rescent digital display, so it's ideal for mobile 
applications. The Bearcat 300 now has these added 
features: Service Search, Display Intensity Control, 
Hold Search and Resume Search keys, Separate 
Band keys to permit lock -in /lock -out of any band for 
more efficient service search. 

Bea rcat° 20/20-E 
List price $449.95/CE price $269.00 
7 -Band, 40 Channel Crystalless Searches 
AM Aircraft and Public Service bands AC /DC 
Priority Channel Direct Channel Access Delay 
Frequency range 32-50,118-136 AM, 144 -174, 420-512 MHz. 
Find an easy chair. Turn on your Bearcat 20/20 
and you're in an airplane cockpit. Listening to all 
the air -to-ground conversations. Maybe you'll pick 
up an exciting search and rescue mission on the 
Coast Guard channel. In a flash, you're back on the 
ground listening as news crews report a fast 
breaking story. Or hearing police and fire calls in 
your own neighborhood, in plenty of time so you 
can take precautions. You can even hear ham radio 
transmission, business phone calls and govern- 
ment intelligence agencies. Without leaving your 
easy chair. Because you've got a Bearcat 20/20 
right beside it. 

The Bearcat 20/20 monitors 40 f requencies from 
7 bands, including aircraft. A two-position switch, 
located on the front panel, allows monitoring of 20 
channels at a time. 

Bearcat° 210XL-E 
List price $349.95/CE price $209.00 
8 -Band, 18 Channel Crystallites AC/DC 
Frequency range 32 -50, 144-174, 421-512 MHz 
The Bearcat 210XL scanning radio is the secondgener- 
ation scanner that replaces the popular Bearcat 210 
and 211. It has almost twice the scanning capacity of 
the Bearcat 210 with 18 channels plus dual scanning 
speeds and a bright green fluorescent display. Auto- 
matic search finds new frequencies. Features scan 
delay, single antenna, patented track tuning and more. 

Bearcat° 260-E 
List price $399.95/CE price $249.00 
8 -Band, 18 Channel Priority AC /DC 
Frequency range 30-50, 138 -174, 406-512 MHz. 
Keep up with police and fire calls, ham radio operators 
and other transmission while you're on the road with a 
Bearcat 260 scanner. Designed with police and fire 
department cooperation, its unique, practical shape 
and special two-position mounting bracket makes hump 
mounted or under dash installation possible 'n any 
vehicle. The Bearcat 260 is so ruggedly built fc. , mobile 
use that it meets military standard 810c, curve y for 
vibration rating. Incorporated in its rugged, all metal 
case is a specially positioned speaker delivering 3 watts 
of crisp, clear audio. 

NEW! Bearcat° 201 -E 
List price $279.95/CE price $179.00 
B -Band, 18 Channel Crystalless AC only 
Priority Scan Delay One Key Weather 
Frequency range 30-50,118-136 AM, 146 -174, 420.512 MHz 
The Bearcat 201 performs any scanning function you 
could possibly want. With push button ease, you can 
program up to 16 channels for automatic monitoring. 
Push another button and search for new frequencies. 
There are no crystals to limit what you want to hear. 

NEW! Bearcat® 180 -E 
List price $249.95/CE price $149.00 
8-Band, 16 Channel Priority AC only 
Frequency range: 30-50, 138 -174, 406 -512 MHz. 
Police and fire calls. Ham radio transmissions. Business 
'and government undercover operations. You can hear it 
all on a Bearcat 180 scanner radio. Imagine the thrill of 
hearing a major news event unfold even before the 
news organizations can report it. And the security of 
knowing what's happening in your neighborhood by 
hearing police and fire calls in time to take precautions. 
There's nothing like scanning to keep you in- the -know, 
and no better way to get scanner radio performance at a 
value price than with the Bearcat 180. 

Bearcat® 100-E 
The lint no- crystal programmable handheld wanner. 
List price $449.95/CE price $234.00 /SPECIAL! 
8 -Band, 18 Channel Liquid Crystal Display 
Search Limit Hold Lockout AC/DC 
Frequency range: 30 -50, 138-174, 406 -512 MHz 
The world's first no-crystal handheld scanner has 
compressed into a 3" x 7" x 11/4" case more scanning 
power than is found in many base or mobile scanners. 
The Bearcat 100 has a full 16 channels with frequency 
coverage that includes all public service bands (Low, 
High, UHF and "T' bands), the 2 -Meter and 70 cm. 
Amateur bands, plus Military and Federal Government 
frequencies. It has chrome -plated keys for functions 
that are user controlled, such as lockout, manual and 
automatic scan. Even search is provided, both manual 
and automatic. Wow...what a scanner! 

The Bearcat 100 produces audio power output of 300 
milliwatts, is track -tuned and has selectivity of better 
than 50 dB down and sensitivity of 0.6 microvolts on 
VHF and 1.0 microvolts on UHF. Power consumption is 
kept extremely low by using a liquid crystal display and 
exclusive low power integrated circuits. 

Included in our low CE price is a sturdy carrying case, 
earphone, battery charger /AC adapter, six AA ni -cad 
batteries and flexible antenna. The Bearcat 100 is in 
stock for quick shipment, so order your scanner today. 

Bea rcat° DX1000-E 
List price $649.95/CE price $489.00 
Frequency range 10 kHz to 30 MHz. 
The Bearcat DX1000 shortwave radio makes tuning in 
London as easy as dialing a phone. It features PLL 
synthesized accuracy, two time zone 24 -hour digital 
quartz clock and a built-in timer to wake you to your 
favorite shortwave station. It can be programmed to 
activate peripheral equipment like a tape recorder to 
record up to five different broadcasts, any frequency, 
any mode, while you are asleep or at work. It will receive 
AM. LSB, USE, CW and FM broadcasts. 

There's never been an easier way to hear what the 
world has to say. With the Bearcat DX1000 shortwave 
receiver, you now have direct access to the world. 

Uniden° PC22-E 
List price $159.95/CE price $99.00 
The Uniden PC22 is a 40 channel AM remote mobile CB 
radio. It's the answer for today's smallercars which don't 
always provide adequate space for mounting. Since all 
the controls are on the microphone, you can stash the 
"guts" in the trunk. The microphone has up /down 
channel selector, digital display, TX/RX indicator and 
external speaker jack. Dimensions: 53/4" W x 71/4° D x 
11/4- H. 13.8 VDC, positive or negative ground. 

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
Order two scanners at the same time and deduct 
1%, for three scanners deduct 2 %, four scanners 
deduct 3 %, five scanners deduct 4% and six or 
more scanners purchased at the same time 
earns you a 5% discount off our super low 
single unit price. 

Binh Bandit- radar detectors feature E DI T.' the 
Electrnmc Data Interference Terminator that edits-out 
false alarm signals 

CIRCLE 79 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Uniden° PC33-E 
List price $59.95/CE price $44.00 
The Uniden PC33 boasts a super- compact case and 
front -panel mike connector to fit comfortably in today's 
smaller cars. Controls: Power 8 Volume, Squelch: 
Switches: ANL. Other features of the PC33 include 
Graduated LED "S " /RF Meter, Digital channel indicator. 
Dimensions: 6" W x 6" D x 11/4" H. ±13.8 VDC. 

Uniden° PC55-E 
List price $89.95/CE price $59.00 
The full featured Uniden PC55 front -panel mike con- 
nector makes installation easier when space is a factor. 
It has ANL, PA -CB, Channel 9 and RF Gain switches. 
LED "S " /RF meter, TX lite, PA 8 external speaker jacks. 
Dimensions: 6" W x 6" D x 11i." H. ±13.8 VDC. 

Bandit Radar Detectors 
Now that everyone else has taken their best shot at 
radardetection, the Uniden Bandit" has done them 
one better...with E.D.I.T.' the Electronic Data 
Interference Terminator that actually edits -out 
false alarm signals. 

The Bandit 55, features a convenient brightness/ 
dimmer control for comfortable day or night driving, 
plus a handy highway /city control for maximum 
flexibility wherever you drive. The Bandit 95 Remote, 
is a two-piece modular unit that lets you mount the 
long -range radar antenna behind the grill, out of 
view. The ultra -compact control unit can then be 
inconspicuously tucked under the dash or clipped 
to the visor.Order Bandit 55 -E for$1 19.00 each or 
the Bandit 95 -E Remote for $139.00 each. 

OTHER RADIOS AND ACCESSORIES FE -E Frequency Directory for Eastern U.S A S12.00 
FB-W -E Frequency Directory for Western U.S.A.... 512.00 
BC -WA -E Bearcat Weather Alert' 535.00 
A60-E Magnet mount mobile antenna $35.00 
A70 -E Base station antenna 535.00 
Add 53.00 shipping for all accessories ordered at the same time. 
Add 53.00 shipping per scanner antenna. 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 
To pet the fastest delivery from CE of any 
product in this ad, send or phone your order 
directly to our Scanner Distribution Center 
Michigan residents please add 4% sales tax or 
supply your tax I. D. number. Written purchase 
orders are accepted from approved govern- 
ment agencies and most well rated firms at a 
10% surcharge for net 10 billing. All sales are 
subject to availability, acceptance and verifica- 
tion. All sales on accessories are final. Prices, 
terms and specifications are subject to change 
without notice. All prices are in U.S. dollars. Out 
of stock items will be placed on backorder 
automatically unless CE is instructed differ- 
ently. A $5.00 additional handling fee will be 
charged for all orders with a merchandise total 
under$50.00. Shipments are F.O.B. Ann Arbor, 
Michigan. No COD's. Most products that we sell 
have a manufacturer's warranty. Free copies of 
warranties on these products are available 
prior to purchase by writing to CE. International 
orders are invited with a $20.00 surcharge for 
special handling in addition to shipping charges. 
Non -certified checks require bank clearance. 

Mail orders to: Communications Electron- 
ics" Box 1002, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 
U.S.A. Add $7.00 per scanner, radar detector or 
CB or $12.00 per shortwave receiver for U.P.S. 
ground shipping and handling in the continental 
U.S.A. For Canada, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, 
or APO /FPO delivery, shipping charges are 
three times continental U.S. rates. If you have a 
Visa or Master Card, you may call and place a 
credit card order. Order toll -free in the U.S. Dial 
800 -521 -4414. In Canada, order toll -free by 
calling 800- 221 -3475. WUI Telex CE anytime, 
dial 671 -0155. If you are outside the U.S. or in 
Michigan dial 313- 973 -8888. Order today. 
Scanner Distribution Center and CE logos are trade- 
marks of Communications Electronics' Ad C 070184 -E 
t Bearcat is a registered trademark of Uniden Corporation. 
Copyrights 1984 Communications Electronics 

Order Toll Free ... call 
1- 800 -521 -4414 

tY 

//COMMUNICATIONS 
ELECTRON ICS 

Consumer Products Division 
818 Phoenix 3 Box 1002 3 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U S A 
C.11 TOLL-FREE 8WO- 5214414 or outside U.S.A. 313-973-3S85 
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DECEMBER 84 
Radio - 
Elecrronics 
Electronics publishers since 1908 

Vol. 55 No. 12 

SPECIAL 
SECTION: 

57 FLAT -PANEL COLOR TV 
Thanks to a new type of LCD display, 
pocket -sized color TV's are here at last! 
Carl Laron 

60 LIGHTWEIGHT VIDEO CAMERAS 
A guide to the new video cameras, and a 

look at the technology that makes them 
possible. Carl Laron 

64 SERVICING VIDEODISC PLAYERS 

These hints and points can help make 
servicing almost all videodisc players easier. 
John D. Lenk 

VIDEO 
86 SERVICE CLINIC 

Helpful flyback tests. 
Jack Darr 

87 SERVICE QUESTIONS 
Radio -Electronic's Service 
Editor answers reader's 
questions. 

BUILD THIS 43 HIGH -POWER FET AUDIO AMPLIFIER 
A high -performance, high -fidelity stereo 
amplifier. Reinhard Metz 

69 ATARI GAME RECORDER 
Record your Atari videogames on audio 
cassette tape with this device. David A. 
Chan and Guy Vachon 

COMPUTERS 
Following COMPUTER DIGEST 

page 78 A biofeedback monitor; 
Wordstar patches to help 
get the most from your 
printer, and more! 

TECHNOLOGY 10 VIDEO NEWS 
Tomorrow's news and technology in this 
quickly changing industry. 
David Lachenbruch 

14 SATELLITE TV 
A look at how satellite -TV receiving 
equipment has changed. Bob Cooper, Jr. 

47 ELECTRONICS IN MEDICAL IMAGING 
Part 2. More about the role of electronics in 
medical imaging. Ray Fish, Ph.D, M.D. 

EQUIPMENT 
REPORTS 
26 Paladin Solder Scooter 

Desoldering Tool 

30 Krista Model 30B -140 DMM 

33 Global -Data Data Router 
325 Breakout Box 

CIRCUITS AND 
COMPONENTS 

73 DESIGNING WITH LINEAR IC's 
Part 7. A look at integrators, diffentiators 
and voltage -controlled amplifiers. 
Joseph J. Carr 

77 NEW IDEAS 
A contrast meter for photography buffs. 

78 HOBBY CORNER 
How target games work. 
Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS 

80 DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK 
Switch debouncing simplified. 
Robert Grossblatt 

84 STATE OF SOLID STATE 

Power op -amp IC's. Robert F. Scott 

DEPARTMENTS 
30 Advertising and Sales Offices 

110 Advertising Index 

111 Free Information Card 

22 Letters 

89 Market Center 

38 New Products 

6 What's News 

S'E,' 15(J_1 "'1ti 

9R' E'E«T L1 "9 

The editors and staff 

of Radio -Electronics 

join in sending 

holiday greetings and 

our best wishes for 

a happy new year 

As a service to readers. Radio -Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products. techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible 

variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers. Radio -Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader -built protects based 

upon or from plans or information published in this magazine. 
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COVER 1 

Flat -panel color TV's have been promised for many years, but 
before an appropriate display for those sets could be produced, 
major technical problems needed to be resolved. Epson has resolved 
many of those problems, and the results of its efforts -a tiny pocket - 
sized TV- should be available soon. This month we'll look at that tiny 
TV, the flat -panel LCD display that it uses, and the technology that 
makes both possible. The story, which is part of our special video - 
entertainment section, begins on page 57. 

NEXT MONTH 

ON SALE DECEMBER 20 
VERSATILE VIDEO SWITCHER 
Build this project and end your video -switching prob- 
lems forever. 

ALL ABOUT THERMISTORS 
A look at those valuable components and how to use 
them. 

ALL ABOUT VOLTAGE COMPARATORS 
Learn about voltage comparators, including window 
comparators, and their applications. 

ATARI GAME RECORDER 
More on a device that lets you store your library of 
games for the 2600 on cassette tape! 

AND LOTS MORE! 

Radio-Elsctronles, (ISSN 0033-7862) Published monthly 
by Gernsback Publications, Inc.. 200 Park Avenue South, 
New York, NY 10003. Second -Class Postage paid at New 
York. NY and additional mailing offices. Second -Class mail 
authorized at Ottawa. Canada. One -year subscription rate 
U.S.A. and possessions $14.97. Canada $17.97, all other 
countries $22.47. All subscription orders payable in U.S.A. 
funds only, via international postal money order or check 
drawn on a U.S.A. bank. Single copies $1.75. c 1984 by 
Gernsback Publications. Inc. All rights reserved. Printed in 
U.S.A. 

POSTMASTER: Please send address changes to RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS. Subscription Dept . Box 2520, Boulder. CO 
80322. 

A stamped self -addressed envelope must accompany all 
submitted manuscripts and or artwork or photographs if their 
returns desired should they be rejected. We disclaim any 
responsibility for the loss or damage of manuscripts and or 
artwork or photographs while in our possession or otherwise 

Radio- 
Electronìcs. 
Hugo Gernsback (1884 -1967) founder 

M. Harvey Gernsback, editor -in -chief 

Larry Steckler, CET. publisher 
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ature. 

Microfilm & Microfiche editions are 
available. Contact circulation depart- 
ment for details. 
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TIM MOST WANTED 

OSCILLOSCOPE... 

35 MHz Dual Trace 

HITACHI 
Cat. No. V -355 

h= é 4 
gr. t ir ` 

n ! 
: °-°, ._ 

0- /I:4 :. 

°SOO 
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Probes 

OFF- THE -SHELF DELIVERY 
E escript ion Its thin, light, compact design features a large 6 inch rectangular, internal graticule 

CRT w ith percent calibrations, autofocus, scale illumination and photographic bezel. 

RewardEliminates distortion and parallax. High performance. Most cost effective scope around. 

MASTERCARD VISA C.O.D. MONEYORDER CHECK 
C.O.D.'sextra(required25 %deposit) Add $8.50 for shipping and insurance N Y. State residents add appropriate sales tax 

TOLL FREE or am(800J645-9518 
260 Motor Parkway Hauppauge New York 11788 In New YoState Call 800 -832 -1446 

' 
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WHAT'S NEWS 

New "computerized home "uses TV, house wiring 

General Electric has developed 
what may be an important step to- 
ward the fully automated home -a 
new electronic home -control sys- 
tem that uses the family television 
set and the electric wiring of the 
house to achieve its results. 

The HomeMinder can virtually 
run the modern household: ad- 
just temperatures, dim lights, turn 
appliances on at specific times, 
store messages, and display im- 
portant dates and appointments. 
It provides in -home remote con- 
trol, control away from home, and 
a memory that remembers things 
the user might forget. 

The new "home controller" 
works through the house wiring, 
and TV screen visuals guide the 
user step by step. It will come in 

two versions -a unit that connects 
to the back of any TV set, or as a 
feature built into a 25 -inch GE 
component television set. 

The TV screen acts as a display, 
showing each room of the house, 
with numbered "menus" of lights 
and appliances, selectable by the 
remote control. The screen also 
displays simple instructions, as 
well as questions when the user 
seems unsure of the next step. 
Special modules tie appliances, 
overhead and outside lights, and 
the thermostat into the system via 
the existing house wiring. 

The HomeMinder is expected to 
retail for about $500, depending 
on the number of modules re- 
quired. Modules range from $20 to 
$40 each. 

MODULES THAT MAKE THE HOMEMINDER WORK. The ApplianceMinder (left top) and 
LampMinder (next right) connect any lamp or appliance to the system. The Light Switch module 
(right) installs like a dimmer switch and connects indoor or outdoor lights to the HomeMinder. 
The Temperature Minder module (second from right) is attached under the existing thermostat 
and regulates heating and air conditioning. It connects to the power supply module beneath it. 
The MiniMinder remote control (lower left) can operate up to eight lights and appliances from 
any electric outlet in the home. 

Radar detector makers 
organize against ban 

Three of the country's leading 
radar detector manufacturers have 
formed RADAR (Radio Association 
Defending Airwave Rights) dedi- 
cated to keeping the sale and use 
of radar detectors legal in all 50 
states. They invite other manufac- 
turers to join them. 

Since 1962, at least 40 states have 
tried (unsuccessfully) to pass leg- 
islation to make radar detectors il- 
legal. In its short existence (it was 
founded in February 1984), RADAR 
has been instrumental in squelch- 
ing at least twelve such attempts. 

RADAR's defense is based on 
the fact that any state legislation 
prohibiting radar detectors is al- 
ready preempted by Congression- 
al mandate; the fact that police 
radar's capricious fallibility has 
been established, and the claim 
that a radar -detector ban would 
violate citizens' rights. 

National Semiconductor 
breaks ground for lab 

Construction has begun on a 
new$75 million National Semicon- 
ductor Corp. research and de- 
velopment center, in Santa Clara, 
CA. It will employ more than 500 
people, and will be completed in 
the spring of 1985. 

The research portion of the cen- 
ter will be devoted primarily to two 
advanced technology thrusts: 
CMOS and high- density bipolar 
processes. CMOS provides high 
speeds while consuming low 
power at a high level of reliability. 
High- density bipolar technology is 
being applied to classical logic ap- 
plications and to VLSI products. 
Among those are microprocessor 
peripherals, hard -disk circuits, 
and local -area networks. 

continued on page 8 
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Copyright C 1984 John Fluke Mfg Co.. Inc All rights reserved. Ad No 4701 -70 

Take home 
a world 

champion. 
SQ[* 

gets you a technical knockout. 

U J The Fluke 70 Series. 
Winners of the digital vs. analog battle. 
Since their debut, they've become 

the worldwide champions of the industry. 

Never before have such tough, American - 

made meters offered so many professional 

features at such unbeatable prices. 

Each comes with a 3 -year warranty, 2,000+ 

hour battery life, and instant autoranging. 

You also get the extra resolution of a 3200 - 

count LCD display, plus a responsive analog 

bar graph for quick visual checks of continuity, 

peaking, nulling and trends. 

Choose from the Fluke 73, the ultimate in 

simplicity. The feature- packed Fluke 75. Or the 

deluxe Fluke 77, with its own protective holster 

and unique "Touch Hold" function ** that 

captures and holds readings, then beeps to 

alert you. 

So don't settle for just a contender. Take 

home a world champion. 

For your nearest distributor or a free 

brochure, call toll -free anytime 

1- 800 - 227 -3800, Ext. 229. From outside the 

U.S , call 1- 402 -496 -1350. Ext. 229. 

FROM THE WORLD LEADER 
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS. 

FLUKE 73 FLUKE 75 FLUKE 77 

ses $99 $129 

Analog/digital display Analog/digital display Analog/digital display 

Volts. ohms 10A. diode Volts. ohms 10A. mA. Volts ohms 184, mA 

test diode test diode test 

Autorange Audible continuity Audible continuity 

0 7% basic dc accuracy Autorange/range hold 'Touch Mold" function 

2000- hour battery lite 0 5% basic dc accuracy Autorange /range hold 

3 -year warranty 2000- hour battery life 0 3% basic dc accuracy 

3 -year warranty 2000+ hour battery life 0 
3-year warranty 

m 

suggested u s 1,st price, effective July 1.1994 

Patent pending 

multipurpose holster m 

co m 
33 

Co FLUKE 
^a; 

7 
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WHAT'S NEWS 
continued from page 6 

Joint effort to end 
illegal phone use 

An ITT Corp. task force, the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI), and other law enforcement 
agencies are engaged in a major 
crackdown on illegal users of the 
ITT Longer Distance telephone 
service. That service is provided to 
residential and business custom- 
ers in 113 major metropolitan 
areas. To place a call on the sys- 
tem, customers dial a special ac- 
cess code, then the telephone 
number, and finally a confidential 
authorization code, which bills the 
call to the customer's account. 

The perpetrators have been 
placing phone calls illegally by 
using authorization codes as- 
signed to ITT customers. In one 
such case, an FBI investigation led 
to the indictment of a former ITT 
employee, Oliver Benner, who 
was charged with selling ITT's con- 
fidential authorization codes. 

The indictment charges that 
Benner supplied the codes to a 
New Jersey company, which used 
them in a nationwide campaign to 
sell its products through its large 
telephone sales force. If convicted 
on all charges, Mr. Benner could 
be sentenced to 40 years in prison 
and fined up to $17,000. 

Solid -state TV camera 
makes better pictures 

A color camera using three 
charge -coupled devices (CCD's) 
instead of camera tubes has been 
introduced by RCA. The new cam- 
era, intended especially for news 
and sports coverage, can see 
much greater detail in rapidly mov- 
ing objects and performs over a 
wider range of lighting conditions 
than tube -type cameras. 

The new camera eliminates red 
streaks or "comet tails" behind 

rapidly moving lights, or "streak- 
ing" behind a fast -moving base- 
ball. It can produce clear images in 
dark shadows while simul- 
taneously handling bright lights in 
the same scene. 

The CCD's in the new camera 
have 403 horizontal and 512 ver- 
tical picture elements. Under well- 
lit conditions, with little or no mo- 
tion, resolution of the CCD and 
the 2A -inch tube camera is about 
the same. In low light or rapid ac- 
tion, the CCD is markedly better. 

The camera is immune to mag- 
netic fields and acoustic inter- 
ference, and is exceptionally 
capable of handling bright high- 
lights. 

New message service 
to minimize costs 

A new communications service, 
which is expected to make it possi- 
ble for small businesses to send 
and receive international mes- 
sages for a small fraction of the 
cost of Telex or similar services, 
has been initiated by Service Sys- 
tems Technology (SST) of Marina 
del Rey, CA and Milan, Italy. 

Known as TINA International 
Message Service, the new system 
has one limitation as compared 
with Telex or similar services: 
Communication is between sub- 
scribers in U.S. or foreign 
"gateway cities," or more specifi- 
cally, from the computer of a sub- 
scriber to the computer at his 
other "electronic mailbox." (There 
are 13 gateway cities in California, 
9 in New Jersey.) 

A subscriber dials a local 
number to get on an international 
network, then sends his message 
through a modem attached to his 
telephone. The network is that of 
INFONET, which has offices world- 
wide. 

Cost of the service, which in- 
cludes two "electronic mailboxes" 
and two hours of computer time, 
is $99.60 per month. That charge, 
says SST, gives subscribers the 
amount of service that would cost 
about $2200 by conventional ser- 
vices. Extra computer connect 
time is obtainable at $58.60 per 
hour. Extra electronic mailboxes 
and user I.D.'s are $10 per month. 

New company to operate 
Landsat satellites? 

The new Earth Observation Sat- 
ellite Co. (EOSAT) has submitted 
to the Department of Commerce a 
proposal to operate the network of 
satellites now being managed by 
the Department's Oceanic and At- 
mospheric Administration 
(NOAA). It would also be responsi- 
ble for designing, fabricating, and 
launching additional Landsat satel- 
lites. The new corporation is a 
joint venture of Hughes Aircraft 
Co. and RCA Corp. 

The proposal calls for a 12 -year 
program to operate the existing fa- 
cilities at NASA's Goddard Space 
Flight Center, and to build and 
launch four satellites, each with 
advanced instrumentation and a 
five -year design life. 

The satellites view the world 
with high -resolution sensors that 
distinguish an area only 30 meters 
square. They circle the earth in a 
polar orbit at an altitude of 438 
miles, passing over practically 
every spot on the globe every 16 
days. 

They have provided govern- 
ments and private industry with in- 
formation about the earth's vege- 
tation, mineral resources, and 
marine and atmospheric condi- 
tions. The satellites have helped 
predict crop and forest yields and 
have monitored pollution. R -E 
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OK's Hot TO for Desoldering Problems 
SA -6 DESOLDER IRON 
Revolutionary new electric desoldering iron combines the ease and 
portability of a hand -h =ld, manual, desolder pump, with performance of 
an industrial desolder 5tatior. This unique AC powered compact tool 
features portable, one-hand desoldering eliminating the need fDr 

separate soldering iror and desolder pump. No shop air required. 
Essential for all tool kits, field service technicians, and repairmen, as well 
as production applicat Dns. Vacuum chamber is easily removed for 
cleaning or replacemeit. Replacement tips available. Tool is supplied 
with SAT -6 -059 tip; drameter.059inch (1,5m.n). 

FEATURES: 
Self contained suction pc wer and heating element. 
Economical. 
Lightweight 4oz. (: 13gms). 
Compact size 10 'AI inches (26cm). 
Replacement nozze's available. 

115VAC5* 6 
23QV AC, 5 1 6 

SAT-6 -059 
SAT -6-070 ¡ 
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3455 Conner Street. Br.:nx, New York. 10475. U SA. 

Telex 1250910K NVK. Tele>' 2323950K NY UR. 

Phc ne (2121 994 -6600. 

OK 
Industries 

Inc. 
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VIDEO NEWS 

DAVID LACHENBRUCR 
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 

New tube. Sony's unique Vidimagic, which 
has a list price of $2,995, is an all -in -one 
combination of projection TV, Betamax VCR, 181 - 
channel TV tuner, and PA system. Designed for 
the industrial -TV market and looking like a large 
cannister vacuum cleaner, it weighs 34 pounds. 
One end is a fast Il projection lens assembly, the 
other end a videocassette receptacle. 

What is truly unique about Vidimagic is its 
picture tube -Sony's first Indextron color tube, 
which uses the principles of beam indexing - 
almost as old as shadow -mask technology but 
never fully developed because of the problems of 
circuit design, which Sony presumably has solved 
with IC technology. The Indextron uses a single 
gun and no shadow mask, the electron beam 
being directed to the proper phosphor stripe 
electronically. Thus, Sony says, nearly 70% of the 
electrons land on the screen and activate 
phosphors, as opposed to about 20% in a shadow - 
mask -type tube. Vidimagic is brighter than 
previous single -tube projection systems, requires 
no convergence, and can project a picture from 
30 to 200 inches in diagonal measurement. 

Toward a $998 camcorder. The one -piece 
video camera -recorder combination, or 

camcorder, seems to be coming into its own, and 
manufacturers are tracking its progress very 
carefully. So far, all approaches appear to have 
some drawbacks. The Betamovie is a record -only 
machine and the tape can be played back only on 
a separate Beta deck. The VHS VideoMovie uses 
the small VHS -C cassette, which permits only 2c 
minutes of recording. The new 8mm format is 
non - standard and incomptatible wit:z 1/2 -inch 
tapes. And all camcorders so far have one thing 
in common -they're expensive. Most. 
manufacturers believe that, in order to become a 
true mass -market product, the camcorder must 
use a full -sized standard 1/2 -inch cassette, be 
capable of recording and playing back, and retail 
for less than $1,000. As a result, Japanese VCR 
manufacturers are developing such units in both 
Beta and VHS formats. When they come - 
probably in about two years -those units will be 
relatively stripped -down, simple -to -use machines. 
They will weigh somewhat more than the 5 -1/2 to 
6 -1/2 pounds of current camcorders, and probably 
will record at a single speed, Beta II or VHS SP, 
for two hours per cassette. 

Picture -tube chaos. The unexpectedly high 
sales of color -TV sets and the proliferation of tube 
types have both contributed to a shortage of 
picture tubes throughout 1984, as the tube and 
glass industries work at capacity to keep up with 
demand. Manufacturers of glass for tube bulbs 
and funnels, and of metal shadow masks, are 
undergoing major expansions to try to keep up 
with demand. One of the biggest problems is the 
vast increase in the number of picture -tube sizes 
and types. There are still tubes being made in the 
traditional 13, 15, 19, 21, and 25 -inch sizes. In 
addition, there are the new square- cornered 
versions in 14, 20, and 26 inches, with a 27- 
incher coming up. Then in those new sizes, there 
are both the rounded and the flattened faceplates. 
To make matters worse, there are at least three 
different transparencies of glass -the high - 
brightness 85% light transmission glass and the 
high- contrast 52% glass, plus the new blue- tinted 
glass. R -E 
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MATA PRECISION TRIPLETT 
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...Quality and 
Performance 

Beckman and 
41/2 Digits... 

True RMS 

1 NEW 
Beckman Circuit- 

mate DM10 

3995 
in stock now 

MODEL 4410 

BECKMAN 
does it again ... a 
true RMS 41/2 DMM 
w/1 year calibrated 
cycle at a 31/2 digit 
price. 

239°° 
AVAILABLE NOW! 

DC V 200mV, 2V, 20V, 200V, 1500V .06% 
AC V 200mV, 2V, 20V, 200V, 1000V -_-_ 0.5% 
DC A 200µA, 2mA, 20mA, 200mA, 2A, 10A 0.3% 
AC A 2001.1A, 2mA, 20mA, 200mA, 2A, 10A 0.8% 

2 2K, 20K, 200K, 2M, 20M ± 0.1% 

i 

H 
A 
P 
P 
Y 

H 
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L 

D 
A 
Y 
S 

¡+%(PRECISION 
100Mí 
BASE 

z Dual Time 
SCOPE 

MODEL 
1590 

)1,:" 
While quanti r ies last 

1mV /division sensitivity to 10 

5O0µ V /division cascade sen 
2ns /division sweep rate with 
Four -input operation provide 
or four separate inputs 
Selectable 1M12 or 5012 input 
Alternate timebase operation 
20MHz bandwidth limiter for 
low frequency signals 
Lighted function pushbutton 
electronic switching with not 
memory 
Switching power supply deli, 
efficiency and regulation at I 

Selectable frequencies for ct 

OMHz 
sitivity 
10 x magnifier 

trigger views 

s 

best view of 

s employing 
-volatile RAM 

ers best 

owest weight 
op operation 

r." --1 .J TOLL FREE HOT LINE 

8 
00.223 -047 4 

212- 730 7030 

26 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK, N Y 10036 

THE TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS 

ADVANCE..,r- 
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PHILIPS I<E17 HLEY 
WESTON ttYS/.) Non -Linear Systems 

77 0.3% Accuracy 
Manual or 
Autorange 

10A + mA Range 
Beeper 

"Touch- Hold" 
Function 

FLUKE 
SERIES 
MULTIMETERS 

Analog Display Rotary Knob Volts AC & 
DC Resistance to 32 Mfg 10 Amps Diode 
Test 3200 Counts Fast Autoranging Function 
Annunciators in Display Power -Up Self Test 

2000+ Hour Battery Life w/ Power Down "Sleep 
Mode" New Test Leads VDE & UL Approval 

WE CARRY A FULL 
LINE OF FLUKE 
MULTI -METERS. 
IN STOCK NOW 

Sale ends Jan. 85 

41/2 DIGIT 

MULTIMETERS 

$349" 

PRI CISIUN 

MODEL 
8060A 

FLUKE 

a9oo 

Frequency measuements to 
200KHz 
dB measurements 
Basic dc accuracy 0.4%; 10A V, 
10 nA and 10 m i sensitivity 
Relative measurements 
True RMS 
High -speed Beeper 

POWER SUPPLIES 

$29995 
MODEL 

Isolated 0- 50VDC, continuously 
variable; 0.2A in lour ranges 
Fully automatic shutdown, 
adjustable current limit 
Perfect for solid state servicing 

75 

0.5% Accuracy 
Manual or 
Autorange 
10A + 300 mA 
Range 
Beeper 

Functions as three separate 
supplies 
Exclusive tracking circuit 
Fixed output 5VDC, SA 
Two 0 to 25VDC outputs at 0.5A 
Fully automatic, current -limited 
overload protection 

FUNCTION GENERATORS 

MODEL $319 95 
3020 

SWEEP FUNCTION 
Four instruments in one package - sweep generator, function 
generator, pulse generator, tone - 
burst generator 
Covers 0.02Hz -2MHz 
1000:1 tuning range 
Low -distortion high -accuracy 
outputs 

Sine, square and triangle output 
Variable and fixed TTL outputs 
0.1 Hz to 1MHz in six ranges 
Push button range and function 
selection 
Typical sine wave distortion 
under 0.5% from 1 Hz to 100kHz 

INDUSTRIAL 
TRANSISTOR 

TESTER 

$19995 

MODEL 
520B 

Now with HI LO Drive 
Works in- circuit when 
others won't 
Identifies all three tran- 
sistor leads 

Random lead connection 
Audibly and visually in- 
dicates GOOD transistor 

7995 
and free C70 
holster 73 

0.7% Accuracy 
Autorange Only 
10 Amp Only 

ammu 
70 MHz Dual Time Base 
SCOPE MODEL 

1570 

.2, i 
$99 

PRICE DOES NOT 

INCLUDE PROBES 

1mV /division sensitivity to 70 
MHz 
500 µ V /division cascade 
sensitivity 
Four -input operation provides 
trigger view on 4 separate inputs 
Alternate time base operation 
Switching power supply delivers 
best efficiency and regulation at 
lowest weight 

ANCE METERS 

$1999 99 
MODEL 830 MODEL 820 

Automatically mea- 
sures capacitance 
from 0.1pF to 200mF 

0.1 pF resolution 
0.2% basic 
accuracy 
3'/ digit LCD display 

Resolves to 0.1 pF 

4 digit easy -to -read 
LED display 
Fuse protected 
against charged 
capacitors 

Overrange Indication 
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FLUKE AWS I 
DORIC HICKOK VIZ ¡á 

Sg 
MCI 

Q 

MID 

..... n....>,_.. 

'4111111111111111111111111111/ 
V-222 

HI- PERFORMANCE 
PORTABLE 
OSCILLOSCOPES 
ALL FEATURE 6" RECTANGULAR CRT 
Full 2 year parts & labor warranty. 

HITACHI 

V-422 $599 95 

DC to 40 MHz, 
1mV /div, dual- trace, 
DC offset function 

V-222 $499 95 

DC to 20 MHz, 
1mV /div, dual- trace, 
DC off. func., Alt. 
magnify function 

V-212 $439 95 

DC to 20 MHz, 
1mV /div, dual -trace 

BECKMAN'S CIRCUITMATE 
ALL UNDER $100 
AVAILABLE NOW... . 

$64" 
Circuitmate DM 20- 
31/2-digit, pocket -size 

multimeter; 0.8% Vdc 
accuracy, diode test, 

hFE test, conductance, 
10 amps AC and DC 

ranges, auto -polarity 
auto -zero, auto - 

decimal 

$79" 
Circuitmate DM-25- 
31/2 digit, pocket -size 
multimeter; 0.5% Vac 
accuracy, diode test, 

capacitance, continuity 
beeper, conductance, 

10 amps AC and DC 
ranges, auto -polarity, 

auto -zero, auto - 
decimal 

_J 

$6995 
Circuitmate 0M -40 - 

3'/z-digit multimeter; 
0.8% Vdc accuracy, 

diode test, auto - 
polarity, auto -zero, 

auto -decimal 

$89" 
Circuitmate DM 45 - 
3'/z-digit multimeter; 
0.5% Vdc accuracy, 

diode test,continuity 
beeper, 10 amps AC 

and DC ranges, auto - 
zero, auto -polarity, 

auto -decimal 

$1,249 95 

V -1050F 
100 MHz Quad Trace 
w /delay sweep 

V-650F 93 ̀" Q5 
60 MHz Dual Trace 
w /delay sweep 

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE 
PROBES. PROBES $50. A PAIR 
WHEN PURCHASED WITH SCOPE. 
$15 SHIPPING WITHIN 
CONTINENTAL U.S. 

The DM73 is the smallest digital 
multimeter on the market. Its 

probe -style design makes it ideal 
for taking measurements in hard - 

to -reach test areas. 

$6395 

$76 95 

The DM 77 gives you 
the convenience of 

autoranging plus 10 
amps ac /dc 

measurement 
capability. You simply 

select the function 
you want, and the 

DM 77 automatically 
sets the required 

range. 

Small Size 
Complete 
Autoranging 

"Touch Hold" 
Audible 
continuity 
checking 

TOLL FREE HOT LINE THE TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS 
-223 -0474 AD Vi411K1: 8 

212- 730.7030 

26 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK, N Y 10036 
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SATELLITE TV 

TVRO Evolution 

LAST TIME, WE LOOKED AT SOME OF THE 

basic elements of a TVRO. This 
month, we'll look at how those el- 
ements have evolved over the 
years. 

Feed changes 
Although the reflector and its 

mount are the first earthbound 
portions that the satellite signals 
"see," we'll start with the feed be- 
cause it is positioned in front of the 
dish proper. The feed is a small 
antenna, designed (on purpose) 
to "see" just the surface of the 
dish, from which it intercepts and 
collects energy. The 1979/80 feed 
was typically built from brass, had 
a semi -rectangular shape, and pre- 
sented little real mystery to the 
user. That was before "automatic 
feeds." 

Feeds in 1979/80 had to be me- 
chanically moved from one sta- 
tionary position to another station 
position (turned or rotated on 
their own axis) when the user 
wished to change from one set of 
channels with horizontal polariza- 
tion to another set with vertical po- 
larization. To do that, without 
running outside to move some- 
thing by hand, required that a 
small motor attached to the feed 
physically rotate the feed and the 
LNA it was attached to. As often as 
not, that small motor was a stan- 
dard television antenna rotor 
pressed into service for that un- 
usual function. 

The 1984 feed is quite a sophisti- 
cated device. First of all, it is no 
longer rectangular; it is round. 
That round shape is supposed to 
match the reception abilities of the 

'Publisher, CSD Magazine 

FIG. 1 

feed to the round surface of the 
dish. That's not hokum; it really 
helps. 

More important than the shape 
is the gadget inside: a tiny sensor 
that either moves a probe from 
one position (horizontal) to an- 
other position (vertical), or a non- 
moving ferrite material that twists 
the signals themselves as they pass 
by the ferrite. 

The end result is that the user no 
longer has a small motor turning 
or twisting the LNA plus feed; he 
has an automatic switching system 
that matches the polarization of 
the antenna's feed system to the 
channel the user has tuned in. 

In 1979/80, the user had to first 
determine what channel he want- 
ed to tune in; then he had to de- 
cide whether that channel used 
horizontal or vertical polarization. 
Once he /she knew that, the next 
job was to decide which position 
the feed was already in and 
whether it needed to be rotated. If 

BOB COOPER, JR.* 
SATELLITE TV EDITOR 

rotation was required, a cumber- 
some knob was turned and after 15 
seconds had passed, the feed was 
now properly polarized. Finally, 
the channel /transponder could be 
changed! 

In 1984, the viewer simply 
changes the transponder. Every- 
thing else is automatic. All of the 
control circuits are built into the 
receiver and the polarizer is con- 
trolled by those. Pretty neat, and 
exceedingy reliable. 

Dish changes 
It was not until early 1980 that 

the first firm (ADM /Antenna De- 
velopment and Manufacturing) in- 
troduced a home -style dish that 
was designed from the ground up 
to be used by home TVRO's. Ear- 
lier dishes were either found in 
surplus -sale yards or they were the 
heavy -duty dishes created for 
commercial service. There was 
one interim stage in between. The 
very first dishes were actually fi- 
berglass copies, struck off other 
fiberglass or metal dishes (as 
molds). ADM started from scratch 
with a petalized all -metal dish (like 
the one shown in Fig. 1) that was 
capable of being shipped coast to 
coast at reasonable shipping costs. 
Those that followed shortly there- 
after were either copies of the 
original ADM or copies of older 
commercial -style dishes. Here's 
what the installer had to work 
with: 

1) Surface accuracy or its true- 
ness to the desired parabolic 
curve, was marginal. Piece anten- 
nas, such as the first ADM's, fitted 
together with some difficulty -pri- 
marily because of a lack of machin- 

continued on page 20 
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lleathkit instruments. Some buy 
then for pride... some, 10 sate moue". 

Professional specs for serious user.. 
IM -2264 DMM. True RMS read- 

ings. Full function meter. 

El 1M -2420 Frequency Counter. 5Hz 
to 512 MHz. Accurate to 0.2 PPM. 
Includes period and freq Jency 
modes. 
L IM -2215 Hand -held DMA. Five 
DC ranges. Accuracy: . 0 25 °° of 
reading + 1 count. 
U IT -2250 Capacitance Meter. 199.9 
pF to 199.9 mF. Auto ranging. 

® 10 -4360 Scope and I0C. -4200 
Time, Voltage Module. Triple trace. 
60 MHz. <7 ns rise time l0' -4200 
controls CRT cursor and multi- 
function display. 

Whether you're pursuing a prouc hobby...or earring 
a living, don't trust the accuracy of your measure- 
ments to anything less than Heathkit instruments. 

Our kits are a little bigger. more rugged than 'dis- 
posable" instruments that discourage self- servic- 
ing. Performance is superior, too. Just check the 
specs on our new 10 -4360 Scope and I0A -4200 
Time -Voltage Module. 
Get to kncw ol.r full line of instruments. They're 
built by experienced hands. Your hands. So they'll 
save money and help you do a better job. Heathkit 
instruments. Don't trust your pride or money to 
anything less. 

E IG -4244 Scope Calibrator. <1 ns 
rise tire. 0.015 °° tolerance. 

© 10 -4205 Dual -Trace 5 MHz Scope. 
10mV /cm sensitivity. 
© IT -2232 Component Tracer. 
Checks circuits without power. 

to IP -2718 Power Supply. Fixed or 
adjustable supply. 5 to 20 VDC. 

© IG -1271 Function Generator. 
Sine. square. triangle waveforms. 
0.1 Hz to 1 MHz. 

O 1G -127' Pulse Generator. 100 ns 
to 1 sec width pulses. 
O IT -3230 CRT Tester. Tests. 
cleans. restores CRTs. 

Ileathkil instruments. 
The professional 

instruments. 

measurement 
for your 
money 

Heathkit 
A subsidiary of Zenith Electronics Corporation 

Heath 
Com ny 

r 
Take another look at the instruments 
you should be building. 

FREE 
COLOR HEATHKIT CATALOG 
Mall this coupon to: 
Heath Company, Dept. 020 -244 
Benton Harbor, Ml 49022 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

L 
GX-395 
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Learn robotics and 
you build this bo 
New NRI home training 
prepares you for a rewarding 
career in Americas newest 
high -technology field. 

The wave of the future is 
here. Already, advanced robotic 
systems are producing every- 
thing from precision electronic 
circuits to automobiles and 
giant locomotives. By 1990, 
over 100,000 "smart" robots 
will be in use. 

Over 25,000 New Jobs 
Keeping this robot army 

running calls for well- trained 
technicians ... people who 
understand advanced systems 
and controls. By the end of the 
decade, conservative estimates 
call for more than 25,000 new 
technical jobs. These are the 
kind of careers that pay 
$25,000 to $35,000 a year right 
now. And as demand continues 

to grow, salaries have no place 
to go but up! 

Build Your Own Robot 
As You Train at Home 

Now, you can train for an 
exciting, rewarding career in 
robotics and industrial control 
right at home in your spare 
time. NRI, with 70 years of 
experience in technology 
training, offers a new world of 
opportunity in one of the most 
fascinating growth fields since 
the computer. 

You need no experience, 
no special education. NRI 
starts you at the beginning, 
takes you in easy -to- follow, 
bite -size lessons from basic 
electronics right on through 

You get and keep Hero 1 robot with gripper arm and speech synthesizer, NRI 
Discovery Lab for electronic experimentation, professional multimeter with 
31/2-digit LCD readout, 51 fast -track training lessons. 

key subjects like instru- 
mentation, digital and com- 
puter controls, servomotors 
and feedback systems, fluidics, 
lasers, and optoelectronics. 
And it's all reinforced with 
practical, hands -on experience 
to give you a priceless con- 
fidence as you build a program- 
mable, mobile robot. 
Program Arm and Body 
Movement, Even Speech 

Designed expecially for 
training, your robot dupli- 
cates all the key elements of 
industrial robotics. You learn 
to operate, program, service, 
and troubleshoot using the 
same techniques you'll 
use in the field. It's 
on-the-job train- 
ing at home! 
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industrial control as 
Building this exciting 

robot will take you beyond the 
state of the art into the next 
generation of industrial 
robotics. 

You'll learn how your 
completely self -powered robot 
interacts with its environment 
to sense light, sound, and 
motion. You program it to 
travel over a set course, avoid 
obstacles using its sonar 
ranging capability. Program 
in complex arm and body 
movements using its special 
teaching pendant. Build a 
wireless remote control device 
demonstrating independent 
robot control in hazardous 
environments. You'll even 
learn to synthesize speech 
using the top- mounted 
hexadecimal keyboard. 

Training to Build a 
Career On 

NRI training 
uniquely incorporates 

hands -on building 
experience to 

Arm 
provides 5 
axis of 
motion. 

Stepper 
motors 
rotate arm 
and wrist. 
extend 
gripper up 
to 5". 

Rechafgeable 
gel -type 
batteries for 
independent 
operation. 

Hexadecimal 
keyboard for 
programming 
and mode 
selection. 

Senses 
motion. 
sound. light, 
distance. 

Plug -in 
circuit boards 
for convenient 
experimenta- 
tion and 
maintenance. 

Front -wheel 
drive with 
12 -inch 
turning 
radius. 

Your mobile robot duplicates functions of state -of- 
the-art industrial units. 

reinforce your learning on a 
real -world basis. You get profes- 
sional instruments, including a 
digital multimeter you'll use in 
experiments and demonstra- 
tions, use later in your work. 
And you get the exclusive NRI 
Discovery Lab ®, where you 
examine and prove out theory 
from basic electrical concepts 
to the most advanced solid - 
state digital electronics and 
microprocessor technology. 
Devised by an experienced 

team of engineers and 
educators, your 

experiments, 
demonstrations, and 
equipment are 
carefully integrated 
with 51 clear and 
concise lessons to 
give you complete 
confidence as you 
progress. Step -by- 
step, NRI takes you 
from the beginning, 
through today, and 
into an amazing 
tomorrow. 
Send for Free 
Catalog Now 

Send for NRI's 
big free catalog 
describing Robotics 
and Industrial 
Control plus over a 

dozen other high -technology 
courses. You'll see all the 
equipment you get in detail, 
get complete descriptions of 
every lesson, find out more 
about career opportunities for 
trained technicians. There's 
no cost or obligation, so send 
today. Your action today could 
mean your future tomorrow. 
If the card has been removed, 
please write us today. 

NRINRI SCHOOLS 

IA McGraw -Hill Continuing 
Education Center 

1 
Y 3939 Wisconsin Ave. 

I I Washington. DC 20016 

WE'LL GIVE YOU TOMORROW. 
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SATELLITE TV 
continued from page 14 

ing tolerances at the manufac- 
turer. The field installer made the 
pieces fit by pushing and shoving, 
drilling new holes and, in exas- 
peration, rebending metal or 
torquing the fiberglass. In all of 
that, the parabolic surface, so nec- 
essary for high performance, was 
lost. 

2) Antennas were sold without 

a feed; that was an add -on item 
and the dealer was left on his own 
to locate a source for feeds. When 
he found a feed source, his next 
problem was ensuring that the 
feed was designed to work prop- 
erly with a dish that had particular 
focal length -to- diameter ratios. 
Often that did not happen, and 
once again, the system perfor- 
mance suffered. 

3) Mounting systems were es- 
pecially poor. The object was to 
have a mount that supported the 

SATELLITE TV/ 

The First 
Five Years! 

4 

THE MOST COMPLETE report on the mushrooming 
home 'TVRO' industry ever compiled, written as only the 
'father of TYRO' could have prepared. More than 1000 
pages (!) tracing the complete story of home TVRO, 
lavishly illustrated with equipment photos, schematic 
diagrams, equipment analysis reports. Bob Cooper, 
the first private individual to own and operate a TVRO 
(1976) has collected and polished hundreds of indi- 
vidual reports into a unique 'collector's edition' which 
clearly explains the TVRO phenominon in North Amer- 
ica. From Coop's first 20 foot 'monster' dish to the 
present day 5 foot 'C -band' TVROs, the fascinating 
growth of TVRO equipment and its legal status unfolds 
for you. 

THIS TWO VOLUME SET totaling more than 1,000 pages is available for the first time 
to readers of Radio-Electronics at special discount pricing. Originally sold at $100 
per two- volume set, a limited supply is now available ONLY through this advertise- 
ment. PLUS, you will also receive a special extraordinary bonus; the 200 page ( + ) 

October 1984 edition of CSD /Coop's Satellite Digest. This very special edition of 
CSD is a best -seller in the TVRO industry, with the most comprehensive collection of 
TVRO facts and figures ever compiled. Combined with the 1,000 page 'CSD 
ANTHOLOGY' report, you have instant reference to everything you will ever need to 
know about the state of the home TYRO industry. It is MUST reading for every person 
in, or thinking about 'getting into,' any segment of the home TVRO world. 

SEND CSD ANTHOLOGY /2 Vols. + CSD Bonus. 
SEND CSD October '84 Special Issue ONLY. 

NAME COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

Payment: $60 US funds (Anthology + Bonus), $15 US funds 
CSD Oct. ONLY; payable "CSD ANTHOLOGY." 

Shipping charges pre- 
paid. Enter order to: CSD Anthology, Radio -Electronics 
Magazine, 200 Park Av. S., New York, NY 10003; or call 
305- 771 -0505 for credit card orders ONLY. 

dish in a rigid, stationary position, 
pointing at the desired satellite. 
Most mounts initially were de- 
signed to adjust the dish first in 
one direction (such as azimuth or 
side to side) and then in elevation 
(up and down): two separate 
steps. 

That made it impossible for an 
antenna system to "track" from 
one satellite to another easily, 
since any change required two 
separate adjustments. The answer 
would be polar mounts, but it was 
later in 1980 before the first began 
to appear and work well. 

4) The overall efficiency, a mea- 
surement of the accuracy of the 
parabolic surface, the design, and 
positioning of the feed, was sel- 
dom (if ever) over 55%. That wasn't 
bad; virtually all of the commercial 
antennas made claims no higher 
than that. But much better perfor- 
mance was coming. 

5) Finally, there was the price. 
The early ADM established a pric- 
ing plateau, to dealer, in the 
$2000/$2500 region. The volume 
was small, and start -up costs were 
high. Even fiberglass knock -off an- 
tennas were almost as expensive. 
That was a function of many 
ruined -piece -parts tossed out in 
the process of getting those that 
were acceptable. 

It was not a unique scenario; ev- 
erything and everybody was new. 
Most of those designing and sell- 
ing equipment were brand new to 
microwave; many were brand new 
to anything electronic. A giant 
learning curve was ahead. 

The 1984 dish scene is much 
brighter. Surface accuracy is far 
better because computer -aided 
machining techniques have been 
applied. Feeds are generally sold 
with the antenna (although not al- 
ways) and they are the same so- 
phisticated devices we detailed 
earlier. The dealer is no longer 
chasing bits and parts. The anten- 
na mounts are now mostly polar 
and they have evolved from large, 
cumbersome devices to light- 
weight (and usually strong) sup- 
ports that allow the antennas to zip 
through the sky with a minimum of 
tracking error. Antenna range 
tests, done on professional test 
ranges, are now common and an- 
tenna (including feed) efficiencies 

continued on page 90 
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The Quality 
Logic Probe 
At The 
Amazingly 
Low Price 
Of $19.95 

SOWO 

11.0 

3slnd 

W 3IN 
When it comes to testing and troubleshooting digital 

circuitry, you no longer require expensive equipment and 
complex, time consuming processes. And there's no need 
to compromise on performance or value. Because we've 
reduced the price on our LP -1 logic probe from $50.00 to a 

very affordable $19.95. 
This probe is versatile, reliable, and durable. It includes fea- 

tures such as readout indications (high, low and pulse), easy - 
to -use memory and pulse functions. We've advanced the 
design and the use of logic probes and other digital test products. 
And the LP -1 is just one of twelve inexpensive logic test devices 
we offer. Contact your local Global distributor today and see this or 
any of the other models you might need for your particular use. Ca I 

our Product Availability Line: 1- 800 -243 -6077, and our PAL oper- 
ator will direct you to your nearest distributor. 

w 

0 
a 
a 
U_ 

3Slnd 
. 0 J 

MOl 

GLOBAL SPECIALTIES 
An Interplex Electronics Company 

70 Fulton Terrace, New Haven, CT 06512 -1819 
(203) 624 -3103 TWX: 710- 465 -1227 

Other Offices: San Francisco (415) 648 -0611, TWX: 
910- 372 -7992; Europe: Phone Safron- Walden, England 
0799 -21682, TLX: 817477. 

Prices subject to change without notice. 

HJIH 
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LETTERS 

ANOTHER TYPE OF SATELLITE 
DISH 

I want to thank you for the fine 
articles by Martin Clifford, "All 
About Satellite TV" and "The 
Dish," which appeared in the 
June, 1984 issue. 

Although I already have my dish, 
I enjoyed his article with one ex- 
ception. The statement on page 51, 
( "The Dish "), which says, "All dish- 
es are made of stainless steel or 
aluminum..." There are a lot of fi- 
berglass dishes, in fact, mine is a 
ten -foot four -section fiberglass 
type, and gives perfect reception 
of all channels and all birds. But, if 

I had it to do again, I would pur- 
chase the spun aluminum, one - 
section aluminum as it would be 
much lighter in weight. 
WILBUR T. GOLSON 
Baton Rouge, LA 

WRITE TO: 

LETTERS 
Radio -Electronics 
200 Park Ave South 
New York, NY 10003 

COMPLEXITY AND ELECTRONICS 
As a recent subscriber to Radio - 

Electronics I thought that my com- 
ments might be of interest. First let 
me say that I am not exactly the 
kind of subscriber you perhaps 
would expect to lay down $15.00 a 
year for your magazine. I am a 
non -electronics person. The rea- 
son I buy Radio -Electronics is that 
I'm interested in where we are in 
the "State of the Art" and what we 
as consumers can expect from 
various producers and our govern- 
ment, which seems to get its fin- 
gers into everything. 

The article that prompted this 

Versatile Lab Power Supply 

Only $125°° 

MODEL 3002A 
0 -30 VDC at 0 -2A Excellent Regulation Ripple 

& Noise - 500 uV RMS Built -in Short- Circuit and 
Overload Protection 
Model 3002A features continuously adjustable current 
limiting and precision constant voltage /constant current 
operation with "automatic crossover :' This lab -grade unit 
can also be used as a current regulated power source. 
Options: 10 -Turn Voltage and Current Controls, $25.00 ea. 
(can be ordered individually). 

Also available...TRIPLE MIGHTY -MITE LAB POWER 
SUPPLY: Three Fully Regulated DC Outputs: two 
0- 25V/0.5A and one fixed 5V /3A. Variable Tracking & 
Independent Modes. Dual Panel Meters. Other models 
to 60 VDC. to 12A. 

TERMS: Check, Money Order or COD. COD's $2.00 extra. 
Add $3.50 for shipping & insurance in 48 states. Please 
contact our Sales Department for other shipping rates. 
Illinois residents add 7% sales tax. 

_ _ Free Literature On Request 
ELECTRO INDUSTRIES 

4201 W. IRVING PK., CHICAGO, IL 60641 
312/736 -0999 
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Regency Scanners 
bring you all the action... as it happens! 

Regency Scanners bring you 
the local news ... as it 
happens. From bank hold -ups 
to three alarm fires. It's 
on -the -scene action. While it's 
happening, from where it's 
happening ... in your 
neighborhood. 

You can even listen to weather 
reports, business and marine 
radio calls. Plus radio 
telephone conversations that 
offer more real life intrigue 
than most soap operas. And 
with some models, there's even 
more. 

The Z family 
Introducing the Z series 
scanners from Regency. Four 
exciting new programmable 
scanners that offer you a 
variety of options to fit your 
personal needs. 

First, there's the Z 10, a basic 
ten channel scanner that 
covers the six public service 
bands. It lets you hear your 
choice of over 15,000 
frequencies at the touch of 
a finger. Or, if you 
prefer, locate new, 

active frequencies using the 
search function. 

If you like the Z 10 but need 
more channels, step up to the 
Z 30. It gives you all the same 
features with a thirty channel 
memory and, surprise, a 
programmable alarm clock that 
stays on even when the power 
switch is turned off. 

For the guy who wants to tune 
into the aircraft and tower 
transmissions, we've got the 
Z 45. It's got the same coverage 
as the Z 30 with the addition of 
the aircraft band with forty -five 
total channels. 

And then there's the top of the 

line Z 60. It covers all the 
public service bands plus 
aircraft and FM radio 
broadcasts with sixty total 
channels. 

Common to all the Regency Z 

scanners is a contemporary 
simulated wood grain cabinet 
and a bright, easy -to -read 
vacuum fluorescent display 
with prompting messages. They 
even come preprogrammed 
with frequencies so you can 
scan "right out of the box ". 

Backed by Regency 
Regency stands behind the Z 

family with a full one year 
parts and labor warranty. And 
a tradition of building great 
scanners. So stop in your 
Regency dealer today for a 
demonstration, or write us at 
the address below for a full line 
color brochure. 

CIRCLE 254 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ELECTRONICS, INC. 

7707 Records Street 
Indianapolis, IN 46226 -9989 
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letter is "Build this Auto Exhaust of electronics. For example, the motive -test -equipment. Both arti- 
Analyzer" (Radio -Electronics, May General Motors Computer Com- cles that evaluated those units, 
1984). I currently repair and rebuild mand Control (CCC) has its own and ones that covered their repair 
automobile fuel- systems and can PROM's and I've recently won- and testing would be appreciated. 
attest to the complexity of modern dered about the possibility of re- PETE KISSA 
auto emission -devices and the programming those to modify Dayville, CT 
government's role in fostering this them for performance use. 
expansion of electronic compo- Then there's the problem area of 
nents in automobiles, a point I'm increasingly expensive test equip - 
sure hasn't escaped your detec- ment in the marketplace (i.e. 
tion. The fact of the matter is that $10,000- $30,000). It would be grati- 
no current magazines (including fying if somebody with the proper 
yours) spend any amount of time electronics experience could 
on that increasingly complex area cover the area of electronic auto- 

Who ya gonna call 

for free delivery? 
PRICE BUSTERS! 
*NEW LOW PRICES! 
* OVER S00 NEW ITEMS! 
*ORDER SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY! 
*FREE DELIVERY 

If order is SJOS or Jess Good only in the continental U.S. With purchase order of 575.00 or more 

CALL TOLL FREE FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG! 
1-800-543-3568 1- 800 -762 -3412 

NATIONAL WATS OHIO WATS 

IN DAYTON: (513) 252 -5662 TELEX NO. 288 -229 

(EI Consolidated ElGCIrOnics, Incorporated 

705 WATERVLIET AVE., DAYTON, OHIO. 45420 
CIRCLE 81 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

I certainly would not expect a 
non -electronics person to read 
even one issue of Radio -Elec- 
tronics. However, you do make 
your reason for being a subscriber 
quite clear. 

The points you raise are interest- 
ing, and certainly from my point of 
view, well worth exploring, but 
first I must touch on the reasons 
why very few publications other 
than those interested in auto- 
mobile engineering would touch 
on the subject matters you men- 
tion. While it is fascinating to learn 
about the many electronic devices 
in the modern automobile, unless 
you are personally involved in the 
manufacturing of these devices, 
such knowledge has little value to 
slake your own curiosity. All of 
these elements are made and con- 
structed to be modular replace- 
ment items, so that repairing the 
system does not entail very much 
more than unplugging one mod- 
ule and plugging in another. 

As you must know, this also ap- 
plies to European vehicles. For 
quite some time Volkswagen has 
used a fuel -injection module 
made by Bosch. When the 25 -cent 
SCR in the unit breaks down, the 
entire module is replaced. 

While I personally deplore the 
idea of replacing a $500.00 module 
for the sake of a 25 -cent part, the 
need for a relatively unskilled me- 
chanic to get a customer's auto- 
mobile back on the road operating 
properly, once again makes that 
procedure necessary. 

Incidentally, that problem exists 
in many other areas as well. For 
example, in a General Electric 
clothes dryer that I recently looked 
at, there is a simple little module 
that turns off the machine when 
the clothes are dry. It is a simple 
SCR that is fed a signal by a 
moisture sensor. The module 
costs $48.00. If you had the equip- 
ment and skill to service that mod- 
ule the chances are your parts cost 
would be under $3.00, and allow- 
ing 30 minutes for repair, about 
$22.00 in labor. Again, the repair- 
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man for just a few dollars more, 
can immediately restore operation 
of that machine in the customer's 
home by the simple replacing of 
the entire module. 

The real question that your letter 
has addressed (and it's a question 
that many have addressed) has two 
reaching effects in the editorial 
coverage of our publication: "Even 
if the repair is a module replace- 
ment, does the Radio -Electronics 
reader want to know how the mod- 
ule functions and how he might 
troubleshoot it and repair it -even 
though he realizes it may not be 
cost -effective to do so ?" 

So that we may get a better feel- 
ing for our readers sentiments on 
those subjects, we invite our read- 
ers to write us and express their 
feelings on them. -Larry Steckler, 
Publisher 

VOLTAGE ERROR 

Your article, "Designing With 
Linear IC's," by Joseph Carr in the 
July1984 issue has an error on page 
55, column 3 line 2. The gain is 20 
not 100. That is found from: Av = 
(R2 /R1 + 1)(Ns /Np) = (2)(10/,) = 20. 
The voltage mentioned later 
should also be 20 not 100. 
WILLIAM LEFLER 
Forks, WA 

INTERFACE ERROR 

I built the interface for the 
TS1000 /ZX81 described in the arti- 
cle "Interfacing the ZX81" that ap- 
peared in to July 1984 issue of 
Radio -Electronics. I found two er- 
rors that I would like to bring to 
your attention. 

First of all, in the schematic 
shown in Fig. 2, the A2 output of 
IC8 is at pin 6, not pin 5 as shown. 
Secondly, in the card -edge pinout 
shown in Fig. 1, there are two Al 
lines. The one at the bottom of the 
illustration (above RoMcs) should 
be A4. 
BOB MIX 
Seattle, WA 

CONVENTIONAL FLOW 
CONFLICT 

As an electronics student, I 

strive to find several ways to justify 
a point of an accepted theory. Oc- 
casionally in my reading I encoun- 
ter strongly conflicting views. One 
case that puzzles me is the con- 
tinuing use of the terms "electron 

flow" and "conventional flow." 
I have read coverage of that top- 

ic by Jack Darr, ( "Service Clinic," 
Radio -Electronics, January 1983) 
and other reputable writers who 
have attempted to explain why 
there are two ways to describe 
electrical current; however, none 
that I have found propose a reason 
why reference is still made to 
"conventional flow." If Benjamin 
Franklin's theory backing "con- 
ventional flow" is a long past 
proven fallacy, then why is it still 

referred to, and accepted by some 
technical writers as the proper ap- 
proach to describe current flow? 
CHRISTINE MOORE 
O'Fallon, Missouri 

There is really no conflict in the- 
ory- everyone agrees that elec- 
trons flow from negative to 
positive. Conventional current is 

just that -a convention. It is inter- 
nationally agreed upon, however, 
and you should become comfort- 
able with it.- Editor 

VIEW 8 TRACES ON YOUR SINGLE 

OR DUAL TRACE SCOPE WITH THIS 

LOW COST DEVICE!! 

ill" A UV 
NNW INN 
EwBE1a®MGK 

POWER 

INPUT 

MIN MA X 

AMPLITUDE 
MIN MAX 

SPACING 

1-4 5-8 i-B 

CHANNEL 
SE(CT 
OUTPUT 

/^ 

Now you no longer have to spend 
thousands on an expensive multi - 
trace oscilloscope - our single trace 
Hitachi scope combined with this 
module will allow you to view up to 8 
simultaneously occuring analog or 
digital (or both) signals in their real 
time and amplitude relationship. The 
MPX 101 may be used on any oscil- 
loscope, whether single, dual or mLl- 
tiple traces. Its low cost makes it a 
particular favorite for designers, test- 
ers, hobbyists and repairmen who 
want to compare and analyze dis- 
played signals in a timing diagram 
format. The controls on the front 
panel of the metal case allow you to 
vary amplitude and spacing of the 
displayed signals. 

MODEL MPX101 
FULLY ASSEMBLED & TESTED! 

SPECIFICATIONS 

NOT 
A 

KIT 

88 
FULL 1 

YEAR 
REPLACE- 

MENT 
WARRANTY 

- Made In The United States - 
Inputs: 8 signals plus ground via 9 

input leads terminated with alliga- 
tor clips 

Bandwidth: ± 1 dB to 5 MHz 
Impedance: 10.9 K 
Input Voltage: ± 5V peak (diode 

clamped to ± 5 Volt supplies) 
Output: Staircase waveform summed 

with input signals, 0.800 mV 
full scale 

Step Amplitude: Variable 0 to 150 
mV/ step 

Signal Voltage: Variable 0 to 

150 mV /step @ 5V Input 
Multiplex Rate: Switch selectable, 40 

KHz or 4 KHz 
Impedance: 50 Ohms 
Power: 105 -135 VAC @ 1 V a 
Dimensions: 6.25" x 125" x 

4.75" (WxHxD) 
Operating Temperature: 0 -40 °C 
Weight: 1 lb. 10.5 oz. 
Warranty: one year full replacement 

warranty from date of purchase 
Lighted on /off power switch 
Wood grain finished metal case 

DISTRIBUTOR AND REPRESENTATIVE INQUIRIES INVITED 

MI IN 
BIM MD 

E. W ENGINEERING, INC. 

VISA, MASTERCARD, AMEX TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED! 
6 Herman Drive, E. Granby, CT 06026 O 203/651 -0285 
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ARIES ZERO 
INSERTION 
FORCE 
SOCKETS - 
cam actuated, true zero 
insertion - tin plated solder 
tail pins - capable of being 
plugged into dip sockets, 
including wire wrap. 

Nock No. o1 
No. Pine 1.11 10J9 00 

11060 24 4 9a 64.36 13.90 tt006 211 S 15 100 1.06 
11067 96 e e1 611 5.35 
110511 N 1202 10.50 f.S HakNo. t8 fOa111 

JAL_ 1 11.42 11.28 

NOT MAIL ORDER "SECONDS" '' '' 'potitage -"°"'" fur FREE COMPLETE CATALOG 

ICa00LEp-hem erra w.nre 
UNITRACII ewer r. in IC ..loe 

2 wn. p .1111 .401 22226 14 6.20 
and- ` prO°"o.10,,,,1pn°OhvW 2222{ 111 .29 
A.N wan lo hoe.. - 22228 18-20 29 u wawa, a 

10 
wawa, ho. foe 

awrn p K and 0.erW 1e.101.h °o.' 

WILD ROVER 
touch sw1cn seem. 00.1.1,09 mown ol 005 10001 the use 
01 a 000100 $1m Extreme. tall on 
and oh 1111 low haw Nani.ay open - 
uod 11 S VAC 1 6 amp -30 *11,010. 10 
snlance - 6151aaus 130 160 hut k 

SCREW MACHINED SOCKET -. 

FINS. loam packa00o in bags 01 
100 Stock No 11310 n spar tae I 
.e0 gold COaU Sn welt block No 
11311 w wire *lop wan gold cool w 
gold 111* 

.pa. 
M 310 aOD , w S ama tee.. 
11a1 l 

alleo Wong s ro a.10 S1141 *wÿ W. n 10 71 S0 d i 

3 X 4 Elastomarlc Keyboards 61117rMalr, 
Each keyboard we p c 
Dard, Mast°menc pad 
with Contacts. SOS 
Imams are double shot 
molded he. Mat relln: 
12 UDC 20mA * 
Contact Rao wee Man 1st. ..10 .m 1,w 
500 Ohm. Baca: 551 I H, , 401 2 S.o M M M SO than 10 m Sec 121, 01040. , St smm 5.96 210 

which includes coupon for 51 00 OFF purchase 

TI WIRE 
WRAP 
SOCKETS 
Tin plated 
phosphor bronze 
contact -3 wrap 
Stock 

No. No Pins 1.98 
11301 a 5.40 
11302 
I1303 
11304 
11305 
1130e 
11307 
1130e 
11309 

SUS CUB I and SUS 
cue 11 a,.nigh 
quality. compNts LSI 
Counl.r Mod Ise with 
LCD readout Modules 

tag in p.c board 
Stock No 51071). 

plate function 
905klatm0 Mt (Stock 
No 51070) contains 
pc. board.4 SV battery 
andvaneblelraguency 
oscillator to supply 
train of count pulses. 
Stock Na 51070 has 
LATCH. RESET and 
TEST functions (3 
bullas). PC board 
unplugs for bread- 
board work. 

6 Mpg L81 Counter Modules with LCD Readouts SINGLE ROW 
and A soclated Neck No. Description Price 

MSe Mountinpmbllesslo7o Complete Function 645.00 
Evaluation Kit 
pnclud.s bottoms 
but does not include 
Replay counter 
Mou 61071 ing P.C. Board 

51072 S519-CUB I display 
counter module only 

51073 SUBCUB II display 
counter module only 

51074 Panel Sorel 
Evaluation Kit la 
SUB-CUB II (does not 
Include SUB-CUB II 
counter module) 

51075 DATA SHEET .25 

7.50 

18.00 

24.00 

12.00 

The Battery Just Wrap' Tool 
New battery meet. toot wraps 0seates 
mre rabid 025 $90019 posts ..n.o.Ned 
low ore cunm9 and pie - emcee Compre a end 100n 30 AWG we. 

51000 NO Dec1elcn Plc. 
3340 Benny 0.r5.w lop *1111 a 

and 10011 3o Aw0 w. ewes 
3301 RePecamOn1 a1 1o.35 
3342 10011 else nplecwlw5 wry 7.le 
3343 10011 enge opecemsnl ,0 1.96 
3344 10011 1 W O. spin ee e9 TAM 
3345 00 II NW 1.050111. i we 1.N 

OK MACHINE AND TOOL 
IC INSERTION/ 

as -.rasa EXTRACTION KIT 
Includes DIP IC extractors and 
nerlem lewcon t leleas 

and 

I ..,,,,ho 40 pm. Toole let 
eerrppaappee conductive O.90n est. 

4 h C1AOSaaNanOv.chr0e0aK4. 
eV k4. Iww r.. 

SOCKETS 

%ow so. 
Both Myles Weak - 

able to any number 
al COMeCh portions 

anted 

14 .59 
le .64 
la .73 
20 .99 
22 1.12 
24 1.25 
25 1.32 

TI LOW PROFILE 
SOCKETS 
Tin plated 
copper alloy 
688 contact pins 
with gas tight Seal. 

100 Stock 106 
-499 500 No No P 1.24 25-99 999 
5.36 5.30 11201 5 5.10 5.09 5.08 
.54 .45 11202 '4 .14 .13 .12 
.58 .48 11203 1$ .16 .15 .14 AN .55 11204 is .18 .17 .15 
.90 .7 5 11205 20 .20 .18 .16 

1.02 .85 11206 22 .22 .20 .18 
1 .14 .95 11207 24 .24 .22 .20 
1.38 1 .15 11206 28 .28 .26 .25 

40 2.05 1.86 1.55`12o9 so .40 .37 

Stnp 01 25 collet sockels/Plns - 
mount odd -center components 
sully Gold plated contacts 

Stock No. 1.24 25 50 
102 1 51.70 81.50 $1.30 

MICRO Charts colalp 896' I 
11- Cens .kmmate Me need l0 . - .Y 
stumble lnrargh manures end 
.pmrllare. Fully decoded niant <lyY . 
access - totally crnpmhans.ve - 9nw ' PI all. cycle WINK Doy no1Kalc. etc 
meek he I ..e.c. stn.: 

SS OS 
23011 111011.410111. 
23012 9602110.* 
22013 aaeMMoma 
23015 64714a 771. Ir.e.1 
13015 Se. aleomr . 

23011 10aY40e0A 
20011 eels. aw«aw. teem wm.e 

SOCKET WRAP ID 
De sec Sel seal pwtc 000.15 
wen numbered row men low 

Slip Omo IMO. belge 
rappm0 to 4pnldy Pee 

Also ent. On lem l00 MUM. 
C pan number. flnctiOO. etc 

m S.pllwhet l whet 5.5.0010 
1010wnootng and mpav 81 .95 per pack 

596 
510 

SÑ 
s:e10s 

Strip of 40 pns with single 
beam sockets Tin pealed 
contacts 

Stock No. 1.99 100 500 1000 
10850 11.01 5.90 $.$2 S.72 A 

PIN FORMING TOOL 
puts IC's on (heir } 
true row to row 

N 
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spacing. One side is 
for 300 centers. Flip tool ONE TOOL DOES over for devices 8thru40PINS! 600 centers. Put device 
in tool and squeeze Soak No. (Moe 

Hand Tool lo068 812.15 
NEW' ANTI-STATIC MODEL 10200 

THERMOP110BB: ldentmes Dead 
Components - Replaces Volt MNenl 
Identify dead components which do not 
erne heel Just point thermistor prob. - 
within 1/16" of board - move 
over Components and see - 
which are 

Steak Me. hies dead Steak 921.51 

OPCOA 
Single D git Displays - Common 
CathaM 
Stock 
No Color 1 100 
12082 Red 51.12 5 .99 
t 2085 Green 1.84 1.63 
2087 Yellow 192 1.70 

12089 Orange 296 1.64 
Right Angle Sockel for Above 
Displays 

Stock 
No I 100 
11010 91.246.99 

+.1.8:13.E1 OPTEL LCD's with pins 
Stock No. 47005 Na 

k 

e.e:e.e 
Descrplion I 10 

47005 3'. dol. 5 1 5.9511 5.50 
47006 4 4ol. 5 5.95 5.50 

4 dol 7 11.90 11.00 Stock No. 47006 47007 B B B Stock No. 47007 

AL_ 

&otchftea' Breadboard 
Systems Beam kit 
comes with 24 
Gnous Dal Sockets. 

40 verrous Plug 
Stnps wre and tools 
K.1 Can be used with 
any of the ma boards 

Nock NO Daaoriptmn 
03500 Basic Ka 
03511 flare bard 4 5 5 5 
03500 Intel SBC 6010 Bard. 12 6 75 
03507 Motorola 105000 Bard 9 75 6 
03500 S.100 Bard. 10 5 3 
03509 1.00 Bard 7 7 x 7 5 
03510 Eurocard Bard. 6.3 3 9 

Ric. 
979 95 
1950 
64 95 2 95 
36 95 
30 95 
21 95 

EQUIPMENT REPORTS 

Paladin Solder Scooter 
Desoldering Tool 

Desoldering doesn't 

have to be 

any more difficult 

than soldering. 

CIRCLE 5 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

WE THINK IT'S SAFE TO SAY THAT ANY - 
one who has ever soldered a joint 
has also desoldered one - 
whether to correct a mistake or to 
replace a defective component. 
But if you've ever tried to use a 
vacuum bulb, or other hand -oper- 
ated vacuum device, to desolder 
more than one or two compo- 
nents, you'll appreciate the need 
for a better tool. If you only deso- 
Ider occasionally or usually work 
in the field, you don't want a large 
device that requires an external 
vacuum pump. But you still need a 
tool that is fast and easy to use, yet 
one that is small, economical, 

SINTE 28 8th St.. Box 4 t 0 ( 
l 

TOLL 800- 526 -5960 C co. Flenchtowil. NJ 08825 
1 
l j FREE nO ;S 2 O `S4 ihm in NJ (201) 996 -4093 
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.. A True Dual Trace 10 MHz 
Digital Storage Scope. Only $495. 

, f .\ 

# 

04. 

UPPER TRACE 

LOWER TRACE 

( 

J 

LogicScopa 

1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 I 
1 ' 

TRIGGER% 

1. . :uLla 

ii 
ME MOFi V 

E 
MA 

TIME EIASE ...Jo SAMPLE RATE 

T 

1010 

I SI 

nnlurrinuinusnlluuru7rnu 
2 

luudoruLubrrl 

6 
9 Io 11 l'1 14 14 
r Ilrl. Illlllllillllll Illlill;I Illlrrrlir 

6 B 
Sr. 18. 17 IS 14 21) 21 

True Dual Trace 10 MHz Real Time Bandwidth 3 Input Channels I/O Port 
Digital Waveform Storage Boolean Waveform Operations Audio Functions 

8.25 (L) x 4.5 (D) x 1.75 (H) Inches 1.25 Pounds 9 Volt Battery /AC Operation 

Consider the LogicScope 136 
The LogicScope 136 is the next logical step in test instru- 

mentation for you. It combines many of the features and capa- 
bilities of sophisticated logic analyzers and oscilloscopes ... 
and it fits in your hand. Never before has so much technology 
been available in so small an instrument, at such a low price. 

The pocket -sized LogicScope 136 is made possible by a 
patented breakthrough in display technology. The conven- 
tional cathode ray tube has been replaced by a unique array of 
400 LED's that permits simultaneous display of two digital 
waveforms. 

The 136 can be used for viewing single shot events, or 
repetitive waveforms. It can be operated in real time mode, or 
in memory mode which permits acquisition and storage of up to 
24 128 -bit waveforms. These can be recalled, logically com- 
pared (AND, OR, EXCLUSIVE OR I to other stored /input 
waveforms, or output to an external device via an RS 232 port. 

Its very low cost, convenience and ease -of -use make the 
LogicScope the ideal instrument, for designing, troubleshoot- 
ing or repairing digital systems. 

Consider its Engineering & Field Service Applications: 
On microprocessor -based systems, check the timing rela- 

tionship of various parameters relative to the system clock and 
other key events. Its storage capability allows visual and logi- 
cal comparison of non -repetitive waveforms to known refer- 
ence signals. Output in the start-up of the digital device can be 
compared to reference signals to determine the operating state 
of the device. Questionable waveforms can be stored for analysis. 

Its light weight and small size make the LogicScope conve- 
nient to take on every service call. The 136 provides much 
more information for trouble shooting a digital system or pe- 
ripheral than a logic probe or digital multimeter, without hav- 
ing to lug an oscilloscope or logic analyzer along. 

Contact us for the name of your local distributor 

rV`CCL LEcFIÌOI.OGtii inc. 
7320 Parkway Drive, Hanover, MD 21076 
301 -796-3300 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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and -most important -also porta- 
ble. 

A tool that combines those fea- 
tures is the Solder Scooter from 
Paladin (3543 Old Conejo Road, 
#102, Newbury Park, CA 91320). 
OK Industries, Inc. (3455 Conner 
Street, Bronx, NY 10475) offers a 

practically identical tool. Appar- 
ently, both are made by the same 
company. The only differences 
that we saw were the color and the 
imprinted model number 
(SA -6 -115 for OK's). 

The main advantage of the 
Solder Scooter over those other 
hand desoldering tools we men- 
tioned is that it does the work of 
two tools -it both melts the solder 
and vacuums it up. A 30 -watt heat- 
ing element heats up quickly; the 
tool is ready for use typically in 
about 11/2 -3 minutes. Recovery 
time after desoldering a large joint 
is also fast. 

Operating the Solder Scooter 
requires only one hand. That's a 

big advantage over vacuum -bulb- 

A QUALITY TRIPLE -REGULATED 
POWER SUPPLY AT A LOW, 
LOW PRICE!! NOT A 

KIT! 

This DC triple regulated variable power supply 
has all the features you could ask for plus a full 1 

year guarantee. Fully adjustable from 11/2 VDC to 
35 VDCI Three completely Independent supplies 
that offer many advantages! They can be either a 
pos. supply or a neg. supply...they can also be 
stacked in series so that a 5V and two 15V sup- 
plies can total a 35 VDC supply or any combina- 
tion of the three...(after one of the terminals Is 
grounded to give it a reference)...for the first time 
you can now purchase this American made fully 
adjustable power supply at a price that is one- 
half of what you'd expect to pay! 

SPECIFICATIONS 
3 outputs: 

Fixed 5 VDC t 0.2V 
2 variable S1 Y, V to 215 VDC 
Polarity - floating; can be used as pos. or neg. 

Ripple lesa than 10mV at full load, 
Regulation $1% no load to full load, 
Line Regulation <0.2% 108 VAC to 135 VAC. 

Current: 
Fixed supply 1.0 amp max. 
Variable supplies 0.5 amp max. 

MODEL PS101 
FULLY ASSEMBLED & TESTED! 

S 

1 
88 
FULL 1 

YEAR 
REPLACE- 

MENT 
WARRANTY 

- Made In The United States- 

Protection built in, current limiting, with 
thermal shutdown. 

Power. 108-135 VAC. 
Dimensions: 81/4' x 31/4' x VA" (WxHxD) 
Wood grain finished metal case. 
Weight: 4 Ibs., 9 oza. 
Lighted on /off power switch, easy-to-read 

Voltmeter and large binding posta. 
Warranty: one year full replacement 

warranty from date of purchase. 

DISTRIBUTOR AND REPRESENTATIVE INQUIRIES INVITED 

i- 
E. W.ENGINEERING, NUNC 

VISA, MASTERCARD, AMEX TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED! 
6 Herman Drive, E. Granby, CT 06026 O 203/651 -0285 

CIRCLE 267 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

type methods. You can use your 
free hand to hold the circuit board 
you're working on, or to gently 
pull a component off the board 
from the other side (or loosen up a 
connection). The unit is 101/4 inches 
long, but it's lightweight (about 4 
ounces) so it's easy to handle. It 
fits well into a standard soldering - 
iron holder. The vacuum -pump 
part of the Solder Scooter is similar 
to desoldering pumps that you can 
buy separately. To "load" the 
pump, you push a plunger down 
with your thumb. A side -mounted 
"trigger" releases the plunger, and 
solder is pulled into the reservoir. 
The difference between the Solder 
Scooter and other hand pumps is 
that the solder is pulled in right 
through the heated tip. 

Paladin Solder Scooter 

OVERALL 
PRICE 

EASE 
OF USE 

INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL 

PRICE 
VALUE 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 

The pump, along with the reser- 
voir, can simply be unsnapped 
from the tool. Once removed, the 
cover of the reservoir can be 
opened and the solder simply 
dumped out. 

Replacing the tip is as easy as 
cleaning the reservoir -it simply 
unscrews. The tip that comes with 
the unit has a 1.2- millimeter open- 
ing. A 1- millimeter tip is also avail- 
able, and a 1.5- millimeter tip is 
available for larger jobs. (Paladin 
also sells other replacement parts 
for the desoldering tool, including 
the heater, the heat -conductor 
tube, O- rings, and pump assem- 
bly.) Paladin sells two versions of 
the Solder Scooter: Model PA 1707 
comes with a two -wire cord and PA 
1706 has a three -wire cord. 

The Solder Scooter sells for 
$22.95 ($24.95 for the three -cord 
model.) It is well suited for low - 
volume applications, such as for 
hobbyists or field- service techni- 
cians. We should point out one 
more thing -in a pinch, it makes a 
good soldering iron, too. R -E 

continued on page 30 
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Introducing the complete line of 
Flameproof Resistors from New -Tone Electronics. 

NTE Flameproof Resistors are the 
latest addition to NTE's line of quality 
components. They're designed to 
provide you with a premium quality 
replacement device... that won't flame 
out or short even under the most severe 
overloads. 
Our resistors range in capability from 
1,4 Watts to 25 Watts with resistance 
values from .10 to 1.5 Megohms. 
They're totally noncombustible with a 

metallic resistance material between a 

nonresistant core and a special ceramic 
outer cover. 
NTE Flameproof Resistors are the ideal 
replacement components for electronic 

games, telecommunications, medical, 
data processing, military, broadcast and 
home entertainment equipment. 
Don't take chances with your expensive 
equipment. Use NTE Flameproof 
Resistors... they handle the current. 

Look for NTE's full line of quality 
replacement parts in the bright green 
polybags and 
cartons at 
your nearest 
distributor. 

:11* 

75 4 2 .©. 

NEW -TONE ELECTRONICS, INC. 

44 FARRAND STREET BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07003 
29 
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Krista Model 
30B -140 DMM 

A low cost 
test instrument that's 
ideal for the hobbyist 

on a budget. 

CIRCLE 6 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

IN THIS SPACE WE OFTEN REPORT ON 
devices that represent the state -of- 
the -art in test -equipment tech- 
nology. Those units are sophisti- 
cated, highly accurate, and, more 
often than not, very expensive. 
That's fine if you are a professional 
who needs the best for his work, 
or a dedicated hobbyist who con- 
stantly has one project or another 
on the bench. But what about 
those for whom electronics is just 
an occasional diversion, or those 

who can not afford the latest in 
microprocessor -controlled gear? 
Well, they are not out of luck. 
There's quite a bit out there in the 
way of low -cost, but quite servica- 
ble, test equipment. 

One such instrument recently 
came to our attention. It is the 
Krista (PO Box 3423, Torrance, CA 
90510) model 30B -140 multimeter 
That unit is a hand -held digital 
multimeter with a 1/2-inch, 31/2-digit 
LCD readout. It can measure AC 

McIntosh 
STEREO CATALOG 

and FM DIRECTORY 
Get all the newest and latest information on the new 
McIntosh stereo equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In 
addition you will receive an FM station directory that 
covers all of North America. 

SEND 

TODAMI 

r 
McIntosh Laboratory Inc. 
East Side Station P.O. Box 96 
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904 -0096 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 
L 

STATE ZIP 

RE 
1 

1 

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh. 
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine. 

CIRCLE 67 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

and DC voltage, DC current, and 
resistance; there is also provision 
for performing a diode test. All 
range and function switches are 
located along the side of the case 
for easy, one -handed operation; 
the POWER switch is located on the 
front panel. 

Test probes (two are supplied) 
connect to the unit via four front - 
panel connectors. Those con- 
nectors are recessed in the case, 
minimizing the possibility of an ac- 
cidental shock. 

Specifications 
Turning to what the unit can do, 

DC voltage measurements are 
made over five ranges from 200 - 
mV to 1000 -volts full scale. Ac- 
curacy is specified as ±0.5% for 
the 200 -mV range and ±0.8% for 
the 2 -, 20 -, and 200 -volt ranges; it is 
unspecified for the 1000 -volt 
range. The device is protected 
against transient overload up to 
± 500-volts DC and 300 -volts RMS 
AC for ranges up to 200 volts. 
Overload protection for the 1000 - 
volt scale is ± 1100 volts AC or DC. 

Gernsback Publications, Inc. 
200 Park Ave. South 
New York, NY 10003 
12121 777 -6400 
Chairman of the Board: M. Harvey Gernsback 
President: Larry Steckler 

ADVERTISING SALES 212. 777 -6400 
Larry Steckler 

publisher 
Arlene Fishman 

advertising coordinator 
Lisa Strassman 

credit manager 
Donna Goldstein 

credit associate 
Naomi Matten 

advertising assistant 

Sales Offices 

EAST /SOUTHEAST 

Stanley Levitan 
Radio -Electronics 
200 Park Ave. South 
New York, NY 10003 
212- 428 -6037, 212 -777 -6400 

MIDWEST/Texas/Arkansas/Okla. 

Ralph Bergen 
Radio -Electronics 
540 Frontage Road -Suite 325 
Northfield, IL 60093 
312 -446 -1444 

PACIFIC COAST/ Mountain States 

Marvin Green 
Radio -Electronics 
15335 Morrison St. -Suite 227 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 
818- 986 -2001 
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What's New at The Source" of 

AMERICAN SURPLUS TRADINGS foe theho bysticalcomponenfs 

We warehouse 60,000 
items at American 

Surplus Trading- expen- 
sive, often hard -to -find 
components for sale 
at a fraction of their 
original cost! 

You'll find every part 
you need- either brand 
new, or removed from 
equipment (RFE) in excel- 
lent condition. But quanti- 
ties are limited. Order 
from this ad, or visit our 
retail showroom and find 
exactly what you need 
from the thousands of 
items on display. Open 
Mon. -Sat., 9 -5. 

51/4" TANDON DISC DRIVES 

IBM Compatible 

z Ht. 

A. TM50-1 SS/DD 
B. TM55-2 DS/DD 
C. TM55D-2 DS/DD 

Full Ht. 

D. TM100-1 
E. TM100-2 
F. TM100-1 

$ 99.50 
179.00 
199.00 

SS /DD $ 99.50 
DS /DD 159.00 
w/o controller boards (mechanics only) $45.00 

Other 51/4" 
P.C. Drives 
'/2 Ht. G. TM55 -4 

Full Ht. H. TM101 -4 

DS/Quad 

DS/Qund 

$199.00 

$199.00 

THERE'S NO RISK. 
With our full 90 day warranty. 

any purchase can be returned for 
any reason for full credit or refund. 

L. TIMEX SINCLAIR 
1000 COMPUTER 

Factory 
returns. 
TV tested. 
Utilizes 
Z80A CPU (socketed) 
2016P and other chips. 
Sold as is ... NO RETURNS" 

only $9.95 RFE 

W. 19" COLOR 
X -Y DISPLAY 

Originally designed for use in Atari 
coin -operated games. Contains a 

19VLUP22 3 -gun color tube, focus 
and brightness controls. Has elec- 
tromagnetic deflection and solid 
state circuitry with three "Z" amp 
inputs (red, green, blue). Ideal for 
arcade replacement or, with the 
addition of external circuitry, for 
color graphics display 

$129.00 NEW 

J. APPLE 2C DISC DRIVES 

Original equipment drives. Cosmetic 
rejects. 

$139.50 RFE 

K. T.I. SILENT 700 PRINTER 

Receive only. 
Non -impact, 
thermal paper. 
5 x 7 matrix - 
80 characters per line. Printing Rate: selectable, 10/30 char. per sec. 

Full /Half Duplex. Interface: Serial type /RS232 /C 1L Current loop. 300 

baud rate. Dim: 14.6" x 15.25" x 4.25" 
$199.00 NEW 

"D" SERIES CONNECTORS 

Ribbon Cable 
M. IDC 155 
N. IDC 25S 
O. IDC 37S 

1-99 
$3.61 

4.03 
6.14 

100 -up 
$3.28 

3.69 
5.57 

IDE Edge Card 1 -99 
P. 50 -Pin $2.96 
Q. 20 -Pin 1.50 

100 -up 
$2.63 

1.35 

Sockets 
R. IDS 26 
S. IDS 34 
T. IDS 50 

Plugs 
U. IDP -20 
V. IDP -50 

ID Sockets 
& Plugs 

1 -99 
$1.69 

1.81 
2.96 

100 -up 
$1.57 

1.69 
2.85 

$1.01 $ .90 
2.96 2.85 

PUMPS -COMPRESSORS -BLOWERS- MOTORS - POTENTIOMETERS -COUNTERS 
TIMERS - RELAYS - VOLTAGE REGULATORS -POWER SUPPLIES 

X. HIGH QUALITY 
INTELLIGENT 
KEYBOARD ¡MEN 

DD. COMPUTER DISC DRIVE 
SWITCHING POWER 
SUPPLY 

Input: 115V AC 
Output: ± 12V ct 1 amp. 
+ 5V or 6 amp. - 5V (it 1 amp. 
Dim: 9'h "L x 7 "W 

$29.95 NEW 

60 Key Typewriter Layout 
Utilizes 8041 8 bit 
microprocessor, 824310 
expander, 2316 ROM and 
more. Charcoal grey key 
caps with sound transducer. 
Power requirement: 5 VDC. 
26 pin header connector. 
Mfr: Brothers Ind. Ltd. 556- 
504. Full documentation. 

$14.95 NEw 

FREE 
elects 
dev%C 

evert 

L 

Y. 35 CFM SPRITE FAN' 

Compact 312". 
For cooling equipment 
where space is at a 
premium. Universal 
mounting, reversible air 
flow. 115VAC, 60HZ. Dim: 
3'4" sq. x 15fe "D. Rotron or 
equiv 

$6.95 RFE 

Z. 115 CFM MUFFIN FAN' APPLE RS232 
CABLE ASSEMBLIES 

Metal frame with 5 high 
impact plastic blades. For 
cooling Hi Fi, electronic 
equipment, computers, etc. 
Mounts for intake or 
exhaust. 115VAC, 60HZ. 
Dim: 4 "Le" x 1'h"D. 

$7.95 RFE 

Grey molded connectors. 
AA. from DB25P to IDS26 

socket 
BB. from DB25P to DB25P 

socket 
CC. from DB25P to DB19P 

socket 
3 ft. long. 

Your choice $9.95 ea. 

62 oseph St . Moonachie NJ 07074 
American Surplus Trading (201J)939.2710 

AMERICAN SURPLUS TRADING, 62 JOSEPH STREET. MOONACHIE, N J 07074 

YES! Please send me the following items: My check or money order is enclosed 

Charge my credit card 
Visa Master Card 

A,B,C, 
etc. 

How 
Many? Description Price Total 

Total 

of 
Sluppng and handing. we shop UPS unless 

CATALOG otherwss speahed Add S3 pus 10% total 

o- mechanical 
Canada S3 plus PP cost Charge only 

SINS Tar (N J revdents only 

es sent with pNa add 6% of totali 

I Order, ORDER TOTAL 

Card No 

MINIMUM 
ORDER 

S15. 

RE .114 

E.p DIN 

senators 

Telephone Area Code N urn Der 

Name 

Address 

Cory 

State Zp 

All fnquvfes and tree catalog requests call 201.939 -2710 

For all phone orders, call TOLL -FREE 800- 228 -2028 ext. 825. In Nebraska, 800-642-8300 ext. 825 
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PRECISION SpecialA2 
Jerrold Cordless Cable 
T.V. Converter 

Xnet, 

MODEL LCC58 (Specie 

i1` L .; 

JERROLD 
MODEL 1590P MODEL 1560P 

REG 
$1995.00 

REG 
$1150.00 

100 MHz 8 -TRACE 
4 CHANNEL 
DUAL TIME 

80 MHz 
TRIPLE TRACE 

to. $1579" 

ANY QUANTITY 

Now 
Till Dec. 25, 1984 

ftLUL'ULLLLl 
ELECTRONICS 
770 Amsterdam Ave . New York. NY 10025 

Write for FREE 136 page Catalog 

30 MHz 
DUAL TRACE 

10 MHz 
DUAL TRACE 

$635°° tsp. $435°° 
SHIPPING CHARGES 

For Ordr ADD 
S25 100 S6 50 
5100 $500 $8.50 
S500 $750 $10 50 
S750 and up S15 00 
Parcel Post S20 00 

MASTER CARD VISA 

Send Purchase Order, Check, 
Money Order or C.O.D. 

or Call Toll Free 
800 - 223 -0826 
in N.Y. State (212) 865.5580 
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AC voltage is measured only on 
two ranges -200 and 1000, full 
scale. The claimed accuracy is 
±1.2% and input signals with fre- 
quencies from 40 to 500 Hz can be 
handled. Overload protection is 
500 -volts DC and 350 -volts RMS AC 
for the 200 -volt range. For the 1000 - 
volt range it is 1100 -volts AC and 
DC. 

DC current is measured over five 
ranges. Those are 200 -11A, 2 -mA, 
20 -mA, 200 -mA, and 10 -amps full 
scale. The accuracy for all current 
ranges is ±1.2 %. Overload protec- 
tion is provided via an internal 0.5- 
amp fuse. Maximum voltage input 
is 200 mV. 

Finally, resistance is measured 
over 4 ranges. Those are 2, 20, and 
200 kilohms, and 2 megohms. The 
claimed accuracy is ±1% on all 
ranges. Overload protection is 
provided to 250 -volts DC and RMS 
AC. The nominal test -current pro- 
duced by the meter varies from 100 
µA for the 2K range to 0.3 µA for he 
2- megohm range. 

The unit is powered by a tran- 
sistor -radio type 9 -volt battery. Ex- 

pected battery life is specified as 
up to 200 hours of continuous use. 
An annunciator on the LCD read- 
out gives warning of a low- battery 
condition. 

Krista 30B -140 

OVERALL 
PRICE 

EASE 
OF USE 

INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL 

PRICE 
VALUE 
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The accessories supplied with 
the unit are a set of test probes, 
battery, spare fuse, and the oper- 
ator's manual. The six -page man- 
ual is, in all honesty, not very 
good. It is poorly written, most 
likely owing to the fact that the 
manual is a translation (the unit is 
made in Hong Kong), and provides 
only the barest details concerning 
the unit. 

The unit is fairly convenient to 

use, and operates as claimed. We 
did feel that it was a bit slow. The 
meter takes readings at a rate of 
about 2.5 -per- second, and it usu- 
ally took several seconds for the 
meter to "zero -in" on a reading. It 
should be noted, however, that 
that is a characteristic common to 
most other digital meters. 

On the plus side, the meter has 
a tilt stand built into the case, and 
the large .display is easy to read 
under most circumstances. 

The model 308 -140 is covered 
under a one -year warranty. Com- 
plete details concerning the war- 
ranty, including the address of the 
U.S. service station, are supplied 
on a separate card that is included 
with the unit. 

Now we come to what has to be 
the best thing about the unit -the 
price. It sells for just $41.95, cer- 
tainly an excellent price for a 
meter of this type. 

The model 308 -140 is available 
from your local distributor; it is 
also available by mail order from 
Fuji -Svea (PO Box 3375, Torrance, 
CA 90510). R -E 
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Global -Data 
Data Router 325 

Breakout Box 

If you have trouble with a 

non -standard RS -232 
connection, this breakout 

box can help you solve 
the problem. 

CIRCLE 7 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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HAVE YOU EVER HAD TROUBLE INTER - 

facing a modem or printer to your 
computer even though the con- 
nections followed the RS -232 
"standard ?" Have you ever wired a 

custom RS -232 cable only to find 
that you goofed? If you use a lot of 
peripherals and /or several dif- 
ferent computers, you've un- 
doubtedly come up against those 
problems many times. The quick- 
est and easiest way to find out just 
what the problem is -and how to 
go about solving it -is to use a 

breakout box such as the Data 
Router 325 from Global -Data (70 
Fulton Terrace, New Haven, CT 
06509) 

Global Data Data Router 

OVERALL 
PRICE 

EASE 
OF USE 

INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL 

PRICE 
VALUE 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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* 

The Data Router 325 consists 
basically of two 25 -pin D -type con- 
nectors (one male and one 
female), eight LED's, and three sol- 
derless breadboards. One con- 
nector and 4 LED's (along with 
current -limiting resistors) are 
wired to either side of a solderless 
breadboard. Thus, by simply in- 
serting jumper wires from one 
side to the other, you can feed 
through, cross -patch, or leave 
open, any of the RS -232 lines (ex- 
cept pin 1, which is permanently 
connected as a ground.) 

The LED's can be used to 
monitor the signals on any of the 
control lines. Because one side of 
each LED is grounded, and the 
other side is connected through a 

current -limiting resistor to the sol- 
derless breadboard, simply insert- 
ing a jumper wire (between the 
LED and the line that you monitor) 
completes the connection. The 
RS -232 standard pin assignments 
are printed on one side of the 
breadboard -that is most certainly 
a convenience. 

Along with the breadboard that 
is used to make the RS -232 and LED 

patches, there are two additional 
breadboards. Those extra bread- 
boards are what set the Data Rou- 
ter 325 apart from other breakout 
boxes we've seen. One bread- 
board (with 0.3 -inch center -chan- 
nel spacing) can be used for 
standard DIP IC's and other com- 
ponents, while the other bread- 
board, (with 0.6 -inch center - 
channel spacing) can be used for 
larger (even 40 -pin!) IC's! So the 
Data Router can be a very conven- 
ient way to test out your data buff- 
er or serial -to- parallel converter. 
Three color -coded binding posts 
are located above the two extra 
breadboards so you can conve- 
niently bring outside power to 
your breadboarded circuits. 

The Data Router 325 sells for 
about $107. While that may seem 
expensive for a breakout box, re- 
member that you're getting both a 

breakout box and ample sol- 
derless- breadboard space. If you 
believe that time is money -and if 
you've ever spent hours discover- 
ing that a manufacturer decided to 
include some non -standard fea- 
tures in his RS -232 configuration - 
you can begin to see its value. R -E 
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FREE 
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Available nationwide at your local 
electronics store. 

(Or send $1 00 shipping & handling 
to address below ) 

EKI ELECTRONIC KITS 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

791 RED ROCK ROAD 
ST. GEORGE, UTAH 84770 

Call TOLL FREE 

1- 800 -453 -1708 
For store nearest you. 

Special Prices for Educators 
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Learning electronics 
is no picnic. 

At any level it takes 
work and a few 

sacrifices. But with 
CIE, it's worth it. 

www.americanradiohistory.com



Whoever said, "The best 
things in life are free," was writing a 
song, not living a life. Life is not 
just a bowl of cherries, and we all 
know it. 

You fight for what you get. You 
get what you fight for. If you want a 
thorough, practical, working knowl- 
edge of electronics, come to CIE. 

You can learn electronics by 
spending some hard -working time 
at home. Or, would you rather go 
bowling? Your success is up to you. 

At CIE, you earn your diploma. 
It is not handed to you simply for 
putting in hours. But the hours you do 
put in will be on your schedule, not 
ours. You don't have to go to a class- 
room. The classroom comes to you. 
Why electronics training? 

Today the world depends on 
technology. And the "brain" of 
technology is electronics. Every 
year, companies the world over are 
finding new ways to apply the 
wonders of electronics to control 
and program manufacturing, 
processing...even to create new 
leisure -time products and services. 
And the more electronics applica- 
tions there are, the greater the need 
will be for trained technicians to 
keep sophisticated equipment finely 
tuned and operating efficiently. 
That means career opportunities in 
the eighties and beyond. 
Which CIE training fits you? 

Beginner? Intermediate? 
Advanced? CIE home study courses 
are designed for ambitious people 
at all entry levels. People who may 
have: 
1. No previous electronics knowl- 
edge, but do have an interest in it; 
2. Some basic knowledge or experi- 
ence in electronics; 
3. In -depth working experience or 
prior training in electronics. 

You can start where you fit and 
fit where you start, then go on from 
there to your Diploma, an Associate 
Degree if you want it, and career. 
Many people can be taught 
electronics. 

There is no mystery to learning 
electronics. At CIE you simply start 
with what you know and build on it 
to develop the knowledge and tech- 
niques that make you a specialist 
Thousands of CIE graduates have 
learned to master the simple prin- 
ciples of electronics and operate or 
maintain even the most sophisti- 
cated electronics equipment 
CIE specializes in electronics. 

Why CIE? CIE is one of the 
largest independent home study 
schools that specializes in electron- 
ics. Nothing else. CIE has the elec- 

tronics course that's right for you. 
Learning electronics is a lot 

more than memorizing a laundry list 
of facts about circuits and transis- 
tors. Electronics is interesting! It is 
based on recent developments in the 
industry. It's built on ideas. So, look 
for a program that starts with ideas 
and builds on them. Look to CIE. 

Progranuned learning. 
That's exactly what happens 

with CIE's Auto - Programmed® 
Lessons. Each lesson uses famous 
"programmed learning" methods to 
teach you important principles. You 
explore them, master them complete- 
ly, before you start to apply them. 
You thoroughly understand each 
step before you go on to the next. 
You learn at your own pace. 

And, beyond theory, some 
courses come fully equipped with 
electronics gear (the things you see 
in technical magazines) to actually 
let you perform hundreds of check- 
ing, testing, and analyzing projects. 
Experienced specialists work 
closely with you. 

Even though you study at home, 
you are not alone! Each time you 
return a completed lesson, you can 
be sure it will be reviewed, graded, 
and returned with appropriate 
instructional help. When you need 
additional individual help, you get 
it fast and in writing from the 
faculty technical specialist 
best qualified to answer 
your question in terms 
you can understand. 

CIE offers you an Associate 
Degree. 

One of the best credentials you 
can have in electronics -or any 
other career field - is a college 
degree. That's why CIE gives you 
the opportunity to earn an Associate 
in Applied Science in Electronics 
Engineering Technology. Any CIE 
career course can offer you credit 
toward the degree...more than half 
of the number needed in some cases. 

You can also prepare for the 
government-administered FCC 
(Federal Communications Commis- 
sion) Radiotelephone License, 
General Class. It can be a real mark 
in your favor...government -certified 
proof of your specific knowledge 
and skills. 
Today is the day. Send now. 

Fill in and return the postae- 
free card attached. If some ambitious 
person has removed it, cut out and 
mail the coupon. You'll get a FREE 
school catalog plus complete infor- 
mation on independent home study. 
For your convenience, we'll try to 
have a CIE representative contact 
you to answer any questions you 

may have. 
Mail the card or 

the coupon or write 
CIE (mentioning the 
name and date of 

this magazine) at: 
1776 East 17th 

Street, Cleveland, 
Ohio 44114. 

i CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. 
RE 98 

1776 East 17th Street. Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

YES...I want to learn from the specialists in electronics -CIE. Send me my FREE 

IIICIE school catalog...including details about the Associate Degree program... 
'plus my FREE package of home study information. 

Print Name 

I Address Apt. 

I City State Zip 

IAge Area Code /Phone No 

1 
u 

Check box for G.I. Bill bulletin on Educational Benefits: Veteran Active Duty 

MAIL TODAY! 
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New from 
B &K- PRECISION 

l0A A F 
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DC MAX 

öorroauNNCht 21506 

Auto /manual 
ranging DMMs 

from 

$75 
Model 2806 

Autoranging on volts and ohms 
Manual ranging on amps 
0.7% DC accuracy 
500 hour battery life 

Continuity test beeper 
Diode check 
Transient and overload protected 
High energy fuse 

Model 2807 $115 
Manual or autoranging on volts and ohms 
with 0.5% DC accuracy. 

Model 2816 $150 
Same features as 2807 with 0.25% DC 
accuracy. 

For more information contact your 
B &K- PRECISION 

distributor or write for specifications. 

:KPRECISION 
DYNASCAN 
CORPORATION 

6460 West Cortland Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60635.312/889 -9087 

int.rnattonal Sala.. 0440 W Cortland St.. Chicago. Il MSS Caned.. Sales. Atlas tüectron,ca. Onto,. 
South and Central Am...an Sain. 

0mo... Eaeont,,* Vla,n.new. NY 11103 
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NEW 
PRODUCTS 
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SATELLITE RECEIVER, model 
SR5000, has infrared remote con- 
trol and dual- microprocessor cir- 
cuitry that allows the user to preset 
satellite positions, polarity, and 
skew, audio -subcarrier frequen- 
cies, and tuning voltages into 
memory. The programmed infor- 
mation can then be selected from 
the unit's front panel or the full - 
function remote -control unit. Ad- 
ditional remote -control functions 
include volume control with mute, 

direct or scan channel -selection, 
and video fine tuning. 

A special feature of the model 
SR5000 is that it uses a block down - 
converter instead of the single - 
conversion type. One of the chief 
advantages of using a block con- 
verter is that it allows the user to 
install a multiple receiver system. 

The model SR5000 is priced at 
$699.95.- Regency Electronics, 
7707 Records St., Indianapolis, IN 
46226. 

TEST SET, model 273A, is a light- 
weight, rugged portable error -rate 
test set. It has a self- contained re- 
ceiver and transmitter, permitting 
complete testing for digital- trans- 
mission systems or other compo- 
nents such as T1 and T1C carrier, T1 
Outstate, Lenkurt Duobinary Car- 
rier, Multiplexed T Carrier and dig- 
ital -radio systems. 

The model 273A features a 

checkout with an output bit rate of 
1.544 megabits /second ± 50 bits/ 
second in the T1 mode and 3.152 
MB /s -*50 bits /second in the T1C 
mode. It operates over a tem- 
perature range of 0 °C to +50 °C. 

CIRCLE 9 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The transmitter portion of the 
instrument provides an internally 
generated test signal and four T1 

compatible outputs, with a 
1,048,575 bit quasi- random se- 
quence identical to that provided 

www.americanradiohistory.com



ENWOOD 
pacesetter in amateur radio 

ble receiver 

2ñwoo. s ' -11 is the perfect "go 
anywhere" portable receiver. It 

covers the standard AM and FM 

Broadcast bands, pi. aine addi- 
tional short wave uarlds. The R -11's 

selec:iv;ty is greatly enhanced by 
the use of aouble- corversion en 
short wave frequencies above 
5.95 -MHz. High sensitivity coualed 
with a dual antenna system (tele- 
scope and ferite Pore) allow it to 

reach out and bring in those distant 
stations from alp over the world. 

Simplicity of operation is enhanced 
by a oand- spread typ : tuning 
control. Electron c band switching, 
with LED band indicator, along with 
a tuning meter to indicate received 
signal strength, combine to provide 
you with superior listening capability. 
Safety Hold -Release switch preients 
accidental station loss. Large front 
mounted speaker pro4ides excellent 
sourd quality. Tone switch adjusts 
for high, low and voice transmission. 

Ootional HS -7 miro -head phones 
aliow for private listening pleasure. 

All this along witn a record output 
jack, external antenna terminal and 
a rugged and attractive ca-rying 
case make the R -11 portable 
receiver the perfect travel 
companion! 
Mo-e information on the 
Kenwood receivers is available 
from authorized dealers of 
Trio-Kenwood Communications 
1111 West Walnut Street, 
Compton, CA 90220. 
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-2000 Top- o1 -"re -line genera' 
overage receiver 15 kHz to 30 M}-1z 

Ten memores DuAl 24 -9r clock with 
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R-1000 Hip performance receiver 
203 kHz - 30 MHz digital display/ 

clock /tirrer 3 IF filters PLL UP con- 
version noise blanker RF step atten- 
uator 120-240 VAC (Optional 13 E VDC). 

R-600 General coverage receiver 
150 kHz -30 MHz digital display 
2 IF filters PLL UP conversion noise 

blanker RF attenuatcr front speakq 
100.240 VAC (Optional 13.8 VDC) 
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Rv1/AVI ELEVEN 13g1,Oe RECEIVE3i 
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Balldriver k 

HEX KEYS 
Turn any standard ,.;,I 
Hex Socket screws , 
the easy way. 
FULL TURNS IN TIGHT LOCATIONS 
BALL SIZE GIVES UNIVERSAL 

JOINT ACTION EFFECT 
OPERATE FROM DIFFERENT ANGLES 

BLX 12 Set -Inch 
Sizes 050. 1 16. 5 64. 
332.764.18.964. 
5 32. 3 16, 7 32. 1 4. 8 
516 

BLX 9mm Set- Metric 
Sizes 1.5. 2. 2.5. 3. 4. 

5.6.8810mm 

Alloy Steel Heat Treated Industrial Quality 
Manufacturer Free Replacement Guarantee 

- - -- @ %9 send me 
Set(s) BLX 12 at $17.00 each 
Set(s) BLX 9mm at $19.30 each 

' check money order enclosed 
r. Visa MasterCharge 

Acct. No. Exp 

Signature 

Yes. I would like a FREE catalog 

Name 

Street 

City 
Stale Zip 

G &STOOLS RR1Box 249 
MonticelloMN 55362 

For orders under $30, add $2 shipping, handling 
Allow 2.3 wks for delivery 4.5 wks if paid by check Sorry no C O O 

orders MN residents add 6 °° sales tax 
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o04 x12995 
Z-80 BASED 

MICROCOMPUTER 
A superb learning tool for students, 
instructors, hobbyists. 
Nothing else needed. Just plug in and start 
learning! Complete experimenters manual, easy 
instructions. 18 experiments. Fully expandable 
for Z80 -CTC. Z80 -PIO. EPROM, Breadboarding 
and prototyping. Invest with confidence. Now 
only $129.95, two for only $239.95. 
Full money back guarantee! 

p /af -FREE GIFT ;+ - 
Check this box for FREE 
Z -80 Microprocessor 
Programming and 
Interfacing textbook when 
you order within 7 days. 
$12.95 value. 

Ems' For immediate Min call TOLE FREE 

Dept. RE124 
1 4300 -426 -1 

Aw w 
14803 N.E. 40x1 /:i Gv YyY 

Redmond, WA 90052 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ST ZIP 

VISA MSTCRD EXP 

ACCT NC 

Include $4.00 Postage & Handling 
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by Bell Systems J98710R T1 quasi - 
random signal source. The re- 
ceiver operates independent of 
the transmitter. It performs bi- 
polar- violation- detection on any 
signal and bit -error -detection 
while working in conjunction with 
its own quasi- random transmitter 
or equivalent source. 

The model 273A , with a one - 
year warranty, is priced at $2750.00. - MR Associataes, Inc., 162 Great 
Road, Acton, MA 01720. 

MICROCASSETTE CLEANER, model 
79000, is non -abrasive and repre- 
sents an adaptation of the Allsop 
"wet" cleaning system to the re- 
quirements of the tiny compo- 
nents of the microcassette record- 
er. As in the standard -size version, 
cleaning felts and solution work 
together to remove oxides and 
other impurities from not only the 

CIRCLE 10 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

head, but the capstan and pinch 
roller as well. The cleaning cas- 
sette is simply inserted in the re- 
corder and activated like an 
ordinary microcassette. The pack- 
age includes two cleaning cas- 
settes and a Y2 -oz. bottle of 
cleaning solution. The suggested 
retail price of the model 79000 is 
$9.95. -Allsop, Inc., PO Box 23, 
Bellingham, WA 98227. 

MINIATURE SOLDER IRONS, 
model C and model G, feature 
non -charring thermoplastic han- 
dles and long- lasting pretinned 
iron -plated slide -on tips. Safe for 

even the most delicate electronics 
components, they are grounded 
directly from the tip through a flex- 
ible, 6 -foot cord and a 3 -prong 
molded plug. 

CIRCLE 11 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

To change or replace tips on ei- 
ther model, the user simply re- 
moves the old tip and slides on 
one of the more than 40 styles 
presently available. The model Cis 
priced at $15.95; the model Gcosts 
$17.95, including a pretinned iron - 
plated number 2 chisel tip. -M.M. 
Newman Corporation, 148 Linden 
Street, Suite 105, Wellesley, MA 
02181. 

RF DOPPLER SENSOR model 
PD -245 is a UHF device that can be 
used in a variety of security and 
home -convenience applications. 

The device emits a beam angle 
of 120° and will sense objects or 
personnel moving in this field at a 
range adjustable from 5 to 25 feet 

CIRCLE 12 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

or more, depending upon the spe- 
cific application. The field is not 
restricted by non -metallic surfaces 
and the unit can thus "see" 
through wooden doors, glass win- 
dows, etc. Upon detection, an in- 
ternal triac will energize a 120 -volt 
AC load (up to 250 watts) for an 
adjustable duration of from 3 to 90 
seconds. 

The model PD -245 can be used 
as a "hands -off" switch to turn on 
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lamps; in alarm applications to en- 
ergize a siren or bell, as well as 
many other applications. It comes 
with a six -month warranty and is 
priced at $69.96. - Sentrynet Com- 
pany, PO Box 1208, Evanston, IL 
60204. 

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER, 
Bearcat model DX1000, is micro- 
processor- controlled and features 
direct -access keyboard tuning. 
Frequency coverage is continuous 
from 10 kHz to 30 MHz, including 
all shortwave bands, longwave, 
standard broadcast band (AM), 
amateur -radio broadcasts, and 
even the marine band. 

CIRCLE 13 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

A ten -station memory makes it 
possible to store favorite frequen- 
cies for instant recall -or for faster 
"band scanning" during important 
openings. The digital display mea- 
sures frequencies to 1 kHz, or at 
the touch of a button, doubles as a 

two time -zone, 24 -hour digital 
quartz clock. A built -in timer can 
wake the user to a favorite station, 
or can be programmed to activate 
a tape recorder to record up to 10 

broadcasts, in any frequency or 
mode, while the user is asleep or 
at work. 

The model DX1000 has a sug- 
gested retail price of $599.95. - 
Electra Company, 300 East County 
Line Road, Cumberland, IN 46229. 

METER, the Tenma Combination 
DMM /DCM meter, has transistor 
DC current -gain tester. Users can 
easily read voltage, current, resis- 
tance, capacitance, and hrE on the 
clear 12-inch 31/2rinch digit LCD dis- 
pláy. The color -coded panel allows 
user to easily identify the function 
and range settings. 

Safety features include overload 
protection, single fusing (with 
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spare fuse inside), and stress -relief 
test leads. The Tenma Combina- 
tion DMM /DCM meter comes in a 

convenient carrying case, with al- 
ligator clip hF leads, and has a 

one -year warranty. It is battery op- 
erated, and the LCD readout indi- 
cates low- battery condition. It is 

priced at $74.95. -MCM Elec- 
tronics, Centerville, OH. 

RADIO /CASSETTE PLAYER, model 
5770, features both Dolby "B" and 
DNR noise reduction for an im- 
provement in signal -to -noise ratio 
on tape of up to 20 dB. The DNR 
noise reduction also functions on 
AM and FM for an improvement of 
up to 10 dB S /N. Other features 
include a dual- function fader (for 
4- speaker control on the internal 
amplifier or for controlling 2 exter- 
nal amplifiers on the line -level 

1< .seb+ar ; 
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CIRCLE 15 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

outputs), program search on tape, 
auto -reverse with precision 
motorized tape -load and key - 
eject, electronic -governed DC ser- 
vo tape motor, SDC ceramic tape 
head, 6- station memory, and up 
and down frequency seek. There is 
also signal- actuated stereo blend, 
an interference -absorption circuit 
on FM, automatic FM sensitivity 
control with local /distant range 
switch, separate bass and treble 
slide controls, and front -panel il- 
lumination. 

The model 5770 is priced at 
$399.95. -Autotek, 1447 Carolan 
Ave., Burlingame, CA 94010 R -E 

CIRCLE 108 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SAVE BY BUILDING 
OUR RACK MOUNT 

STUDIO 
EQUIPMENT 

QUADRAFUZZ - for separate fre- 
quency bands of distortion are mixed 
for the smoothest fuzz you've ever 
heard. no. 6720 $ 39.88 

HYPERFLANGE /CHORUS - the 
cleanest, widest range, most versatile 
flanger anywhere at any price. 
no. 6750 $149.95 

VOCE- unmatched perfor- 
mance in a versatile, low cost rack 
package. no.6710 $99.95 

HOT SPRINGS - user's agree, short 
of studio plate systems. you won't 
find a better reverb at any price. 
no. 6740 $59.95 

ADD $3 SHIPPING 
FOR EACH KIT ORDERED 

Innovative, cost effective designs by 
Craig Anderton in easy to assemble 
kits from: 

11115iiA Electronics, Inc. 
Direct mail orders and inquiries to: Dept.11R 
10?0 W W Ishire . Oklahoma City, OK 7)116 1105)813 96 26 

Ask for your free catalog. 
CHARGE TO VISA OR MC TOLL- FREE 

1- 800-654 -8657 9AMto5PMCST MON.FRI 

CIRCLE 90 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Where's Your ELECTRONICS Career Headed? 

The Move You Make Today Can Shape Your Future 
Yes it's your move. Whether on a chess board 
or in your career, you should plan each move 
carefully. In electronics, you can move ahead 
faster and further with a 

B. S. DEGREE 
Put professional knowledge and a COLLEGE 
DEGREE in your electronics career. Earn your 
degree through independent study at home, 
with Grantham College of Engineering. No 
commuting to class. Study at your own pace, 
while continuing your present job. 
The accredited Grantham non -traditional 
degree program is intended for mature, fully 
employed workers who want to upgrade their 
careers . . . and who can successfully study 
electronics and supporting subjects through 

INDEPENDENT STUDY, AT HOME 

Free Details Available from: 

Grantham College of Engineering 
10570 Humbolt Street 

Los Alamitos, California 90720 

Independent Home Study Can Prepare You 

Study materials, carefully written by the Gran- 
tham staff for independent study at home, are 
supplied by the College, and your technical 
questions related to those materials and the 
lesson tests are promptly answered by the Gran- 
tham teaching staff. 

Recognition and Quality Assurance 
Grantham College of Engineering is accredited 
by the Accrediting Commission of the National 
Home Study Council. 

All lessons and other study materials, as well as com- 
munications between the college and students, are in the 
English language. However, we have students in many 
foreign countries; about 80% of our students live in the 
United States of America. 

r 

L 

Grantham College of Engineering R -12 -84 
10570 Humbolt Street, Los Alamitos, CA 90720 

Please mail me your free catalog which explains your 
B.S. Degree independent -study program. 

Name Age 

Address 

City State Zip 
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REINHARD METZ 

YOU'VE PROBABLY ALWAYS WANTED TO 

own a high -performance, high -power ster- 
eo amplifier. If you don't have one, there 
are two likely reasons why: You are not 
sure you need that much power and you 
are deterred by the cost. But these days, 
with the increasing popularity of digital 
audio disc players, there is a new motiva- 
tion for owning a high -power amplifier 
that can faithfully reproduce a wide dy- 
namic range without distortion. And 
while the cost of commercial high -power 
amplifiers is still high, we'll describe a 
very high -performance design that you 
can build at a reasonable cost. Just what 
do we mean by "high performance?" Ta- 
ble I summarizes the characteristics of our 
design. 

One of the most important features of 
the design is the use of power MOSFET 
output transistors in a complementary 
configuration.. Those transistors, by 
themselves, eliminate a number of the 
problems usually associated with their bi- 
polar counterparts. 

The highly desirable characteristics of 
power MOSFET's for audio amplifiers 
have been recognized for a few years. 

High -Power FET 
Audio Amplifier 

Get high performance and high fidelity from this 
FET stereo amplifier. It feels equally 

at home in your living room or in a disco! 

However, for many years only N- channel 
devices were available -only recently 
have their P- channel counterparts ap- 
peared at reasonable prices, making it 
possible to design amplifiers with remark- 
able performance but little complexity. 

As we'll see shortly, MOSFET's aren't 
the only transistors used in the amplifier. 
Ahead of the output stage, a fully comple- 
mentary bipolar design combines 
simplicity with high performance. 

Why MOSFET's? 
Although the evolution of power 

MOSFET's has primarily been (and still 
is) fueled by power -supply applications, 
there are a couple of reasons why 
MOSFET's make ideal devices for audio - 
amplifier output stages. First, they allow 
the design of amplifiers with very wide 
bandwidths, high slew rates, low distor- 

tion, and straightforward simplicity. Also, 
MOSFET's lack a secondary- breakdown 
mechanism. (Secondary breakdown in bi- 
polar devices is a localized heating effect 
in which "hot spots" develop under high - 
current conditions. A hot spot then con- 
ducts even more current, creating more 
heat, which, in a positive- feedback man- 
ner, may lead to a catastrophic destruction 
of the device.) 

Because of secondary breakdown, bi- 
polar devices must be operated within a 
"safe" area that often falls far short of the 
device's stated static current and power - 
dissipation characteristics. Safe- opera- 
tion -area limiter circuits (whose mis- 
operation has often been notorious) must 
be used in bipolar circuits. Because 
MOSFET's do not exhibit secondary 
breakdown, simpler and more reliable de- 
signs can be used. 
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TABLE 1- SPECIFICATIONS 

Power output: 
250 watts channel into 
a 4- or 8 -ohm load 

Frequency response ( 3dB): 
5Hzto1.1 MHz (uiwatt 
5 Hz to 330 kHz (a 250 watts 

Distortion: 
0.05% IM to 250 watts 
0 05% THD 20 Hz -20 kHz 

Signal -to -noise ratio: 
100 dB 

Damping factor: 
500 to 1 kHz with 8 -ohm load 

Risetime: 
0.5 µs (« 80 volts P-P 

Slew rate: 
> 160 volts faS 

The characteristics of the MOSFET's 
used in this amplifier are shown in Fg. 1. 

They are, of course, voltage -controlled 
devices. When the gate -to- source voltage, 
Vos, drops below about 3.5 volts, the 
drain -to- source current, ID, quickly drops 
to zero. That is called the gate threshold 
voltage, VT, Above VT, the transconduc- 
tance (or transfer admittance) builds up to 

20 
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vcs' -- ---_ 
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FIG. 1- MOSFET CHARACTERISTICS. Shown in a are the typical output characteristics of the IRF630. 
Shown in b is the typical transconductance as a function of drain current for the same device. 

an asymptotic value, averaging about 3 
amps of drain current per volt increase in 
gate -to- source voltage, Vos. (Measured 
with Vis constant, AID/AVDs = 3 si- 
emens) 

A look at the circuit 
Me stereo power amplifier consists of 

four main stages: input, voltage -amplifier, 
inverter /driver, and output. Since the 
MOSFET outputs are the center of attrac- 
tion, we'll begin there and work our way 
backward. The amplifier schematic (for 
one amplifier channel) is shown in Fig. 2. 

Transistors Q2I through Q28 are the N- 
and P- channel MOSFET power output 
transistors. Each one is capable of con- 

tributing a minimum of 6 amps of the 
output current for peak current require- 
ments. Since the output transistors are in a 
common - source configuration, the output 
stage can have voltage gain, and the tran- 
sistors must be biased with respect to the 
supply rails. The major advantage of that 
approach is that the bipolar driver -stage 
does not have to swing very much voltage, 
but the outputs may swing from rail to 
rail. (A common -drain output stage 
would require the driver to swing the en- 
tire output - voltage range which, with 
bias, would mean that either a pair of 
separate higher -voltage supplies would be 
required for the drivers, or that the output 
would not swing from rail to rail. That 

All resistors 1/4 -watt, 1% unless other- 
wise indicated. (5% types -values 
shown in parenthesis -can be sub- 
stituted 

R1- 10.000 ohms, audio -taper potenti- 
ometer 

R2 -2050 (2000) ohms 
R3. R4. R13, R14- 10,500 (10,000) ohms 
R5, R6, R11, R12, R22 -100 ohms 
R7 -2490 (2400) ohms 
R8-500 ohms, potentiometer 
R9 -2470 (2700) ohms 
R10, R29- 100.000 ohms 
R15, R16 -1000 ohms. 2 watts 
R17, R18 -1000 ohms 
R19 -5000 ohms, 10 -turn potentiometer 
R20 -8660 (8200) ohms 
R21 -1500 ohms. 2 watts 
R23 -R26 -511 (510) ohms 
R27, R28 -2000 ohms, 5 watts 
R30-50 (47) ohms 
R31 -R38 -24.9 (24) ohms 
R39 -162 (160) ohms 
R40 -5110 (5100) ohms, ''2 watt 
R41 -4.64 (4.7) ohms 
R42 -4.64 (4.7 or 5) ohms, 10 watts 

Capacitors 
C1 -10 p.F. Mylar film 
C2 -220 pF, ceramic disc 
C3, C4, C11 -150 pF, ceramic disc 
C5-220 µF, 63 volts, electrolytic 

PARTS LIST 

C6-8 pF, ceramic disc 
C7 -0.1 µF. 50 volts ceramic disc 
C8. CO 0.1 µF, 100 volts, ceramic disc 
C10 -1500 pF, 50 volts, ceramic disc 
C12 -C15 -100 p.F, 100 volts, electrolytic 
C16, C17- 25,000 µF, 75 volts. elec- 

trolytic (Sprague 253G075CF2A or 
similar) 

Semiconductors 
Q1- Q4- 2N5210 
05-08- 2N5087 
Q9- ECG289A 
Q10- ECG290A 
Q11, 012, Q17. Q18- ECG129 
Q13- Q16- ECG128 
Q19- ECG373 
Q20- ECG374 
021- Q24- IRF9630 
025 -028 -I R F630 
Q29- ECG123AP 
BR1 -25 amps. 400 PIV bridge rectifier 
D1, D2- 1N4148 
D3- D5- 1N4002 
D6, D7, D21-1N4735A 6.2 volts, 1 watt, 

Zener 
D8 -D11, D23- 1N4750A 27 volts, 1 watt, 

Zener 
D12, D13- 1N4737A, 7.5 volts, 1 watt 

Zener 
D14, D15 -1 N4738A 8.2 volts, 1 watt 

Zener 

D16- 1N4728A 3.3 volts, 1 watt Zener 

Other components 
L1 -1 µH (15 turns of No. 16 wire wound 

on R42 -see text) 
NE1, NE2 -Neon bulbs, 110 volts 
F1 -5 amps, fast -blow fuse 
F2-F5--6 amps, fast -blow fuse 
F6-10 amps, fast -blow fuse 
T1 -106 volts, center -tapped power trans- 

former 
Sl-SPST power switch 
J1 -Phono jack for input 
Miscellaneous 
Heat Sinks, Wakefield 512 series, 2 , 7 

inches or equivalent; TO -5 heat sinks for 
012, 013, Q15, and 018; chassis: han- 
dles; fuse holders; capacitor clamps: 
power cord: input jacks: binding posts: 
wire; hardware; insulators. etc. 

The following items are available from 
A &T Labs, Box 552, Warrenville, Illi- 
nois, 60555: Etched, drilled, plated - 
through PC boards, $22 each; Power 
transformer, $69 each; Set of 8 
matched power FET's, $66; Drilled 
heatsink (type 512), $27. Add 5% ship- 
ping and handling, 12% for trans- 
former. Illinois residents include 51% 
sales tax. 
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would make the stage operate far less effi- 
ciently.) The relatively high gate- capaci- 
tance of the power MOSFET's is also 
somewhat easier to drive in the common - 
source configuration. 

Resistors R31 through R38 help to sup- 
press the parasitic oscillations that might 
otherwise occur with the extremely fast 
transistors used. Zener diodes D14 and 
D15 limit the amount of drive available to 
the output. Finally, LI and R42 serve to 
isolate the amplifier output from capaci- 
tive loads at very high frequencies. 

The inverter /driver stage consists of 
Q15 through Q20. Its purpose is to deliver 
bias and drive signals to the FET output 
stage. Their basic requirement is to sit at 
about 3.5 volts with respect to the source, 
increasing about .3 volt per ampere of 
output current. Transistor Q29 forms a 
conventional voltage multiplier, which, in 
this case, multiplies the voltage across 
D3, D4, and D5 and D16 to about 7 volts. 
The 7 -volt bias is presented to the bases of 
Q16 and Q17, which form the bottom 
transistors of a pair of complementary 
cascode amplifiers. 

An output -stage gain of 10 is set by 
R21, R22, R25, and R26. Therefore, the 
voltage generated by Q29 is split in half 
and reflected up against the two supply 
rails as a pair of bias voltages across R23 
and R26. Those voltages, along with the 
AC drive- signals from the previous stage, 
are passed along to emitter followers Q19 
and Q20, which have the high -current 
drive capacity required by the gate capaci- 
tance of the output devices. Using cas - 
code stages here, as well as in the input 
and voltage -gain sections, serves the dual 
purpose of splitting the emitter -collector 
voltage and power drops among two tran- 
sistors per rail, while increasing the open - 
loop frequency response of the amplifier. 

The voltage -gain stage consists of tran- 
sistors Q11 through Q14, again configured 
as complementary cascode amplifiers. 
The collector loads for Ql2 and Ql3 are 
essentially the input impedance of Q16 
and Q17. That is in the neighborhood of 
50K, leading to a stage gain of about 50 
(the quotient of 50K and R17 or Rl8). 
Capacitors C3 and C4 increase the fre- 
quency response of the stage. Zener di- 
odes D8, D9, DIO and Dll set the base 
voltages for the upper transistors in the 
cascodes. 

Now we'll look at the input stage, 
which consists of Ql through Q8. Those 
transistors are connected as complemen- 
tary- cascode differential amplifiers, sup- 
plied by current -sources Q9 and QIO. The 
gain is set at about 100 by the ratios of R3 
to R5 and R13 to R11. 

Resistor R8 is used to zero the output 
voltage by varying the collector currents 
of Q1-Q4, compensating for any VBE off- 
sets that may exist in Ql,Q2, Q5, and Q6. 
That is important, because with an ex- 
tremely low output -impedance such as 
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FIG. 3- AMPLIFIER RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS. A shows the response to a 10 -kHz squarewave 
Input at 150 watts Into an 8 -ohm load, while b shows the response Into a 1 -ohm, 1µF load. Shown In c 
and d are the step responses at 50 watts and full output, respectively (both with Input filter C2 
removed). Note the excellent slew -rate and risetime capabilities. 

FIG. 4- FULL -POWER OUTPUT with a 5 -kHz 
sinewave input. Note the clipping level is about . 75 volts 
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FIG. 5 -TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION (THD) 
at 1 kHz. 

this amplifier has, even very low output 
offsets (in the tens of millivolts) can deliv- 
er many amps into a short. 

The overall voltage -gain of the ampli- 
fier is set at about 30 by the ratio of R40 to 
R39. A 3 -dB rolloff is set at about 3 Hz by 
C5. High -frequency compensation is 

provided by C10, R30, C6, and Cl!. 
Some optional components are shown 

in the schematic, notably in the power - 
supply section. First, there is TC1, the 
thermal cutout made by Elmwood sensors 
(1655 Elmwood Ave., Cranston, RI 
02907). It is normally closed, and opens 
at 70 °C. Another optional component is 
SRI, an inrush limiter made by Keystone 
(Thermistor Div., St Marys, PA 15857). 
For home applications, those shouldn't be 
necessary. However, if you plan to run the 
amplifier continuously at high power (in a 
disco, for example), you should include 
all the protection you can. 

Amplifier performance 
Some of the response characteristics of 

the amplifier are shown in the os- 
cilloscope photographs in Fig. 3. For ex- 
ample, in Fig. 3 -a we see the response to a 
10 -kHz squarewave at 150 watts into 8 
ohms. Figure 3 -b shows the response with 
a 1 -ohm, 1 -µF load. Figures 3 -c and 3 -d 
show the step response at 50 watts and full 
output, respectively. (Those two risetime 
tests were made with input -filter capacitor 
C2 removed.) Figure 4 shows the full - 
power output with a 5 -kHz sinewave in- 
put. Figure 5 shows the total harmonic 
distortion from less than I watt to 250 
watts at I kHz. 

Unfortunately, that's all we have room 
for this time. Whe we continue, we'll 
show you how to build the amplifier and 
provide the foil patterns that are essential 
for the successful completion of the proj- 
ect. R -E 
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Electronics In Medical Imaging 

A look at three advanced medical- imaging techniques and the role that electronics plays in them. 

RAYMOND M. FISH, Ph.D. M.D. 

Part 2 IN OCTOBER'S ISSUE, 

we explained the prin- 
ciples of X -ray. conventional, and com- 
puterized tomography, fluoroscopy, digi- 
tal subtraction angiography, and ultra- 
sound. This month we'll turn our attention 
to three other valuable medical- imaging 
techniques -those are nuclear medicine, 
nuclear magnetic resonance, and positron 
emission tomography. 

Nuclear medicine has been in clinical 
use for several decades, in contrast to nu- 
clear magnetic resonance (NMR) and 
positron emission tomography (PET). 
NMR and PET are not in general use in all 
parts of the country, but they do hold out 
the promise of improved medical care in 
the future. 

Nuclear medicine 
In nuclear medicine. a radioactive sub - 

stance is put in the body. Which particular 
substance is used depends upon which 
part of the body is being examined: that's 
because different parts of the body absorb 
different radioactive materials differently. 
The resulting radiation can then be mea- 
sured and imaged electronically. Arrays 
of sensitive radiation detectors are used so 

that the patient is exposed to as little radia- 
tion as possible. If the radiation is to be 

taken up by a tumor, larger amounts of 
radioactive material may be given in an 

attempt to selectively destroy the cancer. 
The radioactive materials are called ra- 

dioisotopes or radionuclides. Those sub- 
stances are radioactive varieties of 

normally stable elements. The radioactive 
form of the element is unstable and emits 
radiation such as alpha. beta. or gamma 
rays. Most radioisotopes used in medical 
imaging emit gamma rays. 

The radioactive substance may given to 
a patient by mouth, intravenously. or by 
inhalation (breathing). depending on the 
test being done. The material travels to a 

site in the body that selectively absorbs it. 
A scan is then performed to image the 
organ or tissue that has absorbed the ra- 
dioactive substance. 

A nuclear medicine scan can be per- 
formed by one or more radiation detectors 
that move across the body over a period of 
several minutes or by a stationary array of 
detectors. The radiation detected at each 
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point near the patient is measured and 
stored in a computer memory. When the 
entire area of interest has been scanned, a 

composite picture of radiation intensity is 
produced electronically. Today most nu- 
clear medicine imaging is done with gam- 
ma or scintillation (light -producing) 
detectors using a fixed array of detectors. 
When scintillation detectors are used, the 
light from the detectors can produce a 
photographic image directly, eliminating 
the need for a computer. 

In the body, different tissues and organs 
selectively absorb and concentrate dif- 
ferent radioactive materials. For example, 
in the thyroid, iodine is normally selec- 
tively absorbed and concentrated. Radio- 
active I -131 is similarly concentrated in 
the thyroid. Tumors and other abnormal 
areas in the thyroid will absorb more or 
less of the radioactive material, depend- 
ing on the function of the abnormal tissue. 
When scanned and imaged, valuable di- 
agnostic information about the abnormal 
thyroid tissue can be obtained. A thyroid 
scan is shown in Fig. I. 

FIG. 1 -A THYROID SCAN. Note the areas of 
increased and decreased radioactive iodine 
concentration. 

Some isotopes are substituted for an- 
other element of similar chemical proper- 
ties. For example, strontium 85 is taken 
up in sites of active bone formation in 
place of calcium. There are several rea- 
sons why one would want to be able to 
image new bone formation. For instance, 
some tumors cause the breakdown and 
reformation of bone and some fractures 
cannot be seen with usual X -rays, but new 
bone formation occurs at the fracture site. 
Figure 2 shows a bone scan made with 
technetium -99m pyrophosphate, a sub- 
stance that has replaced strontium in 
clinical use. 

Certain cells in the liver and spleen are 
responsible for clearing waste substances 
from the blood; those cells form the re- 
ticuloendothelial system. Those cells will 
selectively ingest radioactive substances 
such as technicium labeled colloid. As the 
reticuloendothelial cells are fairly well 
distributed throughout the liver and 
spleen, imaging the liver and spleen will 
detect areas that are being replaced by 
abnormal material such as tumors, infec- 

FIG. 2 -A BONE SCAN. Such a scan can some- 
times show information that is missed on stan- 
dard X -rays. 

FIG. 3 -A LIVER -SPLEEN SCAN. If the proper 
radioactive substa ice is used it is easy to spot 
any areas that are abnormal. This scan shows a 
normal liver and spleen. 

tions, or blood clots following injury. Fig- 
ure 3 shows a normal liver -spleen scan. 

About 10% of the technetium -99m sul- 
fur colloid particles used for imaging the 
liver and spleen go to the bone marrow. A 
scan showing a decrease in the normal 
uptake of radioactivity in the bone mar- 
row would indicate a tumor or other ab- 
normality in the area. 

The lungs can be imaged by having the 
person inhale radioactive material or by 
injecting radioactive material into the 
bloodstream. In the first case, the inhala- 
tion scan, radioactivity is evenly dis- 
tributed throughout the lung unless the 
airway is blocked. In the second method, 
the perfusion scan, radioactivity is dis- 
tributed throughout the lung everywhere 
except where circulation of blood is 
blocked. There are many diseases, 

however, where either or neither method 
will work because the airway, the cir- 
culatory system, or both, are blocked. For 
example, swallowing a foreign body may 
just block the airway. A blood clot to the 
lungs would interrupt just circulation. 
Pneumonia or a slowly growing tumor 
would tend to block both. 

Technetium 99 -m derivatives can be 
used to scan the brain. They are injected 
into a vein and travel to areas of the brain 
where blood circulation is normal. That is 
helpful in detecting tumors, lack of cir- 
culation, collections of blood, and infec- 
tion. That technique has limitations, 
however, because tumors normally would 
have to be at least one centimeter in diam- 
eter if they are to be seen. Thus, brain 
scans are used relatively infrequently 
these days. 

To image the living heart. two radioac- 
tive substances are commonly used: 
thallium -201 and technetium -99m. 
Thallium is picked up by muscle in which 
circulation is normal. Technetium -99m, 
when bound to albumin, remains in the 
blood and permits the movement of larger 
amounts of blood to be observed. Thus, 
thallium will show blood flow in the heart 
muscle itself, something that is often dis- 
turbed by coronary artery disease or a 
myocardial infarction (heart attack). Any 
decrease in heart- muscle blood supply 
(coronary artery perfusion), whether to 
the entire heart or just to a localized area, 
can be observed. The scan can be per- 
formed during or after exercise to show 
partial coronary artery blockages. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

was discovered in 1946 and has been used 
since then in chemistry and physics to 
identify and determine the structure of 
molecules. The first two -dimensional 
NMR images were made in the early 
1970's. 

For medical applications, the mo- 
lecular structure of tissues determines the 
NMR image that is formed. Blood flow in 
the area also plays a part in determining 
the image seen in an NMR scan. The 
primary advantage of the technique is that 
structures and phenomenon that would 
not show well on X -ray or computerized 
tomography will often be seen by an 
NMR scan. Such structures include cer- 
tain tumors, inflamed tissue, and changes 
caused by the amount of metabolism (en- 
ergy usage) of tissue. 

Another advantage of NMR is that it 
uses no ionizing radiation. Instead, NMR 
imaging depends on the behavior of mole- 
cules in mixed magnetic and RF fields. 
Atomic nuclei with an odd number of 
protons or neutrons possess spin. Because 
of that, those nuclei have a small magnetic 
field. Thus, the nuclei can be thought of as 
spinning electrical charges that generate 
magnetic fields. 
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FIG. 4- IMAGING SYSTEM used to perform a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) scan. To obtain a 

three -dimensional image, the scanning is done by varying a magnetic field and analyzing the received 

RF signals that result. 
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FIG. 5- POSITRON emission tomography (PET) scanning. Coincidence detectors. spaced 180 apart, 
detect when a positron and electron collide, creating two gamma rays that are emitted in opposite 
directions (180 apart). From those emissions, using computer techniques. an image of a positron - 
emitting region can be produced. 

When placed in an externally applied 
static magnetic field, a force is exerted on 
the nuclei because of the interaction of the 
two magnetic fields. That force tends to 
align the nuclei with the applied field. The 
nuclei will rotate about the field direction 
(precess) at a frequency that depends on 
the strength of the applied magnetic field. 
That frequency is called the precession 
frequency. If an alternating radio- frequen- 
cy field at the precession frequency is 
superimposed on the magnetic field, the 
nuclei will absorb energy from the RF 
field. 

The nuclei in the magnetic field absorb 
energy only if the RF field is at a discrete 
resonant frequency. At that resonant fre- 
quency, the magnetic moments of the nu- 
clei become aligned against the applied 
static magnetic field. The resonant fre- 
quency is determined by the chemical 
composition of the tissue that is being 
examined. 

When the RF field is removed, the nu- 
clei in the excited state revert to the more 
stable state and emit RF energy. The 
amount of time it takes for the nuclei to 
return to their stable state (relaxation 
time), varies depending on the chemical 
composition of the tissue. For instance, 
some cancer cells have longer relaxation 
times than normal cells. Using computer 

techniques, those relaxation times can be 
used to generate an image (see Fig. 4). 

To obtain an image, spatial information 
must be obtained. That is accomplished 
by several methods. One involves varying 
the magnetic field with position. That, in 
turn, causes the resonant frequency to 
vary with position. To obtain images in 
three dimensions, sequences of different 
magnetic field pulses are used, usually 
applied along x, y, and z axes. To image a 
thin cross section of tissue, an RF field 
perpendicular to the plane of the slice is 

used. 
It difficult to produce the required 

magnetic fields because they must be sev- 

eral thousand times stronger than the ear- 
th's magnetic field (the stronger the field 
the better the image) and large enough to 
enclose a human body. Thus, NMR ma- 
chines are sure to be expensive. 

Even so, the technique is promising 
and useful. For instance, NMR is capable 
in some cases of detecting brain tumors 
and changes due to multiple sclerosis that 
were not seen by a CAT scan. 

Positron emission tomography 
Positron emission tomography (PET) 

involves the use of isotopes that decay by 
emitting positrons. The isotopes include 
flourine -18, oxygen -15, nitrogen -I3, and 
carbon -1l. Those isotopes are attached to 
metabolically active compounds. The 
compounds are taken up at certain areas in 
the body, depending on the functioning of 
the body. 

When an isotope emits a positron, the 
positron collides with a nearby electron, 
destroying both but causing two gamma 
rays to be emitted; those rays travel in 

opposite (180° apart) directions. 
An array of detectors around the person 

is used to detect those gamma -ray emis- 
sions (see Fig. 5). Typically 50 such de- 
tectors are used; those are rotated about 
the patient. Computer techniques are then 
used to reconstruct images of the radia- 
tion- emitting areas. 

One of the first metabolically active 
compounds used in PET scanning was 2 

deoxy -D- glucose (2 DG). That chemical 
is transported through the blood/brain bar- 
rier and is used as a source of energy by 
the brain. By bonding a positron- emitting 
isotope to that chemical, various areas of 
the brain can be imaged and the effects of 
drugs, disease, or mental disorder can be 
observed. Similarly, other metabolically 
active compounds are used to study other 
organs and tissues in the body. 

The advantages of PET and NMR is 

that those techniques can produce images 
based in part upon the chemical makeup 
and functioning of the body. In contrast, 
most X -rays show only the structure of the 
body. New uses for PET and NMR are still 
being developed. R-E 
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In Computer Electronics... 

NTS II1ThII1ICTM HOME 
TRAINING GIVES YOU 
THE EDGE 
The competition for 
High -Technology 
careers is strong, 
and the rewards 
are great. Give 
yourself the edge 
you need by training 
with NTS. 

NTS iFITFiOiliC home training provides 
you with a special kind of "Hands -On" 
experience that prepares you better, 
develops your skills faster. You advance 
as quickly as you wish, working with 
actual circuits, diagrams, schematics, 
and state -of- the -art hardware. There are 
a dozen different NTS programs in 
electronics to help you develop and 
reach your potential. They range from 
basics to advanced areas in several 
fields. And the ALL -NEW NTS course 
catalog spells it all out. It's free, and 
does not obligate you in any way. Send 
for it today. 

A GROWTH INDUSTRY 

High -Technology is a growth industry. The 
evidence is clear, and most observers predict a 
steady expansion due to a relatively strong flow 
of investment capital into computers, electronics 
and precision instruments. Sales of computers 
alone will reach an estimated ten million units 
this year. This means challenges and new 

employment opportunities, especially in 
servicing and maintenance. Computer servicing 
skills can best be learned by working directly on 
field -type equipment. NTS electronic hardware is 
selected and developed especially for the 
training program with which it is associated. You 
learn by doing, by assembling, by performing 
tests and experiments, covering principles of 
computer electronics, microprocessor trouble- 
shooting, and circuitry. 

MICROCOMPUTERS 

NTS offers three programs in computer 
electronics. You will receive training covering 
solid -state devices, digital logic circuitry, and the 
fundamentals of the computer itself. Instruction 
includes micro -control technology and detailed 
operation of microcomputers. These courses will 
prepare you for entry -level in many facets of the 
computer industry such as field service and 
customer engineering as well as programming. 
In addition to written texts your course includes 
the NTS /HEATH disc -drive computer which you 
assemble as part of the training process. The 
assembly and use of the computer will serve to 
reinforce practical application of principles. 
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MICROPROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY 

The field of industrial and microprocessor 
technology encompasses the application of 
electronic microprocessor control principles. 
Your course takes you from fundamentals of 
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microprocessors to various systems. 

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS 

The NTS Compu- Trainer is a fascinating solid - 
state device which you will build in order to 
perform over ninety logic circuit experiments. 
These experiments serve to emphasize an area of 
electronics which is essential to the under- 
standing of state -of- the -art control equipment; 
they are also extremely important to those 
wanting to pursue a career in computer 
servicing. Separate courses involving the 
Compu- Trainer are also available in 
Microcomputer Servicing and Digital /Analog 
Electronics. 

ROBOTICS & VIDEO TECHNOLOGY 

Other NTS courses cover a wide range of 
specialization. In Robotics, the NTS /Heath Hero I 

is included to train you in robotic applications in 
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interested in a career in video servicing with 
microcomputer basics. 

EARN CEU CREDITS 
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to upgrade employee skills. You benefit from the 
experience NTS has gained in its 79 years as a 
leader in technical training. The skills and 
experience gained in the building of kits and test 
equipment provide you with training that cannot 
be duplicated. And, 
depending on the 
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you can earn up to 
30 CEU credits for 
successful 
completion. 
Complete details 
included in the 
catalog. 
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"Thanks a lot RCA, for this 
useful tool. SK is super!" 

Bob Lucas, TESA NEWS of St. Louis 
In a 35 -year electronic servicing career, Bob 

Lucas has seen many components come and 
go. Too many. That's why he recommends the 
RCA SK Guide to Reliable Replacement 
Semiconductors. The Guide not only clears up 
the confusion, but also offers hands -on advice 
to technicians when and where they need it. 

Bob Lucas calls the SK Guide's Cross 
Reference Directory "a very important refer- 
ence." He points out that even without a 
schematic diagram, a technician can find a 
suitable replacement for a defective part just 
by cross -referencing a part number. (2,300 
RCA SK devices replace over 193,000 industry 
types.) 

Says Bob Lucas, "Section 2 points up some 
interesting situations, one of which is a set of 
guidelines for avoiding electrostatic discharge 
problems." The Competitive Replacement 
Directory in Section 3 lists RCA's solid state 
components according to GE, ECG and 
Zenith parts numbers, which Bob Lucas 
finds "very helpful." 

He has also had occasion to send 
in the reply cards in front of the Guide which 
are used to request additional copies 
and details on unlisted RCA devices 
and to report an incorrect recommendation. 
He was delighted with the prompt 
acknowledgement he received. "The folks 
at RCA in Deptford, N.J., are really trying 
to accommodate us," says Bob Lucas. 

Pick up a copy of RCA's SK Guide to 
Reliable Replacement Semiconductors 
(SKG202C) at your local RCA SK Distributor 
or write to Sales Promotion Services, RCA 
Distributor and Special Products Division, 
2000 Clements Bridge Road, Deptford, N.J. 
08096. Who knows? Maybe we'll ask you to 
write our next ad! 

ROIl 
Distributor and 
Special Products Division 

CIRCLE 261 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Flat Panel Color TV 
A practical flat -panel color display has long been a dream. Now, thanks to a recent 
breakthrough, that dream has come true. Here's a look at that breakthrough. 
and the revolutionary TV that makes use of it. 

CARL LARON, ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

MOS "I READERS OF RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
are familiar with the first generation of 
flat -panel LCD -TV's that began appear- 
ing during the past year. While they repre- 
sented a significant step forward in tech- 
nology, they left a bit to be desired in 
terms of performance. Among other 
things, those displays suffered from blur- 
ring; images seemed to flow across the 
screen, leaving comet -like trails behind. 
Also, up to now, the displays were avail- 
able in black -and -white versions only. 

Those drawbacks have been elimi- 
nated, however, in a new development re- 
cently announced by Epson (23530 
Hawthorne Blvd., Suite 100; Torrance, 
CA 90505). That development is a flat - 
panel, color, liquid -crystal display with a 
very fast response time. In fact, despite its 
lower resolution, the quality of the picture 
that can be produced by the Epson display 
is comparable to that of a CRT. 

A flat -panel display 
In the CRT that we are all familiar with, 

the picture is created by sweeping an elec- 
tron beam across a phosphor- coated 
screen in response to a video signal. In the 

display developed by Epson, on the other 
hand, the picture is generated by rows of 
pixels (picture elements). Each pixel is 
switched on and off by a microscopic 
thin -film transistor. The pixels in the Ep- 
son display are not phosphors, however, 
but are liquid crystals. 

Liquid crystals are long organic mole- 
cules with the optical properties of both 
liquids and solids. In the display, the liq- 
uid- crystal material is sandwiched be- 
tween two polarizers whose transmission 
axes are orthoganal (separated by 90 de- 
grees) to each other. When no electric 
field is present, the condition shown in 
Fig. 1 -a, the liquid crystal molecules are 
arranged so that the one nearest the front 
polarizer is parallel to that polarizer's 
transmission axis. and the one nearest the 
rear polarizer is parallel to that polarizer's 
transmission axis. The successive layers 
of molecules twist gradually through the 
90 degrees between the front and rear po- 
larizers. Light that enters through the rear 
polarizer is twisted 90 degrees by the liq- 
uid crystal molecules and passes out the 
front polarizer. 

But when an electric field is present, as 

shown in Fig. l -b, the molecules stand on 
end. parallel to the electric field. Since 
then the light is no longer twisted, light 
that passes through the rear polarizer is 
absorbed by the front polarizer. 

Before a successful liquid -crystal dis- 
play could be created, some relatively dif- 
ficult technical problems needed to be 
solved. For one thing, conventional liquid 
crystals, the kind used in watch and cal- 
culator displays, switch relatively slowly. 
(By switch, we mean change from their 
twisted to their untwisted orientation 
when an electric field is applied, and back 
again when it is removed.) That problem 
was solved through the development of a 
liquid -crystal that reacted faster to the 
presence or absence of an electric field. 

Incidently, the blurring that is a com- 
mon problem of earlier LCD -TV displays 
is caused by slow switching times; Ep- 
son's display switches fast enough to to- 
tally eliminate such blurring. 

Other significant problems were the 
low contrast of liquid -crystal displays and 
the fact that most were capable of only 
producing dark images on a light back- 
ground or light images on a dark back- 
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FIG. 1 -WHEN NO ELECTRIC FIELD is present, the liquid -crystal molecules twist the light 90 degrees, 
thus allowing it to pass through the front polarizer as shown in a. When an electric field is applied, the 
molecules no longer twist the light so that the light is absorbed by the front polarizer as shown in b. 

THIN FILM 
TRANSISTOR 

POLARIZER 

OUTPUT 
ELECTRODE 

GLASS 
LIQUID 
CRYSTAL 

COLORED FILTERS 

COMMON 
ELECTRODE 

POLARIZER 

FIG. 2 -THE EPSON DISPLAY consists of a rear horizontal polarizer, liquid -crystal cell, and front 
vertical polarizer. The electric field is applied using a unique system consisting of thin -film transistors 
and a common electrode. 

ground. 

The solutions 
Prior to the development of Epson's 

display, multiplexing was used in liquid - 
crystal display devices to control the thou- 
sands of pixels needed to generate an im- 
age. In multiplexing, rows of electrodes 
are placed on one side of the liquid crys- 
tal, while columns of electrodes are 
placed on the other; the junctions where 
the rows and columns crossed would cor- 
respond to a pixel. 

To turn on a pixel, control pulses would 
be fed in rapid succession to each row. 
Those pulses would turn on selected elec- 
trodes in that row. Meanwhile, all of the 
column electrodes would be pulsed simul- 
taneously. While the voltage generated by 
the column electrodes would be insuffi- 
cient to affect the liquid crystal mole- 
cules, when the column and selected -row 
electrodes are both pulsed, the voltage 
level is sufficient to effect the liquid crys- 
tal molecules and they respond. 

That technique has a serious draw- 
back -poor contrast. The reason for it is 
that the time -weighted average on -off 
voltage ratio is very low, which means that 

the difference between the black and 
white levels is not very great. 

Epson's solution to that problem is a 
technique called "active -matrix address- 
ing." In it, the 240 row and 220 column 
electrodes are all placed on a single glass 
substrate. On the opposite side of the dis- 
play is a common electrode. 

At each row and column junction, a 
Thin Film Transistor (TFT) is located. 
Those transistors, made from poly- 
crystalline silicon, turn on whenever a 
pixel is to be activated. Which pixels are 
to be turned on is controlled by the driver 
circuitry of the device. Through the use of 
TFT's, each pixel receives the full voltage 
required for turn-on. As that voltage is no 
longer a time -weighted average, the on- 
off ratio is much higher than in multiplex- 
ed devices, resulting in good contrast lev- 
els. A diagram of Epson's LCD system is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Adding color 
Once the problem of devising a suitable 

monochrome display was solved, the next 
step was the addition of color. The ap- 
proach taken was not unlike that used in 
conventional color CRT's. In those, the 

color image is created by selectively ex- 
citing red, blue, and/or green phosphors 
arranged in a tight matrix. 

In the Epson system, color is created 
through the use of color filters. Tiny red, 
blue, and green filters are placed in a tight 
matrix pattern, and the entire arrange- 
ment is placed in front of the LCD. The 
matrix is arranged so that one of the color- 
ed filters is placed in front of each TFT 
(pixel). 

Let's see how the system works. If, for 
instance, a red area is to be created, the 
TFT's at the blue and green filters are 
turned on, preventing light from passing 
through them. In the meantime, light con- 
tinues to pass freely through the red filter. 
Conversely, if blue is desired, the TFT's at 
the red and green filters are turned on; if 
green is desired, the TFT's at the blue and 
red filters are turned on. 

Colors can, of course, be combined to 
produce others. White is created by turn- 
ing off all of the pixels in an area, thus 
allowing all of the colors through. Black 
is created by turning on all of the pixels, 
thus blocking all light. A full gamut of 
other colors and shades (see Fig. 3) can be 
created by selectively turning on or off the 
various pixels in a region. 

FIG. 3 -A WIDE VARIETY OF COLORS and 
shades can be created using various combina- 
tions of red. green. and blue. 

The Elf 
Epson's first application of its new 

technology is its Elf flat -screen TV (see 
Fig. 4). According to the manufacturer, 
that tiny color TV should be on store 
shelves by the time you read this. 

The Epson Elf is almost transistor -radio 
sized, measuring 3.15 x 6.3 x 1.22 
inches, and weighs just 1.1 pounds. The 
set features a 2 -inch, diagonal -measured 
screen. The heart of the device is the new 
flat -panel LCD unit, which is shown in 
Fig 5 and described above. 

The tiny TV can be powered from any 
one of three power sources. Those are 
either standard or rechargable "AAA" - 
sized cells, an AC power adaptor, or a car - 
battery adaptor. 

Among the user controls are TINT, 
COLOR, and BRIGHTNESS. All VHF and 
UHF TV channels can be received, and 
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FIG. 4-(HE EPSON ELF i< ae sr ail as a paperback book, weighs just over one pound, and can 
operate ,doors or out. I1 makss use of Epson's flat -screen :olor liquid -crystal display. 

FIG 5 -THIS FLAT -SCREEN colar liquid -crystal display is th a heart of Epson's new Elf pocket -sized TV. 

channel selection is done via a slide -rule 
type tuner. There is also an earphone jack 
that allows the use of a standard earphone 
or mono headset for private viewing. 

When used outdoors, conventional 
TV's are faced with the problem of poor 
contrast due to the high ambient light lev- 
els. But because the Elf uses a backlighted 
display, a unique feature turns the tables 
on that troublesome problem. The rear of 
the unit can be opened, allowing the sun's 
rays to be used as the light source for the 
backlighted LCD. That greatly improves 
viewing in outdoor settings. When the 
back is opened, a switch allows you to 
turn off the set's internal light source (it's 
no longer needed) to conserve batteries. 

The Elf comes with a number of stan- 
dard accessories. Those include an AC 

adaptor, mini -earphone, handstrap, soft 
carrying case, and a 27 -inch telescopic 
antenna. Optional accessories include 
car -battery adaptor and a rechargable bat- 
tery pack. There is also a fold -out tilt stand 
in the rear. 

After spending some time with the 
unit, our overall impressions of it are very 
favorable. This set has advanced the state - 
of -the -art of LCD imaging manyfold. The 
picture produced is far better than those 
produced by previous LCD devices. The 
addition of color is also a major step for- 
ward. 

In fairness, however, we must point out 
that the image is nowhere near as sharp as 

that produced by a comparable -sized CRT 
display. That reduced resolution is, of 
course, caused by the fact that far fewer 

eof 
pixels are used to create the image in the 
LCD. Even so, the image was extremely 
watchable. The color reproduction was 
true and the contrast level was acceptable 
for viewing even in a brightly lit office. 

Other aspects of the set are pretty much 
what you would expect in a set of this 
type. Sound quality is definitely not "hi- 
fi," but it is adequate. The level of the 
audio is quite sufficient for personal lis- 
tening in all but the noisiest environ- 
ments. For those, you would want to use 
an earphone or a headset anyway. Al- 
though we tried the unit out in the "con- 
crete canyons" of Manhattan, with all of 
the reception problems that that entails, 
the overall quality of the picture and sound 
was good on all receiveable VHF and 
UHF channels. There were a few "bird- 
ies" (spurious signals) generated by the 
unit when tuning between the high and 
low VHF bands, but those were inconse- 
quential. 

Whenever a product makes use of a 

technological breakthrough, you would 
expect the initial price to be high. The 
Epson Elf is no exception. The suggested 
list price of the unit at the time of this 
writing was $500. As with any other new 
technology, however, expect prices to fall 
as more units are sold and the costs of 
production go down. 

The size of the display used in the Elf 
was not selected primarily because of the 
current popularity of small -screen person- 
al TV's. The cost of the display is directly 
related to its size. Thus. although a set 
with a somewhat larger display (up to 
about 5- inches) is within the current tech- 
nology, the cost of such a display would 
make the set too expensive to market 
practically at the present time. 

Eventually, of course, those costs, too, 
will come down. Once they do. the ap- 
plications for the Epson display are almost 
limitless. indeed. company reasearchers 
are looking at a number of future prod- 
ucts, including a flat -panel liquid -crystal 
TV that could be hung on a wall like a 

picture. While such a set is still many 
years away, the development of products 
like the Elf have brought it a little closer to 
realization. R -E 
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Lightweight 
Video Cameras 

A GREAT DEAL OF ATTENTION HAS BEEN 
focused of late on the coming of the cam- 
corder. While those one -piece video -cam- 
era/videocassette -recorder combinations 
offer the consumer a great deal of con- 
venience, they force a trade -off in terms of 
versatility. Some require a separate deck 
for playback, others require the use of 
limited - length tapes. As for the 8mm 
camcorders, the future of the standard 
they use is very much in doubt. 

There is another choice for those seek- 
ing a lightweight alternative. That is a 

combination consisting of a lightweight 
(typically 5 to 8 pounds without battery) 
portable VCR and one of the new genera- 
tion of ultra- lightweight cameras. In this 
article we are going to take a close look at 
that new generation of cameras. 

Miniaturizing video camera 
Manufacturers have taken many dif- 

ferent routes to arrive at today's down - 
sized portable video camera, but the key 
technological difference between cameras 
is the type of pickup they use -either tube 
or solid- state. 

Most cameras still use tube -type pick- 
ups such as the Saticon, Newvicon, etc. 
The difference in the new cameras is the 

size of the pickups. Earlier cameras used 
1- and 3/4-inch tubes; the new generation of 
cameras use 3/42-inch and even / -inch 
tubes. That reduction in size translates 
into a considerable reduction in overall 
camera size and weight as the pickup is 
the largest and heaviest component in a 
tube- pickup camera. 

One possible drawback to using a 
smaller pickup is that the smaller the tube 
the poorer the horizontal resolution. Hori- 
zontal resolution is a specification that 
refers to the number of horizontal lines 
that the camera uses to create its image. 
The fewer the lines, the poorer the resolu- 
tion (or sharpness) of the picture. It is 
important to note that even the best vid- 
eocassette recorders are capable of hori- 
zontal resolutions of only 250 lines or so. 
However, most video cameras, even those 
with the smallest pickups, offer resolu- 
tions that are that high or better. That 
means that, at least as far as home video is 
concerned, the limiting factor on resolu- 
tion is the recorder, not the camera. 

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the 
signal -processing circuitry of a popular 
tube- pickup video camera, JVC's GX- 
N7. As is shown, the signal from the pick- 
up is filtered and separated into luminance 

Confused about the 
new lightweight cameras? 
Here's a guide that will 
help you sort things out. 

CARL LARON, ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

(Y) and chrominance (R - Y) and (B - 
Y) signals. Those signals are then com- 
bined to form an NTSC -compatible out- 
put. 

Also shown in Fig. 1 is a block diagram 
of JVC's Auto Color Tracking System; 
that is an automatic white -balance sys- 
tem. Just to backtrack a little for those 
who may not be familiar with the purpose 
of such a system, a camera's ability to 
reproduce colors is strongly affected by 
the type of light it is used in (indoor vs. 
outdoor, etc.). Video cameras use a vari- 
ety of schemes to compensate for that. 
Some use switch -selectable presets to 
choose between indoor /outdoor and /or 
cloudy /sunny conditions. Often when 
presets are used, a variable WHITE -BAL- 
ANCE control is provided for "fine tun- 
ing." In more advanced cameras, white 
balance is adjusted automatically. In 
some, all you need do is point the camera 
at a white surface, press an automatic 
white balance switch, and the camera 
takes care of the rest. It is important in 
those systems to be sure to go through that 
procedure any time the ambient light 
changes. 

In the newest of cameras, such as the 
JVC unit, depressing a switch is not nec- 
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essary. Instead, a sensor on the camera 
detects any changes in light. In Fig. 1, the 
sensor is a pair of color -sensitive pho- 
todiodes. Those are used to analyze the 
red and blue components of the light. In- 
formation from the photodiodes is ampli- 
fied and then fed to the color -processing 
circuitry, which in turn biases the color 
signals for accurate color -reproduction 
under the prevailing ambient -light condi- 
tions. Those systems are given a variety of 
names by their manufacturers -for in- 
stance, auto color tracking (as above) or 

continuous automatic white balance. 
Of course, the biggest breakthrough in 

small -size pickup devices is the solid - 
state CCD (Charge Coupled Device) or 
MOS (Metal Oxide Semiconductor) pick- 
up. The cost of those devices has now 
dropped to the point where it is practical 
to use them in consumer products. As a 
result, those pickups are beginning to ap- 
pear in home video cameras. 

One such video camera is the Sony 
CCD -G5. The pickup used in that camera 
is a CCD with a mosaic color filter. The 

size of the CCD used in the Sony unit is 
10.7 X 9.3 mm, and the imaging area is 
8.8 x 6.6 mm, which yields a 2 x 3 

picture format. The picture itself is made 
up of 384 horizontal and 491 vertical pic- 
ture elements (pixels). While that number 
of pixels is relatively low (the CCD used 
in the Sony Mavica camera is 570 x 488 
pixels), the cameras circuitry still allows 
for a horizontal resolution of greater than 
250 lines. 

Another fundamental difference in the 
Sony camera (or any camera with a solid - 
state pickup) is that the signal processing 
is digital (not analog as it is in tube- pickup 
cameras) in nature. A block diagram of 
the camera is shown in Fig. 2. Let's follow 
the main signal path though the camera, 
as indicated by the bold line in Fig. 2, to 
see how the camera handles the required 
signal processing. Light that reaches the 
CCD is converted into an electrical signal 
and fed to the processor circuitry. In the 
processor, sample- and -hold circuits are 
used to separate out the component color 
signals. Those are passed to the matrix 
circuitry. In the matrix, switched sample - 
and -hold circuits and 1H (1 horizontal 
line) delay lines are used to synthesize the 
chrominance and luminance signals from 
the color signals. Finally, the chromi- 
nance and luminance signals are fed to a 
low -pass filter and then to the encoder 
circuitry, which mixes them with a sync 
signal to form an NTSC (or PAL) corn- 
patible output. 

What of the relative merits of tube ver- 
sus solid -state pickups? Tubes offer better 
performance in low -light situations and, 
at least until now, were less expensive. 
Solid -state pickups, on the other hand, 
are small, allowing for smaller camera 
sizes, and have lower power require- 
ments. They are also sturdier than tubes, 
less susceptible to streaking, and require 
no warm -up time. 

Of course, smaller pickups don't tell 
the entire story behind the miniaturization 
of home video cameras. Manufacturers 
are continuously finding ways of com- 
pressing more and more circuitry into 
smaller and smaller areas. In addition, 
creative packaging has played a major role 
in reducing the size of video cameras. 
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Consider, for instance, the Konica CV -301 
shown in Fig. 3. Despite its amazingly 
stubby profile (2.6- inches wide x 8.9- 
inches high x 4.8- inches deep), it uses a 
1 -inch tube pickup. The secret is the posi- 
tion of the tube. It is mounted vertically 
and located in the handle of the camera. 
Light from the lens is directed to the front 
of the pickup by a mirror. 

FIG. 3- KONICA'S CV-301 sports a stubby pro- 
file despite using a tube pickup. That is possible 
because of the location of the pickup -it Is 
mounted vertically In the handle. 

Features 
Later on. we are going to look at some 

of the lightweight cameras that are cur- 
rently available, their specifications, and 
the features that they offer. We've already 
touched upon some of those features (au- 
tomatic white balance, for instance), but it 
would be helpful if we took a look at what 
the other relevant features and specifica- 
tions are, and which ones are most impor- 
tant. 

The camera's lens is the unit's "win- 
dow to the world." The terms used to 
describe a video camera's lens are identi- 
cal to those used to describe a still cam- 
era's lens. The width of the camera's 
aperture, which is adjustable. is measured 
in f- stops; the wider the aperture the 
smaller thefnumber. The maximum aper- 
ture is an important parameter of lens per- 
formance as it is an indication of the 
maximum amount of light that can be 
admitted and is provided for all lenses. 

Of course, the proper aperture opening 
depends on the amount of ambient light. 
Almost all video cameras have autoex- 
posure, which means that the camera sets 
the proper aperture automatically. That 
feature is often referred to as auto iris. For 
flexibility, a manual override of that fea- 
ture, though not provided on all cameras, 

co 
is desirable. In place of a manual over- t ride, some manufacturers provide a 

o "backlight compensation" switch. That 
o- switch acts to open the aperture an addi- v 
w tional 11/2f-stops. 

w Almost all cameras come with zoom 
o lenses. Zoom lenses are lenses in which 

the focal length (amount of magnifica- 
cc Lion) can be varied. The range of the zoom 
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can be specified in one of several ways -a 
power of magnification (i.e. 6 x ), the 
ratio of highest -to- lowest focal lengths 
(i.e. 6:1), or the range of focal lengths 
(i.e. 8.5 mm -51 mm). Zooms can be 
power or manual. Power zooms are desir- 
able because they allow for a smoother 
transition between focal lengths during 
taping. Manual zooms, on the other hand, 
add less weight to the camera. 

Lenses can be either permanently 
mounted or detachable. Most cameras 
with detachable lenses use a C -type lens 
mount, one of the most popular of the 
photographic lens mounts. Because of 
that, in cameras with detachable lenses, 
any photographic lens that uses a C- 
mount can be used in place of the lens 
supplied by the manufacturer. 

If you plan to do any close -up work, be 
sure that your lens has a "macro" setting. 
You will find that most do. 

Viewfinders come in two types -elec - 
tronic and optical. Electronic viewfinders 
are, in essence, small TV monitors. They 
allow the taper to see exactly what is being 
recorded by the camera. Due to the cost 
and weight that a color viewfinder would 
entail, nearly all are black- and -white. Op- 
tical viewfinders use the TTL (Through 
The Lens) system used by modern SLR 
still cameras. The major drawback of that 
system is that the image seen is not pre- 
cisely the same as the one recorded; often 
the image area recorded is significantly 
smaller. If the taper does not account for 
that, the result is cut -off heads or left -out 
friends. On the other hand, optical view- 
finders are much less expensive and add 
much less weight to the camera. All view- 
finders, be they electronic or optical, 
provide information, usually via LED's, 
on the camera's operating parameters. 
Those parameters most often include such 
things as whether or not the recorder is 
operating, low light, and low power. 

Optical viewfinders do have one other 
major advantage over electronic ones- 
they are easier to focus. That's why one of 
the most popular of the video camera 
"bells and whistles" is auto focus. The 
autofocus system can be fooled, however, 
if, for instance, there are several objects in 
the camera's field of view. Some cameras 
also offer a "focus -free" setting. In that 
setting the video camera works much like 
an Instamatic or similar fixed -lens cam- 
era. That is, a large "depth of field" is 
selected so focusing is not needed. Be 
warned, however, that while most objects 
will appear to be reasonably in focus, they 
won't necessarily be razor sharp. 

Almost all cameras provide some 
means of controlling a VCR. Those con- 
trols most often consist of record/pause 
and review switches. The review switch 
allows you to replay in the viewfinder a 
scene that already has been recorded. Of 
course, that would only be available on a 
camera with an electronic viewfinder. 

When talking video camera specifica- 
tions, the two most often mentioned are 
minimum illumination and horizontal res- 
olution. Minimum illumination refers to 
the lowest usable ambient light -level for 
satisfactory recording; it is measured in 
lux. Horizontal resolution refers to the 
number of horizontal scanning lines in the 
picture. When comparing horizontal reso- 
lution, it would bear to remember, as 
stated previously, that the maximum reso- 
lution for a VCR is about 250 lines. Thus 
cameras with higher horizontal resolu- 
tions would not necessarily provide more 
detailed pictures. 

Now, let's take a look at some of today's 
tiny video cameras. 

General Electric 
General Electric (Video Products Divi- 

sion. Portsmouth, VA 23705) offers its 
lightweight (2 pounds) Mini -Cam (model 
number ICVC5032E). Among its features 
are auto focus, fade -in /fade -out, 6:1 
power zoom, permanently mounted fß.4 
lens with a macro focusing (to one inch), 
auto iris with backlight switch, automatic 
white balance, and an electronic view- 
finder. The camera uses a 1/2-inch New - 
vicon pickup and has a minimum 
illumination requirement of 30 lux. 

Hitachi 
Hitachi (401 West Artesia Blvd., 

Compton, CA 90220) offers the VK- 
C1500 MOS color -video camera. As indi- 
cated, rather than a tube, this camera uses 
a MOS pickup. The permanently mounted 
11.2 lens has a 6x zoom and a macro 
setting. The automatic iris has a manual 
override. Among the camera's other fea- 
tures are a continuously automatic white - 
balance control and an electronic view- 
finder with in- the -viewfinder LED's to in- 
dicate low -light and low -power condi- 
tions, and the mode of the recorder 
trecord, stand -by, etc.). Minimum il- 
lumination required is 35 lux and the hori- 
zontal resolution is 300 lines. The unit 
weighs 2.16 pounds. 

JVC 

JMC GX-N7. 
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JVC (41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, 
NJ 07407) offers two lightweight models. 
The lightest of those is the 2.2 -pound GX- 
N4. That camera uses a 1 -inch Newvicon 
pickup and features an electronic view- 
finder with in- the -viewfinder LED indica- 
tors. Color balance is handled via two 
(indoor/outdoor) switch -selectable pre- 
sets. The automatic iris offers backlight 
compensation. The standard lens is f1.2, 
has a 6:1 zoom ratio (manual), and offers a 
macro setting. The lens is removable, but 
the mount used is a non -standard one. To 
use 35 -mm SLR lenses, a special optional 
adaptor must be purchased. Minimum il- 
lumination is 10 lux and horizontal resolu- 
tion is more than 270 lines. 

The GX -N7 is a similar unit but adds 
many "bells and whistles." Among those 
are auto focus (an infrared method is 
used), fade -in/fade -out, and continuously 
automatic white -balance (called "Auto 
Color Tracking" by JVC). The GX -N7 
weighs 2.4 pounds. 

Among the options available from JVC 
is a character generator for titling. That 
device can be used with either camera. 

Konica 
Konica (440 Sylvan Ave., Englewood 

Cliffs, NJ 07632) is one of the many high- 
ly- regarded SLR camera manufacturers 
entering the home -video market. Their 
offering is the 1.6 -pound CV -301. Thai 
camera uses a TTL optical viewfinder (an 
electronic viewfinder is an optional ac- 
cessory) with in- the -viewfinder LED in- 
dicators and a 1 -inch Cosvision pickup 
tube. The f1.5 lens is permanently 
mounted and offers a 3:1 (10 mm-30 mm) 
zoom. Color balance is handled via four 
switch -selectable presets. The minimum 
illumination is 35 lux and the horizontal 
resolution is more than 270 lines. 

Magnavox 
Magnavox (a division of NAP Con- 

sumer Electronics, Interstate 40 and 
Straw Plains Pike, PO Box 6950, Knox- 
ville, TN 37914) offers two models. The 
VR8275BK weighs 2.2 pounds. The pick- 
up is a 1/2-inch Newvicon tube. The lens is 
j1.2 and features a 6 x manual zoom. 
Standard 35 -mm lenses can also be used 
via a bayonet mount. Features include au- 
tomatic iris, electronic viewfinder, and 
continuous automatic white -balance. 
Minimum illumination is 10 lux and hori- 
zontal resolution is 270 lines. 

The VR8276BK weighs 2.4 pounds and 
adds auto focus and fade -in/fade /out. 

Among the options offered by Magna- 
vox is a character generator for titling. 

Minolta 
Minolta (101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, 

NJ 07446) is another long- established 
SLR manufacturer. Their entry into the 
home -video market is the K -5005. The 
pickup used is a 1 -inch Saticon tube. The 

MINOLTA K -500. 

viewfinder is of the optical TTL variety. 
The permanently mounted f1.2 lens has a 
4 x zoom, macro setting, and "free 
focus" setting. The automatic iris has a 
backlight- compensation control. The 
white -balance is continuously automatic. 
Minimum illumination is 10 lux. The unit 
weighs less than two pounds. 

Panasonic 
Panasonic (One Panasonic Way, 

Secaucus, NJ 07094) offers two models. 
The PK450 weighs 2.5 pounds. It features 
auto focus, 6 x power zoom, automatic 
iris with backlight compensation, elec- 
tronic viewfinder, and automatic white - 
balance. The pickup is a 1/2-inch New - 
vicon tube. The f1.2 lens has a macro 
setting. Minimum illumination is 20 lux. 

The PK410 weighs in at approximately 
2 pounds. It has a 6:1 power zoom, j 1.4 
lens, electronic viewfinder, 1/2-inch New - 
vicon pickup, automatic color balance, 
fade, and an automatic iris with backlight 
compensation. Minimum illumination is 

30 lux. 

Quasar 
1\vo models are available from Quasar 

(9401 W. Grand Ave., Franklin Park, IL 
60131). The VK704XE weighs just two 
pounds. It uses a /3 -inch Newvicon pick- 
up. The f1.4 lens is permanently mounted 
and features a macro setting. Among the 
features are a 6:1 power zoom, automatic 
white- balance control, fade- in/fade -out, 
electronic viewfinder with in- the -view- 
finder LED's, and automatic iris with 
backlight compensation control. The 
minimum illumination is 30 lux and the 
horizontal resolution is 260 lines. 

The VK7I4XE, which weighs 2.4 
pounds, adds infrared autofocus and a 
time and date display, and upgrades the 
lens to f1.2. 

RCA 
RCA's (30 Rockefeller Plaza, New 

York, NY 10020) Small Wonder (model 
CKCO20) uses a solid -state MOS pickup. 
Theft .2 lens is permanently mounted and 
has a macro setting for focusing as close as 
3/s -inch. The power zoom has a 6:1 ratio. 
The electronic viewfinder has LED in- 
dicators to alert the operator to low -light, 
low- battery, and record mode. The auto- 
matic iris has a manual override. Both 
constant automatic white -balance and 

four switch -selectable white -balance pre- 
sets are provided. The camera weighs 2.2 
pounds and requires a minimum illumina- 
tion level of 35 lux. 

Sanyo 
Sanyo (1200 Artesia Blvd., Compton, 

CA 90220) offers a pair of interesting 
cameras. Their models VSC700 /VSC800 
(the only difference between the two is 
that the VSC800 adds auto focus to the 
basic model) are styled to resemble 35mm 
still cameras. The units weigh 23/4 

pounds. The pickup used is an MOS semi- 
conductor. The C- mount, j1.2 lens has a 
15mm -75mm power zoom and a macro 
setting. The electronic viewfinder can be 
positioned for ease of use. The cameras 
horizontal resolution is greater than 260 
lines and the minimum required illumina- 
tion is 28 lux. 

Sony 
Sony's (Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 

07656) CCD -G5 video camera weighs 
2.25 pounds. It features a solid -state CCD 

SONY CCD -G5. 

pickup. The unit is equipped with a per- 
manently mounted j1.4 lens with a macro 
setting. The power zoom has a 6:1 ratio. 
The electronic viewfinder includes in -the- 
viewfinder white -balance and low -light 
indicators. Other features include auto- 
matic white balance with indoor /outdoor 
presets and fade -in/fade -out. The mini- 
mum illumination is 30 lux and the hori- 
zontal resolution is 250 lines. R -E 
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....- 
Servicing 
Videodisc Players 

NOW THAT WE'VE SHOWN YOU HOW TO 
service VCR's (Radio -Electronics, Dec. 
1983, Jan. and Feb. 1984), its time to try 
our hand at videodisc player service. As in 
the case of VCR's, servicing videodisc 
players takes all the expertise required to 
service a TV set and/or record player, and 
then some. Actually, videodisc -player 
electronic circuits are relatively simple 
compared to VCR's and most TV's. 
However, the mechanical functions of a 

typical videodisc player are substantially 
more complex than those of a record play- 
er or phonograph. An improper mechan- 
ical adjustment can not only put a 
videodisc player out of operation, but can 
result in permanent damage to the player 
and/or disc. 

JOHN LENK 

If you want to learn more 
about videodisc players and how 

to service them, this article is for you. In it 
we cover both LV and CED players. 

Don't let that frighten you away from 
videodisc player service. If you follow the 
procedures in the service manuals you 
should have no trouble. However, it helps 
if you understand the "what" and "why" 
of the procedures. That is one area where 
the manufacturer's service literature is 
often somewhat fuzzy. Many service - 
manual writers simply assume that you 
know all about how videodisc players op- 
erate, just as you do TV sets and record 
players. Hopefully that will be the case 
when you have read this article from be- 
ginning to end. 

Let us start by reviewing how videodisc 
players, both LV and CED, operate. Note 
that LV (also called Laservision or laser 
video) and CED (capacitance electronic 

REMOTE 
CONTROL 

VIDEO OUT 
OUTPUT-CHANNEL 
SELECTOR 

RE OUT 

AUDIO OUT 

ANTENNA IN 

POWER CORD 

FIG.1 -REAR PANEL of a typical videodisc play- 
er showing the input/output connectors. 

disc) are the two most common types of 
home -entertainment videodisc players. 
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FIG. 2- CONTROLS AND FEATURES of a typical LV videodisc player. While details will vary from 

machine to machine, the controls and features shown here will be found on most LV videodisc players. 

There is a third system, VHD (video high 
density), with its companion AHD (audio 
high density) that has not quite gotten off 
the ground, so we will not cover it here. 
Also, we will not go into full circuit de- 
scriptions or mechanical details for any 
videodisc player here. (To do so would 
require a book of at least 350 pages.) But 
we will go through videodisc player func- 
tions so you can understand the theory-of- 
operation sections found in some service 
literature . 

The videodisc player 
Videodisc players are very specialized 

forms of phonographs or record players 
that play pre- recorded discs carrying both 
picture and sound through any standard 
TV set. The picture can be either black - 
and -white or color. The sound can be 

monaural on all players, and stereo on 
some players (and even two -channel inde- 
pendent or bilingual on some players). 

The LV player uses a reflective optical 
pickup system, developed by NV Philips 
in the Netherlands and MVA Inc. The LV 
system was called "video long play" at 

one time, and was introduced in the 
United States in 1978. 

The CED player uses a capacitance 
pickup system developed by RCA Labora- 
tories, and was introduced in 1981. 

With either system, the player circuits 
function to convert picture/sound infor- 
mation recorded on the disc into electrical 
signals used to modulate an RF unit (also 
know as a VHF modulator). In the sim- 
plest of terms, the RF unit is a miniature 
TV- broadcast station operating on an un- 
used TV channel (typically Channel 3 or 

4). The output of the RF unit in the player 
is fed to a TV set. The videodisc spins at a 

high rate of speed compared to a con- 
ventional audio record, and uses either a 

light beam (LV) or capacitance (CED) 
pickup. 

CED versus LV 

There are similarities between CED 
and LV. For example, both systems use a 

plastic disc rotating on a turntable. In both 
systems, the player picks up information 
represented by changes in the disc sur- 

face, and converts the information into 
signals for playback on the TV set. The 
two systems use FM for both the video 
and audio signals. Each disc also has a 

spiral track to carry the information, 
rather than a series of circular tracks. 

Plastic discs for the LV system are 

coated with metal on one side (the record- 
ed surface), and then bonded with the 
metal inside for protection. Carbon is 

added to a CED disc to make the disc 
conductive. A lubricant is also added to 
the CED disc because the CED system has 

grooves for stylus tracking. That makes 
the CED system simpler (no servo track- 
ing is required for CED) but does cause 

disc wear. 
Quality standards for both systems re- 

quire that the discs be relatively defect - 
free, flat, and stable with time and tem- 
perature changes, and have an acceptable 
signal -to -noise ratio. All players must be 

mechanically balanced, and must also ac- 

commodate imperfect mass -produced 
discs. All three systems can step the pick- 
up backward and forward one or more 
track widths, for repeat play or rapid 

search. In addition, every disc includes a 

code in the signal recorded so that features 
not included in every type of player, such 
as automatic search, can be added. 

In spite of the basic similarities, the 
systems differ not only in the pickup tech- 
nique (optical versus capacitive) but also 
in the format in which the information is 

encoded, and in the method by which 
information is tracked on the disc. Other 
differences include disc size, material, ro- 
tation speed, and signal -protection 
schemes. We will talk about those dif- 
ference as we go along. For now, let us 

consider the connections between a vid- 
eodisc player and the TV set. 

Connecting the player 
All connections to the player are usu- 

ally made via the rear panel. Figure 1 

shows how a rear panel of a typical vid- 
eodisc player might appear. 

The ANTENNA IN connector (generally a 

7512 coax type) is connected to the anten- 
na or cable nut. The CHANNEL 3/4 VHF OUT 

connector (also 75íZ) is connected to the 
antenna input of the TV set. That permits 
the TV set to be connected to either the 
antenna (for off -the -air TV program re- 
ception), or to the player (for videodisc 
program play) depending on the setting of 
a front -panel switch. 

In addition to the Channel 3/4 modu- 
lated-RF output, most videodisc players 
also provide audio outputs (for use with 
stereo systems) and a baseband video out- 
put) The baseband video output is for con- 
nection to a video monitor or a TV set 

equipped with a video input. 
Some videodisc players also have a 

CONTROL connector that allows for the 
connection of an external device (such as 

a remote -control unit) for wired electronic 
control of the player. In other players, an 

infrared (IR) control is used. As in the 

case of a conventional TV set, no cable or 
other direct physical connection is re- 
quired when an IR remote -control is used. 

The LV system 
Now that we have reviewed the opera- 

tion of videodisc players in general, let us 

go into a bit more detail on the LV system. 
We start with a description of the user 
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controls and major features found on a 
typical LV player, such as the one shown 
in Fig. 2. Keep in mind that while we'll be 
discussing the controls for a particular 
player, the same or similar controls are 
found on all LV players. 

In use, you place the videodisc over the 
turntable and spindle as you do a pho- 
nograph record. The turntable is coupled 
directly to a motor that rotates the disc at 
the proper speed. 

When you close the lid, a magnetic disc 
clamp holds the disc on the spindle auto- 
matically to ensure stable rotation. 

The disc is placed over the objective 
lens, which is the key part of the player 
that reads the signal recorded on the disc. 
Note that the objective lens surface must 
be kept clean in order to maintain op- 
timum performance. Generally, the player 
is shipped from the factory with a lens cap 
over the lens. (Note that the objective lens 
can not be seen in Fig. 2 due to the pres- 
ence of a disc on the turntable.) 

The playback mode indicator lights are 
located above individual control buttons, 
and turn on when the corresponding mode 
is selected. 

You press the STOP /EJECT button to cut 
off operation and to open the lid. 

You press the POWER button to turn the 
power on and off. The red indicator above 
that control turns on when power is on. 

The slow indicators are used to indicate 
slow motion play. 

You use the sLOw SPEED lever to adjust 
the speed of slow motion play. At its nor- 
mal speed, the videodisc is played at a rate 
of 30 frames -per -second. At its slowest 
speed, the videodisc is played at a rate of 1 

frame -per- second. The SLOW SPEED 
control is used to vary the playing speed 
between those extremes. 

You press the PAUSE button to tem- 
porarily halt disc operation. Operation 
stops on the last frame played when that 
button is pressed, and no video image is 
reproduced on the TV screen. The PAUSE 
mode is released by pressing the PAUSE 

button again. 
Some videodiscs are recorded using 

CBS's CX noise -reduction system. The 
NOISE REDUCTION button is pressed to ac- 
tivate the player' noise- reduction system 
for those discs. 

The Iwo AUDIO CHANNEL SELECT 
buttons are on/off controls for the two 
audio channels. 

The SCAN controls are used to quickly 
locate a specific part of the program. 

The PLAY button is pressed to begin 
playing a videodisc, or to resume playing 
after another playback mode is selected. 

Although LV players are not difficult to 
operate, the basic operating procedures 
are different from those of a typical audio 
record player or phonograph (and from 
those of a CED player, which we'll dis- 
cuss in next month's article). The follow- 
ing is a quick run- through for operation of 

a "typical' LV player. Keep in mind that 
you must study the literature for the par- 
ticular player you are servicing. 

To install and remove an LV videodisc 
on a typical player, press the POWER 
switch to turn on the player. Press the 
STOP /EJECT button to release the lid latch. 
Open the lid, being careful not to force the 
lid beyond the normal fully -open posi- 
tion. With the label of the side you want to 
play facing up, place the disc on the turn- 
table. (When that is done, the "recorded" 
side is facing down so that it can be scan- 
ned by the objective lens.) Be sure that the 
center hole of the disc stays in the convex 
spindle. Shut the lid firmly. The disc 
clamp on the underside of the lid holds 
down the disc magnetically. The vid- 
eodisc is now ready to play. 

To remove the disc, press the sTOPi 
EJECT button, open the lid carefully, hold 
the disc by both edges, and lift the disc 
from the turntable. Replace the disc in its 
jacket after use. 

To start a typical LV player, turn on the 
power to the player, TV set, and stereo 
system (if you are reproducing the audio 
signal through a stereo, which happens to 
be one of the big selling features of the 
better videodisc players). Next, install a 
disc and close the lid. Most LV players 
cannot operate unless the lid is closed 
completely. Tune the TV to the channel (3 
or 4) chosen via the player's rear -panel 
CHANNEL SELECTOR switch (see Fig. 1). 
Now (if all is well) the STAND BY indicator 
will begin flashing when the PLAY button 
is pressed. After a few seconds, the turn- 
table reaches the proper rotation speed, 
the laser beam begins picking up the sig- 
nal from the disc, and the video picture 
appears on the TV screen. 

Although the following notes apply 
specifically to the player of Fig. 2, they 
also apply generally to all LV players. 

When an extended play disc (CLV) is 
being played, special functions such as 
still /step, slow play, fast play, frame 
number search, etc., do not operate on 
most players. 

If you try to operate an LV player with- 
out a disc, or if the unrecorded side of a 
disc is facing down, turntable rotation 
stops automatically. 

When the player is used for the first 
time, adjust the FINE TUNING control of 
the TV set for the best picture quality. 
(This is also a good starting point if you 
are faced with a "poor picture quality" 
symptom.) 

If the player fails to respond to a com- 
mand, or continues to show some unusual 
characteristics, turn off the unit via the 
POWER switch, and then start the operat- 
ing sequence again. 

Moisture condensation may impair op- 
eration of a videodisc player. Watch for 
any sudden changes in temperature, par- 
ticularly when you move the player from 
one location to another. 

AUDIO 
RECORD 

a 

TONE ARM 

LV VIDEO DISC 

HELIUM-NEON 
LASER BEAM 

b 

FIG. 3 -A PHONOGRAPH RECORD, as shown in 
a is played from the outside in, with the pick -up, 
consisting of a tone arm and needle, resting on 
the top of the disc. As shown in b, a videodisc is 
played from the inside out, with the pickup 
being a laser focused on the underside of the 
disc. 

Most LV players have such operating 
functions as pause, scan, slow, still/step, 
frame -number display, chapter -number 
display, and fast operation. We will not go 
into those here since the functions are 
unique to each player model. But you 
should be aware of the functions, before 
you start to service any player. You could 
spend hours trying to troubleshoot a func- 
tion that does not exist. 

LV videodiscs versus audio records 
Figure 3 compares the familiar audio 

record playing technique with the LV vid- 
eodisc. Audio records are played with a 
phonograph needle on top of the record. 
The beginning of the record is at the out- 
side edge, and the needle moves inward as 
the music is played. The LV videodisc is 
played from the bottom with a light beam. 
The beginning of the LV disc is near the 
center, and the light beam moves outward 
toward the edge as the program plays. The 
light beam is generated by a helium -neon 
laser inside the player. 

The light beam is focused up on the 
bottom of the disc through an objective 
lens. That lens is located in the player 
under the disc. As the disc is played from 
beginning to end, the lens moves from 
near the center to the outside edge of the 
disc. The light beam actually reflects off 
microscopic pits beneath the bottom sur- 
face of the disc. Those pits are coded with 
the picture and sound information. 

Each disc side contains thousands of 
separate pictures. The rapid playback of 
those pictures creates the program on the 
TV screen. Each picture is numbered, and 
a 5 -digit "picture number" can be dis- 
played in the upper left portion of the TV 
screen. That feature allows any given 
portion of the program to be located easi- 
ly. Also, some videodisc programs have 
two or more segments. Each segment is 
called a chapter, and a 1- or 2- digit-chapter 
number can be displayed on the screen 
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instead of the picture number. 
In addition to the picture, two channels 

of high -fidelity sound are recorded on 
most LV videodiscs. Either one or the 
sum of both channels may be played 
through the TV set. Those sound channels 
are also available at the rear panel (Fig. 1). 

LV is called the non -contact, pick -up 
system since LV uses a laser beam, and 
there is no physical contact between the 
pickup and disc. (That is in contrast to 
CED where there is some physical con- 
tact). When the laser beam strikes a series 
of pits, the light is reflected back into the 
system, and the variations of the reflected 
light are converted into the reproduced 
signal. 

CAV versus CLV 

The standard play LV videodisc, also 
known as the CAV or constant angular 
velocity disc, spins at the same constant 
speed of 1800 rpm from the inner circum- 
ference to the outer circumference, and 
provides a maximum of 30 minutes play- 
ing time per side. On a CAV disc, one 
video -picture frame is recorded for each 
revolution. That makes possible several 
features (stop or still picture, stable visual 
pictures during scan or search, true slow 
motion, etc.) when CAV discs are played. 

Although the extended play LV disc, 
also known as the CLV or constant linear 
velocity disc, does not offer the additional 
operating features, CLV does provide a 
maximum playing time of one hour per 
side. With CLV, the rotation speed varies 
from 1800 rpm at the inner circumference 
to 600 rpm at the outer circumference. 

Most LV players will play either CAV 
or CLV discs, and automatically detect 
which type of disc is being played, with- 
out resetting of controls by the user. 

LV microprocessor control 
Most LV videodisc players have some 

form of microcomputer or microprocessor 
control. That provides a number of push- 
button- selected operating features, such 
as still picture, slow motion, etc. On 
many LV players, there is also a feature 
called the frame number random access 
that finds a specific frame automatically 
by frame number within 15 seconds. The 
LV videodisc has a maximum of 54,000 
"tracks" in a continuous spiral from the 
inner to the outer circumference. On a 
CAV disc, the signal for one video -picture 
frame is recorded on one track covering 
one full revolution. Beginning at the in- 
side circumference, each frame is record- 
ed along with the frame number. 

Audio 
Audio is recorded on the videodisc in 

the form of two separate FM signals. That 
makes either stereo or two -channel inde- 
pendent (such as bilingual) sound possi- 
ble. Typical AF response is 40 Hz to 20 
kHz, with an S/N ratio of 60 dB, and a 

total harmonic distortion of 0.5% or less. 
The S/N ratio can be increased to about 70 
dB when a special noise -reduction sys- 
tem, CX, is used. Not all LV discs are 
recorded with CX and, on most LV play- 
ers, you must operate a control to select 
CX operation. As a point of reference, the 
quality of stereo reproduction from an LV 
player is generally comparable to con- 
ventional phonograph records or FM 
broadcasts (but not to digital audio discs). 

LV characteristics 
An LV videodisc is composed of thou- 

sands of circular tracks making up a con- 
tinuous spiral from the inside of the disc to 
the outside. Each track is a series of pits. 
Light reflected from inside a pit is less 
bright than light from the spaces between 
the pits. Thus, the intensity of the light is 
modulated as the videodisc rotates. 

The intelligence encoded on the disc 
results in three FM signals: 8.1 -MHz FM, 
modulated with the composite video (in- 
cluding the chroma or color signal); 2.3- 
MHz FM, modulated with the audio from 
one of the audio channels (channel I), and 
2.8 -MHz FM, modulated with the audio 
from the other audio channel (channel II). 
Each of the sound carriers has a maximum 
deviation of ± 100 kHz. The 8.1 -MHz 
video FM carrier has a deviation of 1.7 
MHz (7.6 MHz at the sync tips to 9.3 
MHz at the white peaks). However, the 
bandpass of the 8.1 -MHz video carrier 
extends from below 4 MHz up to above 12 

MHz in order to include all necessary 
sidebands. 

+v 
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FIG. 4 -AN 8 -MHz video signal (a) is pulse -width 
modulated by an FM sound carrier (b), and the 
resultant signal is clipped (c) and used to create 
the pits (d). 

e0 

14e41 
Figure 4 shows how the 8 -MHz FM 

video signal is pulse -width modulated by 
one of the sound carriers. Each of the 
sound FM carriers pulse -width modulate 
the 8.1 -MHz carrier to create the actual 
resultant signal that becomes encoded on 
the disc. The resultant signal in Fig. 4 is 
clipped and used to create the pits in the 
disc. Note that waveform can cause the 
length of the pits, and the spacing be- 
tween the pits, to vary. 

In addition to the play tracks, special 
tracks called lead -in and lead -out tracks 
(at the inner and outer diameters of the 
disc) are coded so that the focused laser 
beam does not move beyond them. When 
the lead -out tracks are reached, the laser 
automatically moves back to the lead -in 
tracks and stops. 

Tracking 
Tracking of the laser over the disc is a 

very important part of LV- player opera- 
tion. It also is probably the cause of most 
service problems. Two types of tracking 
are involved: radial and tangential. Both 
are shown in Fig. 5. Radial tracking refers 
to keeping the light beam centered on the 
LV videodisc tracks. Without some form 
of radial tracking, the light beam can drift 
between the tracks, resulting in a lost pic- 
ture. Radial movement of the beam is 
always perpendicular to the tracks. Tan- 
gential tracking refers to keeping the 
beam in line with the track. That direction 
of movement is necessary to compensate 
for momentary speed errors of the track 
passing over the beam. 

In the LV system, both radial and tan- 
gential tracking is done by means of two 
moveable mirrors, as described next. 

b 

FIG. 5- TANGENTIAL TRACKING (a) and radial 
tracking (b) of the laser on an LV videodisc. Note 
the spiral tracking pattern. 

LV player functions 
l-he heart of the LV system is the slide 

u.ss('mbly. also known as the sled; the sled 
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contains the laser and the optical system. 
A slide drive -motor moves the entire slide 
assembly beneath the disc as the program 
is played. The laser generates a red light 
beam that passes through an optical divid- 
er. The beam is then deflected by the auto- 
matic tracking mirror up into the objective 
lens. The objective lens focuses the beam 
into a tiny point on the bottom of the disc. 
The beam is reflected by the disc surface. 

The reflected beam follows the same 
path back through the objective lens and 
automatic tracking mirrors to the optical 
divider. The reflected beam is then sepa- 
rated from the original beam and sent to 
the light- sensitive diodes (photodiodes). 
The diodes conduct a current that varies 
according to the amount of light falling on 
the diode surface. Since the reflected 
beam is intensity modulated by the pits on 
the disc surface, the diodes recreate the 
FM signal that was recorded on the disc. 

The diodes also create a focus error - 
voltage if the disc gets too close or too far 
from the objective lens (which can move 
up or down to follow movements of the 
disc, and thus maintain correct focus). 
That keeps the light beam focused if the 
disc is warped or otherwise distorted. The 
focus error -voltage is applied to the focus 
servo that controls the objective lens 
movement. 

The diodes also generate a radial error - 
voltage if the beam tends to drift off the 
track. That radial error -voltage is applied 
to the radial tracking mirror servo that 
moves the radial tracking mirror to bring 
the beam back to the track center. 

The FM signal generated by the diodes 
(as the beam passes over the pits) is ap- 
plied to the signal processing electronics 
where the FM signal is demodulated. The 
demodulated FM is a composite video 
and audio signal (similar to that shown in 
Fig. 4) that is applied to the RF-modulator 
unit. The RF modulator places the com- 
posite video and audio on an RF carrier of 
the correct frequency for either TV Chan- 
nel 3 or 4. The resultant TV RF signal 
passes through an automatic antenna 
switch to the VHF antenna terminals of 
the TV set. When the player is off, the 
regular external antenna is automatically 
connected to the TV set. 

In addition to the single audio signal 
that is applied to the FM modulator, two 
separate audio signals are supplied to the 
left and right audio jacks on the rear panel 
of the player. 

The signal -processing circuitry also 
generates an rpm error- voltage, which is 
derived from the horizontal scan rate, and 
is proportional to errors in the turntable 
motor speed. The rpm error -voltage is ap- 
plied to a PLL motor -control servo that, in 
turn, controls the speed of the turntable 
motor. 

The signal -processing circuitry also 
generates the tangential error -voltage, 
which is proportional to the momentary 
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FIG. 6- PRIMARY COMPONENTS of a LV videodisc player's optical system. 
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speed errors in the tracking. Such errors 
are caused by slightly elliptical tracks, or 
an offset center hole in the disc. The tan- 
gential error -voltage is applied to the tan- 
gential tracking -servo that moves the 
tangential- tracking mirror. 

There are two tracking mirrors, one for 
radial tracking and one for tangential 
tracking. Those mirrors are part of the 
optical system, which we will discuss 
next. 

The optical system 
Figure 6 shows the basic components of 

the LV player optical system. All of those 
components are mounted on the slide as- 
sembly below the videodisc. The optical 
system uses components that are affected 
by the polarity of light. The laser beam is 
vertically polarized. The first optical 
component encountered by the vertically 
polarized light beam is the first fixed mir- 
ror, which reflects the beam around a cor- 
ner to the second fixed mirror. In turn, the 
second fixed mirror reflects the beam 
around another corner, and onto the gra- 
ting, which is a piece of optical glass with 
several fine etched horizontal lines. The 
grating divides the beam into three 
beams: a center or main beam and two 
secondary beams (above and below the 
main beam). The secondary beams are 
less bright then the main beam. 

The center or main beam is used to read 
the tracks on the disc, while the secondary 
beams are used for tracking. The three 
beams, or light bundle, from the grating is 
applied to a prism through a diverging 

lens that focuses the beam to the correct 
size to completely fill the aperture of the 
objective lens. As the beam exits the end 
of the prism, the beam passes through a 
quarter -wave plate that changes the beam 
into a circularly -polarized beam that is 
reflected off the tracking mirrors into the 
objective lens. 

The objective lens is similar to a micro- 
scope and focuses the beam into an ex- 
tremely fine spot on the disc surface. The 
reflected beam from the disc is intensity 
modulated by the pits, which have a depth 
equal to one -quarter wavelength of the 
laser beam. Since the lightwave consumes 
one -quarter of a wavelength going into the 
pit, and another one -quarter wavelength 
coming out, the beam reflected by the pits 
is one -half wavelength out -of -phase with 
the light at the surface. A cancellation 
effect takes place and reduces the beam 
intensity as the beam passes over a pit. 

The reflected beam follows the identi- 
cal path as the beam from laser to disc 
(incident beam) all the way back to the 
prism. However, on the return trip, the 
reflected beam is polarized opposite to the 
incident beam (the reflected beam is hori- 
zontally- polarized as the beam passes 
through the quarter -wave plate). 

Unfortunately, that's all we have room 
for this time. When we continue next 
month, we'll finish our discussion of the 
LV system by examining more carefully 
the system used to focus the laser pre- 
cisely on the videodisc. Following that. 
we'll take a detailed look at how the CED 
system works. R -E 
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DID YOU EVER WISH THAT YOU COULD 
make copies of game cartridges for your 
Atari 2600? Well, with the circuit we'll 
describe, you can! We'll show you how to 
record the contents of your cartridges on 
cassette tape -and how to load the game 
back into the 2600. Before we get into the 

of ROM -that type of memory can be 
read but not written to. 

If a videogame is just a simple home 
computer, as we stated earlier, you might 
wonder why the programs stored in the 
ROM cartridges cannot be stored on mag- 
netic tape or floppy disks like programs 

game cartridge (ROM), a cassette player, 
RAM, and a control device, which allows 
us to correctly direct the flow of data. For 
example, the first step in copying a game 
cartridge is to load the contents into 
RAM. Then the contents of RAM is trans- 
ferred to cassette tape much in the same 

ATARI Game Keaorder 
GUY VACHON and DAVID A. CHAN 

Store your library of Atari videogame cartridges on cassette tapes! 

details of the circuit, let's review some 
basics. 

As you probably know, a videogame is 
just a simplified home computer -one 
that has been dedicated to the specific task 
of playing games. Keep in mind, though, 
that the videogame operates much the 
same as any computer -the electronic cir- 
cuits that make up the machine (the hard- 
ware) execute instructions that make up 
the game (the software). 

The software is stored, of course, in the 
game cartridge, which consists simply of 
ROM (Read -Only Memory). As its name 
implies, you cannot change the contents 

for other home computers. Well, they 
can! But videogames like the Atari 2600 
lack the necessary hardware to record 
them. And that's what this article is all 
about. 

The basic approach 
Our approach will be to copy the con- 

tents of the ROM cartridge into RAM. 
(That's Random -Access Memory, also 
known as read/write memory.) Once we 
have the game program in RAM, we can 
then copy it to cassette tape. 

Figure 1 shows a very basic block di- 
agram of what we need: the videogame, a 

way that many home computers save pro- 
grams on cassette. (The Timex Sinclair 
1000, is one example.) When we want to 
play the game, we reload it from cassette 
to RAM. We get the 2600 to think that the 
RAM is just a game -cartridge ROM by 
setting the READ /WRITE input of the RAM 
to READ and connecting its other inputs 
and outputs to the 2600 just as if it were 
ROM. 

We can also make tape -to -tape copies 
easily using that scheme. Once we load 
the program from cassette into RAM, we 

can simply dump the RAM contents to 
another tape. 
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GAME RAM 

ROM 

(GAME 
CARTRIDGE) 

CONTROLLER 

CASSETTE 
PLAYER 

FIG. 1-A CONTROLLER IS NEEDED to properly direct the flow of data from the game cartridge ROM to 
the computer's RAM, from the cassette player to the RAM, etc. 

ATARI 2600 
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SYSTEM 
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ROM 
(GAME CARTRIDGE) 

SWITCHES ANO 
DISPLAYS 

CASSETTE 
PLAYER 

ROM 

(PROGRAM FOR 
Z80 CPU) 

Z80 CPU 

FIG. 2 -A DEDICATED, SIMPLIFIED COMPUTER. This block diagram gives a basic idea of what we 
need to record the contents of Atari 2600 videogame cartridges. 

A dedicated computer 
If you're familiar with home comput- 

ers-even the cheapest models that you 
can buy for under $50 -you know that 
they have all the capabilities we need. We 
could approach the problem by modifying 
a computer to do exactly what we want. 
But that is not the way we will go. Instead, 
we will build our own dedicated, sim- 
plified computer. 

A block diagram of the computer that 
we need is shown in Fig. 2. When the 
switch is in position "B," the 2600 is out 
of the picture and we're left with only our 
dedicated computer. It sees the game car- 
tridge and RAM as part of its memory. It 

can transfer data from the ROM cartridge 
to the RAM, and it can store and retrieve 
programs from tape. The game cartridge 
is not the only ROM: Another block of 
ROM holds what can be thought of as the 
operating system of our computer. It con- 
tains the instructions that tell the Z80 
CPU how to perform the appropriate data - 
transfer tasks. 

Note that also "hanging from the bus" 
of our computer are switches and displays 
that are used for I /O. By setting the 
switches, we can give the computer cer- 
tain commands. The displays let the com- 
puter tell us what it is doing. 

When the switch shown in Fig. 2 is 

moved to position "A," the Atari 2600 
videogame uses the RAM simply as if it 
were ROM. So, for example, after you 
loaded the RAM with a program con- 
tained from cassette, you would flip the 
switch to position "A" so that the 2600 
could see it. 

Game -recorder computer hardware 
Let's look at the hardware that we'll use 

to help us record game cartridges. Figure 
3 shows the schematic of the computer/ 
recorder. As you can see, the computer is 
structured around the Z80 bus. Connected 
to the bus, directly or through buffers, are 
all the computer's components: the Z80 
microprocessor (IC3), the RAM 
(IC11 IC13), and the I/O devices (S1 S5, 
DISPI , DISP2, cassette output, game car- 
tridge connector, etc.). We can also see 
ICIO, the ROM that contains the program 
for our. computer. 

Most of the components of our comput- 
er are used in the usual fashion. In other 
words, the ROM and RAM is used just as 
it is in any given home computer. The 
cartridge connects directly to the bus and, 
as far as our computer is concerned, 
seems to be another several kilobytes of 
addressable memory. That same tech- 
nique of memory- mapped I/O is used to 
drive the seven- segment displays and to 
interface with the tape recorder. 

Note that we do not use BCD-to- seven- 
segment decoders to drive our LED dis- 
plays. Instead, the Z80 CPU has control 
over the segments and turns them on or off 
as needed to represent hexadecimal digits 
0F and an error message of three hori- 
zontal bars. But we're getting a little 
ahead of ourselves. What is important 
here is that, as far as the Z80 is concerned, 
the displays are "write only" memory lo- 
cations. Information encoded in the corn - 
mon seven -segment display format is sent 
to the display at their locations. The infor- 
mation is latched with the WRITE signal 
from the Z80 just like any other memory 
location. The same method is used for the 
tape -recorder interface. A 1 is latched to 
send a high -level voltage to the tape and a 
O is latched to send a low -level voltage. 

The last major component of the com- 
puter is the interface to the Atari 2600. 
That interface is essentially made up of 
IC4, IC5, and IC6 -three 74L5244 octal 
buffers with three -state outputs. By look- 
ing at the direction of the buffers, you can 
see that the dedicated computer accepts 
addresses from the Atari game and out- 
puts data to it. (Remember: That's just 
what ROM does!) The buffers are enabled 
by the Bus AcKNOWLEDGt: signal (pin 23) 
from the Z80 (IC3). 

When we want the 2600 to play a game, 
we simply close the SETUP /PLAY switch, 
S6, which brings the Z80 s BUS REQUEST 
line (pin 25) low. Thus, the 2600 actually 
does DMA (Direct Memory Access) on 
the computer when requested by you 
through the SETUP /PLAY switch. 
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VOLTS 

VHIGH 

VLOW 

SYNC PULSES 

V 
3 4 MILLISECONDS 

FIG. 4 -SYNC PULSES. 2 milliseconds apart, are used to make sure that -even with' slight changes in 
tape speed -the computer will be able to correctly read a tape. Data pulses are sent between the sync 
pulses: the sequence "01" is shown above. 

NO 

IDETECTED 

WAIT .15 ms 

WAIT 75 ms 

ODETECTED 

NO 

FIG. 5 -THE CASSETTE -READ ALGORITHM. Rather than using hardware, software is used for timing 
operations. 

Cassette input output 
Reading the ROM, of course, isn't the 

only job of our computer /recorder -we 
must write the contents of the ROM into 
tape. We'll do that by outputting one bit at 
a time by sending different voltage wave- 
forms to the microphone input of the tape 
recorder. The bit to be output is put on 
data line D8, which is stored in IC16 (a 
74LS273 D -type flip -flop), which is 
clocked by the MREQ line of the Z80. 
(Note that the output of IC7 -c can be used 
to switch a relay to control your cassette 
player through its REMOTE input. That is, 
of course, optional.) 

We will not only send pulses to repre- 
sent zero bits and one bits -we'll also 
send out synchronization pulses. Those 
pulses are 0.25 milliseconds wide and are 
sent every 2 milliseconds, regardless of 
whether a l or 0 is being written. Those 
sync pulses are used to ensure that if the 

tape recorder speed varies slightly, our 
computer will be able to keep track. A 
data bit will be represented by a pulse -or 
the lack of a pulse -between the sync 
pulses. Figure 4 shows what the sequence 
"01" would look like. As we can see 
there, a "0" is represented by no pulse 
between sync pulses, and a "1" is repre- 
sented by a pulse. 

Each instruction for the 2600 consists 
of 8 bits. We will add a parity bit to be able 
to detect if a program has been mis - 
recorded or when a recording has de- 
graded and has errors. Therefore, the 
contents of a game -cartridge ROM are 
stored as follows: 

Header (2000 zeros) 
End of header (4 ones) 
Name tag (4 bits) 
Contents of location 1 (8 bits) 
Parity for location 1 (1 bit) 
Contents of location 2 (8 bits) 
Parity for location 2 (1 bits) 

PARTS LIST 

All resistors are 1/4 -watt, 5 %, unless 
otherwise specified. 

R1- 220,000 ohms 
R2, R3 -1000 ohms 
R4 -330 ohms 
R5. R7 R9- 10,000 ohms 
R6, R15- 100,000 ohms 
R10 -3300 ohms 
R11- 47,000 ohms 
R12, R13 -120 ohms 
R14 -4700 ohms 
Capacitors 
C1 -1 µF, 10 volts, electrolytic 
C2. C3 -.01 µF, ceramic disc 
Semiconductors 
ICI, IC8, 1C14- 74LS00 quad 2 -input 

NANO gate 
1C2- 74LS74 dual D -type flip -flop 
IC3 -Z80 microprocessor 
IC4- 106- 74LS244 octal buffer 
IC7- 74LS125 quad bus buffer 
IC9- LM3900 quad op -amp 
IC10- 74LS138 3 -to -8 line decoder 
IC11 -2716 EPROM containing the com- 

puter's operating system 
IC12. IC13 -2016 2K x 8 static RAM 
IC15. IC16- 74LS273 octal D -type flip - 

flop 
DISP1. DISP2- MAN74A 
S1 S6 -SPST switches 
XTAL -8 MHz 

That continues until all the ROM's con- 
tents are stored. 

The header serves two purposes: It sep- 
arates programs and provides an audible 
tone to detect where the program begins. 
(If you listen to the tape, you will hear a 
high pitch tone for the header. The pro- 
gram itself sounds like high- and low - 
noise.) The name tag allows you to save 
several programs on one cassette, and to 
search for those programs. 

Reading the ROM contents from tape is 
also done one bit at a time. The computer/ 
recorder constantly monitors what is 
coming out of the tape and can tell when- 
ever the output is high or low. The sync 
(and data) pulses are detected by waiting 
for the level to go from low to high. 

Detecting those pulses doesn't require 
much hardware. The proper timing can be 
implemented by counting machine cycles 
in a loop that does nothing. The algorithm 
is illustrated by the flowchart in Fig. 5. 

As you can see from the flowchart, the 
algorithm for cassette operation is very 
simple: Wait for the sync pulse to appear 
then wait .75 millisecond and start look- 
ing for the data pulse. If the data pulse 
isn't seen within 1.5 milliseconds, as- 
sume that a 0 was recorded, and wait for 
the next sync pulse. If a data pulse is 
found, assume a 1 was recorded. Then 
wait 0.75 milliseconds and start looking 
for the next sync bit. 

When we continue next time, we'll take 
a closer look at the software. Then we'll 
give you some construction hints. R -E 
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DESIGNING 
WITH 
LINEAR IC'S 
This month, well learn about voltage -controlled amplifiers, 
integrators, and differentiators. 

JOSEPH J. CARR 

Part 7 IN THIS INSTALLMENT 
of "Designing with 

Linear IC's we will examine three circuits 
that we've previously overlooked but are 
nonetheless very important. Those are the 
voltage -controlled amplifier (VCA), inte- 
grator, and differentiator. As for the latter 
two circuits, interestingly most of the de- 
signs that are usually published do not 
work. We'll show you why, then provide a 

design that does work. 

Voltage -controlled amplifier 
A voltage -controlled amplifier (VCA) 

allows you to set the amplifier's gain via a 
control voltage. In a way, the VCA is 
much like the automatic gain -control 
(AGC) amplifiers found in receivers and 
certain electronic instruments. One of the 
most common AGC and/or VCA circuits 
is shown in Fig. 1. The circuit can be built 
either from discrete components as 
shown, or be obtained in IC form (the 
RCA CA3028, for example). 

In the circuit shown, QI and Q2 form a 
differential pair. The output of the circuit 
can be taken from either collector, or dif- 
ferentially between the collectors. The in- 
put designations assume single -ended 
output from the collector of Q2. 

The collector -emitter currents for QI 
and Q2 (II and 12, respectively) are de- 
rived from 13. We can thus control the 
gain of the circuit by controlling the col- 
lector current of Q3. Of course, that cur- 
rent is determined by the voltage at the 
base of Q3, which is applied via terminal 
VC and divided down by the voltage di- 
vider consisting of RI and R2. 

Fig. 2 shows a VCA built from an oper- 
ational transconductance amplifier 
(OTA), the RCA CA3080. Recall from 

our earlier discussion that an OTA has a 

transfer function that relates an output 
current to an input voltage. The gain is 
expressed in units of transconductance 
(GM). The voltage gain (Ay) is deter- 
mined by the product of GM and the load 
resistance RL. The value of GM, on the 
other hand, is set by a bias current IABC, 
where GM = 19.2IABC. 

The bias current is set by control volt- 
age VC and resistor R6. The current is 

maximum (i.e. 0.5 mA) when VC = 0, 
and minimum when Vc = -15 volts. 
The maximum transconductance, then, 
will be (19.2)(0.5 mA) = 9.6 milli - 
siemans = 0.0096 siemans. The voltage 
gain, therefore is GMR1 = (0.0096 sie- 
mans)(104 ohms) = 96. The voltage gain 
will therefore change from 0 to almost 100 
as Vc varies from - 15 volts up to 0 volts. 

Integrators 
An integrator is a circuit that will pro- 

duce an output that is proportional to the 
time average of the input signal. In other 
words, the circuit performs the mathe- 
matical operation known as integration. 

The simplest form of integrator is the R- 

C network shown in Fig. 3. That circuit 
may be more familiar to you as a low -pass 
filter. While it does perform that function, 
it also does, as we'll soon see, a bit more. 

In the circuit of Fig. 3, when voltage 
VIN is applied, a current flows in the re- 
sistor to charge the capacitor. Assuming 
that any load resistors connected across 
the capacitor are extremely large com- 
pared with R1, output voltage V0 reflects 
the accumulated capacitor charge, and is 

proportional to the integral of VIN. 
There are a number of problems with 

the simple circuit of Fig. 3, but most of 

+v 

OUTPUT 

NON -INVERTING 
í 

INVERTING 
INPUT 

R2 

FIG. 1 -ONE OF THE MOST COMMON VCA cir- 
cuits. The differential amplifier can be formed 
from discrete components as shown, or ob- 
tained in IC form. 

those are solved by the Miller integrator 
of Fg. 4. 

The Miller integrator consists of a re- 
sistor in series with the inverting input of 
an op -amp, and a capacitor in the feed- 
back loop of the IC. The capacitor charges 
under the influence of output voltage V0. 
The transfer function for the circuit is 
given by: 

vo RC J VIN dt 

where V0 is the output voltage, VIN is the 
input voltage, R is the resistance in ohms, 
C is the capacitance in farads, and dt de- 
notes integration over time. 

The "gain" of the integrator is con- 
trolled by the product RC, which is called 
the time -constant of the integrator. The 
general rule is to make RC much larger 
than the period of the waveform applied to 
VI 

There is a problem associated with the 
time- constant. however. Notice that the 
R -C (time constant) term is in the de- 
nominator. Since that product can be very 
low, gain can be very high. Consider, for 
example, the case where R = 100,000 
ohms and C = .001 µF (i.e. 10-u farads). 
There the time constant is equal to (105 
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R1 
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R2 
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R3 R4 
47K 4752 

R5 

50K 
OFFSET 
ADJUST 

+V 

+15V -15 <1/c<0 
-i G VIN <+ 1 

- -15V 

FIG. 2 -THIS VOLTAGE- CONTROLLED AMPLIFIER is built using operational transconductance ampli- 
fiers. By varying V, the gain of the circuit can be made to vary from 0 to 96. 

m 
R 

C VO 

ó T ó 

FIG. 3- SIMPLE INTEGRATOR CIRCUIT. It may 
be more familiar to you as a low -pass filter. 

FIG. 4 -MANY OF THE DEFICIENCIES of the 
simple integrator are solved by the Miller inte- 
grator shown here. 

ohms)(10 - 9 farads) = 10-1 seconds. That 
also results in a gain of 10,000 (1 /10-4 = 
10,000). 

What does such a high gain mean in 
practical terms? It means that very small 
values of VIN can saturate the integrator in 
short order! The maximum output permit- 
ted, assuming positive and negative sup- 
ply voltages of 12, will be about 10 volts. 
If we applied a 10- millivolt DC signal to 
VIN, therefore, the output voltage rising at 
a rate of VIN /RC = 0.01 /10-4 = 100 V/S 
will hit the 10 volt saturation limit in 0.1 
second! If there is an input offset potential 
on the op -amp, or if the signal erroneously 
contains a DC offset (e.g. from the offset 
voltage of a previous stage), then the inte- 
grator output will rapidly rise to the sat- 
uration limit. Of course, shorter time 
constants than 10-4 seconds (0.1 millise- 
conds) will make the integrator saturate 
even more quickly. 

There seems to be several rules for de- 

signing op -amp integrators. Those are to 
use an op -amp with low input- offset volt- 
ages, remove (where possible) erroneous 
DC offset potentials in VIN, provide offset 
nulling for the integrator, and use the 
longest R C time constant practical in de- 
signing the integrator. 

The integrator in Fig. 4 is the circuit 
usually published in texts, and it does not 
work nicely for the reasons given above. 
With a typical 741 op -amp for example, 
typical input offsets cause Vo to rise to 
Vo(max) so rapidly that you might think 
the op -amp was shorted! With judicious 
selection of an op -amp, the modified cir- 

ful op -amp selection, the circJit shown here will 
perform well. 

cuit shown in Fig. 5 works a lot better. 
The selection of an op -amp can be crit- 

ical, and not all is as it appears in the data 
sheets. While working on another project, 

the author ran a series of tests on op -amps 
to find those best suited for use in inter - 
grator circuits. A test circuit was built that 
allowed different op -amps to be plugged - 
in for the test. The integrator used a time 
constant of 0. I second, and an input volt- 
age, VIN, of O. In an ideal integrator, Vo 
should remain zero. It was found that 741 
devices saturated in an average of 2 sec- 
onds. The so- called "premium" 725 de- 
vices saturated in an average of 5 seconds 
(still too fast). Other high -priced pre- 
mium -grade devices saturated in 2 -8 sec- 
onds. Those rates, it was found, were too 
fast to easily counteract with the usual null 
circuit (R3-R6 in Fig. 5). Devices with 
MOSFET or JFET input transistors be- 
haved themselves much better. Saturation 
times with those tended to be 20-30 sec- 
onds, or more. In the end, we selected the 
non -premium, low -cost, CA3140 BiMOS 
op -amp (RCA) as the best device for the 
integrator design. 

The "integration" components in Fig. 
5 are RI and CI; everything else in the 
circuit is there to "fix problems." The 
electronic CMOS switch, SI, for exam- 
ple, allows us to dump charge from Cl. 
That charge comes from two sources: pre- 
vious integrations and output offsets. 
Switch SI must be momentarily closed 
immediately prior to each operation. That 
switch may be electronic CMOS, me- 
chanical, or a relay. If Cl is very large, 
however, beware of exceeding the current 
rating of CMOS switches. 

Resistor R2 shunts the integrator ca- 
pacitor. The purpose of R2 is to keep Cl 
from being charged by certain offset volt- 
ages. Without R2, the output signal zero- 
baseline will rise to saturation. In one 
test, we applied a I -Hz sinewave to VIN 
and watched the output sinewave climb off 
the oscilloscope screen. Normally, a sym- 
metrical sinewave will not show any DC 
component at all at the output of an ideal 
integrator. 

The value of R2 is found by experimen- 
tation. If it is too high, then the circuit 
won't work; if it is too low, then the inte- 
grator will act like an ordinary inverting 
follower with a frequency compensating 
capacitor across R2! The value 16 
megohms was found reasonable with 
CA3I40 op -amps. 

What output drift exists is easily coun- 
teracted using the null circuit (R3 -R6). 
The input voltage VIN should be zero 
when that circuit is adjusted. Each time 
R4 is adjusted, close SI momentarily to 
discharge Cl. Use either an oscilloscope 
or sensitive analog DC voltmeter to 
monitor Vo; select ever more sensitive 
ranges as you adjust R4 in order to max- 
imize the change in Vo. 

In some cases, R4 may have to have a 
lower value (100 -1000 ohms) in order to 
obtain better control resolution. In all 
cases, R3 -R6 should have a low tem- 
perature coefficient. 
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Integrator calibration 
There are cases where we need some 

means of scaling or calibrating the output 
of the integrator. That is done by inputting 
a function whose integral has a uniform 
slope over time and then calculating that 
slope. Two functions have integrals that 
are appropriate for that purpose: a square- 
wave and a constant voltage. 

V1-..- 

o 

V2 

TIME 

-I 
FIG. 6-IF A SGUAREWAVE Is Input to an Inte- 
grator, the output will be a triangular wave. 

TIME 

When a squarewave (see Fig. 6 -a) is 
input to an integrator, the resulting output 
is a triangular wave (see Fig. 6 -b). (Note 
that for a positive input, the output is the 
negative integral, as is indicated by the 
circuit's transfer function.) Assuming a 
symmetrical input, that is I VII = I V21. 
the slopes of the ramps that make up the 
triangular wave are equal to 2V0/t, where 
t is equal to lh the period (T) of the input 
squarewave. It is then a simple matter to 
measure Vo and calculate that slope. 

Figure 7 shows a calibrating circuit for 

FIG. 7 -WITH THIS CIRCUIT, a constant voltage 
can be used to calibrate an integrator. 

ó 
> 
r0 

[o tt 
t 2 is TIME 

!VJ 
o 

FIG. 8 -WHEN A CONSTANT VOLTAGE is input 
to the calibration circuit of Fig. 7 in the manner 
described in the text, this output will result. 

use when the input is a constant voltage; 
the resulting output is then a ramp. Ini- 
tially, the inverting input of the op -amp is 
grounded via S2. Before starting the test, 
close Si to discharge CI; that is done at 
time tl (see Fig. 8), but don't allow a lot of 
time to pass before starting the test. A 
voltage is then applied to the inverting 
input via S2 for a fixed period of time (t2 
to t3). That will cause the output to de- 
crease uniformly (ramp) from zero down 
to - Vo, which is the output voltage at t3. 
The input is then grounded via S2 and Vo 
is measured. The slope of the ramp can 
then be found from Vo/(t3 - t2). 

Differentiators 
A difterentiator is a circuit whose out- 

put is a derivative of the input. In other 
words, the output voltage is proportional 
to the rate -of- change of the input signal. 

Differentiation and integration are in- 
verse functions of each other. If we apply 
a time -varying signal, VIN(t), to the input 
of an integrator, and then apply the inte- 
grator output signal to the input of an 
equivalent differentiator, we should find 
the differentiator output to be the same as 
VIN(t) -with a little propagation -delay 
phase -shift. 

FIG. 9-A SIMPLE DIFFERENTIATOR. The cir- 
cuit may be more familiar to you as a high -pass 
filter. 

TIME 

i 

FIG. 10-WHEN A SGUAREWAVE Is Input to a 

differentlator, the output is a series of voltage 
splices. 

The simplest form of differentiator is 
the R C network shown in Fig. 9. Note 
that that circuit may be more familiar to 
you as a high -pass filter. 

The operation of the differentiator on 
squarewaves is shown in Figure 10. The 
squarewave is characterized by areas of 
constant amplitude (zero rate -of- change) 
sandwiched between edges with ex- 
tremely rapid rates of change. The result 

is a spike -like output wave that is positive 
for positive -going edges, and negative for 
negative -going edges. Those spikes will 
be very broad for long time constants 
(compared with signal periods), and very 
thin for very short time constants. A dif- 
ferentiator time constant should be short 
compared with signal periods. 

VIN 

1 
FIG. 11- ALTHOUGH THIS IS a classic differen- 
tiator, the circuit tends to be unstable under 
some circumstances. 

FIG. 12 -WHILE THIS CIRCUIT performs much 
better than the one shown in Fig. 11, it is used 
only In limited applications. 

Two forms of active operational ampli- 
fier differentiators are shown in Figs. 11 

and 12. The inverting version shown in 
Fig. 11 is the classic differentiator, and 
will produce an output potential of: 

VO = -R1C1 
dr 

Unfortunately, the circuit of Fig. l 

tends to be a little unstable (i.e. it will 
"ring ") under some circumstances. In a 
moment, we will see how to "fix" that 
problem. 

The circuit of Fig. 12 merely uses a 
noninverting operational amplifier (unity 
gain) to buffer the R -C differentiator out- 
put. That circuit is simple, produces a low 
output impedance for the R -C differen- 
tiator, and is generally well -behaved. 

Even so, the circuit is not frequently 
used. More common is a "fixed" version 
of the circuit in Fig. 11; that circuit is 
shown in Fig. 13. Two extra components 
are used to stabilize the circuit: R2 and 
C2. 

A frequency -response plot of that cir- 
cuit is shown in Figure 14. As is shown, 
the frequency response of the amplifier 
(AvoL) is flat from DC to some frequen- 
cy, at which the gain begins to roll off at a 
rate of -6 dB /octave. In order to achieve 
stability, we will want the curve l/ to 
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R2 

FIG. 13 -AN IMPROVED VERSION of the dif- 
ferentiator shown in Fig. 11. 

m 

z 
á 
CD 

OPEN -LOOP GAIN (AvoL) 

differentiators is that the high -pass filter 
nature of the R -C networks means that 
gain increases with frequency. Hence, 
high frequency noise in active differen- 
tiators can be vicious. Capacitor C2 is 
used to prevent that problem, which cre- 
ates curve I /133. The value of that capaci- 
tor should be found using the following 
formula: 

1 

C2 2.rf4R1 

Capacitor C2 will provide integrator 
action at frequencies above f4, and dif- 
ferentiator action at frequencies below f4. 

1/ß2 (ACTUAL) 

10 f4 ft f3 

FREQUENCY Hr 

FIG. 14- FREQUENCY RESPONSE plot of the differentiator shown in Fig. 13. Note that the frequency 
response of the circuit is flat from DC to some frequency. at which point it rolls off at a rate of Gad 
octave. 

intersect AvoL with a net slope between 
them of less than - 12dB/octave. (Note: ß 
is the feedback attenuation factor intro- 
duced by R1 and C1). Since the net slope 
between AvoL and 1/ß is high, the circuit 
may tend to oscillate. We must modify the 
feedback frequency response to make the 
feedback curve like 1 /ß2; that is the func- 
tion of resistor R2, which is in series with 
C2. We want R2 to introduce a frequency 
response breakpoint at f2. If fl is the fre- 
quency at which the ideal curve l /(3, inter- 
sects AvoL, then f2 must be 3.16 times 
lower than fl (i.e. f2 =1113.16). The mini- 
mum value of R2 that will accomplish that 
trick is given by: 

R2 - 21tf1C1 
3.16 

Combining constants yields: 

R2 - 0.503 
- f1C1 

In general, minimum values for R2 fall irr 
the range of 40 ohms to 500 ohms (al- 
though that is not absolute). 

Another problem often seen in active 

Differentiator calibration 
The output signal from the differen- 

tiator is proportional to the rate of change 
of the input signal in volts per second. We 
can calibrate the differentiator using a 
function with constant -slope ramps. 

One such function is a triangular wave. 
A triangular waveform has two constant - 
slope edges, one positive and the other 
negative. Since the usual op -amp dif- 
ferentiator is an inverting circuit, the out- 
put will be a positive voltage for a 
negative -going ramp, and a negative volt- 
age for positive -going ramps. Thus, a tri- 
angle input signal will produce a 
squarewave output. If the amplitude of the 
input signal is VI, and the period T, then 
the rate -of- change of each slope is VI(1 
T), assuming a symmetrical triangle 
wave. The amplitude of the output squar- 
ewave is 0 to + Vo for the negative ramp, 
and 0 to - Vo for the positive ramp. 

A linear ramp can also be used for dif- 
ferentiator calibration. Such a ramp could 
be generated by inputting a known con- 
stant voltage to a Miller integrator. The 
differentiator output will be a constant 

voltage that is proportional to the ramp 
slope. 

If we want the output signal quantified, 
then we will have to provide some means 
to vary Vo for calibration purposes; a vari- 
able -gain inverting follower will do the 
trick nicely and will also flip the polarity 
so that positive outputs are obtained for 
positive inputs and negative outputs are 
obtained for negative inputs. 

Let's look at a practical example. Dif- 
ferentiators are used in a wide variety of 
biomedical applications. One of those is 
as an arterial pressure amplifier. Assume 
that the leading edge of a human arterial 
blood -pressure waveform, P(t), has a rate 
of change (dP /dt) that's on the order of 5 
x 103 mmHg/second (mmHg is milli- 
meters of mercury). A typical arterial 
pressure amplifier has an output voltage 
scale factor of 10mV /mmHg, so it will 
have a rate -of- change output, dVo/dt, 
that's equal to: 

dv. Sx103mmHg 1omV 1V 

dt second 
x 

mmHg X 103mV 

5x103x10x1 
= 

103 
- 50 volts second 

The differentiator output voltage is: 

dV 
Vo = - RC 

Vo = - RC (50 volts/second) 

We can vary the value of R and C (those 
are the components used to determine the 
time constant of the circuit, such as RI 
and Cl in the differentiator of Fig. 13), and 
the gain of any following amplifiers, to 
produce a value of Vo that is easily dis- 
played on, say, a strip -chart recorder. Sup- 
pose our strip -chart recorder has a plus -or- 
minus 1 -volt input range, and we want one 
volt to represent 5 x 103 mmHg /second. 
The R -C time constant should be: 

RC = Vo (50 volts second) 

(1 second)(1 volt) 1 

(50 volts) 50 

= 0.02 seconds 

Once we have a value for our R -C time 
constant, we need to find a combination of 
R and C that is appropriate. Let C = 0.1 
µF (a tentative guess) and calculate R: 

R = 
.02 

.02 
200,000 ohms -1x10 

We can, therefore, build our differentiator 
using a 200,000 -ohm resistor and a 0.1 
p.F capacitor. R -E 
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NEW IDEAS 
Contrast meter for photography buffs 

IF YOU'RE AN AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER 

who enjoys developing his own 
pictures, you have probably found 
it necessary to choose the right 
paper to fill certain requirements. 
If you're among the fortunate few 
who can afford a densitometer, 
then you have nothing to worry 
about. But it you're like most of us 
and cannot afford that piece of 
equipment, then perhaps this 
easy -to -build substitute is for you. 

Contrast meter 
Figure 1 is a schematic of a con- 

trast meter that can used to help 
you choose the right grade of pa- 
per for your photographic needs. 
The circuit, built from readily avail- 
able parts, will work well with al- 
most any photocell and 1 -mA 
panel meter you choose. 

The circuit is powered by a dual 
15 -volt power supply. If you have 
trouble in getting the parts to 
build the power supply, then the 
design can be modified to use a 

dual 12 -volt supply by changing 
the values of resistors R1, R6, and 

R7 to 8200 ohms, 180 ohms, and 
560 ohms respectively. The only 
critical components are resistors 
R3 and R4, which should be tested 
to ensure a good 1:3 ratio. 

How it works 
One leg of the photocell (R1) is 

tied to the +15 -volt supply and the 
other end is connected to ground 
through resistor R2, forming a volt- 
age- divider network. The non -in- 
verting input of the 741 op -amp, 
IC1, is tied to the junction formed 
by R1 and R2, while its inverting 
input is grounded through resistor 
R3. When switch S1 is pressed, an- 
other divider network is formed, 
reducing the the voltage applied 
to the inverting input of the op- 
amp (more on that later). 

When light hits the photocell, 
its resistance begins to decrease 
causing a greater voltage drop 
across R2 and a higher voltage to 
be presented to the non -inverting 
input of IC1. That causes IC1 to out- 
put a voltage proportional to the 
its two inputs. 
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FIG. 1 

The circuit gives a meter reading 
that depends on the intensity of 
light hitting photocell R1; there- 
fore, R1 should be mounted in a 

bottle cap so that the light must 
pass through a 3/6 -inch hole. Po- 

tentiometer R5 is used to adjust 
the circuit for the negative you're 
working with. 

The diode chain, Dl-D3, is used 
to protect the meter in case direct 
room light hits the photocell. If the 
dark resistance of the cell is less 
than about 1 megohm, it may be 
necessary to use four diodes, in- 

continued on page 88 

NEW IDEAS 
This column is devoted to new ideas, cir- 

cuits, device applications, construction tech- 
niques, helpful hints, etc. 

All published entries, upon publication, will 
earn $25. In addition, for U.S. residents only, 
Panavise will donate their model 333-The 
Rapid Assembly Circuit Board Holder, having 
a retail price of $39.95. It features an eight - 
position rotating adjustment, indexing at 45- 
degree increments, and six positive lock posi- 
tions in the vertical plane, giving you a full ten - 
inch height adjustment for comfortable work- 
ing. 

I agree to the above terms, and grant 
Radio- Electronics Magazine the right to 
publish my idea and to subsequently re- 
publish my idea in collections or compilations 
of reprints of similar articles. I declare that the 
attached idea is my own original material and 
that its publication does not violate any other 
copyright. I also declare that this material has 
not been previously published. 

Title of Idea 

Signature 

Print Name Date 

Street 

City State Zip 
Mail your idea along with this coupon 
to: New Ideas RadIo -Electronics, 

200 Park Ave. South, 
New York, NY 10003 
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HOBBY 
CORNER 
How target games work 

THERE ARE A NUMBER TARGET GAMES 
on the market that use light beams 
instead of physical projectiles to 
test one's aim. One of our readers, 
I. Barditch (MO), wants to know 
how they work. 

Well, Mr. Barditch, rather than 
just giving you the actual sche- 
matic of a commercial product, I'll 
outline the principles behind 
those devices to give you some in- 
sight on how to go about building 
your own. 

The "gun" (of whatever type) 
sends a pulse of light when it is 
fired. The light source can be a 
regular flashlight bulb, which -if 
the pulse is extremely short -can 
be overloaded beyond its normal 
supply voltage without destroying 
the bulb. A lens is used to focus 
the light from the source into a 
relatively narrow beam. 

On the receiving end, you may 
also find a lens. That lens does two 
things: It helps prevent stray light 
from hitting the sensor and trig- 
gering a false "hit," and it also 
focuses the incoming beam on a 
photodetector. 

Figure 1 shows a basic pho- 
todetector circuit. The detector it- 
self can be any one of three 
devices. A cadmium -sulfide pho- 
tocell will do the job, but that de- 
vice has a slow response time. You 
could also use a photodiode or 
phototransistor. (They work well in 
this application.) Each device pass- 
es current when struck by light. 

If the current requirements of 
the load aren't too great, you 
could simply connect the load in 
series with the detector. In the 
light, the detector would pass cur- 
rent and allow the load (whatever 
it might be) to operate. Most ap- 

FIG.1 

plications, however, require some 
type of switching arrangement. 

In Fig. 1, transistor Q1 acts as a 
switch to energize the load. When 
the base is at or near ground po- 
tential, the transistor is turned off 
and therefore passes no current. 
However, when the base potential 
swings in the positive direction, 
the transistor is turned on and al- 
lows current to flow. Potentiome- 
ter R1 regulates the switching 
point of the transistor and there- 
fore acts as a sensitivity control. 

The load can be almost anything 
from a lamp, to a row of LED's, to a 
sound generator. If the actual load 
requires a higher voltage or cur- 
rent than available, transistor Q1 
may be used to turn on a relay 
(about 500 ohms at 6-8 volts). The 
relay, in turn, would control 
motors, lamps, TV, a sound sys- 
tem, and so on. 

If you want to control a device 
that has heavy current require- 
ments (like a large motor), the little 
relay could be used to turn on a 

EARL "DOC" SAVAGE, 

HOBBY EDITOR 

larger relay, which would then 
handle the heavy load. 

One more point regarding Fig. 
1: If you want the circuit to turn on 
in the absence of light, all you have 
to do is reverse the positions of the 
detector and the potentiometer in 
the circuit. 

Well, Mr. Barditch, you should 
be able to take it from there and 
build a game or almost any other 
light- controlled device. Good 
luck! 

Current flow 
Back in April's "Hobby Corner" 

we talked about testing tran- 
sistors. One reader took me to 
task for talking about "electron 
flow." And several others admitted 
to some confusion about the 
positive -to- negative and negative - 
to- positive action used to describe 
current flow. So, let's see if we can 
straighten things out. (This effort 
to simplify and clarify may be re- 
petitious to those who are well ver- 
sed in this area. If so, just read 
along and realize that the follow- 
ing is not meant for you!) 

First, a bit of pertinent back- 
ground: Back in the old days (read 
that as pre- transistor), we in elec- 
tronics always spoke of electron 
flow as going from negative to 
positive. From the action of tubes, 
especially, it was more than ob- 
vious that electricity consisted of 
the flow of electrons. 

Electricians, on the other hand, 
were equally sure that current 
flowed from positive to negative. 
Many an argument took place over 
the question of who was right. Fi- 
nally, a compromise of sorts was 
reached: It was decided that elec- 
trons flowed from negative to 
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60W + 60W O.T.L. AMP 
Stereo pre amp tone control * power amp. All in on unit, fully 
assembled, Compact in size: Tx4i x2Ya". Can be fitted into 
most cabinets. Power transistors using 2501667 X 4 to give a 
max output of 60W 60W (8f I) 

Frequency response. 20Hz 85KHZ) 1dB) Total harmonic 
distortion 0.02%(1 KHz) Signal Noise Ratio. 88 dB (open loop) 
Tone control. 100 Hz 16 dB 10 KHz 14dB Dynamic range. 60 
dB Power Supply 48V 70V 5 Amp. Filter Capacitor. 4700 u 
75V or better. 

MODEL: SA -4520 

Assembled Model 539.95 
Transformer (Optional) $22.50 
Filter Capacitor 4700uF 75V 

(Optional) $6.50 ea. 

MAGNETIC HEAD EQUALIZER 
Standard RIAA curve for all kinds of magnetic heads 3 stages 

crossover circuit for best results Output voltage guaranteed to 
be stable without any oscillation Power Supply 24 V D C 

MODEL: MA -142 
Part #370 -370 56.95 ea 

* REDUCED PRICE * 
LOW T.I.M. TRANSISTORS 

100W 100W 
Employs Hitachi low noise I for pre -amp Max. output 16 V 

P-P (non distortion) With hi-low filter. and tone defeat circuit 
Rear power amp with short circuit protection Giant heat sink for 
maximum results Tone controls 144B All components (except 
pots for volume. and tone controls) are pre -assembled, the 
quality is guaranteed Power supply DC- 35V -50V 

MODEL: SA802C 

Fully Assembled $75.00 
Transformer (Optional) 522.50 
ea. 
Filter Capacitor 4700uF 75V 

(Optional) $6.50 ea. 

100 WATTS 
CLASS A 

POWER AMP 
KIT 

$49.50 

Dynamic Bias Class "A" circuit design makes this unit unique in 
its class. Crystal clear, 100 watts power output will satisfy the 
most picky fans. A perfect combination with the TA -1020 low TIM 
stereo pre -amp. 
Specifications Output power 100W RMS into 871. 125W RMS 
into 411 Frequency response 1OHz- 100KHz THD less than 
0.Ot % S N ratio better than 80dB Input sensitivity 1 V max. 
Power supply 40V at 5A 

Power Transformer (Optional) 524.00 

pinecom - 
64K STARTER 

SYSTEM 
with: 64K Computer Unit 

(expandable to 192K) 
12 Green Monitor 
Monitor Cable 
1 Disk Drive 

1 Disk Controller Card 
1 Auto Center Joystick 

10 Double Density 
Diskettes 

1 'SOFTAPPLE' Software 
1 'Know Your Apple' Software 

for all these goodies, you only pay $69900 
Computer Unit only $399.00 

STEREO MICRPHONE AND 
ECHO MIXER FOR 

STEREO AMPLIFIER SYSTEM 
The circuitry employs all integrated circuits. BBD type echo 
circuit. echo time can be adjusted (max 30 Msec.) Also with a 
microphone preamp on the board. Fully assembled. 

MODEL: MX205 
Part #370 -0360 $29.95 ea. 

20 STEPS LED TRI COLOR 
LEVEL INDICATOR KIT 

This new stereo level indicator kit consists of 40 3 -color LEDs to 
indicate sound level output of your amplifier from 57dB to odB. 
Comes with an attractive silk screen printed panel Has selector 
switch to allow floating or gradual output indicating Kit includes 
all parts. Front panel and power supply 

T 

MODEL: TY -45 529.50 per Kit 

NOW WITH ON -BOARD 
LED LEVEL DISPLAY 

SPECIAL * 
Excellent Price! 
Model 001 -0034 
529.50 per Kit 
Transformer 

510.50 ea. 

TA -322 30 WATTS TOTAL 
15W - 15W STEREO AMP KIT 

This is a solid state all transistor circuitry with on board stereo 
pre -amp for most microphone or phone input. Power output 
employs a heavy duty Power Hybrid IC. Four built on board 
controls for, volume. balance, treble and bass. Power supply 
requires 48VCT 2.5A transformer THD of less than 0.1% be- 
tween 100Hz -10KHz at lull power (15 Watts 15 Wafts loaded 
into 811) 

0 -15V 2 AMP VARIBLE 
DC POWER SUPPLY KIT 

All solid state circuitry with high efficiency power hansitor 
2SD388 and IC voltage regulator MC 1733.Output voltage can be 
adjusted from 0 -15V at 2A current limited. Internal resistance is 
less than 0.00511. ripple and noise less than 1 mV, dual on panel 
meters for voltage and current reading. also with on board LED 
and audible over load indicator. Kit comes with pre -drilled PC 
Board. instructions. all necessary electronic components. trans- 
former and a professional looking metal cabinet. The best project 
for school and the most useful instrument for repairmen. Build 
one today, 

MODEL: TR 100 
$59.50 ea. 

pinecom " 
DP -64E 
THE BUSINESS 410.1. VERSION OF 

AN APPLE 

r. COMPATIBLE 

+: ,41 ß;:;3r;+ _ .. , 

APPLE II COMPATIBLE! 

DP -64E 

$10990° 
Without Disk Drives 

and BO Column Card 

559900 

FEATURES 
Dual Processors Can Run Both Applesoh and 

CP M Programs 

64K On Board Memory Expandable to 192K. 

BO 40 Column Display Soft Switch. 

Oval Slim Disk Drives Built In 

Detached Keyboard w Numeric Keypad 

Auto Repeal on Every Key and Cursor Control 

LOW TIM 
DC STEREO PRE -AMP KIT TA -1020 
Incorporates brand -new DC design that gives a frequency re- 
sponse from O -f 00KHz -± 0.5dB. Added features like tone defeat 
and loudness control let you tailor your own frequency supplies to 
eliminate power fluctuations! 
Specifications. THD/TIM less than 005% Frequency re- 
sponse DC to 100KHz 0.5dB RIAA deviation 0 2d S N 
ratio better than 70dB Sensitivity. Phone 2mV 47K11. Aux 
100mV 10OKt1 Output level 1.3V Max output 15V Tone 
controls. Bass 10dB in 50Hz. Treble 10dB 15Hz Power 
supply 24VDC loi OSA. Kit comes with regulated power supply 
All you need is a 48VCT transformer sir 0 SA 

Only 544.50 
Transformer 

$4.50 ea. 

INFRA -RED BEAM 
REMOTE CONTROL SWITCH KIT 

This Infra -red Control switch 
can be used to control appli- 
ances on off up to 500 watts. 

Has effective control up to 30 feet. No antenna needed Kit comes 
with transmitter and receiver unit. case and all components. 

Easy to bulldl 
MODEL TK-41 KIT 519.95 ea. 

DISK BOX 
HOLDS 100 PCS. 

51/4" DISKETTES 
WITH REMOVABLE 
TOP AND LOCKS 

$1495 
For Outside U.S.A. Purchases, Order Direct from Our Hong Kong Office 

PINEAPPLE COMPUTER PRODUCTS (HK) LTD., 
L -55 Peninsula Centre. Mody Rd. East. Tsim Sha Tsui East. Kowloon. Hong Kong. Telex. 50026 LTCAL Hx 

`r. FORMULA INTERNATIONAL INC. 
12603 Crenshaw Blvd. Dept B. Hawthorne. CA 90250 

For information (213) 973-1921 Orders Only (outside Calif.) (800) 672.8758 

APPLE COMPATIBLE COMPUTER PRODUCTS 

ADD ON CARDS 
AUTOTERM 80 Column Card w Siftswitch $89.00 
80 COLUMN CARD ( Vider Compatible) 69.00 
SOFTSWITCH for 80 Column Card 35.00 
280 CARD (CP,M) 69.00 
16K RAM CARD w Cable (Language Card) 49.00 
16K RAM CARD (Language Card) Cabless 39.00 
PARALLEL PRINTER CARD (Universal) 59.00 
GRAPHIC PRINTER CARD Supports Most Printers 89.00 
PRINTERFACE CARD (Practical Peripheral) 69.00 
SERIAL INTERFACE CARD (RS -232 Card) 59.00 
SUPER SERIAL INTERFACE CARD 120.00 
DISK CONTROLLER CARD 45.00 
DISK CONTROLLER CARD 3.2/3.3 Auto Select 55.00 
EPROM WRITER CARD (2716/2732/2764) 75.00 
128K RAM CARD 199.00 
TTL IC TESTER CARD (for Known :Unknown TTL IC's) 160.00 
RGB COLOR INTERFACE CARD 89.00 
PAL SYSTEM TV INTERFACE CARD 45.00 
R.F. MODULATOR (NTSC Channel 3 8 4) 12.95 
COPY CARD (Wlldcard Compatible) 55.00 
6809 INTERFACE CARD 170.00 

DISK DRIVES 
MITAC Full Height (Shugart) $160.00 
FORMULA Half Height Dnve 160.00 
AUSUKA SLIM (w Opto Sensor)(Blue Label) 225.00 

MONITORS 
IBM STYLE 12" Amber Monochrome $150.00 
TATUNG 13" Hi -Res Color (same make for IBM) 8440.00 
EA 12" Green. Hi- Resolution 99.00 
EA 12- Amber, HI- Resolution 120.00 
AMDEK VIDEO 300 12" Green. Hi- Resolution 145.00 
AMDEK VIDEO 300A 12- Amber, Hi- Resolution 165.00 
AMDEK COLOR 113" Color 290.00 
GORILLA 12" Green. Hi-Resolution 99.00 

OTHER PRODUCTS 
TILTABLE MONITOR STAND (for 12"13" Monitors) .. .818.00 
DISKETTE HOLEPUNCH (Cony. Disk to Double Side) 8.99 
DISKETTE BOX w Keylock (Holds 100 51- Disks 16.50 
POWER STRIPE w Surge Surpressor 8 switch. 6 Outlets 19.95 
APPLE FAN w Surge Surpressor 8 Switch. 2 Outlets 29.00 
HEAVY DUTY JOYSTICK w Auto Center and Fine Tnm 29.00 
GENERIC BRAND DISKETTES S S.D.D. (Box of 10) 16.50 
DISK BOX Holds 50 Diskettes 14.95 
DISK BOX with Lock Holds 100 Disks 
DATALIFE DISKETTES S.S.D.D. (Box of 10) 
DYSAN DISKETTES S S 1313 

. 14.95 
28.00 
29.00 

WNIMUM ORDER atom. CA Residents add 6 5% Sales Tax 
Phone orders accepted on VISA or Mastercard only No COD'. 
Prices saNavi ro tinge without notice 

STORE HOURS 
Mon. -Fri 10am -7pm 

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES Sat. 10am -6pm 

IBM Is a registered trade man of IBM 
CM is registered bade man of oignai Research. 

WWI* CA 
Outside CA 
Outside USA 

Under 550.00 Over 150.00 
Porches Purchase 

10+. 5% 
ts.. 10. 
25% 2e. 

PLEASE NOTE A i5. re 

stocking charge w,ii se made 
to customer for all returned 
merchandise 
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7 Gizmos and Gadgets 
Want to buy your computer a Christmas present? Here's an 

assortment of gizmos and gadgets that will make any computer 
happier. Herb Friedman 

11 Build The Biobox 
Ulcers acting up? Getting aggravated over nothing at all? Well show 
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EDITORIA. 

Platonic dialectic and the computer 

The next generation of computers will have the ability to reason. 
Don't expect anything particularly massive at first, for principals have to 

be explored and tried. But if you tell tomorrow's computer that All fish live 
in the water," and that The trout is a fish,' the computer will be able to 
answer the question "Where do trout live ?" by saying in the water." 

This is done by inference. The new generation of computers will indeed 
be able to draw an inference from information it is supplied, and if you 
carry this out to extremes, massive changes can be expected. 

For one thing, today's modern, up -to- the -minute computer will be 
archaic by comparison. Just as we now compare masses of memory from 
one computer to another, we will, in the future, be comparing levels of 
inference. There isn't the least doubt that tomorrow's computers will have 
the ability to solve, by inference, more and more complex equations. And 
the more -complex the equation, the better the computer. Another 
parameter- inference level -will be added to the vast store of 
requirements that we compare when purchasing a new computer system. 

If you stop and think about it for a moment, the applications for inference 
are legion. In business, in science, why there's hardly an area where sound, 
logical reasoning can't make a viable, important contribution. Give such a 
computer the basic elements of a story plot and let it go to work, and it 
can spit out a 50,000 word novel in the twinkling of an eye! A physician can 
feed in a series of symptoms, and the computer can make one or more 
possible diagnoses. "What if" considerations take on a whole new meaning. 

According to a recent news story in the New York Times, the reality of 
this is almost upon us, and is the goal of the 1990's. 

With all of this, I am reminded of a class in Basic Philosophy that I took in 
college, and the proposition was posed as follows: 'All fish swim. Some 
men swim." 

What was the logical conclusion? Of course (incorrectly) it's... "Some 
men are fish." 

Byron G. Wels 
Editor 

ComputerDigest is published monthly as an insert in Radio -Electronics magazine by Gernsback Publications. 
Inc 200 Park Avenue South. New York. NY 10003 Second -Class Postage Paid at New York, N Y and additional 
mailing offices. All rights reserved Printed in U.S.A 

A stamped self- addressed envelope must accompany all submitted manuscripts and or artwork or photographs if 
their return is desired should they be rejected. We disclaim any responsibility for the loss or damage of 
manuscripts and or artwork or photographs while in our possession or otherwise. 
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LETTERS 
More and better 

I wanted to cast a positive vote 
for your magazine, which I enjoy 
very much. I'd like to see more 
space devoted to it each month. 
How soon will ComputerDigest 
become a "stand- alone" 
magazine? -Mark Matson, San 

Bernardino, CA. 
We're really trying Mark, but 

unless we get sufficient advertising 
support to warrant standing alone, 
it might be some time! The reader 
response has been absolutely 

wonderful however. 

Same authors? 

I've noticed that -for the most 
part -you use the same authors 
much of the time. I don't quibble 
about it, for the articles are 

superlative. I was just 
wondering. -Frank Sutton, 
Wilmington, Del. 

If you start recognising some of 

the names, rest assured that its 
only because they're good-and 
prolific. 

Reads editorials 
I don't know how other people 

read your magazine, I suppose that 
they always begin with articles that 
catch their fancy first, then go on 
to others. Me? I read editorials. 
Your last one, about the future 
being here today, really struck 
home. I'm now hard at work on 
that project, and will have a 

submission for you shortly. I'm 

anxious to see what others come 
up with, too.- Martin Friedkin, 
Kalamazoo, MI. 

Thanks Martin, we're anxious to 
see what you come up with! 

More info 
I'm relatively new to computing 

and saw your magazine at a 

friend's home. I don't actually own 

a computer myself as yet, and was 
wondering if you could provide 
me with some information on what 
to buy ? -Charles Horst, 
Bloomfield, NJ 

Charley, that's a tough one. But 

you're doing the right thing. Read 

ComputerDigest and ask around. 
You can't fill yourself with too 
much information! 

Loaded question 
Here's a loaded question for 

you. My young son is getting 
deeply involved with computers 
at school, and I assume that this is 

good. But how do I keep up with 
him? He asks questions now that I 

just can't answer! -Fred Steen, 

Detroit, MI. 
Fred, try an adult education 

course in computers. You'll catch 
up, and who knows? Might even 
develop a brand -new interest for 
yourself./ 

COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
For more details use the free 

information card inside the back cover 

PROTOTYPING CIRCUIT BOARD, 
model 4613 -3, allows use of both 
wire -wrap and solder interconnections 
to speed interface design for IBM PC 

or XT microcomputers. The model 
4613 -3 has power and ground buses 
surrounding the component area on 
both sides of the board. Plated - 
through holes, on 0.1 -inch centers, 
mount up to 91 16 -pin DIP'S. 

CIRCLE 21 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Form and plug -compatible with IBM 

cards, the board may be installed in 

any expansion slot in the IBM PC or XT. 

A 31/62- contact card -edge connector 
with nickel -gold -plated fingers mates 

with the IBM system bus. The contacts 
are chamfered at 45 degrees for easy 
insertion. The board also has a dedi- 
cated area, predrilled to mount 9 -,15 -, 
25 -, or 37 -pin miniature connectors for 
external input/output. A connector - 
mounting bracket, with cutouts for all 

four connector sizes, relieves strain on 
the connector pins. 

The model 4613 -3 is priced at 

$40.28. It comes with complete in- 

structions, including IBM bus signal 

conventions - Vector Electronic 
Company, 12460 Gladstone Avenue, 
Sylmar, CA 91342. 

MICROCOMPUTERS, Morrow Inc.'s 

model MD1E and model MD3E are 

economy -model business /personal 
computers aimed at users whose pri- 
mary application needs are for word - 
processing software. 

The model MD1E features one dou- 
ble- sided, double density 5.25 -inch 

disk drive and NewWord word -pro- 
cessing software. The model MD3E 
features two double -sided, double- 
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density 5.25 -inch disk drives, 
NewWord word -processing software, 
and the Correct -It spelling checker. 

Both systems come with a full- featured 
terminal and detachable keyboard. 

The model MD1E is priced at 

$999.00; the model MD3E costs 
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$1499.00. - Morrow, Inc., 600 McCor- 
mick Street, San Leandro, CA 94577. 

EMULATOR PORT, the Kontron PC 

Interface KPCI, turns the IBM PC/XT into 
a universal development system for 
the design, test, debugging, and im- 

UNCLE 23 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

plementation of hardware and 
software for most microprocessor de- 
vices. The KPCI package consists of 
hardware and a set of software tools, 
including a cross -assembler, linker, em- 
ulator software, and additional CP /M 
utilities. For operation, the KPCI re- 
quires an IBM PC /XT with monitor and 
DOS. A Kontron emulator subsystem 

and Pascal compiler are optional. 
The KPCI is priced at $1500.00- 

Kontron Electronics, 630 Price Ave- 
nue, Redwood City, CA 94063. 

COLOR -DISPLAY MONITOR, model 
SC -700, Is a 13 -inch CRT monitor with 
90° inline, 0.65 -mm dot pitch, and an 
audio speaker with earphone jack. The 
model SC -100 is compatible with Ap- 
ple ll, Apple Ile, Atari 800, 
Commodore 64, VIC20, IBM, PCjr, TI99, 
and many others. 

The model SC -100 has a resolution 
of 280 lines horizontal and 300 lines 
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vertical; display format of 1000 charac- 
ters (5 x 7 dots, 40 X 25), and many 
other features. It generates 16 different 
colors. The sound is from a one -watt 
amplifier coupled to an internal mini 
speaker. 

The model SC -100 is $329.00- 
Sakata USA Corporation, 651 Bonnie 
Lane, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007. 

SOFTWARE SERIES, Creative Writer; 
Creative Filer; and Creative Calc are 
designed for use with IBM, Apple, and 
Commodore 64 home computers. 

Creative Writer has all the standard 
word -processing functions. Docu- 
ments can be composed, edited, 
saved, retrieved, and printed. The 
program is especially slanted for com- 
posing memos, letters, and reports 
that can be detailed by using data 
obtained from Creative Filer and 
Creative Calc. 

Creative Filer is an electronic filing 
system that simplifies data manage- 
ment. Consumers can create 
computerized index cards on the 
screen in any format and then add, 
modify delete, or browse through 
alpha -numerically stored data. An 
added feature allows report formats to 
be created, to which any stored data 
can be applied. 

( 12 1` 1 l I 1 F 

FILER 

n r 4 , P v e e o r r. n n. 
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Creative Calc is a spreadsheet that 
simplifies any mathematical process. 
Numbers are entered and results auto- 
matically calculated and displayed on 
the screen. If a number is changed, 
Creative Calc changes all other related 
figures to fit the new format. It can be 
used to summarize and analyze 
household expenses, plan invest- 
ments, and play "what -if" with various 
tax options. 

The three programs are priced at 
$49.95 each. -Creative Software, 
230 East Caribbean Drive, Sunnyvale, 
CA 94089..mß 
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V 

a 

GIZMOS 

Here's a look at cheap gizmos and 
expensive gadgets for extra computer power. 

HERB FRIEDMAN 
With few exceptions, most of the low -cost personal 
computers are designed to marry the user to the 
manufacturer through unusual interfacing, or by 
providing odd -ball features that can be secured only 
by using the manufacturer's own peripherals and 
accessories. While the computer might be jam -packed 
with programming features such as extended BASIC, 

graphics, color and sound, getting the end product out 
of the computer is often difficult if you don't use the 

manufacturers own peripherals -which are usually 

overpriced for what you get. 
An IBM PC, on the other hand, is possibly the most 

expensive personal computer system. The basic 
package consists of the keyboard, 64K of RAM and a 

cassette I/O-you must add expensive plug -in 
interfaces and a monitor just to get a visual display. The 

price of an IBM soars from about $1350 (for the basic 

package) to well over $3000 if you include disk drives. 
But regardless what kind of computer you have, if it's 

a popular brand such as the Atari, Commodore, Radio 

Shack or IBM, or almost any IBM -compatible, you can 

usually do things at much less expense by using the 
gizmos and gadgets available from what are called 
aftermarket or third party vendors. Keep in mind, 
however, that accessories from aftermarket vendors 
might not provide all or similar features to those of the 

manufacturer's own hardware. 

Adapters 
One of the best -known Commodore serial -to- parallel 

adapters is the The Connection (Micro Ware, 1342 Rt. 

APE FACE from Digital Devices Corp., converts a non -stan- 
dard Atari printer output to standard Centronics. 

THE CONNECTION, FROM MICROWORLD, connects the 
RS -232 serial output of the Commodore 64 or the VIC -20 to 
standard Centronics parallel so you can print standard ASCII 
on any Centronics -input printer. 

23, Butler, NJ 07405). It is priced well under $100. 

Connected between the computer and the printer, it 

converts the non -RS -232 serial output of the 
Commodore 64 and VIC -20 computers to standard 
Centronics parallel, which permits you to print the 

ASCII character set on any daisy matrix, or ink -jet 
printer that has a Centronics -type input. If the special 
graphics are important to you, check with the 
manufacturer of the adapter because they often have 

specific models for emulating the Commodore 
graphics. 

A similar adapter called the Ape Face, (Digital 

Devices Corp., Suite 127, 151 Sixth St., Atlanta, GA 

30313) is available for Atari computers. Again, it 

converts the non -standard Atari printer output to 
standard Centronics. 
It's a different story if you plan on using one of the 

24K MEMORY EXPANSION for the VIC -20 with a built -in 
lithium battery to keep the memory non -volatile is available 
from Memotron. 
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TIGERTRONICS MODEL 770 plugs into the Color Computer's 
serial input output and converts serial data to a Centronics - 
type output. 

low -cost parallel printers with a CoCo: They won't work 
together without some form of accessory RS- 232 -to- 
parallel conversion interface. Again, several well - 
under -$100 RS -232 serial -to- parallel adapters such as 
the Tigertronics Model 770 (Tigertronics, Inc., 1501 Pine 
St., Oxnard, CA 93030) are available. They plug into the 
CoCo's serial I/O -which is also the printer port -and 
convert the serial data to a Centronics -type output for 
parallel printers. None of the Color Computer printing 
adapters we know of will make the necessary 
conversions for emulating the Radio Shack printer 
graphics. If you need Color -Computer graphics you 
must use the appropriate Radio Shack printer. 
Connecting a printer to an IBM -compatible computer is 
normally expensive because a plug -in board with a 
serial or parallel printer output is required: A printer 
output port is not part of the basic computer 
configuration. However, several multi- function plug -in 
boards are available which include both parallel and 
serial I /O. 

For example, if you're upgrading the memory in an 
IBM -compatible you might want to consider using a 
board such as the Tecmar CAPTAIN (Tecmar, Inc., 6225 
Cochran Rd., Solon, OH 44139 -3377), which provides 
both a memory upgrade and both serial and parallel 

THE CAPTAIN from Tecmar provides a memory upgrade and 
both serial and parallel ports. 
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ports. If you start adding up the cost of the memory 
expansion and I/O of an aftermarket board you'll 
probably find the total is several hundred dollars less 
than if you purchased the individual IBM modules, 
even though the cost of the multi -function board is 
somewhere in the range of $225 -$350. 

Modems 
In order to access a database through the dial -up 

telephone system you need a modem between the 
computer and the telephone system. Unfortunately, 
most of the home /family /small- business computers 
don't have a standard RS -232 I /O, so it's extremely 
difficult to connect a standard modem. While most 
manufacturers sell a proprietary modem for their 
computer, if you want to enjoy the convenience 
features of the more common high -performance 
models -such as the auto -dialing and auto -answer of 
the Hayes Smartmodem -it can't usually be done 
unless you connect some kind of interface that 
provides an RS -232 I/O for the computer. It doesn't 
make any difference whether the interface matches the 
TTL logic of the user port (where the game cartridges 
are plugged in) or the special disk -drive serial port as 
long as the end product is a standard RS -232 I/O that 
supports all the "bells and whistles" of RS -232 
accessories. Just such a device is the VIC20/C64 RS -232 
Interface (Omnitronix, Box 12309, Seattle, WA 98111), 
which plugs into a VIC -20 or Commodore 64's TTL user 
port and provides an RS -232 I/O that supports pins 2 
through 8, 20 and 22...all independent of the others. 

If you're interested in writing your own applications 
programs on a Color Computer, consider using a mouse 
to control the screen functions. Formerly available only 
for the most expensive personal computers such as 
Apple's Lisa and the IBM -compatibles, a mouse can 
now be used with a CoCo by simply plugging it in and 
loading a control program. 

While we normally tend to associate memory 
upgrades with the expensive IBM -compatible 
computers, they are also available for the least - 
expensive computers, in particular, the Commodore 
VIC -20 and the Commodore 64. 

The basic VIC -20 comes with only 5K of RAM, which 
can't do very much unless you're experienced at 

wC- 2o/C64 
RS-232 

INTERFACE 

WC-A LM 
uMIwSKIRT 

THE VIC20 C64 RS -232 interface from Omnitronix plugs into a 
TTL user port and provides true RS -232 I'O. 
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writing very tight code. Commodore's own memory 

upgrades are expensive; aftermarket memory 
enhancements are often a better value, or, sometimes, 

something special. For example, Memotron (Box 714, 

McPherson, KS 67460) sells a non -volatile 24K memory 

expansion for the VIC -20. A built -in lithium battery 
keeps your program or data "live" after the computer's 

power is turned off. If you have already partially 
upgraded your VIC -20's RAM, say with an additional 8K, 

you can utilize a RAMAX Jr. (Apropos Technology, 1071 

Avenida Acaso, Camarillo, CA 93010) plug -in memory 

expansion board that brings the total memory up to 

32K. One of the best accessories for low -cost 

computers is often nothing more than a cooling fan, 

usually mounted on the outside of the cabinet. Almost 

without exception, even on the hottest of summer 

days, the openings in a computer's cabinet provide a 

sufficient air flow to keep the internal ambient 
temperature within safe limits. But the internal 

temperature can increase sharply when the computer is 

upgraded with extra internal memory, printer drivers 

and other accessories not originally provided in the 

basic purchase, and the "extra" heat can be no end of 

problems: intermittent memory failures and disk errors, 

blown fuses, etc. Accessory cooling fans and blowers 
are available for just about all computers which lend 

themselves to user -installed upgrades. For example, 

there is no end to the number and kinds of cooling 
fans for the Apple II computers. Most are similar to the 

unit from Jameco Electronics (1355 Shoreway Rd., 

Belmont, Ca 94002), which fits on the outside of the 

Apple's cabinet. 
Regardless of what kind of computer you have, if it 

didn't come with an integral fan, an add -on might 

prove to be the best investment you can make. If 

nothing else, on a muggy, soggy day it moves the air 

around inside the cabinet and keeps moisture from 

settling out on the components and on the sockets. 

Higher prices 
Moving along to the very high -priced gadgets brings 

us to accessories designed for IBM -compatible 
computers. Just about any accessory you can think of is 

IF YOU UPGRADED your VIC -20's RAM with an additional 8K, 

add a Ramax Jr. from Apropos Technology, and up it to 32K. 

FITTING OUTSIDE the Apple's cabinet, this fan unit from 

Jameco helps keep things nice and cool. 

made available by aftermarket vendors; and if what you 

want isn't available today, wait until tomorrow. Leading 

the list of IBM -compatible accessories are the memory 

upgrades, which are often combined with somz other 

necessary features generally sold as a separate plug -in 

module. For example, the RIO PLUS board (STB 

Systems, Inc., 601 North Glenville, Suite 125, 

Richardson, TX 75081) can be loaded with 64K to 348K 

RAM, has a serial port for a printer or modem, a parallel 

port, a game port, and a battery operated clock/ 

calendar that remembers the date and time even when 

the computer is turned off. And if the RIO PLUS doesn't 

have enough RAM for your needs, you can ado a 512K 

piggyback board for a total upgrade of 768K RAM. Or 

maybe you're into graphics but aren't ready for the 

The R10 PLUS from STB SYSTEMS can be loaded with 64K to 

348K RAM, boasts a serial port for a printer, a parallel port, a 

game port, and a battery- operated clock calencar. 
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THE HERCULES GRAPHIC CARD from Hercules Computer 
Technology delivers high -resolution graphics on both mono- 
chrome and color monitors. 

extra expense of an RGB color monitor: monochrome 
would be just fine for your Lotus 1 -2 -3 graphics. Then 
look into something called a HERCULES graphic card 
(Hercules Computer Technology, 2550 Ninth St., Berkely, 
CA 94710). It delivers high -resolution graphics on both 
monochrome and color monitors. Many of the RAM 
upgrade plug -ins can nave their memory partitioned to 
serve as an independent printer spooler, or as a 
RAMdisk. For those of you unfamiliar with the term, a 

RAMdisk is a block of volatile RAM that emulates a 

floppy or hard disk, but unlike the mechanically - 
delayed access of a disk's files, the RAMdisk response 
is almost instantaneous. As a general rule, the user 
creates a mirror image of the desired disk data or 
program in the RAMdisk, which is assigned a drive 
identifier, such as "M:," "C:," etc. As far as the computer 
is concerned the RAMdisk is a conventional disk drive 
that is accessed the same as a mechanical drive, 
except the response is instantaneous. Most RAM 
upgrades require a software routine to partition the 
memory for use as a spooler or RAMdisk. 

While we're on the subject of theory, how about a 
modem such as the Visionary 1200 (Visionary 

THIS MODEM FROM VISIONARY ELECTRONICS has 48K of 
non -volatile RAM, its own microprocessor, an internal clock, 
auto- answer, auto -dial, recial, lots of other goodies. 
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COMPUTER ACCESS CONTROL from Anchor Pad Interna- 
tional uses encoded magnetic cards to restrict access to a 
computer, display, drive or printer. 

Electronics, 141 Parker Ave., San Francisco, CA 94118), 
which has 48K of non -volatile CMOS RAM, its own 
microprocessorr an internal clock, auto -answer, auto - 
dial, redial, auto -log on, and data capture. It operates 
completely independent of the computer. On -board 
software allows the unit to send and receive messages 
(data) automatically, even when the host computer is 

switched off. You can load its memory with data and 
program the modem to transmit at a specific time, or 
have the modem turn itself on and receive and store 
data -which you later load into the computer at your 
leisure. But whether your computer is a budget special 
or an IBM -compatible with every imaginable accessory, 
when you come down to the nitty- gritty, it's the 
software and data that has the real value. 

Protecting the computer 
One of the ways to protect individual data and /or ...,r 

restrict general access to a computer is with a device 
called a Computer Access Control ($100 -$300 from 
Anchor Pad International, Inc., 3224 Thatcher Ave., 
Marina Del Rey CA 90291.) It uses either a key or a 
system of encoded magnetic cards (resembling a 

credit card) to allow only authorized persons access to 0'1' 
a computer, display, disk drive, or printer. 

The list of gizmos and gadgets for personal 
computers is almost endless. We have just touched on 
a few unusual ones. Between the low -cost accessories 
for the home and family computers and the budget - 
busters for the IBM -compatibles is just about anything 
you can imagine. The major difficulty is usually finding 
where to purchase what you need because the 
computer stores stock just a fraction of the available 
accessories -and they are primarily for the most 
popular computers. But dogged determination will 
usually uncover exactly the accessory or peripheral 
you're looking for -though in some instances be 
prepared to mortgage the old homestead. Except for 
the gizmos intended for home and family computers, 
upgrading accessories don't come cheap. 4ao 
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BUILD THE 
BIO- 
BOX 
You can build this biofeedback monitor 
for your TRS Model I or Model Ill. 

JIM BARBARELLO 

Biofeedback uses an electric device to monitor 
certain bodily functions and relays how those functions 
are changing. As you consciously vary your behaviour 
(thoughts, mood, etc.) you can immediately see how 
your efforts are affecting your level of tenseness. With 
practice, you can learn which variations help you to 
reduce stress. Knowing this, you can practice conscious 
control of those emotions. 

We're not claiming any medical benefits, but it is 

accepted that biofeedback can help control everyday 
minor stress. Practice, and it may be able to help you 
too. 

What we're offering here is a hardware biofeedback 
interface for your Model I or Model III with associated 
software that allows you to use the interface and 
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FIG.1- SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR THE BIOBOX shows the 
relative simplicity of the circuit. The entire unit is built on a 

printed circuit board. 

document the results of your trials in a tabular format. 
The interface (called the BioBox) is simple and 
inexpensive to build. It monitors the changes in 

galvanic skin resistance (GSR) between two adjacent 
fingers on one hand. GSR is a measure of your level of 
excitation or tenseness. The BioBox is battery powered 
for safety, requires no modification of the Model I and 
can be used on the Model III as well. (See the section 
on "Model Ill differences. ") 

The hardware 
We'll call the GSR RBI° and measure it with two 

probes connected to the BioBox. Look at the schematic 

FIG.2- LAYOUT OF THE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD is shown 
full -size for those who want to construct their own. 
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diagram, Figure 1. The BioBox receives its input from the 
AUX (large grey) connector on the cassette cable, and 
provides its output to the cable's EAR (black) 
connector. Under software control, a short, positive - 
going pulse is provided to J1. This pulse is inverted by 
Q1 to trigger IC1 (a 555 timer IC). In the configuration 
shown, pin 3 of IC1 immediately rises to 9 volts. It stays 
there for roughly Cl x (R3 + R Bio) seconds (where R3 
and R BIO are in megohms, and Cl is in microfarads). 
After this time, pin 3 returns to zero volt. 

At the junction of R4 and Q2's collector, the voltages 
appear exactly opposite of those at IC1, pin 3. Thus, 
when the timing cycle starts, C2 sees zero volts. When 
the timing cycle ends, C2 sees a positive transition to 9 
volts. C2 and R6 form a differentiator which converts 
the positive transition (step) into a positive, short 
duration pulse. Note that the emitter of Q3 has a 100 - 
ohm resistor connected to it. This resistor is actually in 
the Model I but forms an electrical part of the BioBox. 
Q3 acts as an emitter follower, providing sufficient 
current to the low impedance (100 ohm) load. This 
positive pulse provided through J2 signals the 
computer that the timing cycle is complete. 

The time between the positive pulse to the BioBox 
and the positive pulse back to the computer is directly 
proportional to the values of R3, Cl and RB,o. Since R3 
and Cl are constant, any change in duration is a direct 
result of a change in RB,o. When RB,o decreases, (with 
increased sweating caused by tension), the duration 
between pulses is shorter. When R Bio increases (with 
increased calm), the duration is longer. So the duration 
is a measure of level of calmness. All we need is a 
software controller to send out the pulse to the AUX 
connector and count until it senses a pulse at the EAR 
connector. The resultant count can then be used in a 
BASIC program to determine the current level of 
tension. 

Building the BioBox 
The BioBox circuit can be constructed on a 

perfboard, project board or using the printed circuit 
board of Figure 2. The PCB is recommended, since it 
produces the best results. Once the PCB has been 
fabricated, install all components as shown in Figure 3 
being sure to observe the orientations of Cl, IC1, Q1, 
Q2 and Q3. Next attach J1, J2, S1 and B1 as shown in 
Figure 4. The unit may be housed in any suitable case, 

FIG.3 -THE COMPONENT SIDE of the printed circuit board is 
also the panel for the BioBox. Parts placement and locations 
are shown here. 
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with the jacks and switch available for use. 
The last item to be constructed (and perhaps the 

most important) is the bioprobe set. It consists of two 
identical bioprobes which are attached to the index 
and middle fingers of one hand. Its purpose is to make 
electrical contact with the skin surface. You will require 
one package of self -sticking hook- and -loop fasteners, 
five feet of #24 AWG stranded speaker wire (two - 
conductor zip cord), two #4 -40 x 1/4-inch machine 
screws, two # 4 -40 nuts, four #6 washers, a small 
piece of ordinary aluminum foil and an X -Acto knife. 
The Velcro comes with two sets of hook- and -loop 
(Velcro) fasteners, each three inches by one inch. To 
begin, "unzip" about seven inches of the wire and tie a 
knot at the end of the separation. Now cut a 1- Y4 -in. x 
3/4 in. piece of the Velcro loop material. Cut one of the 
"hook" pieces to 3 -in. x 3 /4in. Using the knife, cut a 1/8 - 
in. square in one of the short ends of each of the 
pieces just formed (See Figure 5.) 

Take a 3 -inch x 2 -inch piece of aluminum foil and 
fold it in half, then in half again to form a piece 1- 1/2-in. 
x 1 -inch. Fold each side over 1/2-inch to a final size of 

3/4 -inch x 1 -1/4-inch. Remove the backing paper from 
the loop piece of Velcro and place the aluminum foil 
on the sticky surface so the 1/8 -inch folds contact the 
surface. 

On the end of the hook piece where you cut out the 
square, measure back 1/2-inch and make a cut in the 
backing paper only, so that the half -inch piece of 
backing paper can be removed. Leave the rest of the 
backing paper intact. Now place the loop piece on the 
exposed self -stick surface of the hook piece so the %- 
inch squares align and the aluminum foil is in the 
middle. (See Figure 6). 

Puncture the aluminum foil within the square, but do 
not remove the aluminum. We only want a hole that will 
pass a screw Insert a screw through the square so that 
the screw head rests against the hook piece. Place a 
single washer over the end of the screw Strip 3/4 -inch 
of insulation from the end of one of the separated 
wires, and wrap the exposed wire around the screw. 
Place another washer over the screw so that the 

PARTS LIST (All resistors' /4 -watt 10 %) 
R1- R6- 10,000 ohms 
Capacitors 
C1 -11.1F, 10 volts electrolytic 
C2- 0.01µF, 10 volts, ceramic disc 
Semiconductors 
IC1 -555 Timer 
Q1- 03- 2N2222 or PN2222A NPN Silicon 

Transistor 
Other Components 
S1 -SPST Slide Switch (Radio Shack 275 -406) 
B1 -9 -volt battery 
J1, J2 miniature phone jacks 
Miscellaneous: 5 feet #24AWG Stranded 
speaker wire, hook -and -loop fasteners, 
aluminum foil, two #4 -40 x 1/4-inch machine 
screws, #4 -40 hex nuts, 4 #6 flat washers, PC- 
board, cabinet, etc. 
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insulation comes right up to the washer. Secure this 

assembly with one nut, but do not rotate the screw 
while tightening the nut. The foil makes contact with 
the screw and we do not want to break this contact. 

Remove the remaining backing paper from the hook 

piece. Continually touch the sticky surface so the oils 

from your hand render it "unsticky." For a faster removal 

of the stickiness, simply apply a bit of ordinary talcum 

powder and rub it in. 

Repeat these steps to make another bioprobe 
exactly like the first. Strip'' / -inch of insulation from the 

free end of the zip cord. Pass this end through an 

opening in your case and attach either conductor to 
either of the two remaining holes in the PCB. Snap a 

nine -volt battery into place at B1, place S1 to the OFF 

position and reinstall the circuit in your case. 

FIG.4- JUMPER REQUIREMENTS are shown in Figures 4A, 

B, and C. Refer to text for full details and explanations. 

The BioBox software 
There are two separate elements of software. The 

first is the machine language subroutine utility. The 

second is a BASIC program that uses the information 
provided by the machine language subroutine to 
perform the biofeedback monitor /human interface. 
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FIG.5- FINGER PROBE dimensions are provided in this 
drawing. Refer to the text for additional details. 
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FIG.6. -TO FASTEN, tighten the nut without turning the screw 
head. Do not tear the foil. 

Program Listing shows the machine language 

subroutine for the Model 1. This subroutine is also 

contained in DATA values of our BASIC program where, 

during operation, it will be POKEd into protected 
memory and called upon via the BASIC USR function. If 

you're not interested in how it works, you can skip the 

next section. 
Program Listing Table 1 has been ORGed (originated) 

at 0, since it contains relocatable code and can be 
placed anywhere in memory. Line 110 disables any 

interrupt, such as the disk system 25- millisecond real 

time clock. Lines 120 through 170 send out a positive 
pulse of sufficient duration to trigger the BioBox. 

Next, we initialize our variables. Line 180 sets the DE 

register pair to 1. This is our counting increment, which 
will be added to the HL register pair (initialized to zero 

in line 190). We loop through line 200 -240. Each time 
through, we check to see if a pulse has been sensed 

from the BioBox. If not, we increment HL and then 
check to see if it has incremented past FFFFH to 0 

(causing a carry). This would occur if the timing cycle 
took too long, or a fault had occurred. If there has been 

no carry, we loop back to J1 and continue monitoring. 
If a pulse has been sensed, or a carry produced, we 

proceed to J2 where any interrupts are re- enabled (line 

250). Finally, we call the ROM routine at OA9AH to 
transfer our count to the BASIC program. 

Let's review 

Chances are that if you're like most people who 
build projects from magazines such as this, you like to 
work carefully and slowly, and you should. In this issue, 

you have been given all of the construction details and 

some of the rationale behind the BioBox. What you will 
be getting in the next (January) issue, will be Program 

Listing II and detailed informatior on how best to use 

the BioBox. 
Working slowly and carefully, you should be well - 

able to compelte the construction by the time you 
receive the next issue of this magazine. However, we 
suggest that you assemble the parts, put the unit 

together, and look it over carefully for such things as 

solder bridges, excess rosin, and other problem - 
causing trivia. Stranded wires, such as those that 

connect the probes to the circuit board, have a way of 
escaping, and an almost -invisible strand can cause 

trouble later on. 

An interesting point 
You might find it interesting to note that since the 

BioBox operates on galvanic change in skin resistance, it 
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also makes an excellent lie detector, which can be a lot 
of fun at parties. While we certainly do not 
recommend its use as a professional polygraph, the 
principles are identical and if you establish a line of 
questions that are designed to elicit humorous 
information, the BioBox can indeed be an amusing 
diversion for your guests. 

Toward that end, we recommend that you do not 
simply "breadboard" the unit, but assemble it as 

carefully and as professionally as you can. Making it 
look more professional will enable it to command more 
respect and more credibility. 

Other applications 
As you work with the unit, other applications are 

bound to occur to you, and are worth consideration. 
As an example, since the probes measure skin 
resistance, it is conceivable that a pair of metal prods 
could be attached to these, the prods implanted in the 
potting soil of a plant, and you should be able to 
thereby indicate when the plant needed additional 
water. 

The important value of the BioBox is that it enables 
you not only to record, but to store the results of any 
input information, for recall at any time in the future. 

It's a computer accessory that is truly limited only by 
your own imagination, and one that you will put to 
excellent use many, many times. 

Model Ill differences 
In Program Listing 1, line 140 checks the cassette "ear" 

PROGRAM LISTING 1 

00010 , BIOBOX MACHINE 
LANGUAGE DRIVER 

00020 ;(REQUIRES BIOBOX 
HARDWARE). 

00030 :VERSION 1.0 - 19 FEB 1983 
BFO4 00040 ORG 48900 FOR 32K 
BF04 F3 00050 DI ;DISABLE 25 MS 

INTERRUPT 
BF05 3E01 00060 LD A, 1 ; "AUX" OUT TO 
BF07 D3FF 00070 OUT (255),A ; 0.8 V D.C. 
BF09 0640 00080 LD 8,64 ;KEEP IT THERE 
BFOB 10FE 00090 JMP DJNZ JMP FOR AWHILE. 
BFOD 3E00 00100 LD A,0 ;RETURN "AUX" 

OUT 
(255),A TO 0.4 V D.C. 
DE,1 ;INCREMENTOR 
HL,0 ;COUNT 

STORER 
A, (255) ;CHECK "EAR" 

IN. 
;TRIGGER 
SENSED? 
;IF SO, DONE. 
;OTHERWISE. 
HL =HL +1 
:000NT65536 
;RE- ENABLE 
INTERRUPTS 
;RETURN HL TO 
USR VAR. 

BFOF D3FF 00110 OUT 
BF11 110100 00120 LD 
BF14 210000 0130 LD 

BF17 DBFF 00140 J1 IN 

BF19 FEFF 00150 CP 255 

BF1B 2803 00160 JR Z, J2 
BF1D 19 00170 ADD HL,DE 

BF1 E 30F7 00180 JR NC,J1 
BF20 FB 00190 J2 El 

BF21 C39A0A 00200 JP 0A9AH 

0000 00210 END 
00000 TOTAL ERRORS 
J1 BF17 00140 00180 
J2 BF20 00190 00160 
JMP BFOB 00090 00090 
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FIG. 7- LOOKING HEAD -ON at the completed BIOBOX. you get a clear 
idea of where the parts are located, and what the finished project 
should look like. 

input and looks for the number 255. On the Model Ill, 
the number we are looking for is 233. So, in line 80 of 
the Basic program (Program Listing 2, which we'll show 
you next month), change the second "255" to "233" 
(i.e.- 80 DATA 0, 0, 219, 255, 254, 233...). This, of course 
will decrease the checksum, so modify line 50 by 
changing the number "3647" to "3625. "(i.e IF K< >3625 
THEN...). Finally, the Model Ill will display a right bracket 
instead of an up arrow. So change the declaration of T$ 
In line 140 to T$ = CHR$(94) + "TENSE." With these 
changes made, the BioBox is compatible with the 
Model Ill. 

Well, it looks as though we've run out of space for 
this issue, but don't be concerned. In our next issue 
(January, 1985) we'll finish the article with the 
necessary program listings and software plus more 
information on how to use the unit. 

That's going to give you a full month to work on your 
BioBox, assemble all of the parts and put it all together: 
We'll be talking about it some more.'C 

"llold it! / said two MICRO farads!" 
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PATCHING 
WORDSTAR 
You can use the INSTALL program to 
modify or "patch" Wordstar for use with 
your Epson MX -80 printer. 

KIRK VISTAIN I bought the Epson MX -80 printer because it offered 
such features as superscripts, subscripts, italic and 
double -width, features that I really wanted. But these 
were not even listed as options in the WordStar 
program. Despite all my efforts, the printer kept 
ignoring my requests for these. 

Now, after a few keystrokes and some concentrated 
effort, I'm getting what I paid forr and all it took was a 

little "patching." 
An applications program, such as WordStar, is made 

up of many lines of numbers and mnemonics (English - 

like names for variables, such as DELI for Delay 1), 

called code. When we use a special program to 
change some of this code, we are said to be 
"patching." 

Fortunately, WordStar comes with an INSTALL 

program. This allows us to easily customize a system. 

Unfortunately, trying to figure out how to do this from 
reading the "documentation" is frustrating unless you 
have a degree in computer science. 

Desired modifications 
I basically wanted to access five special Epson 

MX -80 functions from within WordStar. According to 
the printer manual I could enable them with the 
following ASCII (American Standard Code for 
information Interchange) characters (See Table 1). 

To make things more interesting, we'll find that the 
ASCII codes used to control the printer must be 
converted to their hexadecimal (base 16) values before 
being entered into the patch areas. Don't let this 
intimidate you. I'll list both ASCII and hex values for all 

the functions. 
Of course, any text fed to the printer is also in ASCII. 

So how does it know when to interpret the code as 

text, and when as a command? Well, some ASCII 

characters are specifically reserved for control. But 

there aren't enough of those to cover all Epson options. 

TABLE 1 

FUNCTION ON OFF 
1. Compressed type S1 DC2 
2. Double Width type ESC W 1 ESC W 0 
3. Italics ESC 4 ESC 5 
4. Superscript ESC 2 0 ESC H 

5. Subscript ESC S 1 ESC H 

So we have to use the escape (ESC) code. Its 

hexadecimal value is 1B. By prefixing this number at the 
headof an ASCII command string, we tell the printer to 
interpret the next character as a command. How does 
the Epson know when to exit the command mode? We 

include this information as the first number in the 
patch. Let's begin. 

Making the changes 
To begin with, we'll assume that you have a properly 

installed WordStar program for your machine. Make a 

copy of it using the facilities of your operating system. 

Never make changes to the distribution disk! You 

should be running an installed copy, and the original 
should be filed away. We are now going to alter one of 
those copies. 

Load the WordStar INSTALL program. It will ask you 
whether you want a normal, first -time installation. You 

answer "NO" and are given four choices. B or C will be 
the correct answer. You will then be prompted to give 
the file name of the pre -installed WordStar to be 
modified. This is usually WS.COM. You will then be 
asked to name the new version. 

Something like WSA.COM would do nicely. 
You will then see several menus in succession and 

be asked to designate your terminal type, etc. Since 
you are modifying an otherwise working program, you 
should answer "U" which indicates "no change." 
Continue until you reach the query 'Are modifications 
to WordStar now complete ?" Answer "No." 

This enables the patcher routine. Individual patch 
locations are identified by a mnemonic followed by a 

colon. For example, PALT: is the entry point for the 
alternate type patch. If you don't use a colon, you'll get 
an error message. 

An actual patch consists of a string of numbers. The 

first one usually designates how many others are to 
follow. The rest are ASCII or other special codes. 
Remember that all the numbers are entered in 

hexadecimal, or base 16 format. Decimal numbers will 
not be recognized by WordStar. See Table 2. 

MNEMONIC 
RIBBON: 
RIBBON: + 1 

RIBBON: + 2 
RIBBON: + 3 

RIBOFF: 
RIBOFF: + 1 

RIBOFF: + 2 
RIBOFF: +3 

TABLE 2 
DOUBLE WIDTH TYPE 

HEX VALUE 
03 
1B 
57 
01 

03 
1B 
57 
00 

ASCII 

ESC 
W 

ESC 
w 

We used the ribbon- change area for double -width 
type. We won't be needing that function on a dot - 
matrix printer. The Epson manual, Appendix B, 

incorrectly lists 61H as the code; 57H is the correct 
one. 

Use of double -width type requires you to adjust line 

lengths to account for half as many characters 
horizontally. Also, the double -width command is a 

toggle, which means that the first invocation turns it on, 
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MNEMONIC 

USR1: 
USR1: +1 
USR1: +2 

ROLUP: 
ROLUP: + 1 

ROLUP: + 2 
ROLDOW: 
ROLDOW: + 1 

ROLDOW: + 2 

TABLE 3 
ITALIC TYPE 

HEX 

02 
1B 
34 

02 
1B 
35 
02 
1B 
35 

ASCII 

ESC 
4 

ESC 
5 

ESC 
5 

the second off. This is unlike some other features which 
require different commands for on and off. (Table 3.) 

Now a APQ will turn on italics and either a APT or 
APV will turn it off. Although you might have thought 
we would use the ROLUP and ROLDOW patches for 
scripting, since they correspond to WordStar 
commands for these functions, it doesn't work. 

Subscripts and superscripts 
Scripting on the Epson is done with a special type 

font. This font is enabled with an "ESC S n" string where 
"n" determines whether a "sub" or "super" is printed. If 
"n" is "0" printing occurs at the top of the line. If non- 

TABLE 4 

MNEMONIC HEX 

USR2: 03 
USR2:+1 1B 
USR2: +2 53 
USR2: +3 01 

USR3: 03 
USR3:+1 1B 
USR3:+2 53 
USR3:+3 00 

USR4: 02 
USR4:+1 1B 
USR4: + 2 48 

ASCII 

ESC 
S 

ESC 
S 

ESC 
H 

zero, printing occurs at the bottom. An "ESC H" turns 
either off See Table 4. 

Compressed type 
Our next change will be to the alternate type patch 

area, called PALT:, where we'll install the compressed 
type option. On the Epson MX -80, an ASCII SI (Shift In) 
enables compression and DC2 (Device Control 2) shuts 

MNEMONIC 

PALI: 
PALI: + 1 

PSTD: 
PSTD: + 1 

TABLE 5 

HEX 

01 

OF 

01 

12 

ASCII 

SI 

DC2 
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it off. The patch in Table 5 will accomplish this. 
Also, this is the only patch for which we don't use 

the escape code. When the MX -80 gets the Shift In (SI) 
command, it starts to print in italics. The Device Control 
2 (DC2) code shuts italics off. 

I forgot to initialize the printer before each test run. 
Functions set in one test would remain in the printer's 
memory and interfere with the next printing run in 
unpredictable ways. I needed to turn the printer off 
and back on again, which would have reset all 
functions. 

Fortunately, there is a way to do this automatically. 
We patch the printer initialization area, which sends out 
a code to reset all special functions and TOF (Top Of 
Form), at the beginning of any printing run. It also sets 
the printhead to the left margin of the paper. It's just as 
if you'd turned the printer power off and then on again, 
but it's done in the software. Refer to Table 6. 

TABLE 6 

MNEMONIC HEX 

PSINIT: 05 
PSINIT: + 1 1B 
PSINIT:+2 40 
PSINIT: +3 1B 
PSINIT:+4 4F 
PSINIT:+5 OD 

ASCII 

ESC 

ESC 
O 
CR 

New WordStar printer commands 
Now that we've modified WordStar, we need to use 

the following codes, some of which are different from 
those for which WordStar is initially set. All of the 
commands in Table 7 are accessed from the WordStar 
printing menu, so must be preceeded by AP. 

TABLE 7 

COMPRESSED TYPE 
STANDARD TYPE 
DOUBLE -WIDTH TOGGLE 
ITALIC ON 
ITALIC OFF 
SUPERSCRIPT ON 
SUBSCRIPT ON 
SUB'SUP DOUBLE OFF 

A 
N 

Y 
Q 
Tor V 
E 

W 
R 

THIS IS DOLJEI_E WIDTH TYFE - 
THIS IS ITALIC TYPE. TNIS IS [MESSED TYPE. 

THIS IS A " "''- -"' -^`^ THIS IS A 

FIG.1 -WHEN YOU COMPLETE the patching job, you'll find 
that your Epson MX -80 printer and the WordStar program can 
provide even more printing versatility. 

See Figure 1 for samples of the results. 
These modifications to WordStar ought to help you 

get the most from its partnership with the versatile 
Epson MX -80 printer. There are even more patches 
which can help you customize WordStar to match your 
own needs. But that's another story.4mI 
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positive (called electron flow), and 
current flowed from positive to 
negative (known as conventional 
current flow). The electricians 
were happy because we stopped 
giving them a hard time. We were 
also happy because they made 
similar accommodations. 

These days, most textbooks 
covering the subject usually refer 
to the direction of current flow as 

going from positive to negative, 
and that's convention most widely 
accepted in electronics. However, 
my own point of view is that it 
doesn't matter which current con- 
vention you use. If it works for 
you, why worry about it? But when 
you talk to other people, try to 
stick to conventions. Current 
flows from positive to negative 
(even though electrons flow from 
negative to positive). 

Tracking the sun 
Last year, (June, 1983) "Hobby 

Corner" carried some suggestions 
for a control circuit for tracking the 
sun with a solar collector. Now 
one of our readers has volun- 
teered to communicate directly 
with others interested in that sub- 
ject about his own system. If you 
would like information on the sys- 
tem, write: Jim Huskey, Box 26 

Gate Circle, Lexington, NC 27292. 
Thanks, Jim, for the offer. 

Radio 
One of the more popular fields 

in your inquiries is radio -CB, 
ham, etc. Tim Martin (NY) and 
George Boone (VA) sent in the 
most recent letters about radio. 
Perhaps my answer to them will 
help others of you who are radio 
hobbyists. 

Tim is having difficulty adjusting 
his antenna with an SWR /watt 
meter. The process does seem 
straightforward but it can get 
tricky, especially on a mobile in- 
stallation. A grid -dip meter can do 
the job, but using that instrument 
can be even trickier. My own pref- 
erence is a simple field- strength 
meter: You can hardly go wrong 
with that little beauty. 

George, on the other hand, is 

looking for schematics and in- 
structions on constructing simple 
CW (Morse code) transmitters and 
receivers for use on the ham 

bands. He would also like to know 
where to purchase used equip- 
ment. One source of used equip- 
ment is any "hamfest;" you'll find 
plenty of stuff there, but be sure it 
functions to your satisfaction be- 
fore parting with your hard -earned 
money! 

I don't want to sound like a bro- 
ken record but Tim and George 
should check the publications of 
the ARRL (American Radio Relay 
League, Newington, CT 06111). 
That is the best single source I 

know for information useful to ra- 
dio hobbyists. Their books range 
from the general to the specific, 
and from the highly technical 
down to good solid information 
for the electronics beginner. 

Your local library should have 
some of the ARRL publications. If 
they don't, or their selection is too 
limited, be advised that you don't 
have to be a member of the ARRL 
to ask them to send you a list. 
(Donald Mitchell and Victor 
Ducot, have you guys been paying 
attention there in California and 
Puerto Rico ?) 

By the way, that local library (or 
the larger one in a nearby city) is 

an excellent place to go when you 
are looking for construction infor- 
mation on some specific device. 
Until you can build up your own 
library of back issues of maga- 
zines, look through theirs. You 
may be surprised at what you'll 
find. Oh yes, check out past issues 
of Radio -Electronics first! R -E 

Be an FCC 
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9 reasons why 
the real pros 
prefer Endeco 
desoldering 
irons 

1. Operates at 120v, 
40w. Idles at 20w 
for longer tip life 

3. Cool, 
unbreakable 
polycarbonate 
handle 

4. Exclusive 
bracket 
insures 
alignment, 
prevents 
damage 

5 Safety light 

510 In handle 
tells when 
its on 

2. Flexible, 
burn resistant 
Neoprene 

cord set - 

i 

MODEL 

6. Stainless 
steel 
construction 

Eight tip sizes. 

Comes with 
.053 I.D 

9. Converts to soldering iron 

with 1/4" shank type tip 

See your distributor or write . 

7. Temperature 
control. 
Low, high 
or off. 

Enterprise Development Corp. 
5127 E. 65th St Indianapolis IN 46220 

PHONE 13171 251 1231 
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DESIGNER'S 

NOTEBOOK 
A simple solution to switch debouncing 
SOME OF THE BIGGEST HEADACHES 
that show up in circuit design have 
absolutely nothing to do with elec- 
tronics. That is, after you've spent 
all kinds of energy in taming elec- 
trons, the time comes when you 
have to connect the circuit to the 
outside world, and that's when the 
real trouble begins! Mechanical 
switching of electronic circuits is 
always an "iffy" business; and any 
designer who doesn't know that 
couldn't possibly recognize the 
symptoms, much less, solve the 
problem. 

The most common causes of cir- 
cuit "insanity" is what the data 
books refer to as input- signal con- 
ditioning or what the rest of the 
world calls debouncing. No me- 
chanical switch is perfect, no mat- 
ter how well it's made. As a result, 
pushing down on that little red 
button is going to generate more 
than one pulse. Any circuitry that's 
being triggered by that pulse is 
going to do exactly what it was de- 
signed to do- respond to each 
pulse it "sees." 

There are all sorts of schemes to 
handle the problem. For one, you 
can use more expensive non -me- 
chanical switches, or simply re- 
design the front -end of your 
circuit to respond to only one 
pulse. But the easiest way is to de- 
bounce the switch. There are dedi- 
cated IC's that can be used for that 
purpose but, as with most other 
things, there's an easier way. 

Debouncing circuits 
The basic idea behind all switch 

debouncers is to put some type of 
isolating circuit between the 
switch and the circuit being trig- 
gered. The job of the extra circuit 

1/6 4049 1/6 4049 
OUTPUT 

FIG. 1 

OUTPUT 

R1 

100K 
+v t-4M,- 

R1 1/6 4050 ..11_ 
200 K 

cl 
.1 

OUTPUT 
o 

a 
1/6 4584 

Ic1 

FIG. 2 

is to output one (and only one) 
pulse no matter how many bounc- 
es it "sees" from the switch. You 
can use anything from a flip -flop to 
a 555 timer (set up as a one -shot), 
but the problem can be handled a 
lot easier with inverters. 

The most straightforward ap- 
proach is to build a simple latch 

ROBERT GROSSBLATT 

like the one in Fig. 1. Throwing 
switch Si one way or the other will 
change the state of the output. 
Since there's always some period 
of time during which no connec- 
tion is made, resistor R1 is added 
to keep the circuit from glitching 
when the switch is thrown. That 
circuit is ideal for applications 
where you want to switch from 
one state to another. Even the 
noisiest single -pole, double - 
throw switch can be used because 
the resistor acts as a temporary 
storage device while the switch is 
being thrown. 

The real problem appears when 
you want to use momentary (push- 
button) switches. That's because 
those switches are notoriously 
noisy, and if you don't take several 
precautions, they can screw up the 
operation of any circuit -no mat- 
ter how well it's designed. For- 
tunately, there are two simple 
circuits that can take care of the 
problem. 

The circuits in Fig. 2 are half 
monostables or edge detectors 
made from a single gate. The only 
difference between Figs. 2 -a and 2- 
b are the gates: One is inverting 
and the other non -inverting. 
(We'll get to Fig. 2 -c in a moment.) 

As you can see, the way the cir- 
cuit responds depends on which 
end of the supply rail is tied to the 
resistor. The capacitor integrates 
the incoming switch bounces and 
causes the gate to change states. 
The capacitor then starts to dis- 
charge through resistor R1, and 
the gate (IC1) doesn't change back 
until its threshold voltage has 
been reached. 

If you're still in the design stage 
of your circuit, you can add an ex- 
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CABLE TV 
ikr0111110.1-&# 

\ 
PRICE SLASH! 

OUTPUT CHANNEL 
(Circle the one used 

ITEM on your system) REG. NOW QTY. PRICE 

JERROLD 400 CONVERTER (58 CH.) CH. 2 CH. 3 109.00 90.00 

(10 or more) CH. 2 CH. 3 82.00 75.00 

JERROLD 450 CONVERTER (66 CH.) CH. 2 CH. 3 134.00 105.00 

(10 or more) CH. 2 CH. 3 110.00 90.00 

EAGLE COMTRONICS 400 MHz CONVERTER CH. 2 CH. 3 109.00 90.00 

(10 or more) CH. 2 CH. 3 82.00 75.00 

SB ADD -ON UNIT CH. 2 CH. 3 129.00 99.00 

(10 or more) CH. 2 CH. 3 79.00 58.00 

BRAND 
NEW 
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(10 or more) CH. 2 CH. 3 86.00 62.00 

C -1000 ADD -ON 
(COMPATIBLE -ALL ZENITH SYSTEMS) CH. 2 CH. 3 260.00 225.00 

(5 or more) CH. 2 CH. 3 220.00 185.00 

MLD- 1200 -3 CH. 3 ONLY 129.00 99.00 

(10 or more) CH. 3 ONLY 85.00 58.00 

IMPORTANT: WHEN CALLING FOR INFORMATION - 
Please have ready the make and model # of the equipment used in your area. 

Thank You 

Name -_ Sub -Total 

Street Shipping 

City/State /Zip TOTAL 

Phone Number Area Code Number 

Sale of De- 
scramblers 

may be pro- 
hibited in 

some states. 
If in doubt, 
check with 

local author- 
ities. No 

Ohio orders 
accepted. 

MUST BE SIGNED AND RETURNED WITH YOUR ORDER 

I understand that the purchase of these cable T.V. products does not authorize their 

use on any cable T.V. system. I agree to obtain the proper authorization from local 

officials or cable company officials in my area. 

Signed 

Add S2.00 
per unit ship - 
ping or call 
for specifics. 
Payment is 

accepted by 

monee order or 

Cashier's check 

Transamerican Cable Distributors 
449 BROADWAY AVE BEDFORD. OHIO 44146 (818) 956 -5839 

Please -No Collect Calls 

only. COD's b 

credit 
a ceds 

are 
as 

our low prices 
prohibit their use. 
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tra IC to the board and get six 
(pushbutton) switch debouncers 
or three double -pole, double - 
throw debouncers. Doing the 
same thing with circuitry that's al- 
ready in the circuit -board stage is a 
bit more difficult; you'll have to 
make a small "outrigger" board for 
the inverters. Remember that al- 
most any inverting logic will do the 
job, so hunt around your design to 
see if you have any unused gates. 

The values for the passive com- 
ponents depend on the type of 
switches you're using. In general, 
you should make sure that the out- 
put pulse is much longer than the 
switch bouncing. A good rule of 
thumb is to aim for at least a ten - 
to -one ratio. An output pulse 
width of 10 milliseconds should 
handle most bounce problems 
quite nicely. The values given in 
Figs. 2 -a and 2 -b should work for 
most applications. Just remember 
that the inverting gate will change 
the polarity of the input pulse, and 
the non -inverting one will pre- 
serve the polarity. 

Although you can use any high - 
gain inverter to make a half mono - 
stable, the best all around choice 
is the Schmitt trigger. Not only do 
they have enough "zip" to re- 
spond properly, but its built -in 
hysteresis means you can get lon- 
ger output pulses. 

Half monostables use the capac- 
itor as an integrator, but you can 
also use it as a "sponge" to absorb 
extra pulses from the switch, as 
shown in Fig. 2 -c. When the switch 
is open, the input to the gate is 
held high, forcing the output of 
the IC low. If there's bouncing 
when the switch is closed, the R -C 
time constant keeps the glitching 
from affecting the output state of 
the gate. Just as we saw earlier, 
though, make sure that the time 
constant is going to be at least ten 
times the bounce time. 

A lot of bench time has been 
wasted because pulses from a 
"bouncing" switch were 
masquerading as some other, 
more serious problem. 

One more thing: It's been a cou- 
ple of months since I started the 
one -gate design contest in Au- 
gust, and so far the number of en- 
tries has been disappointing. So, 
let's get with it you guys! R -E 

Radio 
Electronics ErliErIE) 

Hidden Signals 0 147 tin 1Y 

TUNE "THE HIDDEN SIGNALS" ON SAT- 
ELLITE TV -"Secret signals on the birds ". A 
new technical book covering the reception of: 
stereo subcarriers - telephone channels, - 
world news service, -teleprinter news, - radio 
channels, - stock market services - teletext - 
single channel per carrier - plus many other 
satellite hidden signals. The equipment, how 
it can be used, etc. Fully illustrated, just pub- 
lished. $14.95 plus $1.75 S & H. Universal 
Electronics, Inc., 4555 Groves Road - Suite 
3-C, Columbus, Ohio 43232. 

CIRCLE 276 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ONE MAN CRT FACTORY, easy operation. 
Rebuild CRT's for tv's, bus. machines, 
monitors, scopes, etc. Color, b &w, 20mm, for- 
eign or domestic. 3 x 6 ft. space required. 
Profits ? ?? Average CRT rebuilding costs - 
$5. Sell for $100 = $95 profit; x 5 CRT's = 
$475 daily; x 5 days = $2375 weekly profit. 
Higher profits overseas. Investigate this op- 
portunity today. We service the entire world 
Contact: CRT Factory, 1909 Louise St., 
Crystal Lake, II. 60014, (815) 459 -0666. 

CIRCLE 80 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Convert Your T.V. to a High Quality 
Monitor /Receiver...The TRVM kit permits 
Dual Mode operation on transformer isolated 
B &W or Color Sets Features High Resolu- 
tion Direct Video Up to 80 characters per 
line Wide Bandwith Easy installa- 
tion Low cost...$34.95...DVM -1 kit with 
Audio available for "Hot Chasis" 
sets...$64.95. Both kits usable with comput- 
ers, VCR's and Video Cameras VAMP Inc, 
Box 411 Los Angeles, California 90028 
(213) 466 -5533 

CIRCLE 252 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

THE MOST EXCITING KIT YOU WILL EVER 
BUILD The model WAT -50 miniature FM 
transmitter uses a 4 -stage circuit NOT to be 
confused with a simple wireless microphone. 
Up to 1 mile range. So sensitive, it will pick -up 
a whisper 50 feet away! Use with any FM 
radio. Complete kit only $29.95 tax incl. 
FREE SHIPPING. DECO INDUSTRIES, 
BOX 607, BEDFORD HILLS, NY 10507. 

CIRCLE 263 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

WNW 
FREE 1984 ELECTRONIC TOOL & IN- 
STRUMENT CATALOG is packed with over 
5,000 quality technical products for assem- 
bling, testing and repairing electronic equip- 
ment. All products fully illustrated with 
photographs, detailed descriptions and pric- 
ing to allow for easy ordering by phone or 
mail. Most orders are shipped within 24 
hours. 100% satisfaction guarantee. 
CONTACT EAST, 7 Cypress Drive, Burling- 
ton, MA 01803. (617)272 -5051. 

CIRCLE 55 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

NEW 24" or 30" SHEET METAL FORMER - 
New 3 -in -1 SHEAR -BRAKE -ROLL machine 
w /6" male & removable female dies now in 24" 
bench or 30" floor models. A complete in- 
house R & D shop at 'h the cost. Over 1200 
worldwide, large and small govemmenVedu- 
cational /industrial users. Call for literature 
and prices today! PACIFIC ONE CORP., Ste 
K417, 513 Superior, Newport Beach, CA 
92663. (714) 645 -5962 TELEX 4996168, ans 
bk "4996168 POC NPT ". 

CIRCLE 118 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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SATELLITE TELEVISION RECEIVER 
SEMIKIT with dual conversion downcon- 
verter. Features infrared remote control tun- 

ing, AFC. SAW filter, RF or video output, 
stereo output, Polorator controls. LED chan- 

nel & tuning indicators. Install six factory as- 

sembled circuit boards to complete. Semikit 
$400.00. Completed downconverter add 
$100. Completed receiver and downcon- 
verter add $150. JAMES WALTER SATEL- 
LITE RECEIVER, 2697 Nickel, San Pablo, 
CA 94806. Tel 415 -724 -0587. 

CIRCLE 124 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

THERMOPROBE -QUICKLY IDENTIFIES 
DEAD PC BOARD COMPONENTS. Locates 
DEAD resistors, transistors, ICs, diodes. and 
transformers without direct contact, in sec- 

onds. Operating active components radiate 
heat. dead components don't. THERMO- 
PROBE is sensitive to 1/7S F change in tem- 

perature. A must for your workbench or field 

service. Order #209TM ONLY $19.95 
$2.50 shipping. NY Res. add tax. BUYUS. 
INC.. Dept. RE124. 10 White Birch Dr.. Os- 
sining, NY 10562. VISA or MASTERCARD 
(914) 762 -4799. 

CIRCLE 53 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

VIDEO 

SCRAMBLING 

TEC UNIOUES 

SUBSCRIPTION TV MANUAL. This infor- 

mation packed book details the methods 
used by subscription TV companies to 

scramble and descramble video signals. 
Covers the Sinewave. Gated Pulse. SSAVI 

system, and the methods used by most cable 
companies. Includes circuit schematics, the- 
ory, and trouble shooting hints. Only $12.95 
plus $2.00 first class P &H. ELEPHANT 
ELECTRONICS INC., (formally Random 
Access) Box 41770 -R, Phoenix. AZ 85080. 

CIRCLE 120 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

California -DC Regulated Switching Power 
supply - 5v dc (á 5 amp ' 12v dc (u 2.8 
amp - 12v do (a 2 amp -12v do (a .5 amp 
115 -230v ac input, fused. EMI filtered. Re- 
movable DC Power Harness and Schematics 
included. 7 4" x 6.2" x 1.7" ht. Visa MC 
M.0. ..check when clears. $37.50 ea. (Free 
shipping in U.S.) 1- 800 -327 -7182 305- 
830 -8886. Power Plus, 130 Baywood Ave., 
Longwood, Fl. 32750. (Call for quantity 
price). 

CIRCLE 125 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ZORBA 64K PORTABLE COMPUTER 9 

Green or Amber CRT. Two 400 K DSDD 

Drives. CP M 2.2 Operating System. 
$799.00. Gemini Electronics, Inc., 130 Bay - 
wood Ave., Longwood, FL 32750. 
1- 800 -327- 7182,305- 830 -8886. 

CIRCLE 278 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

MAE -3, YAGI MICROWAVE ANTENNA - 
High quality up to 60 dB gain 1.9 -2.5 GHZ -50 

mile range possible clear TV picture, pre as- 

sembled probe with down converter, 
1.9- 2.5GHZ, power supply and RF amplifier, 
1.9- 2.5GHZ, 30dB gain, with co -ax cable in- 

cluded. All mounting hardware, for fast and 

easy installation. Special $89.95. Available 
by phone or mail order only Check or money 
order, 5 °° Shipping and Handling on all or- 

ders. KASHIWAGI ELECTRONICS CORP., 
3801 W. Oakey Blvd., Las Vegas, Nevada 
89102, 702- 876 -1709 

CIRCLE 270 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

TELTONE'S TRK -957 KIT makes bread- 
boarding a low- power, central office quality 

DTMF detection system easy and inexpen- 

sive. The ncluded M -957 receiver decodes 
12 or 16 digits and operates from 5 to 12V dc. 

Its sensitivity, wide dynamic range, noise im- 

munity, and low power consumption are ideal 

for telephone switching, computer and re- 

mote comrol applications. Only $24.75. To 

order, call: TELTONE, 1 -800- 227 -3800, 
etx. 1130. 

CIRCLE 122 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

IntelliBurner EPROM -EEPROM & MICRO - 

CONTROLLER PROGRAMMER $299 
Communicates through the serial port of any 

personal computer. Use your PC's modem 

software to read, verify, or program all popular 
EPROMs, EEPROMs and 87xx series micro 

controllers. Custom software included for 

IBM, CP M or Radio Shack PCs. Other pro- 

grammers from $149. Bare PC boards with 

software from $39. ROSS CUSTOM ELEC- 
TRONICS, 1307 Darlene Way #Al2, Boul- 
der City, NV 89005. 702- 293 -7426. 

CIRCLE 251 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

TIMEX/SINCLAIR 1000, 1500. 2068, ZX81, 

SPECTRUM Hardware & Software for all 

computers: NEW! Floppy disk interface. Std 

format. Order FLOPPY: $200. PRTR I; F -A 
Centronics parallel printer interface. Order 
PRTIF: $50. ASMiDSM -A full featured as- 

sembler disassemoler. Oder ASMDSM: $40. 

ALSO AVAILABLE -Cables for all our prod- 

ucts Write for prices and descriptions. When 

ordering. specify type of computer. Cash, 
check, or C.O.D. only Send to Research 
Service Laboratories, P.O. Box 19124, 

OKC, OK 73144. 
CIRCLE 274 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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STATE OF 
SOLID STATE 
Power op -amp IC's 

POWER OP -AMPS ARE RELATIVELY NEW 
arrivals on the semiconductor 
scene, and they've brought with 
them several interesting applica- 
tions. One such device is the L272 
dual, power op -amp from SGS. A 
pinout of that device is shown in 
Fig. 1-a, and a schematic of one op- 
amp contained in the package is 
shown in Fig. 1 -b. 

Housed in a 16 -pin, power -DIP 
package, the IC is intended for 
various applications including ser- 
vo amplifiers and power supplies. 
The L272 can operate from either 
single or split power -supplies 
ranging from 4- to 28 -volts DC. Its 
output current can range up to 1 

ampere. Other pertinent electrical 
characteristics are given in the ta- 
ble in Fig. 2. 

The wide voltage range of the 
L272, along with its current -han- 
dling capabilities, make the unit 
ideal for controlling low- voltage 
DC motors. Therefore, it should 
find many uses in the fields of re- 
mote control and robotics. The 
data sheet includes such applica- 
tions as a motor current control 
and a bidirectional DC -motor con- 
trol (with or without micro- 
processor- compatible inputs). 

Figure 3 shows a circuit using 
the L272 that's designed as a posi- 
tion control for automobile head- 
lights. However, it may be used 
along with a surplus gear -motor 
for positioning heavy ham or CB 
beam antennas. And if you're in- 
terested in building satellite TVRO 
equipment, the circuit might be 
used in a motor -drive system to 
aim the antenna dish at various sat- 
ellites. 

The circuit is a bridge arrange- 

ROBERT F. SCOTT, 
SEMICONDUCTOR EDITOR 

L272 

a 

THERMAL 
PROTECTION 

b 
GND 

ment with two voltage- divider net- 
works. The non -inverting input 
(pin 7) of IC 1 -a is connected to one 
divider network through switch S1 
(the position -selector switch). The 
non -inverting input of IC1 -b at pin 
6 is connected to a second resistor 

FIG. 1 

string through switch S2 (which is 
driven by the positioning motor). 

When identical voltages are ap- 
plied to the two non -inverting in- 
puts of the op -amps, the bridge is 
balanced and the motor is at rest. 
When the bridge balance is upset 
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PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN. TYP. MAX. UNIT 

VS SUPPLY VOLTAGE 4 28 V 

I4 QUIESCENT DRAIN CURRENT 5.5 12 mA 

I, INPUT BIAS CURRENT 0.5 25 PA 

VOS INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE 15 mV 

IDS INPUT OFFSET CURRENT 50 250 nA 

SR SLEW -RATE Gy =1 1 VJia 

B GAINBANOWIDTH PRODUCT 350 kHz 

V0 OUTPUT VOLTAGE SWING la 0.1A 23 V P -P 
1 kHz I, = 0.5A 22.5 

R1 INPUT RESISTANCE 500,000 1-2 

Gy VOLTAGE GAIN (OPEN LOOP) 70 dB 

SN INPUT NOISE VOLTAGE B - 10 TO 10,000 Hz 5 pV 

IN INPUT NOISE CURRENT 8 = 10 TO 10600 Hz 200 PA 

CMR COMMON MODE REJECTION 70 dB 

SVR SUPPLY VOLTAGE REJECTION 
lnIPPLE " 103 Hz 

SINGLE SUPPLY 70 dB 

SPLIT SUPPLY 62 dB 

T50 THERMAL SHUTDOWN 160 -C 

JUNCTION TEMPERATURE 

'VS 24V TAyg - 25 C UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED 

(by changing the position of S1), 

the motor turns in the direction 
that brings the bridge back into 
balance and moves the controlled 
device into the position selected 
by S1. For more information and/or 
data sheets write: SGS -ATES Semi- 
conductor Corp., 1000 East Bell Rd., 
Phoenix, AZ 85022. 

Four- channel analog switches 
Dual four -channel analog 

switches, the LM1037 and 1038, for 
source selection in stereo -audio 
equipment and for use in a wide 
range of industrial, automotive, 
multiplexing, and sampling ap- 
plications have recently been an- 
nounced by National Semicon- 
ductor Corp. 

The LM1037 units have four con- 

trol inputs to select any one of four 
possible stereo -input signals. All 
channels are muted internally 
when no input is selected. Elec- 
tronic controls simplify the rout- 
ing of audio signals, and allow DC 
selection with low noise and low 
distortion. The high -input and 
low- output impedances make the 
LM1037 advantageous when com- 
pared to CMOS types. 

The LM1038 is similar to the 
LM1037, except that it is designed 
to be controlled by a micro- 
processor. 

Available in 18 -pin plastic DIP's, 
the LM1037 sells for $2.00 in 100 

piece lots, while the LM1038 sells 
for $2.30. -National Semiconduc- 
tor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor 
Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051. R -E 

SEE YOUR DEALER TODAY 

FROM 

firestit' 
ANTENNAS 
ACCEBfORIEE 

HERE'S A TIP 
THAT'S PERFECT! 

AM 'FM AUTO RADIO 
AND CB 

`Firestik' II 
GOLDEN SERIES 

BARE -HANDS TUNABLE 
"NO TOOLS NEEDED" 

HIGH PERFORMANCE ANTENNAS 

ALSO ANTENNAS FOR 
CORDLESS TELEPHONES 

MONITOR SCANNERS 

j Dealer 8 Distrbutor Inquiries Invited 

l'I SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

Name 

Ginza 

Cd 

State 

Flr.mr Antenna Compaq 
2614 East Adams Phoerna. AZ 65034 

Zip 
Sliming the C! and 

Communications Market Since 1962. 

CIRCLE 100 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Cable 
Television 

ExtraVision 
In -Band Gated -Sync Descrambler 

Fully Assembled and Tested 

$89.99 
General Instrument 

LCC 58 Digital Converter 
with Remote Control 

$119.99 
General Instrument 

LCC 58 Remote Control 

$29.99 
ExtraVision MTL' 

Stereo Adapter 

$19.99 
ExtraVision /LCC 58 

Package Includes ExtraVision 
with LCC 58 Converter 

$189.99 

Telephone Orders 
203 -724 -5548 

W5Ali 

ExtraVision 
Products 
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SERVICE 

CLINIC 
Helpful flyback tests 

YOU'VE OFTEN HEARD ME SAY, "I GET BY 
with a little help from my friends." 
Never was that statement more 
true than now! I've received a let- 
ter from a (very smart) reader, John 
P. Chalupski (MD), who has 
worked out a handy procedure for 
testing flyback transformers -the 
heart of the horizontal deflection 
circuit. (See Fig. 1.) 

His letter said he wished he had 
a flybacker -a 16 -kHz oscillator 
with a meter to read grid current - 
like the one described in October 
1974's "Service Clinic." Not having 
a flybacker, he devised his own 
test procedure to use with the test 
equipment he had on hand (scope 
and function generator). 

Flyback test procedure 
What John did was to substitute 

an audio function -generator and 
scope for the flybacker. He hook- 
ed the function generator across 
the output tube plate and high - 
voltage rectifier -evidently he had 
a generator with either a built -in 
sweep, or one that could be swept 
by applying a low AC- voltage 
across the VCO. The scope was 
hooked across the generator out- 
put. 

While sweeping through 10 kHz 
to about 100 kHz, he noted that the 
resonant points (as seen on the 
scope) showed that the bad 
flyback, or the one he suspected 
of being bad, had fairly sharp reso- 
nant peaks at around 71 kHz. The 
good flyback that he had tested 
prior to that showed a much 
broader peak at the same frequen- 
cy. When he took out the damper 
tubes, both flybacks showed the 
same thing: You guessed it -a 
shorted damper tube! 

HORIZONTAL 
OSCILLATOR, 
AFC, ANO 
DRIVER 

HORIZONTAL 
OUTPUT 
AMPLIFIER 

GRIVE CIRCUITS 

FLYBACK 
TRANSFORMER 

It should also be possible to 
make a similar test without using a 
swept signal by simply sweeping 
manually with an AC voltage. To do 
so, turn the function generator's 
dial through the same range (10 to 
100 kHz) with the scope connected 
at the same place (across the termi- 
nal). You'll see a bar pattern on the 
screen, but you will not need to 
synchronize the sweep of the 
scope with it. Simply note the am- 
plitude of the signal and find the 
resonant points (where the pat- 
tern increases in height; some- 
times it will become more square). 

He mentioned that this test can 
be made with only a scope and an 
audio -signal source that's variable 
over the necessary range. Also, if 
you don't have a scope, any good 
AC voltmeter will show the peaks, 
and that's all you need. He also 
said that this couldn't be used to 
check for a shorted winding. 

This is a good example of one of 
those faithful readers who are 
smarter than I am (I'd say that in- 
cludes roughly, 93% of them)! So 
keep those cards and letters corn- 

JACK DARR 
SERVICE EDITOR 

LOAD 

HIGH -VOLTAGE 
RECTIFIER 

YOKE, DAMPER, 
AND BOOST 
(BOOSTED -BOOST, 
FOCUS, ETC.) 

FIG.1 

ing folks! They are really appreci- 
ated. 

Checking shorted windings 
While John's procedure cannot 

be used to test for shorted wind- 
ings in a flyback transformer, there 
is, however, a simple way to do so. 
(I found this one in the book that 
discussed the operation of the 
flybacker.) Simply hook your func- 
tion generator up to the flyback 
and observe the scope trace, or 
reading (on the flybacker). Now, 
pick up that little coil of solder that 
you have on the bench and un- 
wind about 3-4 inches. Now slip it 
around the core of the suspected 
bad flyback, then pull the ends to- 
gether and pinch. 

That makes a closed loop (one 
shorted turn) around the core. The 
reading on the flybacker should 
drop to zero, and the curve on the 
scope should vanish. If it does, 
that's a normal reaction with this 
test. It shows that you have no 
shorted windings. But if there is 
little or no change in your reading, 
then you've got a problem. 
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What's happening here is that 
the -solder coil is placing an AC 
short across the transformer, 
which lowers the Q of the circuit 
and causes a bad reading. But if 
the transformer is already shorted, 
the solder -coil will have little or no 
effect on the circuit. That's a diffi- 
cult problem to detect with ordi- 
nary test instruments such as 
ohmmeters and voltmeters be- 
cause the DC continuity of the cir- 
cuit will check out OK, but it won't 
work with the normal AC drive. 

You can, however, measure the 
small resistance of the little wind- 
ings, provided you have an ex- 
tremely accurate digital VOM. I 

would recommend that you use 
needle -point test prods to ensure 
that you're able to get through any 
flux or whatever else might be on 
the terminal. Sharp tips allow you 
to get right down to the bare sol- 
der so you can get an accurate 
reading. 

By using the test procedure 
worked out by John, and then 
doing the shorted -turns test (with 
a loop of solder) while observing 
changes in the scope pattern to 
see if it goes to a straight line, you 
can tell if the flyback or some other 
component is causing the prob- 
lem. If when doing the shorted - 
turns test, the scope shows a very 
narrow range of movement of the 
tuning dial, the transformer is OK. 
The broad peak can be identified 
in the same way. 

Since we're talking about 
flybacks anyway, this seems to be 
as good a time as any to tell you 
about a letter I received long ago 
from a man who had this com- 
plaint about a TV set he was work- 
ing on. 

The letter said that with the set's 
horizontal oscillator plugged in, 
the fuse would blow right away, 
but if oscillator was pulled out, the 
fuse wouldn't blow. From the 
symptom, I speculated that the 
cause of the problem was, an AC 
short (and told him so). 

Not long after that, I received 
another letter from that person 
saying that I was absolutely right. 
He had found that one winding of 
the flyback was shorted to the 
other. Again I wrote saying that, to 
me, it sounded as though the 
short were in the leads out of the 
winding! He wrote back again and 

said, "Darned if you weren't right 
again!" 

The key to locating the trouble 
was the almost normal current 
without any drive, and the over- 
load of current with drive. The DC 
path was alright, but when an AC 
drive signal was put on it, the AC 
saw a dead short. So, remember 
that it's possible to have an AC 
short in circuits of that type with- 
out showing any indication using 
regular ohmmeter tests. 

Finally, I'd like to thank all the 
good people who sent get -well 
cards. You can be sure that they 
were much appreciated. R -E 

SERVICE 
QUESTIONS 

THE EASY SOLUTION 
On a Systems 3 Zenith, I found 

several components shorted, includ- 
ing the output transistor. I replaced 
them, plugged the set in, and bang! 
The output transistor blew, taking 
out a fast recovery diode. Any help 
will be appreciated.-0.R., Virginia 
Beach, VA 

I hate to rain on your parade, but 
replacing the 9 -160 module in its 
entirety will save you time, money, 
and also your sanity. 

MOMENTARY SYNC -PROBLEM 

This MGW Magnavox chassis 85- 
04, will drop out of sync momen- 
tarily, causing a flash in the picture, 
and then go back in sync. That hap- 
pens every 10 minutes. Any sugges- 
tions ? -W K., Columbus, OH 

Of all the information you sent 
with your letter, the bit that de- 
serves the most attention is the 
slowly rising voltage you get at 
R504 and C505. That's the point of 
AFC correction, and any changes 
in its potential will affect the hori- 
zontal frequency. As you describe 
it, I suspect something is causing a 

slow buildup and then a sudden 
discharge. Check all the compo- 
nents between the oscillator base 
back to, and including, the dual - 
diodes. Measure those resistors 
out of circuit! Don't ignore the R -C 
network returning the pulse from 
the flyback! R -E 

DESCRAMBLER PARTS 
We stock the exact parts and PC Board for Radio 

Electronic's February Article on building your own 
Cable TV Descrambler 

#701 PARTS PACKAGE $29.95 
Includes all the original resistors, capacitors, diodes, 

transistors integrated circuits, coils and IF trans - 
formers (BKAN- K5552AXX). 

#702 PC BOARD $12.95 
Original etched & drilled silk -screened PC Board used 

in the article. 

#704 AC ADAPTOR $12.95 
(14 volts DC @ 285MA) 

Both #701 & #702 $39.00 

FREE!! we M OtIIN amnia ArdoN 
a MINI Yew Day CNN TV Daen.IMr wlr 

erg pordea. 

AN $4.00 Ptutp & HiMlIu 

TOLL FREE 
1 -800 -227 8529 (Orders Only) 

1- 617 -339-5372 (Information) 

Jß 
ELECTßOlIICS,11IC. 

P.O. Box 800 ® Mansfield, MA 02048 

CIRCLE 65 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

CABLE T.V. 

DESCRAMBLERS 

Model AN -3* 

Jerrold Compatible 
Works with any CH -3 

Converter. 59.95 EA. 

Other Models 
to choose from 

*Similar to SB -3 

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS VISA MASTERCHARGE 

CHECK MONEY ORDER C.O.D. 

HODSON CABLE COMPANY 

P.O. Box 9179 

Niskayuna, New York 12309 

Q518) 382 -534 
CIRCLE 266 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 87 
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$ 100,000.00 CABLE TV CONVERTER 

LIQUIDATION 
60 Channel Capacity TV On -Off Feature 
P.L.L. Tuning Infra -Red Wireless 
6 Channel Memory Remote Control 

ONLY$5995 
- 

10% Off On All Quantities Over 50 
Available Only While Quantities Last 
Warranty Restricted to 15 Days After Receipt 
of Goods 
Allow 2 Weeks for Personal Checks to Clear 

- SPECIAL - 
Factory Re -Furbs Available at $49.95 Each 
With Full Guarantee 

SUNSET CABLE 
1 Madison Street East Rutherford NJ 

(201) 777 -6733 
Master Charge C.O.D. Visa 

CIRCLE 257 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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8.3 CIRCLE 104 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

DON'T 
FORGET 

USE 

YOUR 

READER 

SERVICE 

CARD 

(-- 1-1 i itone 
MONTHLY SPECIALS 

MINIMUM ORDER $35.00 

MEMOREX T120 VHS 
VIDEO CASSETTE 

EXe w 

sEA. T -12O 
u1A MINIMUM 12 

No. Q20 (MULTIPLES OF 12) 

T 

- VIDEO TAPE 
I STORAGE BOX 

(FOR VHS 

FORMAT) O EA. 
No Q47 MINIMUM 4P 

ID S 
XLM MK III 

PHONO CARTRIDGE 
WITH STYLUS. 

-1 

MOUNTING HARDWARE 
AND DISPLAY BOX 

-' No Q48 Jr EA. 

WE SELL TO THE DEALER ONLYI 
C.O.D. ORDERS - 600- 431 -2490 

FOR FULL LINE 164 PAGE CATALOG 
PLEASE USE BUSINESS CARD 

OR LETTERHEAD 

QUALITONE INDUSTRIES INC. 
DEPT. C - 696 LOCUST ST. - BOX 214 

MT. VERNON. NEW YORK 10552 

CIRCLE 264 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

NEW IDEAS 

continued from page 77 

stead of the three shown, to get a 
full scale reading. If the internal 
resistance of the meter is less than 
90 ohms, you may only need two 
diodes. 

The density range of the nega- 
tive can be expressed as the log- 
arithm (log) of the light intensity (I) 
through the clearest (shadow) area 
minus the log of I through the 
densest (highlight) area. In the 
form of an equation: density range 
= log (Isilh). 

TABLE 1 

DENSITY RANGE 
(Is) (Ih) 
>1.4 -4 

1.2 -1.4 4-6 
1.0 -1.2 6-10 
0.8 -1.0 10-16 
0.6 -0.8 16-25 

<0.6 >25 

Paper 
Grade 

o 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

By using a simple table of anti - 
logs, you can avoid the need of a 
log amplifier to determine the cor- 
rect paper grades corresponding 
to the specific density ranges. 

To use the contrast meter, focus 
the negative in the enlarger with 
the lens diaphragm wide open. 
Then place the photocell under 
the lightest portion of the nega- 
tive. Using potentiometer R5, ad- 
just the meter for full -scale deflec- 
tion. Now, without changing the 
setting, place the photocell be- 
neath the darkest portion of the 
negative and read the meter. If the 
meter now shows less than ten 
percent of the full -scale reading, it 
may prove to be very difficult to 
read accurately. 

When that happens, it will be 
necessary to push switch S1. Press- 
ing S1 removes the short across re- 
sistor R4. Because R4 is three times 
the value of R3, only 1Y4 the voltage 
applied to that leg of the circuit 
will appear at the inverting input of 
the op -amp, resulting in a reading 
four times as great. Now simply 
divide that reading by 4 and corn - 
pute the ratio of the first and sec- 
ond measurements. And then 
refer to Table 1 to find the right 
paper grade for that negative. 

-Phillip W. Albro 
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MARKET CENTER 
CLASSIFIED RATES 

15 word minimum: $37.50, $2.50 per word commercial: $30.00 $2.00 per word personal. Ex- 
panded type ad, $3.75 per word. Ads set in all bold -face type at 20% premium. Ads set with back - 
ground screen at 25% premium. Display ads 1 - 2W - $270.00; 2" x 2V - $540.00; 3" x 2t - 

$810.00. General Information: frequency rates and prepayment discounts are available. Payment must 
accompany order. Copy subject to publishers approval. Must be typewritten or printed. First word set in 

all capitals and boldface: Advertisers using P.O. Boxes must supply permanent address and tele- 
phone numbers. Orders are not acknowledged. They wiill appear in the next available issue after 
receipt. Copy to be in our hands on the 20th of the third month preceding the date of the issue (i.e. August 
issue closed May 20th. When normal closing date falls on Saturday, Sunday or a holiday issue closes on 
preceding working day. Send order and remittance to Classified Advertising Radio-Electronics, 200 
Park Avenue South.New York, New York 10003. For your convenience a simplified order form Is 
provided on this page. 

FOR SALE 
CABLE -N Secrets -the outlaw publication the ca- 
ble companies tried to ban. HBO, Movie Channel, 
Showtime, descramblers, converters, etc. Sup- 
pliers list included. $8.95. CABLE FACTS, Box 711 - 

R, Pataskala, OH 43062. 

RESISTORS 1/4W &V2W5% 3 cents. 1 %metalfilms, 
precision custom wirewounds, $1.00 refundable to: 
JR INDUSTRIES, 5834.8 Swancreek, Toledo, OH 
43614. 

FREE catalog featuring scanner accessories, car - 
rier/subcarrier detectors, voice scramblers, unusual 
kits. CAPRI ELECTRONICS, Route 1R, Canon, GA 
30520. 

THE Intelligence Library- Restricted technical in- 
formation & books on electronic surveillance, sur- 
veillance- device schematics, lock -picking, In- 
vestigation. weapons, identification docu- 
ments, covert sciences, etc. The best selection 
available. Free brochures. MENTOR, (Dept. Z), 
135 -53 No. Blvd., Flushing, NY 11354. 

CABLE -N equipment, notch filters for "beeping" 
channels. Information $1.00. GOLDCOAST, PO 
Box 63/6025 RE, Margate, FL 33063. 

RF parts /Motorola transistors. MRF454 $16.00. 
MRF455 $12.00. Catalog available. RF PARTS CO., 
1320 -4 Grand, San Marcos, CA 92069. (619) 744- 
0720. 

RECONDITIONED test equipment. $1.00 for cata- 
log. JAMES WALTER TEST EQUIPMENT, 2697 
Nickel, San Pablo, CA 94806. 

DIGITALKER Speech Synthesizer has 136 word 
vocabulary. Interfaces with parallel port of your com- 
puter. PCB and plans $12.00. JIM RHODES, INC. 
1025 Ransome Lane, Kingsport, TN 37660. 

WHOLESALE MATV /CATV equipment, antenna, 
accessories, cartridges, radios, speakers, wires. 
(718) 897 -0509, D&WR, 68 -12110 Street. Flushing, 
NY 11375. 

LATEST bug -detection equipment for home or of- 
fice. Literature, $1.00. CLIFTON, Box 220 -X, Miami, 
FL 33168. 

NLA OBS, Panasonic, GE, Admiral, 50% off net. 
TROY TV, 76 Second, Troy, NY 12180. 

BIGGEST TI -99/4A selection. Newest exciting soft- 
ware and hardware bargains. Hard to get items. 
Send for free catalog. Fast service. DYNA, Box 690, 
Hicksville, NY 11801. 

WANTED: RCA, Cunningham, 14Vestern Electric, 
Genalex, Telefunken, GE, Sylvania, McIntosh, Mar - 
antz, Altec, JBL, Tannoy: Tubes, amplifièrs, speak- 
ers. (713) 728 -4343, MAURY, 11122 Atwell, 
Houston, TX 77096. 

TOP -quality imported, domestic kits, surplus, dis- 
count electronics, computer componets. Free cata- 
log TEKTRASONIX, 175 Fifth Ave., Suite 3194, 
N.Y., NY 10010. 

CABLE- television facts and secrets. Now you 
can get the informative publication that CAN com- 
panies have been unsuccessfully trying to get 
banned for 15 years. Movie Channel, HBO, and 
Showtime converters, etc. Send $8.75 to: CABFAX, 
P.O. Box 091196, Bexley, OH 43209. 

TUBES, new, unused. Send self- addressed, stamp- 
ed envelope for list. FALA ELECTRONICS, Box 
1376 -2, Milwaukee, WI 53201. 

FREE Pay -TV reception. "How -To" book. HBO, 
Showtime, Cinemax. $4.95. DIPTRONICS, Box 80 
(R4), Lake Hiawatha, NJ 07034. 

CABLE -TV converters and descramblers. Low 
prices, dealers wanted. Send $5.00 for catalog. R & 
M DISTRIBUTORS, Box 266 -1, Boston, MA 02190, 
(617) 871 -5838 

CONVERTERS all types for all systems. Lowest 
prices anywhere, quantity discounts, dealer inquir- 
ies accepted. Send $1.00 for catalog, PG VIDEO 
CORP., PO Box 296, Latham, NY 12110. (518) 
274 -6593. 

AUTOMOTIVE Security Catalog. 1984, 24 -page 
color catalog, $2.00. ASE, Dept. 1, PO Box 382, 
Plainview, NY 11803. 

COMPUTER hacking: Learn how it's perpetrated 
and prevent it! Details free: A.T.I.S.. 61 Gatchell, 
Buffalo, NY 14212, 

RADAR JAMMER! 
o 

..,. 

Causes speed radar guns to read out either: -a per- 
centage of your true speed. or whatever speed you dial in 

Activated by your Escort and most other detectors 
Especially effective against instant -on radar 
Operates on both X and K bands (not FCC approved) 
MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE, If not satisfied. 

WARNING. The device described in this literature is not 
legal for use against police radar 

Complete literature & plans package. send $14.95 to: 

Philips Instrument Design Co. Inc. 
9513 S.W. Barbur. Blvd. #109S. Portland. OR. 97219 

VISA and M/C order line: (503) 626 -6764 

COMMODORE 64 and VIC -20, 21. Free pro- 
grams, PUBLIC DOMAIN INC., PO Box 190 K, 
West Milton, OH 45383. 

SURPLUS test equipment, RF and Power, B &K, 
Leader, Simpson, Tektronix, catalog $2.00, R.C.S., 
Box 1382, Washington, D.C. 20013. 

DESCAMBLERS for downconverters. High gain. 
Send $2.00. RB ELECTRONICS, PO Box 643, Ka- 
lamazoo, MI 49005. 

USED book list: Electronics, physics, mechanical, 
mathematics, computers. 37 cents stamps: SOFT- 
WAVE COMMUNICATIONS, 1515 Sashabaw, Or- 
tonville, MI 48462. 

CABLE- N converters, Zenith, Scientific Atlanta, 
Jerrold, Oak, others available. Fast service, 
UNITED ELECTRONICS SUPPLY, PO Box 1206, 
Elgin IL 60121. (312) 697 -0600. 

CONVERTER, UHF to channel four. Featuring AFC 
and fully assembled, trapped and aligned hi -gain IF 
for clear pictures. Plug in 2" x 5" PC kit for both 
sinewave and gated sync. Complete with case in- 
cluding shipping UPS $295.00. Free information. 
VISTA, 717 Front Street, Lisle, IL 60532. 

FREE catalog, 99 cent kits- audio, video, TV, 
computer parts. ALLKIT, 434 West 4th Street, West 
Islip, NY 11795. 

CB Sams 1 thru 214 $3.50 each, Sencore CB -42 
Digital analyzer recalibrated $500.00. Complete 
Sencore DVM -32 $60.00, (816) 444 -7566, 19 East 
56th Street, Kansas City, MD 64113. 

DESCRAMCILERS 
AMERICAN -CANADIAN 

New Satellite Descramblers 
C -1000 / ZENITH TYPE 

iming DcablemDlsy suer res air and 
'cable sync 

'over 
suppressed active 

video inversion signals 

ilavReady to go C C t 000 
Complete lit C 1000 
Printed Circuit & Manual 

379 95 
214 95 

24 95 

11 
C -100 / JERROLD TYPE 

Cable Descrambler for ieband gated 
suppressed systems 

Ready to go C-100 119 95 
Complete Kit C.t0OK S4 95 

SENDS.? FOR COMPLETE INFORMATIVE CATALOG r!' 
DETERMINE WHAT TYPE YOU NEED 

Buy 1 kit 
Get 2nd kit 
at 1/2 price 

J & D ENGINEERING 
P.O. Box 6099 

Falmouth, Maine 04105 

(617) 837-8431 
Dealers Wanted 

Special Quantity Pricing 
COD's -OK 

4 I a D products are en sneered nor meet, +u Ye Duafanleea 
50 dass S we stand behind o r Droducis where Others ran to 

NEWEST cable -TV facts. Manual includes: theory, 
schematics of popular descramblers and convert- 
ers, secret techniques and more. $11.00 cash. Free 
CAN equipment catalog. ELECTRON, Box 169,17 
No. State Street, Room 1222, Chicago, IL 60602. 

GUARANTEED quality surplus for less! Free flyer. 
ELECTRONIX LTD., 3214 South Norton, Sioux 
Falls, SD 57105. 

CORDLESS phone owners. Increase distance, re- 
duce static on 1.7 49MHz phones. Details $1.00 
refundable. HP PHONES, Box 273, Mesa. AZ 
85201. 

DELUXE cable /UHF converters. Zenith, SSAVI -1- 
$199.95. Zenith Cable- $229.95. Jerrold, Oak and 
others available. Dealers wanted. $2.00 catalog - 
UNITED ELECTRONIC SUPPLY, Box 1323, Elgin, 
IL 60121-0119. (312) 697 -0600. 

COCO owners -Free color computer software and 
hardware catalogue. SPECTRUM, Box 9866. San 
Jose, CA 95157 -0866. 

INDIVIDUAL photofact folders. No. 1 to no. 1400, 
$3.00 postpaid. LBT, 414 Chestnut Lane, East 
Meadow, NY 11554. 

CANADIANS. Pay -TV and satellite descramblers 
for all areas. Send $1.00 for details to F.T. ELEC- 
TRONICS, Box 2126, Niagara Falls, NY 14302. 

This is an expanded type ad. Notice the in- 
creased visibility. Yes, you'll pay a premium 
for this kind of ad. But it will help your ad 

stand out from the rest. For ordering infor- 
mation, see top of Market Center listing. 

TECNICA 140 channel cable converter fully remote 
sound and video unit only $149.00. Jerrold LCC58 
converter only $79.00. Jerrold DRZ450 converter 
90 channel auto tuning only $89.00. All units carry 
full manufacturers' warranty specials while they last. 
For catalog send $3.00. Thanks. REDCOAT ELEC- 
TRONICS, 104 -20 68th Drive, Forest Hills, NY 
11375, (212) 459-5088. 

UNBELIEVABLE low prices. No surplus: Memo- 
ries. microprocessors. linear, melody IC's. We have 
what others haven't. Catalogue -$2.00. K. 
BOUFAL -ELECTRONICS CONSULTANT. 244 
Fitzwater Street, Philadelphia. PA 19147. 

This ad is set with a background screen. 
Notice how it stands out on the page: It incurs 
a 25 °e premium charge. Perhaps your next 
ad could have a screen background. For more 
information, see top of Market Center listing. 
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CIRCLE 109 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

UHF Descramblers. Gated, sinewave, Zenith. 
Low prices! Free information. Catalog $1.00. 
Dealers wanted! Visa/MasterCard. AIS SATEL- 
LITE, Box 1226 -S, Dublin, PA 18917, (215) 
249 -9411. 

NOTCH filter for Cable -TV. Channels 2- 6,14 -22, A -I. 
Send $20.00 for sample and quantity price list. 
Specify channel. Money back guarantee. CAN, PO 
Box 17621, Plantation, FL 33318. 

TROUBLESHOOT faster using Circuit Scanners'". 
Diagnose easily by non -technical comparison of 
displayed waveform. Checks active and passive 
components, assists in locating leaky semiconduc- 
tors. Two models available CS 200, stand alone unit 
with waveform. Storage, $150.00. CS100 interfaces 
with oscillscope, $89.95. User manual only $5.00. 
Send check or money order to: CIRCUIT WORKS, 
PO Box 2566, Culver City, CA 90231. 

RESISTORS I/8W & /4W 1% 5 cents. 10 million in 
stock. Also other sizes. $1.00 Refundable to: G. 
COLLIER, 2227 Dufour Ave., Redondo Beach, CA 
90278. (213) 370 -3352. 

BEST prices: CB equipment, radar dectectors, tele- 
phones, scanners. Free list. CRS, 1578 Central Ave- 
nue, Yonkers, NY 10710. 

WALKMAN style headphones $7.00. Piezo super 
tweeter, 40,000 Hz $8.00. JAMES FIGIELSKI, PO 
Box 42, Florham Park, NJ 07932. No checks. 

SINEWAVE descrambler model MC -3. Non -work- 
ing -new units, supplied with schematic, $29.95 
each 21$49.95. HUDSON CABLE COMPANY, Box 
9179 Niskayuna, NY 12309. (518) 382 -5349. 

COMMODORE 64 and VIC 20 new! Now you can 
have synthesized voice at an affordable price. Voice 
1 complete allophone synthesis. Kit $29.95, as- 
sembled $39.95. Protect your computer with V- 
Guard kit $14.95, assembled $19.95. Inquires to 
IRC. PO Box 60, Mason, OH 45040. 

VOICE synthesizer. Timex TS2068/1000. ML -Pro- 
gram has large expandable vocab., excellent 
sound. 16.95pp, TAD PAINTER, Box 166055, Irving, 
TX 75016. 

COMPUTER display enhancer only $49.50. Visa 
accepted. (201) 627 -0290, COMPONENTS CORP., 
Denville, NJ 07834. 

1C!s at low prices! 74LS374, 74LS245, MC6800 
$1.95! MC1488, MC1489 2/99 cents! LM741 TO5 or 
minidip 5/99 cents! 5 volt 2716, Z80A -S10, Z80A- 
PIO, 6802 $1.95! TMS2716 99 cents! Guaranteed 
IC's removed from sockets. Pay by MasterCard, 
Visa. Free catalog. ERM, 27 Water St., Wakefield, 
Mass 01880.(61 246 -3550. 

CABLE -TV products. Jerrold, Hamlin, and Oak 
converters. Send $3.00 for information. ADDI- 
TIONAL OUTLET CORP., 1041 W. Commercial 
Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale. Fla. 33309. 

UHF, CABLE -TV UNITS 
ZENITH VHF/UHF "Super Z" kit in stock (also 
works on Zenith cable units, Z -TAC) only 179.95. 
Put a sting in those faraway UHF stations with 
our 25dB preamp kit, the "Scorpion" $22.95. 
Large quantity discounts on cable units, N -12's, 
SB, MLD- 1200's, filters. We buy surplus parts, 
excess inventory. We now have over a V. of mil- 
lion dollars in parts stocked, resistors/capaci - 
tors /coils /IC's /many more. Check out our low 
prices. Dealers give us a call on quantity pricing. 
Will ship anywhere. FOB /Salt. C.O.D. welcome. 
Carte Blanche /Diner's Club accepted. UPS dally. 
Add 3% shipping. Maryland residents 5% state 
tax. Credit card orders, information, C.O.D.'s 
and dealer pricing call (301) 574 -7882 or 7883. 
Call or write for free catalog to: S.E. CORPORA- 
TION, PO 9534, Baltimore, MD 21237. 

THE BEST PLACE to BUY, SELL or 
TRADE NEW and USED EQUIPMENT 

NUTS 1. VOLTS MAGAZINE 
BOX I I I 1 PLACENTIA, CA 92670 

1714) 632.7721 
foal Thousands of Readers Nationwide 

Every Month 
ONE YEAR U.S. SUBSCRIPTIONS 

SIE.SS 3ed Or $11.M - In Ora 
031.N L26adeee - 7Pd cI 

NUTS IS VOLTS 

SATELLITE TV 

continued from page 20 

in the 65 to 70% region are com- 
mon; that means more gain from 
the antenna by a dB or two than 
their 1979/80 counterparts. Finally, 
the price per antenna has dropped 
dramatically with our equivalent 10 
footer in 1984 selling for one 
quarter or so of its 1979/80 price. 
All of that has happened for all of 
the obvious reasons: 

1) Volume has gone way up (as 
manyas 500,000 new terminals this 
year, no less than 20% of which 
should be of the 10 -foot size); 

2) Those people who started 
out building antennas years ago 
have caught up with the learning 
curve and every part of the anten- 
na system is now approaching 
state -of- the -art capabilities. 

Satellite changes 
There is one more factor, per- 

haps the most important factor of 
all, to consider. Virtually all of the 
satellites that were providing our 
primary TYRO services in 1979/80 
have been retired, and replaced by 
newer satellites. That has had a 

dramatic effect on TVRO perfor- 
mance. 

Newer satellites are more 
powerful (as much as 9 watts ver- 
sus the older 5 -watt maximum) 
and because they are newer, they 
are "run harder." As satellites grow 
older, their operators (RCA, 
Hughes, Western Union, etc.) be- 
come more conservative in the op- 
erations; 5 -watt "capable" tran- 
sponders are backed off so their 
actual operating power may be 
closer to 4 or even 3 watts. That is 
done without fanfare or an- 
nouncement and the unaffiliated 
TVRO system owner simply sees 
weaker pictures and naturally 
blames his own terminal. 

The higher -power satellites have 
led to the use of smaller and small- 
er dishes with success. Recent 
TVRO industry trade shows have 
seen a proliferation of dishes in 
the 4- to 6 -foot region; some of 

TAKE CARE OF YOUR LUNGS 
THEY'RE ONLY HUMAN. 

AMERICAN t LUNG ASSOCIATION 
The COI,sbmas Sprit PP.Dhs 

Nryac el7nlnhuhJ his ihr puhllahrr a. d puhhó .rrs.co. 

which deliver excellent pictures 
on as many as 30 to 40 channels (a 
function, as always, of where the 
user is located since satellite sig- 
nals continue to be strongest in 
the center of the boresight; that's 
the central midwest in the U.S.). 

Law changes 
Finally, there is the law. TVRO 

users have been called "pirates" 
from the very beginning. That 
there might be close to 900,000 pi- 
rates as 1985 dawns does not 
change the label. 

Something else will; legislation. 
Several influential Senators (i.e. 
Goldwater from Arizona) and Con- 
gressmen have introduced a pair 
of bills in both houses of Con- 
gress; bills that establish Satellite 
Viewing Rights. Those bills made 
excellent progress during 1984, an 
election year when such new bills 
seldom do anything but get a 
number assigned. When the bills 
are passed (and their eventual pas- 
sage seems assured because of the 
excellent efforts of the trade asso- 
ciation SPACE) home TVRO view- 
ers (and equipment sellers) will 
find the "illegal" aspect of _their 
operations a thing of the past. R -E 
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WE HAVE QUALITY PARTS. DISCOUNT PRICES AND FAST SHIPPING! 
TRANSFORMERS 

120 volt 
primarios (fa 

5.6 VOLTS (a 750 MA 
B VOLTS @ ISO MA 
12 VCT @200 MA 

I6 V. @650 MA 
10 VOLTS @ 1 AMP 
24 VOLTS @ 250 MA 
24 VCT 601 AMP 
42 VCT (a I 2 AMP 

53.00 
$1.25 
52.00 

S3.50 
S4.50 
S2.50 
54.50 
S4.50 

WALL 
TRANSFORMER 
ALL ARE 11S VAC 

PLUG IN 

4 VOC @70 MA 
6 VOC @100 MA 
6 VOC @SOO MA 
9 VAC @I AMP 
15 VAC @ 300 MA 
16.5 VAC ,Z 10 VA 
17 VACO S00 MA 

$2.00 
$2.50 
$5.00 
$3.00 
$3.00 
$3.50 
$4.00 

SPRING LEVER 
TERMINALS 

?WO COLOR - 4 
OR 

1f R M ITARD 
UN A STURDY ® ® 

3 ;4" 3 3/4" 
BAKELITE PLATE 
(.HEAT FOR SPEAKER ENCLOSURES 
OR POWER SUPPLIES 

$1.00 EACH 10 FOR $900 

RS -232 EXTENSION 

I INE CONNECTED 
l INES I THROUGH 88 20 
DB25 MALE TO FEMALE 
IO FEF T SHIELDED 

$11.00 EACH 

MULTI - 
SWITCHES 

3 STATION 
NON -INTERLOCKING 

3 - 2PDT SWITCHES 
yy EACH OPERATES 

iAT INDEPENDENTLY 

n.- BETWEEN 
MOUNTING CENTERS 

$1.75 EACH 

5 STATION 
INTERLOCKING 

MADE BY ALPS 
3 -2PDT AND 
2.6POT 
SWITCHES ON FULLY 
INTERLOCKING ASSEMBLY 

3'." BETWEEN 
MOUNTING CENTERS 

$2.50 EACH 

5 STATION 
NON -INTERLOCKING 

SAME AS ABOVE. EXCEPT 
EACH SWITCH OPERATES 

INDEPENDENTLY 
$2.50 EACH 

2 CHANNEL LIGHT ORGAN 
EASILY HOOKS INTO STEREO SPEAKERS 
AND ALLOWS 110 VAC LIGHTS TO DANCE 
WITH MUSIC TWO SEPARATE 110 VAC 
OUTPUTS FOR HIGH AND LOW FREQUENCY 
AUDIO SIGNALS USE TWO ORGANS FOR 
STEREO 

$6.50 PER UNIT 

COLOR LIGHT STRING AVAILABLE $1.75 EA 

MIKE 
CONNECTOR 

S CONDUCTOR IN -LINE PLUG 
AND CHASSIS MOUNT JACK 
TWIST LOCK STYLE. SAME AS 
SWITCHCRAFT 12CL5M. 
$2.50 PER SET 

METER 
0 - 15 V.D.C. 

THIS 2-1/4 
SQUARE METER 
MEASURES 
0-15 VDC 

$4.50 EACH 

SUB -MINIATURE 
D TYPE 

CONNECTOR 

úlll:ll - 

SOLDER TYPE SUB -MINIATURE 
CONNECTORS USED FOR 
COMPUTER HOOK UPS 

DB-I5 PLUG $2.75 
DB-15 SOCKET $4.00 
DB-15 HOOD $1.50 
DB-25 PLUG $2.75 
DB 25 SOCKET $3.50 
DB 25 HOOD $1.25 

"PARALLEL" 
PRINTER 

CONNECTOR 
I LER ,T/I/ ,' 1 . . y PIN MAI 1 

P UN 
(' ARAI IEI 

DATA í :.f11 í . 

5.50 EACH 

I.D.C. MALE 
<.MI. AS A90VE. 

WILL 
PRESS 
FIT ON 
STANDARD 

RIBBON CABLE 

$8.00 EACH 

FREE! FREE! FREE' SEND FOR 
LINE CORDS 

TWO WIRE 
6' 1899 TWO WIRE 

3 FOR $1.00 

THREE WIRE 
1$ INCH 18ga THREE WIRE 

2 for $1.00 
8 FOOT 18ga THREE WIRE 

$2.00 EACH 

TRANSISTORS 
2N706 
2N2222A 
PN2222 
2N2904 
2N2905 
2N2907 

4 FOR $1.00 
3 FOR $1.00 
4 FOR $1.00 
3 FOR $1.00 
3 FOR $190 
3 FOR SI 00 

KEY 
ASSEMBLY 

5 KEY 
4E $1.00 

EACH 

CONTAINS 5 SINGLE -POLE 
NORMALLY OPEN SWITCHES 

MEASURES 3 3/4' LONG 

6 KEY 
$1.25 
EACH 

CONTAINS 6 SINGLE -POLE 
NORMALLY OPEN SWITCHES 

MEASURES 4 I 4" LONG 

BATTERY 
OPERATED 

SMOKE DETECTOR 

v 
BRK MODEL /ER 
UL APPROVED 
9 VOLT BATTERY OPERATION 
FOR CEILING OR WALL MOUNT 

$8.00 EACH (P FOR SI5 ('I 

POWER SUPPLY W/ PRE-AMP 
THIS SUPPLY WAS USED TO POWER 

AN 8 TRACK /CASSETTE UNIT IT 

WILL SUPPLY APPROX 18 VDC AND 
INCLUDES A SMALL PRE -AMP TO 
BOOST SIGNAL LEVEL 
RCA PLUGS FOR LINE IN, OUT 

TOLL FREE ORDERS ONLY 
1- 800.826.5432 
(ORDER ONLY) 
(IN CALIFORNIA. 1- 800 -258 -6666) 

ALASKA. HAWAII. 
OR INFORMATION 
1213)380 -8000 

$4.50 EACH 

7 CONDUCTOR 
RIBBON CABLE 

/- Imo\ 

SPECTRA STRIP RED MARKER 
STRIP 28 GA STRANDED WIRE 
$5.00 PER ROLL (100 FT1 

NEW C B STYLE MIKE WITH 
PUSH S PD T SWITCH 
$5.00 EACH 

PUSHBUTTON 
POWER SWITCH 

A a 

DOUBLE POLE POWER SWITCH 
PUSH -ON. PUSH.OFF 
$1.00 EACH 

SWITCHES 
MINI -PUSH BUTTON 
S P S T MOMENTARY 
NORMALLY OPEN 
1/4" BUSHING 

354 EACH 
10 FOR $3 25 

100 FOR $3000 

SPECIFY COLOR 

RED. BLACK. WHITE. 

GREEN. YELLOW. 

ROTARY 
SWITCH 

1PO6E 
ON 

4 
754 EACH 10 for S6 00 

NE 
LARGER! 

RELAYS 
MINIATURE 

6 VDC RELAY 
SUPER SMALL 
SPOT RELAY. 
GOLD COBALT 
CONTACTS 

RATED 1 AMP AT 30 VDC. 
HIGHLY SENSITIVE. TTL 
DIRECT DRIVE POSSIBLE. 
OPERATES FROM 4 3 TO 
6 V. COIL RES 220 OHM 

1 3.16" 13/32' 7/16" 
AROMAT P RSD -AV 

$1.50 EACH 10 FOR $13 50 

14r4t 
r*- 
.r.-'I1 

13 VDC RELAY 
CONTACT S P N C 

10 AMP @ 120 VAC 
ENERGIZE COIL TO 
OPEN CONTACT 

COIL 13 VDC 650 OHMS 
SPECIAL PRICE $1.00 EACH 

4 PDT RELAY 
14 pen Style 

3 amp contacts 
24 volt d C or 
120 volt a c Dal 
Used but fully lasted 

$1.70 EACH 
specify coil voltage 
LARGE QUANTITIES AVAILABLE 

SOCKETS FOR RELAY Ns sock 

REVERATI60N UNIT 

$7.50 EACH 

ACCUTRONICS COIL SPRING TYPE UNITS. USED IN 
ELECTRONIC ORGANS TO PROVIDE ACOUSTIC DELAY 
SOUND EFFECTS INPUT IMPEDANCE 80HMS. OUTPUT 
IMPEDANCE 2250 OHMS 4'/. . 16./."11 r/ 

SOUND AND VIDEO MODULATOR 
FOR TI. COMPUTER 
T. I. 0 LM13H1 -1. DESIGNED FOR USE 
WITH T.I. COMPUTERS. CAN BE USED WITH 

VIDEO SQIRCES. BUILT -IN A/R SWITCH. 
CEWIEL 3 OR 4 SELECTION SWITCH. 
OPERATES CN 12 VOC. HOOK UP DIAGRAM 
INCLUDED. $10.00 EACH 

2K 10 TURN 
MULTI -TURN POT 

SPECTROL 
*MOD 534-7161 

$5.00 EACH 

EDGE 
CONNECTORS 

ALL ARE 156 SPACING 

10 PIN EDGE 
CONNECTOR 

TRW 50-IO-A -20 $2.00 EACH 

18/36 GOLD 
SOLDER EYELET $2.00 EACH 

22/4$ TIN 
P C STYLE, NO MOUNTING EARS 

$1.50 EACH 10 FOR $14.00 

22/4$ GOLD 

PC STYLE 62.00 EACH 
10 FOR 518.00 

28/56 GOLD 
28'56 GOLD PLATED CONTACTS 
156 CONTACT SPACING 

$2.50 EACH IO FOR $22 00 

PHOTO -FLASH 
CAPACITORS 

170 MFD 330 VOLT 
1 118 7/8" 

2 FOR $1.50 10 FOR$700 

tagoil 
750 MFD 330 VOLT 

2'- HIGH 1 1.4" DIA 
S1.25 EACH 10FOR$ll 00 

120V INDICATOR 

NEON INDICATOR RATED 
120 V 1/3 W MOUNTS IN 
5/16 HOLE RED LENS 

754 EACH 
10 FOR $7 00 

100 FOR SRS 00 

SOLID STATE 
RELAY LTA 
HEINEMANN ELECTRIC 
4101 55- 140 -5 AMP 
CONTROL 3.32110C 
LOAD. 140VAC 5 AMPS 
SIZE. 2X 1 X 

W HIGH 
$5.00 10 FOR $45.00 

48 PAGE CATALOG FREE! FREE! FREE! 

COMPUTER 
GRADE 

CAPACITORS 
2,000 m1d. 200 VOC 
13/4 -DIA . 5 HIGH $2.00 

3,600 mfd. 40 VDC 
1 3/8 DIA 3 3.4- HIGH $1.00 

6,400 mid. 60 VDC 
13/8 -DIA 4 1/4" HIGH $2.50 

22,000 mfd. 40 VDC 
2- DIA 6- HIGH 

31,000 mfd. 15 VDC 
I3/4 -DIA 4 -HIGH 

72,000 mid. 15 VDC 
2" DIA 4 3/8-HIGH 

185,000 mid. 6 VDC 
2I/2 "DIA 41/2 "HIGH 

$3.00 

$2.50 

$3.50 

$1.50 

CLAMPS TO FIT CAPACITORS Me e. 

SLIDE i POTS 

100K linear tapa 
2' LONG 
1 518" TRAVEL 754 EACH 

500K linear taper 
2 7/8 LONG 
1 3/4" TRAVEL 754 EACH 

DUAL 100K audio taper 
3 1/2 LONG 
2 1/2 TRAVEL $1.50 EACH 

IF?CRYSTALS 
CASE STYLE HC33 /U 

COLORBURST 
2 MHZ 3579 545 KC 

$3.50 EACH $1.00 EACH 

METAL OXIDE 
VARISTOR 

G E 4 V82ZA12 
50 VOLTS. NOMINAL D C 
VOLTAGE 5/8" DIAMETER 

2 FOR $1.50 

MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES 
ALL ARE RATED 5 AMPS 12$ VAC 

S.P.D.T. S.P.D.T. S.P.D.T. 
(on -on) A (on -on) A> (on-off-on)J 

SOLDER LUG 
TERMINALS 
$1.00 EACH 
10 FOR $900 
100 FOR S80 

P C STYLE 
NON THREADED 
BUSHING 
754 EACH 

0 FOR $700 

S.P.D.T. 
(on- off -on) 
NON THREADED 
BUSHING 
B C STYLE 
754 EACH 
10 FOR ST 00 

S.P.D.T. 
(on -on) 

PC LUGS I 
THREADED 
BUSHING 
$1.00 EACH 
10 FOR $9 00 
100 FOR $50 00 

SOLDER LUG 

$1.00 EACH 
10 FOR $900 
100 FOR S80 00 

D.P.D.T. 
(on -on) 
SOLDER LUG 
TERMINALS 
$2.40 EACH 
10 FOR $1900 $ 
100 FOR $19000 

ALL ELECTROflICS CORK 
905 S. VERMONT AVE. P.O. BOX 20406 LOS ANGELES, CA 90006 

6228 SEPULVEDA BLVD. VAN NUYS. CA 91411 

L.E.D.'S 
STANDARD JUMBO 

DIFFUSED 
RED 10 FOR $1.50 

GREEN 10 FOR $2.00 
YELLOW 10 FOR $2.00 

FLASHER LED 
5 VOLT OPERATION 

A. RED JUMaO SIZE 
$1.00 EACH 

BI POLAR LED 
2 FOR 5170 

LED HOLDERS 
TWO PIECE HOLDER e 1pL 
FOR JUMBO LED FF 

10 FOR 654 200 FOR $1000 

CLEAR CLIPLITE 
HOLDER 

MAKE LED A FANCY 
INDICATOR CLEAR 
4 FOR $1.00 

3 1/2" SPEAKER 

eFULL 
CE, 

FULL RANGE 

SPEAKER. 
0 8 OZ MAGNET. 

4V 4" DIAGONAL 
MCUNT INGG CENTERS. 

$2.50 EACH 
ICI FOR 520.00 

SOLID STATE 
BUZZER 
STAR SMB.06L 

TTLOCOMPATIBLE 
$1.00 EACH 

10 FOR $9.00 

QUANTITIES LIM TED 
MINIMUM ORDER 51000 
USA 52 50 SHIPPING 
FOREIGN ORDERS 

INCLUDE SUFFICIENT 
SHIPPING 

CALIF RES ADD 612' 
NO C O D' 

VM 

I 
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PLANS AND KITS 
PRINTED -circuit boards Quick prototypes. pro- 
duction. design, reflow solder. Send print or 
description for quote to KIT CIRCUITS, Box 235, 
Clawson, MI 48017. 

HI -FI speaker kits. auto speaker systems and 
speaker components from the world's finest man- 
ufacturers. For beginners and experts Free liter- 
ature. A & S SPEAKERS, Box 7462R, Denver, CO 
80207 (303) 399 -8609 

CABLE -TV converters: Jerrold, Hamlin, SB -3. 
AN -3. Mini -Code. Zenith & more UHF converters: 
Deluxe II sinewave kits $95.00, gated pulse add on 
$70.00. Complete units $195.00. with gated pulse 
$255.00. (Quantity discounts.) Repairs of all con- 
verters & cable boxes. Send SASE (54 cents 
postage) or call for into. 1 (312) 637 -4408. HIGGINS 
ELECTRONICS, 6014 W. Nelson, Chicago. IL 
60634. No Illinois orders accepted. 

REVERBERATION 
FOR ORGANS 

Solid state with controls for rever- 
beration and room size. 
EVERY ORGAN SHOULD 
OWN ONE. Send for free flyer - 

DEVTRONIX ORGANS. INC. 
6101 WAREHOUSE WAY 

SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA 95626 Det. B 

PROJECTION TV...Convert your TV to project 7 
foot picture...Results comparable to $2,500.00 proj- 
ectors...Total cost less than $30.00... Plans and 8" 
lens $19 95 ..Illustrated information free. MAC - 
ROCOMA-GD, Washington Crossing, PA 18977. 
Creditcard orders 24 hours, (215) 736 -3979. 

DESCRAMBLERS for Westar and Comstar Satel- 
lites. Also Deluxe II UHF sinewave kit. $140.00. 
Semikit $180.00. Information $3.00. SOUTH FLOR- 
IDA SATELLITE. Box 523153. Miami, FL 33152. 

flrira 

w.1196- -- i \ ' - ,. ... ., ,, 
-Led., 16r 
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si\t rrt!!1:41 7V.trt 
1984 Mali Order Catalog 

The One Stop Electronic Shop! 
Call Toll FREE 1.800 - 343.0874 

In the United States: 
Mail Orders 
P.O. Box 8000 
Westborough, Mass. 
01581 
(Mass) (617) 366 -0500 

In Canada: 
Montreal 
5651 Rue Ferrier 
Montréal, Québec 
H4P 1N1 
(514) 731 -7441 

Ottawa 
1023 Merivale Road 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1 Z 6A6 
(613) 728 -7900 

Boston 
133 Flanders Road 
Westborough, Mass. 
01581 
(617) 366 -9684 

Toronto 
14 Carlton Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5B 1K5 
(416) 977-7692 

Calgary 
3220 -5th Ave. N.E. 
Bay 2 
Calgary, Alberta 
T2A 5N1 
(403) 235 -5300 

Seattle) 
13107 Northup 
Bellevue, Wash. 
98004 
(206) 1381 -8191 

Downstriew 
86 St. Regis Cr. N. 
Downsview, Ontario 
M3J 1Y& 
(416) 63%0400 
vanaolllpìar 
3070 Kingeway 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V5R 5J7 

(604) 438 -3321 

Visit your nearest Active store, 411, write or circle 
the Reader Service Card for your copy;of Active's new catalog. 

CIRCLE 51 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

WIDE stereo ambience for your component audio 
system. Inexpensive locally available parts. Circuit 
details S6 00. ROBERT SINCLAIR, 12215 L.B.J. 
Freeway, Suite 334, Garland, TX 75041. 

SSAVI kit repair Our technicians are experts at 
troubleshooting the FV -3. FV -4, FV -5, and Super -Z 
kits for $95.00 plus $5.50 postage & handling. UHF 
preamp kit -25dB of gain. 75 ohm input output 
price $25.95. UHFiVHF'FM amplifier -24dB of 
gain, 75 ohm input'output and completely as- 
sembled for $39.95. MD residents add 5%. 
HOWARD RESEARCH AND DESIGN. Box 204, 
Ellicott City, MD 21043, (301) 465 -8116 

HERO -1 RS232C software'hardware interface. 
110 -1200 baud upload download utility $55 00 U.S. 
MasterCard Visa. DAYCO ENTERPRISES, Box 
3374 Clearwater B.C.. Canada VOE 1NO 

This ad is set with a background screen. 
Notice how it stands out on the page. This 
ad incurs a 25% premium charge. Perhaps 
your next ad could have a screen back- 
ground. For ordering information, see top 
of Market Center listing. 

CRYSTAL radios! Plansi Kits' Plans and catalog 
$3 00 COUNTRY CRAFTS INC., Box 310, Edge - 
wood, NM 87015. 

CATALOG: Hobby, CB. broadcasting! Linears, 
transmitters, bugs. scramblers, downconverters, 
antennas, modifications, more! PANAXIS. Box 130 - 
F12, Paradise. CA 95969. 

NEW! Sensational sound quality! Factory as- 
sembled module converts mono to stereo, or en- 
hances stereo with two distinct modes. Gives 3dB 
gain. .1% THD, between 30 -20kHz $44.95 plus 
$2.50. California add 6.5 %. SINETRON. Box 
661571, Sacramento, CA 95866. 

DESCRAMBLER kits repaired for Februarys is- 
sue $24.00 parts & labor, $2.50 S&H, for details 
send $1 00 (otter void in Massachusetts.) 6 -8 weeks 
returns, NORTH EASTON ELECTRONICS. PO 
Box 534, North Easton. MA 02356 

SPEECH synthesizer -unlimited vocabulary. 
Schematics and programs for Apple, VIC, Comm 
64, color computer, TRS80, $6.00. Talking Clock 
for VIC, Comm 64, $3.00. All Radio Shack parts. 
MICROTALK. 39 Raymond St., Providence. RI 
02908. 

DIGITAL Klock kit plays 1 -of -12 melodies each 
quarter hour. Displays time. date. and other fea- 
tures Send $2 50 for assembly plans and pricing to 
KERBER KLOCK KO., 36117 Hillcrest, Eastlake, 
OH 44094. 

COMPUTER -laser disk interface, build your own. 
Schematics. parts list and sample program $12.00. 
IRATA, 2562 East Glade, Mesa. AZ 85204. 

QUALITY printed -circuit boards. 15 cents sq -in. 
Free drilling Quantity discounts. INTERNATIONAL 
ENTERPRISE. 6452 Hazel Circle, Simi Valley. CA 
93063. 

DESCRAMBLER plans. New design decodes 
gated sync suppressed signals- newest pilotless 
method Circuit boards, most parts from Radio 
Shack. Detailed theory, drawings. schematics, in- 
structions $14.95 plus $2.00 shipping. DIRIJO 
CORP. Box 212, Lowell, NC 28098. 

TUBES $2.49. Large inventory including rare types. 
SASE brings lists. ADNF. 6690 7 Mile, S. Lyon, MI 
48178. 

INVENTORS! 
IDEAS have value! Ever think of an idea. forget it, 
and see it later on the market? Many people don't 
forget, act quickly, and are rewarded by American 
industry. Write down your idea! We offer free dis- 
closure registration and initial consultation regard- 
ing your idea's potential value. Call or write without 
delay for your free information package. AMER- 
ICAN INVENTORS CORPORATION, 82 Broad 
Street. Dept. RE. Westfield. MA 01086, (413) 
568 -3753. A fee based marketing company. Offices 
coast to coast. 

REEL -TO -REEL TAPES 
AMPEX professional series open reel tape, t800 -or 
2400 -feet on 7 -inch reels, used once. Case of 40. 
$45.00. toi /z t 3600 feet and cassettes available. 
MasterCard.Visa. VALTECH ELECTRONICS, Box 
6 -RE, Richboro, PA 18954 (215) 322 -4866. 

www.americanradiohistory.com



ADVANCED 
COMPUTER 

ODLJCTS 

RAM UP- GRADES 

MICROPROCESSORS 

64K D RAM (4164- 200nS) 
9 pcs for 550 °° 

16K D RAM (4116- 200nS) 
8 pcs for 51295 

REPEAT OF SELL -OUT 

58 Key Unencoded Keyboard 

S1 995 
ea. 

TM, d a new 58 key lmal Kayboa- i 

rneSdactured by orator manufacturer II 

0411300110 wee SPST keys unattached bany 
PC 064M Soled melded 80440,c Was rraa 
Sur)11 -8- 

Unencoded 
Key Pad 

15 key Keypad wee 
70 keys aree tao. re 

1 I 

a "4 
q 

99 
,. 

STEPPER MOTOR 
Ope141es 05 895y!-79 
12VDC n ono Oeealon 
and Ilan r In9 
polarity (Or altar* 
vela) Uses 12VDC. 
CIOCk Wife Rolakdn. 
Rlad 3 RPM all 4 

P P S 4.44 S degree 
0101X989 57701 

ACP Price 
$395 

10 for $34.95 

UV "EPROM" 
ERASER 

Model 
DE-4 

8995 
Holds 4 EPROM 

e 112794 

Model S -527 $325.00 

RS232 
SIGNAL TESTER 

CE %RS232 
LINE TESTER 
I71 LED 1274.1016 

Only 

Other St lee Alao Available 

CORCOM FILTER 
Popular 

CORCOM 
Filter 

6-'4" 
l rw Cord AMI 53.50 Pat 

SWITCHER 

SPECIAL 
by ASTEC 

Ongnally desgned for the Apple III 

5 6, 4 06 
5 " 25A 

12 ., 25A 
12 1, 30A 

only 

$4995 
MISC. HI-TECH 

CONNECTORS 

0825P 1852321 
08255 Female 
Hood 
5,9 wee Hood. Salo 
2550 S/T. Appa 
2550 WW. Appa 
31 492 ST. IBM 

31162 WW. IBM 
50100 WW. S-100 Connector 
50100 S?. 5-100 Connelp 

52.95 
3.25 
1 49 

e95 
3.95 
4.9S 
4.95 
5.95 
4.95 
3.95 

tN ái,><KeL` WIeÌKiÌ 
7.645 $14 75 
611645 1750 
6847 1150 
14714rr+14SP 15 75 
MC1372 675 
71.459918 39.95 

9275 
7220 
COM5027 
C0M5077 
6350 
6545 

tou 
,M9'1 
68002 
6403 
MOO 

688139E 
6800 
6ee09 
6502 
65024 
65029 

$34 95 
89 50 
1795 
22 00 
39 95 
21 50 

M 75 9749 $4995 
995 11755 3996 

55.37 995 2810 17 
6033 695 2608 

2095 6030 11 95 809 
19 50 Pao 350 26001 7171 

13 50 9065 4 75 2.002 . - 

1295 8041542 1100 F-63550 '. 
P 95 8098 A 95 2650 
1150 8067 19900 1802 

2795 9065 2995 8008.E 
4 75 8080 94 93 2501 

650 574 34 95 29018 
T74,77 

WE STOCK IN DEPTH 
CALL FOR VOLUME PRICING 

702 

2766 
2758 
2716 

27161 
7e.27111 

154.925,6 
9452532 

1425 
385 
4 5 
575 
7 50 
s25 
5 75 

EPROMS 
2732 $4 75 

2732250 925 
2732200 995 
273244 6 75 

27324 9 75 

273242 1300 
2764 6 75 

2764-250 9775 
2764-200 1650 

66764 3996 

N766 41 96 

27126 27 95 

520340 1450 
52040 1350 

STATIC RAMS 
2101 S275 
21021 99 
210214 I 29 
21021-2 1 49 
2111 2.75 
2112 289 
2114 1 49 
21141-2 1 09 

2147 $4 75 
2016 -200 495 
2016150 595 
2016100 695 
4044-4 3.95 
4044-2 6 50 
4118 950 
5514 3.50 

5516 $7195 
6118-4 4 95 
61162 8 75 

6118LP-4 6.90 
6116LF2 10.95 
26132 3250 
14616264 47.50 
6167 9.95 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
8404027 $185 4116200 $149 
07-13110 895 4164.200 595 
U7041 I 895 4164.150 6.75 
14415280 295 MC6605 850 
MM5290 1 49 1MS4164.15 850 
(0845298 749 41256 7995 

WE STOCK MOST OBSOLETE RAMS. 
CALL FOR YOUR HARD TO FIND PARTS. 

8000 SUPPORT 
8155 $9 95 6238 54 75 8271 $74 95 
8156 9 95 8243 5 50 8272 37 50 
8202 23 50 8250 10 50 8275 34 96 
8203 36 50 8251 5 95 8279 1395 

8205 325 8251A 995 8279-5 995 
8212 1 95 8253 6 50 8282 7 95 
8214 4 50 8253-5 9 95 8283 7 95 
0216 1 95 8255 5 95 8284 7 95 
9224 2 20 82554 9 95 8286 7 95 
6226 2 75 9257 7 25 8287 7 95 
8228 3 35 82575 9 95 8288 24 95 
8237 18 50 8250 7 25 8209 48 50 
8237-5 21 50 8259-5 37 50 

DATA ACOUI N 

DACO1 
DAC08 
DAC 100 
DAC0900 
DAC0608 
DAC1020 
DAC1022 
F9708 

18145740MC 995 1381F 155) 5475 t691 
AYS 2376 13 75 2513-00113C 9 50 1771 
AYS 3000 73 75 2513 0021C 9 50 1791 
UPD7201 29 95 7107CPL 11 50 1793 
49742003 225 1795 

WE STOCK 741/C a 74C COOS 1797 
2143 

P8110H6 
PALI2H6 
PALIAN 
PAL1016 
P811216 

PALS 
$3 75 

395 
395 
395 
395 

PAL 1414 
PÁ11610 
PAL76R8 
PAL 1686 
PAL16R4 

FUNCTION GEN. 

$395 
9 95 
7 75 
7 75 
775 

161C4024 53 75 LM586 Si 95 
8038 3.75 0R2208 3 75 

UARTS USRTS 
AY5.10134 f395 
405-10144 675 
AY51015 6 75 
TR 16024 3 75 

2350 
8250 
Ik16402 
IM6403 

75180 
75189 
6726 
6728 
8131 
9636 
9¡37 

5595 
7 50 
7 50 
4 95 
2 95 
895 
595 
4 95 

ADC0800 
ADC0004 
ADC0009 
ADC0B17 
MC3470 
140816 
140018 
DACB6FX 

515.25 
395 
4 95 
9 95 
4 95 
I 50 
2 95 
8 95 

DISK SUPPORT 

6500 SUPPORT 
6520 S425 6532 84 75 
6522 6 75 65324 11 75 
6522A 8.50 6545 2150 

65454 526 50 
6551 11 50 
66574 1295 

6800 SUPPORT 
6810 32 75 68840 517 95 68850 
68810 6 75 6843 31 50 6852 
6820 4 25 6644 25 00 6860 
6821 3 75 6845 14 75 6875 
66827 6 75 68845 7750 6860 
6828 7250 6847 77 75 68047 
6840 72 50 6850 3 50 68403 

2.00TC 5395 
285ACTC 5 

Zap6CTC 9 75 

2130P10 ; 95 
2f UAP10 75 

ZIOBPIO 12 50 

65 75 
550 
7 75 
6 25 
2 50 

22 95 
1950 

LINEAR 7400 
781g503 5595 11141414N S190 
79M05 149 1M1458CNN 49 
789 G 1 49 MC 1486N 99 
1MIO6AH 295 MC1489N 99 
19300H 99 LM1196M 89 
LA1301CN 35 15/155661 1 50 
4A1304H I 98 1M18205 95 
LM305H 189 LM 7850N 95 
LM306H 325 1.1.11889N 310 
11.4307CN 29 11542111N 175 
LM308CN 98 LM2900N 99 
1M309K 119 1M2901N 250 
LM310CN 125 LM2917N 296 
L M311 D.CN 89 CA30131 2 19 

17.1312H 1 75 CA30187 1 99 
I.M3I7T 170 CA3021T 149 
LM318CN 149 C630237 2.99 
11.131916H 125 CA30357 275 
I. M3201(704' I 35 CA30397 1.29 
LM3207.00' 139 CA3046N 129 
LM320H-00' I 25 LM3053N 1.19 
LAT3230 4 95 CA3059N 3.19 
LM324N 95 CA3060N 319 
1M33711 5 95 CA3062N 4 95 
LM338K 695 11.430656 I 49 

LM339N 95 CA30907 129 
11.434016-XX' 175 C83091N 169 
LM3407OC' 125 CA3082N 169 
LM340H-X0' 125 CA3083N 155 
LM344H I 95 CA3088N 90 
164348N 1 20 CA3089N 2 99 
1M35044 560 C23096N 349 
1M359CN 98 CA3097N 199 
11.4300N 1 49 CA31307 1 30 
LM372N 195 CA31407 119 
43M3766 3 75 CA3146N 249 
LM377N 2 75 CA31607 I 19 

LM380C74N 125 CA3190N 195 
LM381N 7 79 CA3410N 59 
1M3831 195 MC3423N 149 
LM386N I 25 MC3460N 395 
LM387N 140 503524N 395 
4.5139051 195 CA3800F1 3.38 
NE531 V T 3 75 LM3900N 59 
NE555V 39 LM3905N 119 
NE556N 98 LM3909F4 9e 
NE 561 T 19 95 1513914N 3.75 
1E56511.71 125 LM3915N 395 
1E5661/V 175 LM3915N 375 
NE567VH 150 RC4131N 2.95 
NE592N 2 75 RC4136N I 10 

LM702H 199 RC4ISIN 3 70 
4.51709N1 29 RC4194TK 195 
LM7IONH 75 RCA195TK 540 
1147114H 39 ULN2001 1.25 
LM715N 1 95 IA.N2003 1.50 
LM723NH 65 SN75150N 59 
LM733N// .9e SN75451N as 
LM739N 1 IS 9147545294 49 
1M7/1CN41 33 5N75453N 49 

LM741061.14 19 9475454N 49 

1307/7/11 75 SN75491N B9 

/54741961 39 52475/9264 99 
LM700074 295 5N75493N 89 
1541310N 190 SN75494N 89 
18C1330 195 71494CN 420 
MC1350 195 11196CP 165 
MC1356 175 11497 195 

74500 
74500 f 39 74S124 6369 745244 5299 
74502 43 745733 54 745251 135 
74503 45 745134 96 745253 I 35 
74504 89 745135 115 745257 129 
74505 52 715136 1.69 745258 1 29 
74509 49 745138 1 99 745260 75 

74509 49 745139 129 745290 2 79 

74510 42 745140 73 745287 2 99 
74511 42 745151 1 29 745298 2 55 
74515 42 745153 1 29 745373 3 10 

74520 42 715157 1 29 745374 3 10 

74522 42 745158 1 29 745397 2 75 

1 U e 74530 42 715160 2 79 745471 7 95 

ZBpDART 

a02 
1705 

2DART 1 

21U80ART 1a95 

28U500 71 so 

280A5gp 7250 
7e5ep 1 1 50 

SO 

268907 11250 
7605732 11 50 

2802573 2 72 50 

28085732 3600 
260509 71 50 

76095739 1250 

LOW PROFILE 
SOCKETS (TIN) 

1-24 2149 50100 

5159'. 1741 $4950 
1600 2793 1950 
22 95 2795 55.50 
25 95 2797 55 50 
27 95 6843 31.50 
44 50 8272 36.00 
1B 95 UP0765A 3600 

INTERFACE 
51 19 

1 19 
1 75 
185 
2 75 

3 75 

8195 
8796 
8097 
8796 
75750 
75154 

f 85 
85 
85 
85 
50 

1 50 

$9 75 
12 50 

7 75 
8 75 

BAUD RATE GEN. 
MC 14411 $11 50 COM5016 51595 
13241941 1050 COM6118 11 95 
34702 12.76 MM5307 11 95 

SOUND CHIPS 
76477 
78488 
76189 
A036910 
4030012 

3350 
590 
850 
695 

12 50 

MC3340 5195 
9C01VUSa 3995 
071050 
091Ypr 34 95 

MM54104 14 95 

CLOCK CHIPS 
MM5369 5350 MM58174 51095 
e9*656167 11 95 995145932 3 95 

1 000 
8432 

2 000 
4 000 
5 000 
50688 
e On 
6 144 

OSCILLATORS 
$1095 

1095 
10 95 
10 95 
10 95 
1095 
1095 
1095 

8 000 
10 000 
12 000 
16 000 
78 432 
19 6609 
20 000 
2? 1184 

$1995 
1095 
1095 
1095 
1095 
1095 
1095 
1095 

ZERO INSERT SOCKETS 
14PIN21F 55 75 
16PIN21F 5 95 
16PIN21F 7 75 

20PIN21F 795 

247I5211 5795 
28PIN21F 9 50 
40PIN21F 10 75 

61PIN21F 1995 

0 yen LP 
14 pin LP 
16 pa LP 
14 can LP 
20 pn LP 
n pn LP 
24 pn LP 
28 pn LP 
40 pn LP 

re 1s 
20 19 
22 21 

29 28 
34 32 
29 27 
38 .37 
45 44 

60 59 

3L WIREWRAP 
SOCKETS (GOLD) 

44 

78 
20 
27 
30 
24 
36 
43 
58 

7 -24 25-49 66100 

8 pm WW 5S 54 49 
10 pn WW an) 65 63 58 
14 pn WW 75 73 67 
16 pn WIN 80 77 .70 
18 pin WW 95 90 el 
20 pn WW 7 15 1 08 99 
22 pa WW r 45 I 35 1.23 

24 pn WW 1 35 1 26 1 14 

28 pn W W 1 60 1 53 1 38 
40 pen WV/ 2 20 2.09 1.89 

74532 49 745774 149 745472 795 
74538 7 19 745175 1 49 745473 795 
74540 49 745188 269 745174 995 
74551 42 745194 I 89 745475 996 
74564 46 74S195 1 99 745570 5 75 

74585 46 745196 1 89 745571 5 75 
74574 99 745240 2 75 745572 695 
74586 72 745241 2 75 745573 895 
740112 72 745242 299 745940 290 
745113 72 745243 299 745941 2.90 
745714 72 

DIP 
SWITCHES 

2 Position 
4 Poona* 
S Poasbn 
6 Poltroon 

f 99 
1 19 

1 29 
1.35 

7 Pasoan 
6 Pasoan 
9 Posmon 

10 Porter, 

f139 
1 49 
1 65 
1 69 

7400 6 19 '47', 5 38 74161 5 89 
7401 19 7476 34 74162 69 
7402 79 7479 460 74163 69 
7403 19 7490 49 74164 69 
7404 19 7482 95 74185 69 
7405 23 7483 45 74166 120 
7408 Cal 7465 55 74167 295 
7407 Cal 7486 35 74770 1 49 
7406 24 7489 175 74172 4 75 

7409 19 7490 35 74773 69 
7470 19 7491 45 74174 69 
7411 24 7492 45 74175 69 
7412 24 7493 35 74176 69 
7413 29 7494 69 74177 69 
7474 49 7495 50 74779 134 
7416 CO 7496 69 74100 75 

7417 Cell 7497 290 74191 175 
7420 19 74100 290 74182 .75 
7421 35 74107 24 74184 225 
7422 29 74109 37 74195 2.25 
7423 119 74116 125 
7425 29 74121 29 
7426 29 74122 39 74190 ITS 
7427 25 74123 45 74191 116 
7429 45 74125 39 74192 75 
7430 18 74126 44 74193 75 
7432 29 74128 59 7419E .76 
7437 25 74132 45 74195 03 
7438 29 74136 75 14196 75 
7439 1 19 74797 75 

7440 79 74141 65 74796 129 
7441 79 74142 295 74199 129 
7442 45 74743 450 74227 7 19 

7443 95 74144 295 74257 69 

7444 65 74745 59 74273 105 
7445 79 74147 169 74276 I 69 
7446 79 74148 119 74279 75 

7447 65 74750 109 74283 740 
7448 79 74151 49 74284 369 
7450 19 74152 67 74205 388 
7451 19 74153 49 74290 99 
7453 19 74154 1 19 74299 95 
7454 19 74155 69 74365 65 
7459 25 74156 78 74366 65 
7460 23 74757 49 74367 65 
7470 29 74156 165 74368 85 
7472 29 74159 249 74390 145 
7473 29 74160 79 74393 190 
7474 34 74490 190 

74 LS00 

741500 $ 26 74/5113 5 39 7415245 $299 
741501 25 7415114 .39 7415247 110 
741502 .25 7415122 49 7415248 110 
741303 25 7415123 7 19 7415249 119 
74/504 60 7415124 2.75 74/5251 140 
741505 25 7413125 03 74152.73 140 
741.509 25 7415126 49 7445257 55 
741500 25 7415132 59 7415256 96 
741510 25 7415136 49 7415259 295 
741511 39 7415138 59 7415260 66 
744512 33 7415139 59 7415267 249 
741513 3a 741.5745 125 7415296 59 
74L514 59 7415148 149 7445273 1 75 

749515 33 74LS151 99 7415275 440 
741520 26 7415153 99 7415279 58 

741521 29 744-5154 170 7445283 99 
741_522 29 7415156 119 7415290 99 
741526 29 74/5156 149 741.5293 99 

741527 29 7475157 149 7415295 10 

741.378 29 7415156 149 7415296 19 

711530 25 7415100 1.49 7415324 75 

741532 33 7445161 1 49 7445347 95 
741533 55 74L5162 149 7415346 95 

741.037 35 7415183 149 7445352 19 

741.538 39 7415164 I 49 741.0353 79 

741.540 25 741.0155 149 744-5363 49 

741542 59 7415166 240 7415365 99 
741547 79 7415103 115 7415366 99 
744548 79 74LS103 115 7415367 99 
741551 25 7455170 1 99 7465368 99 
741554 29 7415173 89 7415373 299 
741555 29 74/5174 89 7415374 299 
741573 30 7415175 89 7415375 69 
741574 80 744-5181 2.20 7415377 795 
741075 39 74LS190 115 7445385 195 
741576 39 7415191 11S 7465386 65 
741578 45 7415192 98 744.5390 195 
741583 59 7415193 03 7415393 195 
74/565 69 7465194 11S 7415395 170 
741598 39 7415195 95 7415399 235 
74/590 57 7415196 89 7415424 295 
741.592 49 741.5197 89 7415668 175 
741593 59 741.5221 115 7415670 229 
714595 79 7415240 199 811595 189 
741596 89 74/5242 199 811596 ;69 

741.5107 39 74/5243 1 99 811597 68 
7415109 39 7415244 199 811598 169 
7415112 .39 25L 52521 2 95 25102569 96 

MUFFIN® FAN 
The dependable. low 
cost. largest selling Ian 
for commercial cooling 
appaations 

1050ím free 411 delivery 
468- sa a 1 50- deep 

Wapro - 17 oz 

SPECIAL PURCHASE 

$9.50 ea. 

32 76881.0 
1 000MHZ 
1842MHZ 
2 000MHz 
2010MHz 
2.097152MHz 

* CRYSTALS k 
f195 24576 5295 57a 

375 327682MH2 295 60a7M7 .: 295 
3 75 3 5795M11r 1 95 6 14414147 2 95 
2 95 4 IXIOMHZ 2 95 6 5536MHZ 2 95 
295 5000MHZ 295 6 0001a1 295 
295 50688MHZ 295 10 0001.41-1z 295 

TOIL FREE 

800 -854 -8230 
TWX 

910-595-1565 

14 318MH1 
75 000A1Hz 
16 000MHz 
18 000MHz 
18 4321dHz 
32 000MHz 

5295 
2 95 
2 95 
2 95 
2 95 
2 95 

CMOS 

4000 3 29 4037 $1 95 4089 $2 95 
4001 24 4040 75 4093 45 
4002 24 4041 75 409A 295 
4006 79 4042 65 4098 2 29 
4007 25 4043 85 4099 195 
4008 95 4044 69 14408 12.95 
4009 39 4046 80 14409 12 95 
4010 39 4047 69 14410 12.95 

4011 24 4048 99 14412 12 95 
4012 24 4049 35 14415 8 9S 

4013 35 4050 34 14419 4 95 

4014 75 4057 75 4501 39 
4015 39 4052 75 4502 95 
4016 35 4053 75 4503 62 
4077 65 4055 3 95 4505 6 95 
4018 79 4056 2 95 4506 75 
4019 39 4059 925 4507 95 
4020 69 4060 85 4506 I 25 
4021 69 4066 39 4510 79 
4022 69 4069 28 4511 79 
4023 25 4070 35 4512 79 
4024 59 4071 28 4514 I 10 

4025 25 4072 28 4515 I 79 

4027 45 4073 28 4516 145 
4028 65 4075 28 4518 85 
4029 75 4076 75 4520 75 

4030 45 4077 35 4555 95 
4031 3 25 4079 35 4556 99 

4032 2 15 4067 29 4566 2 25 
4034 1 97 4082 29 00C95 1 50 
4035 79 4065 95 60097 1 25 

Mad Order P.O. Box 17329 Irvine. CA 92713 

Retail. 13108 E. Edinger. Santa Ana. CA 92705 

1714) 558.8913 

542 W. Trimble. San Jose, CA 95131 

14081 946-7010 

CIRCLE 106 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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CABLE CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS 

DON'T 
BLAME THE 
SOFTWARE! 
Our Isolators eliminate equipment 
interaction, clean up interference, 
curb damaging power line spikes 
and 
lightning 
bursts. 

ISO-1 ISOLATOR 
3 isolated sockets; quality spike 
suppression; basic protection.. 881.95 

ISO-3 SUPER -ISOLATOR 
3 dual isolated sockets; suppressor, 
commercial protection $122.95 

ISO-17 MAGNUM ISOLATOR 
4 quad isolated sockets; suppressor; 
laboratory grade protection. . $213.95 

Electronic Specialists, Inc. 
171 S. Main. Natick, MA 01760 (617)655-1532 

Toll Free Order Desk 1 -800- 225 -4876 
MasterCard. VISA. American Express 

CIRCLE 60 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SATELLITE TELEVISION 
UNSCRAMBLE secret satellite channels watch all 
the good stuff. Plans $19.95 -kits $169.95 -com- 
plete units $395.00 -Details and order forms $3.00. 
SCRAMCO, 8688 Royal Drive, Noblesville, IN 
46060. 

SATELLITE -TV receiver breakthrough! Build 
your own system and save! Instruction man- 
uals, schematics, circuit boards! Send stamped 
envelope: XANDI, Box 25647, Dept. 21F, Tempe, 
AZ 85282. 

MULTI channel microwave antennas, highest 
quality, low prices, dealers welcome. O.T. compact 
$38.00, PT-1 $48.00, SR -1 $65.00, D.T. grid $69.00, 
PTS -33 $75.00, all units complete. DAISY TENNA, 
Box 42010, Phoenix, AZ 85080, (1 -800) 874 -9033. 

GEARMOTORS for motorized satellite antenna 
projects, 110VAC, 101 RPM: $32.50 plus $4.00 ship- 
ping. Actuators 36VDC, 18 ": $139.00 plus $10.00 
shipping. TEM, 22518 97th, Corcoran, MN 55374. 
(612) 498 -8014. 

SATELLITE TV! Lowest prices, absolutely com- 
plete systems! Major brands. Free information. 
Complete installation /programming guide 
$3.00. Dealers wanted. Visa /MasterCard. AIS 
SATELLITE, Box 1226 -R, Dublin, PA 18917, (215) 
249-9411. 

PCB for Satellite Stereo Project in October article 
is now only $15.00. JIM RHODES, INC., 1025 Ran - 
some Lane, Kingsport, TN 37660. 

HAMLIN OAK JERROLD 
SCIENTIFIC SYLVANIA ZENITH 

ALL TYPES OF CABLE N EQUIPMENT 
MICROWAVE ANTENNAS a ACCESSORIES - FREE ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE - tar - 

CALL OR WRITE _.. 

N.M.S. SALES 
221 E. CAMELBACK 1 

PHOENix. AZ 85012 
1602) 993-0398 

SATELLITE TV VIEWERS 
Get the most complete weekly listings 

Send S1 for sample copy. 

P O. Box 308E, Fortuna, California 95540 
100 -3Se -9197 (U.S.) 800 -SM -8787 (Calif.) 

707 -7!5 -1478 (all ethers) J 
ENJOY SATELLITE TV 
Save money with easy, guaranteed, 
do-it- yourself antenna plans / kits. 
Electronic knowledge not necessary. 
Send $1.00 for catalog or $8.95 for 
1984 "Consumer Guide to Satellite 
Television." 

GFI -D9 
SBox 9108 

Missoula, MT 59807 

NEWSLETTERS 
ELECTRONIC Systems Newsletter is a monthly 
publication written especially for the electronics 
hobbyistiexperimenter. Fascinating projects, new 
ideas, sources. Free details. AF PUBLISHING. 
Dept. R2, PO Box 524, So. Hadley, MA 01075. 

APPLE SOFTWARE 
ELECTRONICS made easy for Apple II users with 
Mentor, the proven theoretical circuit design pack- 
age. Excellent learning aid too. $174.95, 
KORSMEYER ELECTRONIC DESIGN, INC., 5701 
Prescott, Lincoln, NE 68506, (402) 483 -2238. 

FREE KIT Catalog 
FUNCTION GENERATOR KIT $59.95 
Auto- Ranging Cap -meter kit $79.95 

Phone 209 -772 -2076 
Write or Phone for FREE CA TA LC); 

DAGE SCIENTIFIC 
BOX 144VALLlEY SPRINGS CA 95252 

contains 
TEST 8 

EXPERI- 
MENTERS 

EQUIP. 

NEW ORLEANS AND WM. B. ALLEN 
UP TO 

25% OFF 
ON 

LARGEST FULL LINE INVENTORY OF 

HAND HELD METERS 
FOR EXAMPLE 

FLUKE 73 S 75 
FLUKE 75 S 88 
FLUKE 77 $115 
FLUKE 8020B $170 
FLUKE 8021B $139 
FLUKE 80228 $126 
FLUKE 8024B $174 
SOAR SX220 S 22 
SOAR ME540 S 44 

AS CLOSE AS YOUR 
TELEPHONE 

CALL TOLL FREE FOR 
SAME DAY SHIPMENT ON 

DISCOUNT PRICED 
TEST EQUIPMENT 

18 LEADING MANUFACTURERS IN 
INSTRUMENTATION INCLUDING 

HUNTRON 

UP TO 

28.5% OFF 
ON 

HITACHI SCOPES 
SAVE UP TO $480 

V212 .. 20rtiH2 (SAVE S164)..5 451 

V222 .. 20MHz (SAVE 5191).. S 524 
V422 .. 40MHz (SAVE $246).. S 679 
V650F ..60MHz (SAVE $257) .. S 938 
V209 .. 20MHz (SAVE S250).. S 692 
V1050F 100MHZ (SAVE $343)..51252 
V089 Vectorscope(SAVE $480)..51204 
V099 . Wavetorm (SAVE S468).. S 882 
All Prices Include FREE $50 Probe 

CALL TOLL FREE 
WM. B. ALLEN SUPPLY CO. 800 535 -9593 

LOUISIANA 800 462 -9520 
ALLEN SQUARE 

300 BLOCK NORTH RAMPART. NEW ORLEANS, LA 70112 

CIRCLE 103 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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mc 
ELECTRONICS 

TENMA`° 
31/2 DIGIT LCD 
MULTIMETER 

DC input impedance 10M ohm 
Diode and HFE Transistor tests 
Overload protection Auto 

polarity 2 year limited Warranty 

$39s0 
#72-050 

WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AT 
THE PRICES YOU WANT! 

CALL TOLL FREE 
1 -800- 543 -4330 

(IN OHIO. 1- 800 -762 -4315) 

20MHZ DUAL TRACE 
OSCILLOSCOPE 
Two High Quality 10:1 probes included. 
Backed by our 2 year limited warranty. 
For specifications see MCM Catalog .9 
page 118. 

389 95 

TEIIM`" COMBINATION DMM/ 
CAPACITANCE METER 
(With Transistor Gain Tester) 

User can easily read Voltage, AC and DC 
current, resistance up to 20M ohms. 
capacitance up to 20 microfarad. and HFE on a 

clear z inch. 3' z digit LCD display 
2 year limited Warranty 

#72 -045 
$74.95 each 

$695 
morel 

RS232 SERIES: "D" 
CONNECTORS 

PLUG SOCKET 

Type 

9 Pin Plug 

9 Pin Socket 
9 Pin Hood 

15 Pin Plug 
15 Pin Socket 
15 Pin Hood 

25 Pin Plug 

25 Pin Socket 
25 Pin Hood 

Order # 1-9 

83 -210 $1.39 
83 -215 1.49 
83 -220 .99 

83 -225 1.79 
83 -230 2.00 
83 -235 1.00 

83 -240 2.20 
83 -245 2.89 
83 -250 1.29 

*HOOD 
AII hardware 

is furnished 
with hood 

1010 =49 50-up 

51.19 S .90 
1.29 .95 

.90 .70 

1.59 1.29 
1.89 1.55 

.95 .75 

1.95 1.45 

2.59 1.79 

1.15 .75 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
PROBE KITS 

elm 
well An 

Bandwidth: 10:1 position: 
100MHZ at -3dB into 20pF 

Rise Time: 10:1 position 
less than 3.5 s nominal 

Kit contains: 10 earth 
lead, retractable hook. 
lc test tip, insulator, 
BNC adaptor and 
trimming tool. 

#72-1 0 
$26.95 (1r) 

$2,495 

LOGIC 
PROBE WITH 
MEMORY 
Multi -family compatibil- 

ity-DTL TTL HTL CMOSIC 
Detects pulses as short 

as 50 nanoseconds 

#72-190 $1995 
36 PIN PARALLEL 
CONNECTOR 

Centronics type 
Solder type 
Gold plated 

contacts 

#83 -310 
$3. 95(1 -9) 

$3.55(10 -49) $2705 -up) 

SURGE PROTECTOR 
OUTLET STRIP 

6 outlets 
4 switched. 

2 unswitched 
Illuminating rocker switch Fuse 

protected Protects sensitive digital 
circuits in today's computers Protects 
programs from data errors 6 amp 

#83 -255 $1495 
$18.95(1 -9) 

MINIYMi 4M 
.10 

BE SURE TO 
CALL FOR 
YOUR FREE 
128 PAGE 
CATALOG! nv IF. rit w t-AA 

(10 -up) 

We Also Have.. -a full line of test equipment 
computer accessories. telephone accessories. speakers 
television parts. flybacks yokes. switches fuses lamps 
capacitors, resistors. cartridges. styli. wire. CAT4 equipment 
and many more Over 4,500 Items AT THE LOWEST PRICES 
AROUND! 

Terms: 

64K RAM 

$460 
4164-150NS (min9) 

FLOPPY DISK 
STORAGE CASE 

Mini diskette library 
case 

Superior quality 
padded vinyl 
construction 

Holds 10 5,4 diskettes 
7' x 7' x 114 
Reinforced bindings 

for added strength 
Clear plastic index 

pocket for easy labeling - 

#83 -160 

$3.75 (1-9) 

$3.25(10 -49) $2905 -upl 

DISK DRIVE 
CONTROLLER CARD 

Interfaces 2 
drives to Apple II 

and Apple II + 

Display 
packaged 

Easy installation 
instructions 
included 

#83 -265 

$44.50 (1-3) 

S10 minimum order SI 00 charge for 
orders under 510 
$20 minimum charge card order 
Orders shipped UPS C O D 
Most orders shipped within 24 hours 
Sales office open 8 30am to 6 OOpm 
Saturdays I O OOam to 3pm EST 

ELECTRONICS 
858 East Congress Park Drive 
Centerville Ohio 45459 
513-434 -0031 SOURC E NO. RE-4 

CIRCLE 87 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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ROBOT DRIVE 
+/195 

W 1.11 r 

K-90 0 0 

GREAT 
DRIVE FOR 
POWERING UP TO 
25 LIS OF ROBOT. DRIVE IS 4- 
I/2 X4 -I/2 X 2-3/4, NW! TWO 
3/I X I -I/4 SHAFTS INDIVIDUAL 
LT DRIVEN BY 2 OS VDC MOTORS 
WITH GEAR REDUCTION A MAG 
NETIC CLUTCH LINKS THE TWO 
MOTORS FOR POSITIVE STNAIGH 
AHEAD TRACKING, AND PROVI' 
SION FOR AN OPTICAL PICKUP 
ALLOWS PRECISE CONTROL 

96 

MOTOR 
BONANZA!! 

12 TO 23 VDC USED ON LNGE 
I4' TAPE DECKS INCLUDING 

REEL AND CAPSTAN MOTORS 
HIGH TORQUE, LOW-MED SPEED, 
LONG LIFE, QUIET OPERATION 
REMOVED FROM EQUIPMENT, WE 
GUARANTEE THEM TO RUN LIKE 
NEW MANY DIFFERENT STYLES 
ONDIR 2 OR MORE OF ONE TYPE, 
WE'LL PICK YOU THE SAME STYLE 
SMALL MEDIUM E 

L2S 
WT LB WT II LS WT IS LS 

THE RETURN OF THE SON OF 

40 V IONDER CAP' 

55//) 
¡¡¡t'00 

M F D 

ói 110. 579 
100/.84 1000/.750. 

MEPCO AXIAL 'LYTIC PRICED 
TO SELL' VERY SMALL SIZE 
FOR THE HIGH CAPACITY AND 
VOLTAGE, ONLY I- DIA X 3- 

S /S LONG - WT 0 3 LB - 
74 LS 197 

65' 
PRESETTABLE 40 MHZ 
BINARY COUNTER /LATCH 
HI-SPEED PROGRAMMABLE 
COUNTER IS GREAT FOR 
PRE-SCALING, DIVIDE BY 

'N' COUNTERS 
DATA SHEET 250 

TV Switch 
Box DPDT 
THIS BAST HAS 
2 INPUTS AND 
TWO OUTPUTS 
LANELED RF IN, 
CONY IN, CONY OUT 
AND TV SINGLE SWITCH THEN 
SELECTS EITHER PREMIUM OR 
NORMAL VIEWING ,REPLACING 2 
COAXIAL SWITCHES THAT ARE 
USUALLY REQUIRED FOUR 'F' 
CONNECTORS FOR 75 OHM USE 

A -2605 5275 
WI 0.5 LB 

CASSETTE DRIVE MOTOR 

WT 0 5 LB 0 
M-2280 

e 2 95 
C 

MATSUSMIT !OTT -SAD3 
13 VDC ADJUSTABLE 00V 
ERNOR FOR CONSTANT SPEED 
*SHOCK MOUNTED N I.3/4 

DIA X I.3 /S HIGH * 

x- 

Tope Transport 

u .., 4 . 
I235 , 

WT 2 LB Vea 
COMPLETE TRANS PONT INCLU- 
DES HEAD, MOTOR ALL REM 
ANICS NO ELECTRONICS. NEW, 
9 TRACK GREAT FOR TALKINO 

DOORBELLS, ROBOTS, ETC 

400 V 12 A 
SCR 1 

C126D l 
95' 

NICE DEAL ON A 

HEFTY T0-220 POWER 
TAB SCR, RATED 12 

OMS AT 00 VOLTS 

Disk Drive Cabinet 

010/1118 
ALUMINUM CABINET DESIGNED 
TO HOLD ONE FULL SIZE OR 2 
HALF HEIGHT S1/V DRIVES 
STYLE SEINE COLOR CO 
ORDINATE WITH APPLE COMPU- 
TENS, BUT THEY LOOK GREAT 
WITH ANY SYSTEM OVERALL 
SIZE IS 9 X 3.1/2 X I -I /2' 
DEEP MEN'S SURPLUS, MADE 
TO SELL FOR MUCH MORE S 

WT 2 LB 

C-0405 

`1295 

DISK DRIVE 
MOTOR 

1995 

M-2280 
5T25LB 
IODINE TYPE KYC41 1900 
RPM, 115 VAC SO HZ SYNCH- 
RONOUS MOTOR AS USED ON 
MOST I DISK DRIVES LIST 
PRICE 125.00. 1/100 HP, 

CAPACITOR START 

.0 BAUD 
MODEM -- i. 

PC . DARDI y' ; ', 1 , 
. / J ".Í 

NEW 
UNUSED 

INDUSTRIAL 
QUALITY. BOTH 

FEATURE N 13-E32 INPUTS TO 
TIE TO YOUR COMPUTER AND 
PHONE LINE OUTPUTS. JUST 
ADD SIMPLE POWER SUPPLY 

SUPPLIED WITH DATA 
ANSW NIT 

5 LED'S FOR CARRIER DETECT, 
OFFHOOK, TX, AND DSR 
INDICATION -S /11 X 9- PRE- 
WIRED EDGE CONN N11-2325 
COIN MODULAR PHONE JACK 
CAN IN CONVERTED TO ORIGI- 
NATE ONLY IY DJUST1NO 
TONE/ 

M 2500 N 4 
ANSWER / ORIGINATE 

CATSTALCONTNOLLED, JUMPER 
SELECT FOR ALL FUNCTIONS 
INCLUDINGNSWEN ORIGINATE .1/2 X 12 OVERALL. 

M -2510 
BOTH WT 1 LB 

LM 3I7T 
1.2V TO E 9 / ` ADJUSTABLE INS 

REGULATOR 15 
A OUTPUT 

2.1'5 AND 2 C'S ARE ALL YOU 
NEED TO BUILD A REGULATED 
ADJUSTABLE POWER SUPPLY 

ELECTRONIC BARGAINS 
IF YOU'RE NOT ON OUR MAILING LIST, YOU'RE MISSING OUT- 
STANDING BUYS ON THE FINEST IN ELECTRONIC PARTS FOR 
THE BUILDER IN 8 YEARS OVER 250,000 HOBBYISTS HAVE 
DISCOVERED WHERE TO FIND USEFUL, UNIQUE OR DOWNRIGHT 
STRANGE ELECTRONICS AT GIVEAWAY PRICES 

WHY NOT SEND FOR OUR CATALOG TODAY -IT S FREE. 

4P IAMONDBACK 1 

ELECTRONICS COMPANY 
PO BOX 12095 

SARASOTA, FL. 33578 
Phone Orders (813) 953-2829 
CONTINENTAL US ADD 'I 60 FOR THE FIRST LB a 
50' FOR EACH ADDITIONAL LB. FLA ADD 5% TAX 
WEST COAST ADD FI 80 FOR THE FIRST POUND a "' 
50' FOR EACH ADDITIONAL POUND 

MAIL ORDER 7 MINIMUM OP 
L COO & CREDIT CARD 515 MINIMUM 

CIRCLE 265 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SINE WAVE PUBLICATIONS 
TROUBLE shooting manual includes alignment, 
antenna hookup, improvements, $8.00. Patent se- 
crets information on authorization, control, $3.00. 
Both, $10.00. SIGNAL, Box 2512, Culver City, CA 
90231. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
U.S. $8.00 including disk thousand name brand 
programs for Apple IBM -PC details. RELIANT, PO 
Box 33610, Sheungwan, Hong Kong. 

BUY direct from Taiwan/Hong Kong. Details $1.00. 
Refundable. TONY COLUCCI, 56 Central Blvd., 
Merrick, NY 11566. 

MECHANICALLY inclined individuals desiring 
ownership of small electronics manufacturing busi- 
ness- without investment. Write: BUSINESSES, 
92R, Brighton 11th, Brooklyn, NY 11235. 

PROJECTION TV...Make $$$'s assembling proj- 
ectors...Easy...Results comparable to $2,500.00 
projectors...Your total cost less than $20.00... 
Plans, 8" lens 8 dealer's information $17.50... Illus- 
trated information free... MACROCOMA GDX, 
Washington Crossing, PA 18977. Creditcard orders 
24 hours (215) 736 -2880. 

BIG 
PROFITS 

ELECTRONIC 
ASSEMBLY BUSINESS 

Start home spare time Investment knowledge or 
experience unnecessary BIG DEMAND assem- 
bling electronic devices. Sales handled by profes- 
sionals. Unusual business opportunity. 

FREE: Complete illustrated literature 
BARTA. RE -O Box 248 

Walnut Creek. Calif. 94597 

ELECTRONICS booklets. How to repair UHF de- 
scramblers and microwave downconverters. Make 
money fixing telephones. Built scrambler tele- 
phones and security devices. $12.00 each. Informa- 
tion $3.00. SOUTH FLORIDA TELECOM. Box 
523153, Miami FL 33152. 

LMICROWAVE TV ANTENNA SYSTEMS 
Freq. 2.1 to 2.7 GHz . 34 db Gain 4- 

COMPLETE SYSTEMS: 
as Pictured) 

Commercial 40" 
Rod Style S99.95 

Parabolic 20" 
Dish Style $79.95 

COMPONENTS 
Down Converters 

(either style) $34.95 
Power Supplies $24.95 

112V to 16V. DC +) 

PARTS & LABOR Data Info (Plans) S 9.95 

CALL OR WRITE FOR 

KITS. PARTS. OR MORE 

1 INFORMATION 

Shipping 8 Handling Add 110 

We Repair Most Types Down 
Converters & Power Supplies 

LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY 

PtIIIIps -Tech 
Electronics 
P.O. Box 34772 
Phoenix, AZ 85067 
(602) 967-6972 

Special Quantity Pricing 
Dealers Wanted 

tltllVISA 

CIRCLE 116 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

COD'S 

ELECTRONIC PARTS - KITS - ACCESSORIES 
RETAIUWHOLESALE/SURPLUS 

HOBBIESTS EXPERIMENTERS TECHNICIANS REPAIRMEN 

CAPACITORS - All types 8 values 
RESISTORS Standard values 
ICI - Popular linear & CMOS 

POTS - PC mt., pannel mt., etc 

SWITCHES - Mini -toggle (AMF 5A/120 vac) 

SPOT 1 00 ea. 

DPDT 1 50 ea. 

REGULATORS - 7851 (8.5V), 7812, 
7815, 7818 75 ea 

CAPAC 
. 

CHOKES -151.h, 330, 1000, 1mh . .50 ea. 
OUTDOOR MATCHING 

TRANSFORMER 2 00 ea. 
A -B SWITCH 3 00 ea. 

CURRENT SPECIALS 

SEMICONDUCTORS: 
1330 Generic (No mrking.) .80 ea. 
LM386N .50 ea. or $35.00/100 
NE564 2.00 ea. 
565 Generic .70 ea. 
1349 Generic 1.00 ea. 
7815(House #1.50 ea.or 535.00/100 
CAPACITORS: 
470 Rad. Lytic .50 ea. or 5101100 
2200 of Axial Litic 1.00 ea. 
5 -50 pf TrimExpp 65 ea. or $50/00 
RESISTORS/POf8: 
Resistor assortments (mixed values) 
v. Watt 52.00/100 
yí Watt á5.00n00 
1 Watt $10.00 /100 
25K CRL Vert. PC Trimpots .30 ea. 
20K Pot (Boums 3386.type) .50 ea. 
5K Pannel Mt. Pot + Knob .75 ea. 

MUCH MORE!!! 
SEND FOR FREE FLYER 

UHF ANTENNA ,-... 
4 BAY BOWTIE +i i? I:! 

. BEST -BUY FOR UNDER S50.00! ` f =, 
- I::`ci 

$14.95 ea. /3 FOR $40.00 =r 

(Mounting Hardware Included) _ = 

UHFNHF/FMANTENNA AMPLIFIER(With FM Trap) 
X -IAA SPECIALS 

7805 Regulator 50 ea. 
01 f Mono Caps (50V) 512 00/100 
04µf Mono Caps (50V) 512 00/100 

Indoor Matching Transformer 50 ea. 

HIGH GAIN! 

(25 DB AVERAGE) 

HUG A GREAT BUY! 

$22.95 ea./3 FOR $60.00 

''r, 
d ls ' M ' AY p7 

` 

d 

SPEAKERS: 
3" x 5" (8 Ohm, 2W) S1.50 ea./3 for $4.00 
3" (Round) $1.00 ea. /3 for $2.50 
TRANSFORMERS: 
120/20 vac. $4.00 ea./3 for $10.00 
120 /12 VDC Wallpack $4.00 ea. /3 for $10.00 
STEREO AMP. HOBBY KIT 
(GREAT FOR TINKERING) $7.00 ea. 

MUCH, MUCH, MORE!!!! 

ANY SIZE ORDER PUTS YOU ON OUR 
MAILING LIST. YOU WILL RECEIVE 
OUR UPDATED CATALOGS FREE OF 
CHARGE OR OBLIGATION. 

TERMS 

Check, Money Order or COD 
Minimum Order $10.00 

Add 52.50 S &H /$4.00 COD 
IL. add 7% Sales Tax 

for (Allow 

2-3 
-checks) 

Phone 10 AM - 5 PM 
Chicago Time 

NEW DEAL ELECTRONICS 
3462 N. PULASKI 

CHICAGO, IL. 60641 
(312) 286 -0908 

CIRCLE 275 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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1-800344-4539 
AK. HI., 218-681-6674 

DIDI-KEY 
C O R P O R A T I O J 

VISA 

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR PANASONIC QUALITY - Name brand products from nationally recognized manufacturers. CHEMICALS ARIES PLESSEV MOLEX 
&E AAVID CHEMWIK ATLANTIC DIODES, , N MACH NE DIAMOND TOOL UNGAR GC 

ARIES PLESSEY MOLEX AAVID E F. JI SERVICE - Computerized order processing and inventory control AS INSTRUMENTS D-K AP PRODUCTS S DWI 
OK 
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 

CHEMICALS 
NASOICA SAVINGS - Volume Discounts OEM Quantity Pricing Toll Free 800 Number lI HEMICALS ARIES OPLCHEMICALS SSEY OLEX E I 
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a P W 4.. .I1 00 31 r 11...1.. 

sow a w .. 

l 
i41 

r.' 0 1104.. 
1173 

.1W a e..11rr..w 1173 

MOUNTING HARDWARE AVEILAILE 
SEPARATELY 

Sly Tn Cl..o,! Ott > nlo.M,e,,,:.: 10ge,,,e 1,meie toapOII Most OA. sold b1 Tel 1100 Nrwroaed I.''1.111 mod. l.a,.,,1''eee1.,1a,e.,o,I :l.. e,,,.lnme a,. .a.n,.I,.a or lr. SERVICE CHARGES VOLUME DISCOUNT 
salt ND aow,lq Ow port number Alter warns, Your order NMI all of ,he d,uarnabI. 1141 otd owls Ole awroyeOle d,ll aunt To 1511 5Atot01 odd IN nondIlcountobl ,tom. ]hen odd 0.00 f 9.99 Add 37.00. 0.00 1 99.99 HST 
the lerr,I rhorge We POI oil INp0Irq and wrance lo ndbelle1 et the U S A Colado and Me.,co when check or 411.y order o0rompomn order 10.00 175.00 Add 10.15 1 100.00.1249.99 Less 10'. 

NMIN 010111NG ET PNONI, CAII I.1.1.11I.1131IAA. NI, nll 2111111 NI I ET seal seed sew eMa N: RNH-IIT, Ni111.r 33 Seat. MN lien 1I. SII 5E701 25.00349.99 Add 10.50 1 250.00 140120 less 15'. 
You moV pa, bl enecs money ordw Molter (large VISA a C 0 P DIOI;KEY GUARANTEE: Any pots: or Peducll pu,rtuned Irom Dq, Sec IND yrar. 11 be defer t.re .111 N 50'00- 391.99 Add 30.25 S 500.00 s999.99 less 70 '. 
...............r,,,,n... 1111 M..,! .,,rn on d.,.. r,nm ,..,n1 ..rl, ,..,,n...r va.r ,nron "/RACF3 SULIFCr M GMaNRi wTAIn]Ir vlltis 100.00 A UP No CO... s 1000.00 O. less 2S'. 
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49.95 J 

COMPUTER 

PRODUCTS, 

Inc. 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

(800) 

538 -8800 

(CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS) 

(800) 

848 -8008 

V/(111Xrp) 

STATIC RAMS 
2101 256 z / (450.1 
5101 256 z 1 (150.114/4411 
2102-1 1024 z 11150.) 
21021.1 1024 a 11450.1 8.11 

21021-2 1024 1 I 125044111.19 

2111 256 , 1450.1 
2112 256 , 1450.) 
2111 1021 , 1450.1 
2111-25 1021 1 1250.1 
21141-4 1024 , 1150.1 (1.P) 

21111-3 1021 , 1300.) (1.11 

211/1-2 1021 It 1200.1 ILP) 
2125 1024 1 I 

2117 4095 , I 155.1 
1164044-4 4096 , 11150. 
11151044-3 4095 z 11300. 
1151011-2 4095 , 11200. 
101110 1024 , 8 (250. 
1112016-200 2048 1 8 (200. 
1112016-150 2016 z 1 )150. 
1112016-100 2046 1100u 
616116-4 2011 z 1 1200. Karl 
616116-3 2011 1 8 1150. (con) 
1416116-2 20111 8 )120. Icor) 
H16116LP-4 2648 1 1 1200. Icor) 
H161161P-3 2048 a 1 (150. Icar)IL/) 
6161161P-2 2041 z 1 1120. IcorIILI1 
Z-6132 4096 z 1 1300. (Q,II 
1416261P-15 6192 1 1 1150. kor) 
HM62611P-15 1192 , 1 1150. kor) 

LP = ln Pair Q,r1 = Oml-ib8c 

I.90 
3.90 

/1 
91 

1.46 

2.45 
2/5 

11 
IIO 
1.20 
1 30 
I 40 
240 
460 
345 
316 
/.45 
990 
410 
190 
610 
/70 
4 90 

6 90 
590 
590 
995 

3395 
31.95 
4695 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
1194027 4066 a 1250. 95 
UP011 I 4096 a 1300. 95 
115280 1096 a 1300. 95 
101108 8192 1 1200. 90 
115296 8192 a 1250. 80 
4116-200 16384 , 1200. 10 
4116-150 18384 a I 

I 50. 20 
2111 16361 a I150r 1511 90 
1101-250 65536 a (250. 15 
4164-200 65536 a 1200. I50 00 
416/-150 65536 , 1150. 150 00 

50 = 61,0 5 8z41 íppMY 

EPROMS 
1702 256 1 / 11451 4.15 
2108 1021 1/ 1/505g1 2.41 
2151 1024 1 6)450..) 15, 5.10 
2716 2048 1 8 1450271 15, 2.15 
2716-1 2046 1 1 1350271 (5, 5.90 
1162516 2041 , 8 1450.1 15, 5.15 
1192716 2048 , 1 1450141 6.16 
1192532 1096 a 1 145041) 151, 5.90 
2732 4006 i 1 1150451 (5, 4.15 
2132-250 4096 i 1 1250271 15, 6.10 
2732-200 4096 a / 120040 (5r 10.15 
2764 1192 a t 1150.1 15, 5.15 
2761-250 1192 1 1 ß5040 15, 7.15 
2764-200 1112 z I 1200271 15, 16.45 
1115256/ 1112 z 1 1450271 I511 16.96 
1068761 1112 a 1(45027) 15, 121 pill 38.96 
27121 10364 , 6 C01 2195 

s, = 61gr 5 9,27 Supply 

74LS00 
111100 .23 1411126 .11 7419260 
711601 .21 7413120 .41 11 U 266 
711302 .24 7113132 .51 7113273 
711603 24 7419133 .58 7111275 
741601 .23 1/11136 31 7116279 
741.105 24 7113137 98 7113210 
741101 .27 7111131 .51 7111283 
711101 .28 1/11131 14 7411290 
741910 .21 1111115 1.15 741129 
7/1911 .31 1113117 2.15 71U215 
741112 .34 7111118 1.30 1119291 
111313 .41 7411151 54 7116210 
111611 .61 1411163 54 1116323 
141115 .31 7419154 1.15 7111324 
711320 .21 7113155 11 1411352 
711321 .21 7111156 .61 7413353 
711122 .24 7413151 11 7111363 
141626 10 741.9151 .51 7/11364 
711127 .21 7411150 61 7/10365 
111128 34 7113151 .61 711966 
111130 .21 7411162 01 711967 
741.132 .21 7411163 .61 7111361 
711633 .51 7113161 11 7111373 
711137 14 7413165 14 7141374 
711138 .34 7411166 110 7411311 
741110 14 7412161 1.10 7411371 
741112 48 7412169 1.10 1413311 
74114 .71 1411170 1.15 1111315 
744611 71 7411173 .61 741986 
741049 74 1411174 54 7419300 
741251 .24 1111175 .54 7416303 
741151 .21 1115111 2.10 7411395 
711155 .21 1148119 1.90 1411399 
141363 1.20 1111190 .61 1413424 
141173 .31 7113191 .118 1416447 
141.014 .31 7111192 .7 8 141990 
741915 .38 711119 .11 1419624 
741176 .31 7111191 .61 7111610 
141678 .41 1413195 61 1419615 
144883 59 7111116 .11 1411661 
111116 .61 7111191 .18 1111619 
111116 .31 1113221 .61 7411670 
111190 54 1111210 71 7116871 
141.291 .11 1411241 98 7411682 
741392 54 7111212 98 7111813 
711193 54 71U213 68 741161/ 
711896 74 7411211 125 7111686 
111306 .81 7111215 1.15 711161/ 
1411107 .31 7411217 .71 7/13689 
1111101 .38 7411211 .98 7411783 
7411112 .31 7411249 96 111305 
7116113 .38 7411251 56 111606 
1148111 .30 7413253 .58 111197 
7111122 .41 1411251 .51 811996 
7111123 .71 1411251 .51 25112521 
7111121 215 7411259 2.70 25162569 

58 

54 

1./5 
310 

.11 
1.95 

68 
.18 
II 
98 

.81 
1.10 

3.46 
1.70 
125 
I.26 
110 
110 

49 
.11 
44 
44 

1.35 
1.36 
116 
1.11 
1.31 
I 85 

44 
1.16 
1.15 1 1 
1.45 
2.10 

39 
110 
3.96 
2.15 
2.15 
I 85 
I 15 
1.45 
910 
3.11 
3.15 
3.15 
3.15 
2.16 
3.16 

23.16 
1.40 
1.45 
1.46 
I.46 
2.15 
420 

CRT CONTROLLERS 
64.15 
3315 
38.95 
31.95 
2315 
25.95 
1695 
11.95 

DISC CONTROLLERS 
1415 
33.95 

1316 
3115 
21.95 
33.95 
1615 
17 95 

1771 . _ 14.95 2791 
1791 23.95 6143 
1793 .... 2195 8212 
1795 28.95 ÚP0765 
1797 18.95 188616 
2191 . . 79.95 118677 
2793 79.95 1691 

2795 84.95 2143 

1771 14.95 2117 
1701 23.95 6143 
1793 25.95 1272 
1705 41.15 U /0765 
1717 41.95 118176 
2111 79.95 171177. 
2793 79.15 1511 

2795 14.05 2143 

QUV -T8/1 
EPROM Eraser 

OUV -T8/1 Economy Model: 
Low cost EPROM eraser in plastic en- 
closure. The UV element is in the lid 
and you place the EPROMS in the bot- 
tom half. No timer or switch option. 

Erisu 11 t6 8 MOMS IN 16 - 20 .tutu. 
12,000 uWatts at 1" distance. 
90 -Day Warranty 

6502 
6504 
5505 
5507 
6520 
6522 
5532 
5545 
6551 

1 MHZ 

6500 

4.90 
6.90 
6.90 
9.90 
430 
690 
990 

21 50 
1065 

2 MHZ 
6502A 690 
6522A 990 
6532A 10.95 
65/5A 2695 
55511 1095 

3 MHZ 
65021 0.9 

6800 
68000 58.95 6860 9.90 
6800 3.90 6862 10.95 
6802 7.90 6875 6.90 
6800 12.90 6880 2.20 
6809E 1115 6883 ... 2115 
6809 1195 68017 .. 23.95 
6810 210 68488 11.95 
6820 410 
6821 3.20 1 MHZ 
6826 1195 68100 016 
6840 11.95 68602 21.25 
6843 33.95 68609E .28.95 
6844 24.95 68609 28.95 
6845 13.95 68810 610 
6817 10 95 68821 6.90 
6850 320 68615 _ 18.95 
6852 1 5 70 68850 5.90 

8000 
1021 590 8089 88.95 
am 190 6155 6.90 
10111M 1695 8155-7 7.00 Ils -1071 41.95 

8 1001 3.90 
156 6.10 

8086 6.90 8185 21.15 

60850 10.95 8185 -2 31.95 
0086 2895 5741 ..... 30.96 
0087 ..... 109.00 

0745 4116 
5081 35.95 

8755 23.15 

8200 
8202. 23.95 8255.6 520 
8203 38.95 0257 790 
8205 345 8251.1 890 
6212 1 75 8255 6 85 
8214 3 60 82516 715 
0216 110 8271 75.00 
8224. 220 8272 38.95 
8226... 175 8215 28.95 
8228 345 8275 100 
8237 18.95 8279 -5 900 
8237 -5 . 2195 8252 645 
8238.... .1.45 829 645 
8243 1015 8211 1105 
1250 16.95 8266 6 45 
62e1 445 8267 645 
6253 6 90 129 24.00 
6253-5 7 00 1251 4615 
8255. ... .. 4.45 1212 1615 

Z -80 
2.5 MHZ 4.0 MHZ 
ZIO -CPU 3.90 2004 -CPU .. 111 
ZOO -CTc 3 95 2601 -C7C 4.9 
280.0091 10.95 1101 -0011 0.15 
Z /O -OMA 13.95 2100 -01 A ... 12.15 
210 410 3.95 2106 -P10 421 
260.51010 11.95 ¿806- 110/0.... 12.15 
210-910 /1 11.95 2100.910/1 .... 12.16 
ZOO -610/2 11.15 ZIOA -010 2 .... 12.91 
Z80 -110/1 11.95 Z80A-110/9 .. 12.15 

8.0 MHZ 
2801 -CPU .. 9.95 
Z006 -C1C .. 12.95 
2800á10 12.95 
2006 -0197 .. 12.95 

ZILOG 

Z6132 33.06 
21671 38.95 

DIP SWITCHES 

4 POSITION 

5 POSITION 

6 POSITION 

7 POSITION 

1 POSITION 

l.11'{l.LC l lu VA rncG ,INr'f7rr:RArRJnaTrlrrrs 

1984 
- THE IC MASTER - 
Your ticket to fast and 

easy IC selections 

$ 89.95 

INTERFACE CHIPS 
1726 1.54 1196 68 

58128 1 84 016131 2 00 

1T96 81 DP8304 224 
1156 88 010035 194 

1797 89 088838 98 

CRYSTALS 
1.0000 MHz . . . . 3.69 
1.0432 MHz 3 69 

2.0000 MHz 2 69 

2.00721NZ 289 
2.4576 MHz 259 
32151 MHz 280 
3.5115 MHz 2 60 
/.0000 MHz 2 69 

1 19431Hz 261 
/ 9160 MHz 2 69 

5.0000 MHz 269 
5.0688 MHz 2 60 

5.1850 MNz 2 60 

52429 MU 259 
5.7143 Mk 269 
5.0000 111: . . . . 279 
6.1410 114z 2 69 

5.4000 MHz 2 69 

6.5538 MHz 2 60 

8.0000 MNz.... 219 
10.0000 MHz.. . . . 219 
10.1305 MHz. . . . 2.60 
12.0000 MHz. . 219 
113102 MNz..... 219 
15.0000 MNt..... 2.69 

15.0000 MHz.. . . . 219 
I7./300 MHz . . . 219 
101000 MHz . . . 2.69 
18.1320 MNz . . . . 2.69 

19.6608 MNz . . . . 2.60 

20.0000 MHt . . . 219 
22.1181 MHz.. . 219 
321000 MHz . . . . 219 
351000 MHz . . 2.69 

181000 MHz.. _ 219 
49.4350 MHz 2.69 

491000 MHz . . 219 

32.151 kHz _ 119 

CRYSTAL CLOCK 
OSCILLATORS 

PART NO FREQUENCY PRICE 

1 000 1 0000 MHz 
1 843 1 8432 MHz 

2 000 2 0000 MHz 

4000 4.0000 MHz 

8000 6.0000 MHz 

10000 10.0000 MHz 

16000 16.0000 MHz 

18132 104320 MHz 

19660 19.6608 MHz 

20.000 20.0000 MHz 

32000 320000 MHz 

0.95 

9.95 

995 
975 
995 
9.05 

975 
9.95 
995 
D 95 

9 95 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
7110T .74 79051 84 

MINK 34 79081 84 

7118 14 79121 84 

71122 14 79157 84 
7115T 14 79241 84 
7124T 74 

111056 144 
71056 1.34 

1 1126 144 
75126 1.34 

71156 1.44 
76156 114 

112/6 1.44 76246 114 
71106 68 71115 .11 

71112 68 11112 71 

71115 66 70115 76 

7614051 190 113231 490 
7111120 0.00 0071940 I 90 

C,T = TO-220 K = TO-3 
L =TO -92 J 
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r IC SOCKETS 
(1 to 99) 

1 phi 6T 12 l pia ere .61 
11 p IT 14 11 be ere .61 

16 pia 1T 16 16 pis ere .61 

18W1T 19 11pee/N .61 

20 pie IIT :1 2011.ee I.01 
21 pe 1T 21 22 w Ire 1 34 
21pe:T 11 2/ phi ee I 4 
21 eY iT .39 21 IN ee 1 61 
/0 pia 1T .11 10peFee 1.11 

ST = Soldertall WW = Wlrewrsp 

rIBM ACCESSORIES7 

ZIF SOCKETS 
16 rie ZIF 5.60 
24 pi ZIF 760 
21 pe ZIF 6 10 

ZIF = TEXTOOL (Zero Insertion Force) 

DISKETTES 
51/4" 

ATHANA - 
SS/SD 15.90 
SS /DD 16.90 
DS /DD 22.90 

SOFT SECTOR with HUB RING 

BULK 51/4" DISKETTES 
(NO LABEL) 

SS /DD ... 10for14.90 
100 up 139.00 

(Lifetime Warranty) 

The FLIP SORT'" 
The new Flip Sort" has all the fine 
qualities of the original with some 
added benefits: a new design 
and 50% greater capacity. Holds 
75 diskettes and the price is now 
lower than ever- $1 6.95 

MEMORY 
EXPANSION KIT 

4164 15Ons 
9 for $45.00 

MULTIFUNCTION CARD 

rAPPLE ACCESSORIES 

80 Column Apple I1+ ... 149.95 
80 Column Apple IIE ... 129.95 
Z80 Apple 1I+ 89.00 
Z80 Apple IIE 89.00 
18K Card 39.95 
Cooling Fan 38.95 
Power Supply 74.95 
Joystick 29.95 
RF Modulator 13.95 
Disk Drove 199.00 
Controller Card 59.95 
Paddles 7.95 

APPLE COMPATIBLE 
JOYSTICK 

29.°6 

64K le 384K RAM 

Pen)IN Pert 

Serial Pert 

Click Glieder 

Sifters included 

1 -Year Warranty 

$249.95 

COOLING FAN 
38.eá 

micromax 
VIEWMAX-80 14 995 

80 Col. card for Apple II+ 
Video Soft Swl':ch 
Inverse Video 
2 Year Warranty 

VIEWMAX -80e 12995 
80 Col. card for Apple IIE 
84K RAM Expandible to (281( 

64K RAM Upgrade 40.00 

MEMORY CARD 

ExpssHble to 512K 

FelIy cempatllle with IBM software 

Filly compitiblo w /IBM dlagnost(c utilities 

Serial Pert Anllabli 

I -Year Warranty 

$199.95 

APPLE COMPATIBLE 
POWER SUPPLY 

Powers Apple type systems 
+5V @5A +12V 3A 
-5V @ .5A -1 2V cs .5A 
Includes Instructions 

Reg. Power Supply 
Model 4A /PS (99/4) 

3 DC Outputs: 
12V @ .4A, +5V @ 1.1A 

-5V @ .2A Highly Filtered 

6.95 

-VUTEK- 
Color Parallel Serial 

Card 
Il 

The Flip Sort PLUS`" 
The new Flip Sort PLUS` adds 
new dimensions to storage. Its 
smoked acrylic elegance holds 
over 100 diskettes with all the 
features you expect from the Flip 
Sort Family- $24.95 

7i+°.a 
J \ I 

, 
. Y...i..:.. 

QM*;._-,.-, 

16K RAM Card - Apple I I+ 
2 -Year Warranty 

Assembled 8 Tested .... 39.95 

Fill bit -mopped Cofer Graphics 

Printer Port (IPTI. IPT2, LPT3I 

Sino) Pon (Coml. Com2) 

IBM PC. XT and Partible compotlble 

Fill software compatibility 

Compatible with Lotus 1 -2.3. Multi -Plan 

and Flight Slmuiater 

Full 2 -Yeer *unity Ports and Libor 

$299.00 

DISK DRIVES 
Tendon TM100 -2 08 /11D 199.00 

Teas FD -55B DS /0D 159.00 

KEYBOARD EXTENSION CABLE 

$19.95 J 

APPLE COMPATIBLE 
DISK DRIVE 

TERMS: Minimum order S1000 
For shipping and handing, include 
S2 50 for UPS ground or S3 50 for 
UPS Blue lair) or each additional 
air pound. add $1 for UPS Blue 
shipping and handling California 
residents must inckde 6% sales 
tax. Bay area and LA residents in- 
clude 6':°o sa es tax Prices are 
subject to change without notice 
We are not responsible for typo- 
graphical errors We reserve the 
right to limit quantities and to sub- 
stitute manufacturers All merchan- 
dise subject to prior sale 

VL MEI 
HOURS: Mon - Fri 7 30 to 500 

Saturdays 1000 to 3'00 

VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE 

2100 De La Cruz Blvd 
Santa Clara. Ca 95050 

(408) 988-0697 

ALL MERCHANDISE IS 

1000 /o GUULARRANTEED 

199.00 
Shugart mechanism. made in U.S.A. 

Directly replaces Apple Disk II 

Fully compatible with Apple Controller 
or other Apple compatible controllers 
One Year Warranty 

CIRCLE 110 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO - 
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100 

CPU's & 
SUPPORT CHIPS 

82C43 10 00 
AMD2901 8 95 
6502 4 75 

6800 2 50 
68031 
6809 
6810 
6821 
6845 
6850 
6875 
8035 
80850 
8086 
8155 
8702 
8205 
8212 
8214 
8216 
8226 

1295 
8 95 
4 00 
4 50 

1395 
350 
450 
8 95 

10 00 
77 50 
800 

19 95 
6 50 
300 
450 
300 
3 50 

SHIFT 
REGISTERS 
MM1402 I 75 
50.41403 1.75 
5M1404 1.75 
545013 2.50 
4045055 250 
51655056 3.50 
MM5057 150 
0045058 2.50 
541145080 2.50 

ROM's 
TP618542 3.50 
825126 195 
025130 1 95 
TPB28S166 9.50 
825181 695 
745474 3 95 

27<78 3 75 
27128 22 50 
2716.5V 315 
7M5 2537 6.75 
2732A 695 
2764 750 
3628A-3 3 00 
6331 1 95 
76435 395 
82565 1 25 
0M9214C 295 

INTER 
8237 1600 FACE 
8238 395 
8250 1095 
8251 800 
6253 800 
82550.5 800 
8257 800 
6259 800 
8275 24 50 
82795 695 
8288 1700 
8355 1295 
705997751 9.95 
6800018 39 50 
ZBOA CPU 75 

2808 CPU 900 
2800 CTC 450 
2804 DART 900 
780A PIO 450 
780A 510 1095 

a 
DRIVERS 

406 10130 3 75 
Ay] 1015D 5.75 
1488 90 
1489 90 
TR16078 395 
81119411 895 
33410 295 
A 05 3600Pi0 9 95 
CRT5037 1895 
MM5307 
MM5389 
8130 
8830 
8833 
8834 
8837 

DISC 
Controllers 

1771. , 16.50 1795 

1791 . . 26.00 1797 

1793 . . 36.00 D766C 

RAM's 
21102.3 90 
21019.4 1.60 
21121 1.95 
21142 1.40 
2118-4 250 
71473 250 
3242 600 
TM53409 I 75 

MK4077 3 1.75 
7145405051 195 
MK4096 11 1 25 
4108.3 1 50 
411615 
41184 
4164 15 
MK 4807 
261044 
61163 
811812 

1 25 
4 00 
8 00 
5 95 
2 50 
6 75 
4 95 

7 95 
2 50 
2 50 
250 
2 50 
200 
200 

35.00 

35.00 

19.00 

NO. 30 

WIRE WRAP 
WIRE SINGLE 

STRAND 
100' $1.40 

EPOxy GI ASS VECTOR BOARD 
1/16" Mk* wNh 1/10-1Pe4by 
4W "x ó5S 61.I16 

SCR's 
1.6A M 36A 

100 .36 .40 1.40 

200 .40 .50 1.60 

400 .60 .70 2.40 

600 .93 1.00 3.93 

TRIAC's 
MV 14 10A 

100 .36 93 

200 .93 .93 

400 .70 1.00 

1 

26A 

1.40 

1.93 

2.60 

C MOS 

14000 60 
74CO2 40 
74004 40 

74C10 40 
74114 60 
74C20 40 

74132 40 
74142 120 
74CI6 75 
74153 1 70 
)4C86 40 
74C154 3 00 
74c557 1 70 

74CI61 I 10 

741174 I 10 
741175 1 10 
14C192 1 40 
740193 1 40 
741901 40 
140903 130 

141907 90 
74C915 1 10 

740921 350 
4001 30 
4002 30 
4008 85 
4007 30 
4008 90 
4009 40 
4010 45 
4011 
4011 
4013 
4014 

4076 125 4071 30 
4027 45 4072 30 
4078 70 4076 80 
4079 75 4077 50 
4030 40 4081 30 
4034 115 4082 ;0 

4093 0 

4099 1.75 
4601 95 
4503 65 
4506 IS 
4510 1 20 
4511 13. 

4514 110 
4515 1 60 
4518 1 50 
4518 85 
4520 80 
4528 110 
4529 I 40 
4538 1 50 
4539 1 50 
4583 90 
4586 75 

4035 
4040 

30 4041 
30 4047 
35 4083 

4044 
4046 
4047 
4049 
4050 
4051 
4052 
4053 
4060 
4066 
4085 

30 4069 
4070 

75 

4015 40 
4016 40 
4017 75 

4018 75 

4019 40 
4020 75 

4021 75 
4072 75 

4023 35 
4024 66 
4025 

85 
75 

75 

85 
85 
80 
90 
95 
35 
35 
60 

1 00 
80 
70 
40 
40 
35 
4u 

50 PIN FDGEBOARD CONN. 3 95 
40 PIN EDGE BOARD CONN- 3.00 

34 PIN EDGE BOARD CONN. 3.00 

26 PIN EDGEBOARD CONN. 2.50 

60 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN. 4.00 

50 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN. 3.50 

40 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN. 3.00 

34 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN. 2.75 

26 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN. 250 
20 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN. 200 

TRANSISTOR SPECIALS 
IN1307 SNP GE TOO 
241014 PAP GE TOO 
MEP 01014 - SNP GE TOJ 
T111 1 10 TIP 146 
DMIDNPNSWFFCIRNf POWE5 
M1114001CMRFTBAAS0T0I4144 
MIMI PM. ST03 
T1P2164 PPP S 
2N22IINPA 5 T01S 
21010TPNP97011 
21113393NM Si 103 
30110444444 S TO40 
2143106M4P5TOA2 
2146101PT4p570.Z2O 
Tp31SNM1ST07m 
TIP 326 MAP ST07m 
TIP 11PNPM 
T1 121PNP5UM 
TIP 141 WTI SLII 
/0x6 
OPS2C00 - DUAL POWER DML 
M3E106T 

CRYSTALS 
1843 6000 
2000 6144 
3.000 6.000 

3579 10 000 
4 000 18000 
5000 18432 

20 000 

3.00 ea. 

74S SERIES 
74500 35 74574 50 745163 
74502 35 74586 50 745174 
74503 35 74589 200 745175 
74504 35 145112 50 745181 
74505 35 745124 2.20 745182 
74508 35 745133 45 745189 
74510 35 745535 85 745194 
74511 35 745138 80 745195 
74515 35 745139 80 745240 
74520 35 745151 90 745257 
74530 35 745167 90 745260 
74532 40 745158 90 745373 
74542 85 745161 175 745374 
74555 35 

1 75 

90 
90 

3 00 
2 CO 

60 
1 30 
1 30 
1 

40 90 
75 

1 00 
1 00 

DA008E0 3 75 
TL062CP 96 
11064CN 1.50 
01077 1 25 

T LOB4 1 50 
1114201 75 

LM301 /748 50 
LM307 45 
LM308 
LM310 
LMlll 
100318 
00319 

L00324 
LM339 
1543443 

LF351 
Lf 353 
LE 355 
151358 
LM370 
04377 

66 
170 

75 
1 25 
1.30 
.75 
$0 
.99 

1:5 
90 
.70 

1.40 
1 60 

154380 1 20 LM 350 140 
170384 160 L001391 1.00 
LM386 100 1456 80 
1M387 125 1458 50 
114393 75 114 808 1 75 
LF398A 300 AD 700L0 495 
100555 SO 1002901 .95 
LM556 90 CA3018 1.95 
558 1 75 C0307807 1.50 
565 90 CA3080 1.00 
566 125 C03089E 13 
567 85 CA3094 130 
NE592 95 CA3130 100 
709C 80 CA3140 100 
L51710 60 CA3822 75 
711011 40 LM3909 80 
737 95 4136 85 
7410E .80 55596* 150 
741CV 40 8100CJ 595 
747 50 LM13080 95 
CA 758 1 75 
100798CT 60 

21144. . . . $1.00 

4116-25... S .75 

4164-2. . . . 55.00 HM 50256 

4164-15... 56.00 

6264.15 

$39.00 

S 39.00 

2413820 P FET 
TOS 73 N FET 
2182646 UJT 
ER 900 TRIGGER DIODES 
2N 6028PROG UJT 

S 45 
S.45 
s 45 

4761 00 
S 65 

DISC CAPACITORS 
1UF 16V 10 51 00 100 5800 
O1UF 35V 16 5100 103 5500 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 
4- 6- DOUBLE SIDED EPDXY BOARDED'r "THICK 
$ 60 e4 5 -$240 

TOGGLE aso - BOOT - t 0 
SWITCHES 3611. - Dro1 - CENTER Off 1.M 

100- SPOT IC 

IN4148 (IN914) 15/1.00 
L14114R DETECTOR 3/61.00 
FP 100 PHOTO TRANS $ .50 
RED LED's.2- 8 /01.00 
YEL, GREEN M AMBER LARGE LID'$ .2 6/$1.00 
RED -GREEN BIPOLAR LED $ .90 
RED -YELLOW BIPOLAR LED $ .90 
MLED921R LED $ .40 
MR D1413 PHOTODARL.XTOR $ .50 
MCT2OPTO ISOLATORS 6.60 
1 WATT ZENERS. 3.3. 4.7, 5.1, 56,6.8. 

8.2,9.1, 10, 12. 15, 18. or 220 6/61.00 

FULL WAVE BRIDGE 
PRY 
IDO 

200 
400 
600 

24 SA 254 
I .o 

80 1 30 2 20 
100 65 330 
130 190 44C 

17V DC RELAYS 
TTL 512E 

S.P. 1200 ohm coa 
.75 

D.P. 400 ohm coa 
.93 

SILICON POWER RECTIFIERS 

PRO 

103 06 
200 .06 

400 99 
500 .11 

®0 13 

1020 20 

IA 3A 

14 

.17 

15 
30 

36 

46 

120 

35 
00 

m 
85 

1.00 

1.25 

504 

90 
130 

90 

200 
290 
300 

125* 

5.00 

7.00 
16.66 

13.00 

16.00 

20.00 25.00 

2404 

603 
910 
12.03 

15.00 

1800 

DIP SWITCHES 

CTS 206- 4 4 POSITION .75 
CTS 206- 7 7 POSITION .95 
CTS 206. 8 8 POSITION .95 
CTS 20610 10 POSITION 1.25 

8 PIN 10 DIP 
14 PIN 15 SOCKETS 
16 PIN 18 
18 PIN 20 
20 PIN 25 

22 PIN 
24 PIN 
28 PIN 
40 PIN 

25 
25 
35 
40 

78112 
LM305G 
LMl17T 
3207 5.17.15 

nr 24 
323K IL/LI-5051 

REGULATORS 
S 40 1513377 SI 95 
S 75 151338K S5 75 

3' 35 3407 5. 6. 8. 9. 17, 

15 18w74V S 75 

5 85 723 5 50 
Si 75 1.051412 .17034 53 95 

WIRE WRAP 
SOCKETS 

14PIN - 46 
*PIN - .50 
18 PIN - .65 
20 MN - .90 
241,04 - 10 

28PIN - 1.25 
40 PIN - 190 

20KV DIODES 
250 RM. $1.96 

DB CONNECTORS 
DON $2.00 

DB9S - 300 
HOODS- 110 

08258 . $2.40 
13625$ 327 
HOODS 1 10 

TANTALUM CAPACITORS 
22UF35V 5/61.00 15UF 16V 3/91.00 
47UF35V 5/91.00 30UF6V 5/91.00 
68UF35V 5/61.00 33UF15V 9 .50 
1UF 20V 5/91.00 47UF20V $ .66 
2.2UF20V 5/61.00 SRO 16V $1.00 
3.3UF20V 4/91.00 2000F 20V $1.75 
4.7UF35V 4/01.00 150ÚF 16V $1.30 
6.8UF20V 4 /01.W /F10V $1.75 
10ÚF 20V - 6 .40 

22UF 10V - 5 30 

7400 
7401 
7402 
7403 
7404 
7405 
7406 
7407 
7408 
7409 
7410 
7411 
7417 
7413 
7414 
7420 
7425 
7424 
7427 
7430 
7432 
7437 
7438 
7440 
7442 
7445 
7444 
7447 
7448 
7450 
7472 
7473 

TTL IC SERIES 

7474 35 
7475 45 
7476 36 
7480 45 
7483 50 
7485 60 
7486 35 
7489 1 90 
7491 50 
7492 50 
7493 50 
7494 60 
7495 55 
7496 60 
74107 50 
14118 1 20 
74121 30 
74122 45 
74123 50 
74125 45 
74126 45 
74145 80 
74148 120 
74150 1 35 
74151 55 
74153 55 
74154 1 S0 
74155 75 

74157 55 
74160 85 
74161 70 
74162 70 

74163 70 
74164 85 
74186 85 
74188 1 00 
74170 150 
74173 75 

74174 90 
741)5 90 
74176 75 
74180 I 90 
74181 200 
74182 90 
74190 80 
74191 80 
74192 80 
74193 80 
74194 80 
74595 BO 

74596 75 

74199 1 25 
74771 1 25 
74273 1 00 
74279 70 
74346 65 
74367 65 
74390 90 
75325 
15,052 
9601 
8726 
8728 
8798 

50 
00 
00 
10 
10 

10 

74LS SERIES 

741500 
741501 
741502 
741503 
741504 
741505 
741508 
741509 
741510 
741511 
741-512 
741513 
741514 
741515 
741.520 
141.571 
741522 
741576 
741527 
741528 
741530 
741537 
741537 
741538 
741540 
741542 
741547 
741951 
741554 
741573 
741574 
74L575 
741576 
741583 
741585 
741586 
741590 
741597 
741595 
741_596 
7415107 

30 
30 
30 
30 
35 
35 
35 
35 
30 
35 
35 
45 
55 
35 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
35 
30 
35 
35 
35 
30 
50 
3 
m 
40 
40 
40 
40 
so 
70 
40 
55 

85 
40 

7415109 40 
7415111 40 
7415113 40 
7415114 40 
7415123 75 

7415125 60 
7415126 60 
7415137 60 
7415136 40 
7415137 90 
7415138 80 
7413139 BO 

7415147 I Xl 
7415151 56 
7415153 55 
7415155 70 
7415156 70 
7415157 65 
7415158 60 
7415180 70 
7415161 65 
7415187 70 
7415183 85 
14L5164 70 

7415165 70 
7415168 1 3 
7415170 1 30 
7415113 10 
7415174 56 
7415175 55 
7415181 2.00 
7415190 90 
7415191 90 
7415192 80 
7415193 80 
7415194 65 
7415195 70 
7415196 15 

7415197 75 

7415221 90 
7415240 95 

7415241 95 
7415241 5 00 
7415243 1 00 
7415244 1 25 
7415245 1.40 
7415248 1 40 
7415247 75 
7415248 1 00 
7415251 60 
7415253 60 
7415757 60 
7413758 60 
7415259 1 75 

7415260 60 
7415286 55 
7415273 1 50 
7415279 50 
7415280 1 70 
7415283 70 
1415290 90 
1415293 90 
7415298 90 
7415370 2 00 
7415323 3 50 
7415365 60 
7415366 60 
7415367 60 
1415368 60 
7415373 1 30 
7415394 1 30 
7415377 1 30 
7415386 45 
7415390 I 10 
1415393 1 10 
1415446 2 00 
741_5398 2 50 
7415541 2 25 
7415675 I 75 
7415668 1 60 
7415670 1 75 
811598 1 40 

MULTI TURN TRIM POTS 
500HM 5K 

100 OHM 3/$2.00 10K 

1000 OHM 20K 

POSTAGE RATES 
ADD IDS. FOR ORDERS UNDER 425 00 

ADD 5% FOR ORDERS BETWEEN 62000 b $90 CO 

ADD 3% FOR ORDERS ABOVE 950 CO 

TERMS 606 CAMBRIDGE MASS SEND CHECK 

OR MONEY ORDER MINIMUM TELEPHONE 

COD PURCHASE ORDER OR CHARGE $2000 

MINIMUM MAIL ORDER 45 00 

SEND S25 608 OUR CATALOG 
6E400815G TRANSISTORS b 
RECTIFIERS 146 HAMPSHIRE 
ST .CAMBRIDGE. MASS 02130 

(r, 
SOLID STATE SALES 
P.O. BOX 74 D 

SOMERVILLE. MASS. 02143 

TEL. (617) 547 -7053 
WE SHIP OVER OVER 95 °. 

OF OUR ORDERS WITHIN 
24 HOURS OF RECEIPT 

TOLL FREE 1- 800343.5230 
FOR ORDERS ONLY 

CIRCLE 74 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

This is an all BOLD FACE ad. Notice its 
enhanced appearance on the page. Your ad 
can look like this one. Order the next ad as 
a BOLD -FACE ad. The premium is 20%. 

YOUR own radio station! AM, FM, cable, licensed, 
unlicensed, transmitter kits! Write: BROADCAST- 
ING, Box 130 -F12, Paradise. CA 95969. 

SECURITY alarm industry booming. Get in now. 
Tremendous demand. Employment -business 
terrific. Insider's information, $2.00 (redeem- 
able), SECURITY, PO Box 1456 -NE, Grand Rapids. 
MI 49501. 

PICTURE tube rebuilding equipment. Buy /sell, new/ 
used machinery. FFull training. CHICAGO TELEVI- 
SION, 633 North Semoran Blvd., Orlando, FL 
32807, (3051 281 -1260. 

This ad is set with a background screen. 
Notice how it stands out on the page. This 
ad incurs a 25% premium charge. Perhaps 
your next ad could have a screen back- 
ground. 

ELECTRO -VOICE DEALER 
MICROPHONES stocked, low prices, C.O.D. ship- 
ment. Mixers, speakers. speaker components, 
Harman -Kardon. RICK MARDER, (201) 561 -8123. 

DO-IT-YOURSELF TV REPAIR 
NEW!...Repair 'any TV...Easy. Anyone can do it. 
Write, RESEARCH, Rt. 3, Box 601 BR, Colville, WA 
99114. 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 
FCC Commercial General Radio Telephone Li- 
cense correspondence course. 60 lessons for 
$89.50. Payment plan. Results guaranteed! Details 
free. AMERICAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, Box 
201, Cedar Mountain, NC 28718. 

CB EQUIPMENT 
PALOMAR /Pride electronics-exclusive repair fa- 
cility. Service -update- improvements on these 
and similar equipment. PALOMAR -PRIDE RE- 
PAIR, 1320 -4 Grand. San Marcos, CA 92069 (619) 
744-0720. 

WANTED 
OLD tubes: 2A3, 10's, 45'5, 50's, 80's, 81's, 211, 242, 
845, VT -52, VT-62. WESTERN ELECTRIC EQUIP- 
MENTS: (818) 576 -2642, David, POB 832, M -Park, 
CA 91754 

SCANNERS 
SCANNERS -discount prices Bearcat BC -100 
$279.99; Bearcat 210XL $214.99; Bearcat 300 
$335.99; Regency MX3000 $186.99; JIL 5X100 
$138.99; JIL SX200 $269.99; Bearcat 20/20 
$275.99; Spectrum radar detector $214.99; plus 
$3.00 shipping. Free discount catalog. Lowest 
prices anywhere on scanners, radar detectors, ma- 
rine radios, two -way accessories. SCANNER 
WORLD, 10 -RE New Scotland, Albany, NY 12208 
(518) 436-9606. 

GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS, ETC. 
NOISE eliminators, expanders, power meters, 
others. Twelve -24 bands/channel equalizers from 
$89.00 Kit see R -E 5 -6178, 2/80, 3 -4/81. Catalog: 
SSS, 856R Lynnrose, Santa Rosa, CA 95404. (707) 
546-3895. 

CABLE TV 
DEALERS wanted: Channel 2, 3, and 4 notch fil- 
ters. Money back guarantee. Send $15.00 for 
sample and quantity price list. Specify channel(s). 
LEE KURTZ, PO Box 291394, Davie, FL 33329. 

WRITE FOR ®o IAcGEE'S Ië=_- ----- 
SPEAKER & ELECTRONICS CATALOG 

1001 BARGAINS IN SPEAKERS 
TN.: 1 (016) 642 5092 

1901 MCGEE STREET KANSAS CITY, MO. 64106 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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THE FIRST NAME IN 
ELECTRONIC TEST GEAR 

ell 

20 MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 
Unsurpassec quality at an unbeatable price, the Ramsey oscillo- s3 9995 scope compares to others costing hundreds more Features include 
a component testing circuit for resistor, capacitor. digital circuit and 
diode testing TV video sync filter wide bandwidth & nigh sense high waft hook on 
(icily internal graticule front panel trace rotator Z axis high prebw Included 
sensitivity ay mode regulated power supply built -in calibrator 

rock solid triggering 
'USA -Add 510 00 per unit for postage. overseas orders add 15% 
of total order for Insured surface mail 

/ \ RAMSEY D -1100 r . 1, YOM MULTITESTER 
- -- - Compact and reliable, designed to 

service a wide variety of equipment 
Features include mirror back 

- scale double -jeweled precision 
moving toil double overload pro- 

w, rection an ideal low cost unit for 
M- r1,nri0r or as a spare back -up 

1995 lest leads and 
battery Included 

1 4) 

45 MHz DUAL SWEEP OSCILLOSCOPE 
The Ramsey 625 is a dual time base. decayed sweep unit mai incluaas e bun' * signal delay line to permit clear viewing curing very short rise times of Isar ". 
chancy waveforms Other features nclude. variable n b trigger notion 20 ca 
braced sweep time me ranges from 0 5 van to 0 2 oRrdis fully adfusiNE sweep 

probes 
quality hook on 

time 05 sweep magnification live trigger sources. CHI. CH? LINE dxTerru i probes included 
ana INTerna IV model iront panel x -y operation Z axis maul sum aller 
ence of CHI and CH2 waveforms s single trace swa gare ai : 

sweep output auto locus single sweep 
n, 

'Same as unit to leg 

NEW RAMSEY 1200 
YOM MULTITESTER 
Check transistors. diodes and 
LEDs with this professional quality 

titer Other features Include, 
decibel scale 20K volt metering 
system 31/2" mirrored scale 
polarity switch 20 measuring 
ranges safety probes high 
impact plastic case 

$2499 last leads and 
battery included 

RAMSEY D -3100 
DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
Reliable accurate digital mea- 
surements at an amazingly low 
cost in -line color coded push 
buttons speeds range selection 

abs plastic tilt stand recessed 
input lacks overload protection 
on all ranges 31/2 digit LCD dis- 
play with auto zero. auto polarity 
& low BAT. indicator 

$4995 leaf leads and 
battery mrudea 

CT -70 7 DIGIT 525 MHz 
COUNTER 
1. a0 quality al a bioakmrugh price I natures 

3 frequency ranges each with pre amp dual 
selectable gale tines gate activity indicator 

SOmV @ 150 MHz typical sensitivity wide 
! requency range 1 ppm accuracy 

$1 1 995 wired Includes 
AC adapter 

CT -70 kit 
BP -4 nicad pack 

$99.95 
9.95 

CT -90 9 DIGIT 600 MHz 
COUNTER 

1 vii- n ust .ersallle'or les; man $300 Features 3 

selectable gale limes 9 digits gale indicator 
display hold 25mV @ 150 MHz typical sen - 

srhvity 10 MHz hmebase for WWV calibration 
1 ppm accuracy 

$1499 5 wired Includes 
AC adapter 

CT -90 kit $129.95 
OV -1 0.1 PPM oven timetase . 59.95 
BP -1 nicad pack 1895 

CT -125 9 DIGIT 1.2 GHz 
COUNTER 
A 9 digit Loonier that will outperform units Cost- 
ing hundreds more gale indicator 24mV @ 
150 MHz typical sensitivity 9 digit display 

1 ppm accuracy display hold dual inputs 
with preamps 

$16995 wired Includes 
AC adaptor 

BP -4 nicad pack 9 95 

MSG rerarrerrccoortr rr 
arroi 

wax 

CT -50 8 DIGIT 600 MHz 
COUNTER 
A versalde lab beech ,rArr ter wits. ptional 
receive frequency adapter. which lures the CT- 
50 into a digital readout for most any receiver 

25 mV @ 150 MHz typical sensitivity 8 digit 
display 1 ppm accuracy 

1695 wired 
CT -50 kit 013995 
RA -1 receiver adapter kit , . 11.95 

DM -700 DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
Professional quality at a hobbyist price Fee - 

ures include 26 different ranges and 5 func- 
tions 3, digit. yr inch LED display auto- 
matic decimal pincement automatic polarity 

x11995 wired includes 
AC adapter 

[IM li 
MP -I probe 

$99 95 
4 95 

PS-2 AUDIO MULTIPLIER 
The PS-2 is handy for high resolution audio 
resolution measurements. multiplies UP on fre- 
quency great for PL tone measurements 

multiplies by 10 or 100 0 01 Hz resolution 8 
built -in signal preamplcondilioner 

$4995 wired 

$39.95 

Ì 

BROADBAND RF R1EAMel rr rE 

,.wy arx.T 

PR -2 COUNTER PREAMP 
The PR -2 is ideal for measuring weak signals 
prom 10 to 1.000 MHz flet 25 db gain BNC 
connectors great for shifting RF ideal 
receiverrTV preamp 

$4495 wirelrtclueae 
AC adapter 

$34.95 

PS-1B 600 MHz PRESCALER 
Extends the range of your present counter to 
600 MHz 2 stage preamp druide by 10 crr- 
cuilry sensitivity 2SmV @ ISO MHz BNC 
connectors orrves any counter 

*5995 
adapter 

e. 

PS -1B kit $49.95 

ACCESSORIES FOR RAMSEY COUNTERS 
Telescopic whip antenna -BNC plug S 8.95 
High impedance probe, light loading 16.95 
Low pass probe. audio use 16.95 
Direct probe, general purpose use 13.95 
Tilt bail, for CT -70, 90, 125 3.95 

VISA 
TERMS: satisfaction guaranteed examine for 10 days: it not pleased. return in 

original form for refund add 6 °a for shipping and insurance to a maximum of 

510.00 overseas add 15'a for surface mail COO add $2.50 (COO in USA only) 

PHONE ORDERS CALL orders under SI5.00 add SI50 NY residents add ? °s sales tax 90 day parts 
warranty on all kits 1 year parts 8 labor warranty on all wired units. 

716 -586 -3950 RAMSEY ELECTRONICS. INC. 
2575 Baird Rd. 
Penfield. N.Y. 14626 TELEX 466735 RAMSEY CI 

CIRCLE 70 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 101 
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I* No 

94/q25 
91/100 
901071 
901071 
911101 
9/7I05N 
99/gú6 
9974071 
9171061 

59/40911 
9474106 

917OIx 
9171171 
97419 
9171148 
997',91 
94741 64 

9174206 
9174214 

917177. 
9411711 
9474251 

947IÄ71 
5.111114 

9411294 
9471301 

904376 
974136 
9471364 
5674094 
91113' 
947409 
97440 
94)4411 
947.36 
94744,' 
9.7.94 
9414161 
911.41 
911994 
9474s,' 
941491 
94116014 

9474725 
5674726 

9174725 

M PMa 

11 

11 

11 

N 
11 

N 
u 
la 

N 

11 

14 

N 
u 
u 
11 

u 
11 

11 

N 

11 

11 

1 

11 l9 
11 49 

11 25 

11 49 

N N 
11 

11 89 

11 15 

11 125 
15 125 

N 69 

11 15 

N 75 

1/ 75 

11 19 

11 Ä 
11 

11 39 

11 39 

II 39 

7400 
MIN 
941', 
9414784 
9111)61 
911119 
941425 
9471621 
567436 
9176391 
90469 
9174691 
911901 
94/1914 
91119711 

9111911 
94719,' 
9174956 

9111961 
9174976 

91211001 
917410« 
912110571 

91111041 

94)11091 
94741194 
91741216 

511741726 

911',231 
912/12511 

911.112614 

5x11'1711 

$N7n361 
947414' 
94711424 

941/11311 
9/741,1 
91741156 
94711464 

94141184 
91111504 

91/11511 
947415K1 

94/1tSW 
9/11591 
9111556 
9041546 
94/115N 

Pisa Prn 
11 39 

45 

11 39 

14 195 
N 69 
N 49 

11 55 

1 59 

11 39 

N 125 
11 

11 n 
11 45 

11 45 

11 89 

11 49 

11 

M 325 
195 

14 119 

14 119 

11 79 

N 39 
149 

11 45 

11 69 

n 55 

11 

11 49 

N 59 

11 69 

N 19 

N 395 
N 395 

395 
{ 65 

11 129 

16 89 

N 149 

N 49 

II 49 

11 99 

N 119 

N 19 

N 59 

N a 

M N. 

94141591 

94111694 
91211616 

911116711 

94741625 
91741641 

94111684 
9111661 
94741664 
94741701 

917/1178 
587',771 Cl','. 
917/1791 
5117/1768 

587',771 
917/17911 

917,,61'" 
94/116' 
94/IImN 
9171t5M 
91741198 
94711961 

58741911 
94)11994 
597',911 
911',9,' 
91111951 
Cl,"., 
917/1941 
917419' 
59111991 
94712715 

91717516 
94142701 
94112794 

94/12791 
94142601 

94/4il,' 
947476511 

91743651 

917436614 

9743678 
941136111 
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.. f,ec"on,. W w 

VISA' A' 

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT. CA 94002 
12/84 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME -(415)592 8097 Telex: 1715043 
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R072CP 
ROMP I 

R01CP 
110.99 
11D/9C1 1 
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L1Om5 
LWOW 
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1430419 5 

lM]091 
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L931n 
5.311 ] 
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0060224 
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1931,' 11 
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L/63,N 1 

11490 
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0037. 
00371 
114364 
003911 11 
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1f440115 
1901RN 
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00401 12 
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49 
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70151 
7(151 
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7(111 
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/(132 
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325 
1n 

9 
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9 

1 .9 
IN 

59 

1 19 

I 19 

139 
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1 A n 

LINEAR 
/3556 

3594 
6/3911 

1.05911 

10701 1 

In711 1 

Mills I 

1210004 
13501 I 

110815 
1616 

4n61 
1384 
1L19í IS 

1091540 16 

109211 1 

53536 1 

83994 1 

1069' 
21'201 1 

649401 N 
1146C9 1 

1125315 1 

954,' 11 

M5506 11 

165551 1 

1614.555 1 

1.455611 11 

95594 II 
956,' IS 

115691 11 

11ö66fa 1 

116615 6 

95184 11 

6257111 11 

95971 11 

157001 1 

16171014 11 

r1171 44 11 

0079 11 

L5/191 11 

00398 II 
lY'11f9 

109 

109 
59 

1 79 

4% 
1% 
1% 
109 

89 
79 

149 

139 

9 

1 .9 
59 

3% 
5% 
1% 
I59 
159 

119 
1% 
% 
35 

69 

79 

1 ,ç 

49 

99 

7% 
749 

I .9 
149 

69 
79 

49 

89 
I% 

N 

1195 
1995 
1049 

1495 
16% 
1095 

95 
1095 

215 
1495 
16% 
495 
1% 
595 
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16% 
1919 

31 
2'49 
10% 
9% 
10% 
99% 

0715 a 258 
0251 N 99 

I14C701 N 1g9 
1 4C 89 25/ N 

41C259 N 189 
mCÄ6 11 89 4áll 21 
MC250 14 459 
MC299 a 559 
141C366 N 259 
C361 N 259 
0m3 IS 269 
41a14 1 * 
411C390 IS 59 

W393 14 159 
414CS33 a 269 
531 a 269 
05% IS 319 
W9e a 3» 
4CI021 11 15 

M04010 11 149 
4101060 11 149 
.C11375 11 59 

4NUON N 55 
4110511 11 195 
qf4514 04 1 19 

*CISN 759 
I54C4511 N 375 

WW1 4954' 
MKS NI 0518440 

14240 a 1 % 
(2u IS 195 
1013 a 2 79 

48374 a 729 
40901 11 59 
I0307 14 79 

46960 II 59 
IC906 11 59 

.1 ä 89*5 
IC912 s 095 
C915 11 119 
40511 a 595 
(572 II 49 
C901 4% 
1C925 16 5% 
1C9Ä 16 5% 

80C% N 69 
1oC47 11 69 

157174 11 

LM1494 1 

IRI60C 
151156V 1 

1511504 1 

1514194 N 
141499 11 

1411984 11 

1N1605G11 

041110114 N 
LMI8l,' 11 

1,16171 II 
LMN764911 
114111914 IS 

1519994 N 
0825071 
0100014 1/ 
042206 11 

pQpl 11 

0172E6 5 
,42211 11 

15529111 

11Q176P 

1M2901N 11 

LM79021 N 
11529011 11 

140917/1 1 

1139001 11 

1M390504 1 

.09099 1 

L1091,' II 
155151 1/ 
1109151 N 

fe 
59 

9% 
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59 

69 
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2% 
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IBM PC AND PC AT 
Most of the popular Memory Boards ie g )uarlram E.pansron 
Boardsl allow you to add an add 64h : 28h 192K or 256K The 
IBM64K Krt will copulate they boards in 64K byre increments 
The Kit is simple In install -lust in,en the 9 64K RAM chips in the 
provided sockets and set the 2 groans of switches Cur. niece 
conversion documentation included 
IBM64K (Nine 200ns 64K RAMS) $43.95 

COMPAQ COLUMBIA EAGLE 
These PC compatibles and others use the IBM64K tir memory 
expansion 
IBM64K (Nine 200ns 64K RAMs) $43.95 

APPLE lie 
Extended 80- Column /64K RAM Card Expands memory by 64K to 
give 1281( when used with programs like VrsCalc- Fully assem- 
bled and tested 
JE864 $99.95 

TRS -80 MODEL 1 111 
Each Ka comes complete comete with eight MM5290 (UP W 16/4 1 16) 16e 
Dynamic RAMs and documentation for conversar Model 1 16K 
equipped arte Expansion Interlace can be expanded to 48K with 
2 Kits Model Ill Can be expended from 16K to 48K using 2 Kits 
Each Kit will expand computer by I6K increments 
TRS -16K3 200ns (Model Ill) $8.95 
TRS -16K4 250ns (Model 1) $6.95 

TRS -8O MODEL IV 
Easy to install Kit comes compete with 8 ea 4164N- 20 1200,r -. 
64K Dynamic RAMS A conversion documentation 
TRS -64K -2 (Converts horn lei( se 641() $38.95 
TRS- 64142PAL le r 164 w/apaeaa PAL ehlp 

to wise d horn sac l0 12e1q $59.95 

TRS -80 COLOR AND COLOR II 
Easy to install Kit Comes complete erns 8 each 4164N- 201200nsI 
64K Dynamic RAMs and documentation lot conversion Converts 
TRS -80 Color Computers with D E ET F and NC cram* boards to 
32K Also converts TRS -80 Color Computer II to 64K Flex DOS or 
OS -9 required to utilize lull 64K RAM on all Computers 
TRS -64K -2 $38.95 

Id 
J 

'..LrESTA /es Protect Yourself... 

DATASHIELDu 
wog Surge Protector 

1 iomi ces n Way, -file ,.rho EMI Hf I noise 
betore it can damage your equipment or cause 
data loss 6 month warranty Flower dissipa- 
tion 1100 microseconds) 1.000 OW wags 6 
sockets 6 tool power cord Normal line volt- 
age indicator light Brown out /black out reset 
switch 

$69.95 

1011 
011 a 

e ' 
Model 100 

Protect 
Yourself... 

se 

DATASHIELD 
Back -Up 

Power Source 
Provides up to 30 minutes of continuous 120 
VAC 6017 power to your computer system 
Iliad dependent) when you haw a black out 
a voltage sag Six month warranty Wright 
(PC 2001 24 lbs - I X73001 37 5 lbs 

PC200 (Output 'Wog 200 wens) $299.95 XT300 lOutpm rating 300 wane) $399.95 

Commodore" Accessories HAPPY HOLIDAYS! 
RS232 ADAPTER FOR 

VIC -20 AND COMMODORE 64 

CNeN 

The JE232CM allows connection of standard sena1 RS232 
printers. modems etc to your VIC -20 and C -64. A 4 pole 
switch allows the inversion of the 4 control lines. Com- 
plete installation and operation instructions included. 

Plugs into User Pon Provides Standard R5232 signal 
levels Uses 6 signals (Transmit. Receive, Clear to Send. 
Request to Send. Data Terminal Ready, Data Set Ready) 

JE232CM ..... .$39.95 

VOICE SYNTHESIZER 
FOR APPLE AND COMMODORE 

\\I\A4/4// 
Great 

EducaIing 

JES20AP 

JE520CM 

Over 250 word vocabulary-affixes allow the formation of more 
than 500 words BwN -in amplifier. speaker volume control and 
audio tack Recreates a clear natural male voice Fug -in user 
ready with documentation and sample software Case sire 
71/.L a 3'ÿ.W 1- 3,814 

APPLICATIONS Security Warning 
Teaching 
Instrumentation 

Ileac npnon P,i No 

Telecommunication 
Handicap Aid 
Games 

Prece 

5114.95 
5149.95 

JE520CM For Commodore 64 8 VIC-20 

JE520AP For Apple II Ile and Ile 

Computer Memory Expansion Kits 

PROMETHEUS 

Intelligent 300/1200 Baud 
Telephone Modem with 

Real Time Clock/Calendar 
The ProModem' is a Bell 212A (300/1200 baud) intelli- 
gent stand -alone modem Full featured expandable 
modem Standard features include Auto Answer and 
Auto Dial, Help Commands, Programmable Intelligent 
Dialing. Touch Tone` and Pulse Dialing 8 More Hayes 
command set compatible plus an additional extended 
command set Shown w/ alphanumeric display option 

Pert No Dwcripefon Pnca 

PM1200 RS -232 Stand Alone Unit $349.95 
PM1200A Apple II. II a and //e Internal Unit $369.95 
PM1200B IBM PC and Compatible Internal Unit 5269.95 
PM1200BS IBM PC 8 Comp Int Unit w /ProCom Software $319.95 
MAC PAC Macintosh Package 5399.95 

(Includes PM1200, Cable. 8 ProCom Software) 

OPTIONS FOR ProModem 1200 
PM -COM (ProCom Communication Software) S79.95 

Please specify Operating System 
PM -OP (Options Processor) $79.95 
PMO -16X (Options Processor Memory - 16K) $10.95 
PM0 -32K (Options Processor Memory - 32K) $20.95 
PMO -64K (Options Processor Memory - 64K) S39.95 
PM -ALP (Alphanumeric Display) $79.95 
PM -CC (Apple Ilc to PM1200 Cable) $29.95 
PM -MC (Macintosh to PM1200 Cable) .. $29.95 

KEYBOARDS 

13'e"Lx4'.'Wx 4-H 

Mitsumi 54 -Key Unencoded 
All- Purpose Keyboard 

switches 20 tan nbd2n e able cons . 

iw profile keys Features Cursor 
,,n1, i caps ¡lock). function- enter and shin k. 

Color (keycaps) grey WI 1 lb Frioul included 

KB54 $14.95 l ale assasuaae.a pap eu pop a uaeoaauaaia o a 
16-9/161 . 6' W. 14 H 

76 -Key Serial ASCII Keyboard 
Simple serial interlace SPST mechanical synlch- 

mg Operates in upper and lower case Frie user 
function keys F t -F5 Six Linger edge card conec- 
ton Color (keys) Ian Weight 2 lbs Data inn! 

KB76 $29.95 

O"'°J 

Pert No. pescnplionN: 

Apple Keyboard and Case 
for Apple II and I1+ 

Keyboard Direct connection with 16 -tan ribbon 
connector 26 special functions Size 14'71 x 

5'2 W x 1'7'11 

Case Accommodates KB -A68 Pop -up lid for 
easy access Size r5b W x 180 x 4'.11 

Pitee 

KB-EA1 Keyboard and Case (pictured above) $134.95 
KB -A68 68 -Key Apple Keyboa d only S 79.95 
EAEC -1 E banded Apple Enclosure Case only S 59.95 

POWER SUPPLIES 

mewl 
4i 

TRANSACTION TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
5VDC it 1 AMP Regulated Power Supply 
Output 5VDC e 10ampletso 30VDC regulm. -r :npul 5VAC, 60 Hz 
Two -tone Iblack /beigel self- enclosed Case .6 toot 3- conductor black 

power cord Sue 6'2 L a 7- W x 2'.' H Weight 3 lbs 

PS51194 $14.95 

Power /Mate Corp. REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 
Input 105-125/210-250 VAC a14763 Hz- Line regulation 005'% Three 

mounting surfaces Overvaltage protection UL recognized CSA certified 
Pen 10 Cop* ers Weight Pero. 

EMA5/68 5V93A/6V02 5A 4rt x 4W x 2'a'H 2 lbs 529.95 
FMAS/6C 5Via6A/6V.a5A 5h. 7 x 4. W e 2'. H 4 ibs $39.95 

POWER PAC INC. REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 
Perfect for computer systems Output 501)G o I I Amps. 6VDC e t Amp 
12VDC b 2 Amps 12VDC w 0 5 Amp and 24VOC 3 Amps Over - 

edtage protection Site 12,11x 64 W e 44'59 Wenger 17 ills Spec inel 

PS2922 $69.95 

4- CHANNEL SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY 
Microprocessor mini -computer, lermrnal. medical equipment and process 

control applicators Input 90- 130VAC. 47 -440Hz Output 5VDC a 5A. 
5VDC es I A 12VDCe IA, 12VDCe 1A Line regulations 02%- Ripple 

30mV p -p - Load regulation -1% Overcurrent protection AO 50 main 
output 10% Size. Wet a 1,41/ x 4- t51t6H Weight 1.7 lbs 

FCS-604A. $89.95 

Switching Power Supply for APPLE 11, II+ 8 lle'a 
Can drive four floppy disk drives and up to eight expansion cards 
Short circuit and overload protection Fits inside Apple computer 
Fully regulated 5V é' 5A. v 12V .y 1 5A, -5V R 5A. -12V e 5A 
Direct plug -in power cord Included Site 9r5.1 x 3'2-W x 2'.'H 
Weight 2 lbs 

KHP4007 (SPS -109) $59.95 
$10.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only 
California Residents Add 6,4% Sales Tau 
Shipping - Add 5% plus 51.50 insurance 
Send S.A.S.E. for Monthly Sales Flyer! 

'MasterCard J 

Spec Sheets - 304 each 
Send 51.00 Postage tor your 
FREE 1985 JAMECO CATALOG 
Prices Subject to Change 

semi Ord.r Electronics Wood rode arreco 
ELECTRONICS 

VISA' 

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD. BELMONT. CA 94002 
t2 /e4 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592-8097 Telex: 176043 

Apple" Accessories 
MP 5l4 APPLE i 

Direct Plug -In 
Compatible Disk Drive 
and Controller Card 

The ADD -514 Disk Drive uses 
ijirShugart SA390 mechanics 143K 
formatted storage 35 tracks 

Compatible with Apple Control- 
ler 8 ACC -1 Controller The drive 

comes complete with connector and cable - lust plug 
into your disk controller card Size 6'L o 3', W x 

8- 9 /16'D Weight 4': lbs 

ADD -514 (Disk Drive) $169.95 
ACC -1 (Controller Card) S 49.95 

More Apple Compatible Add- Ons... 
APF -1 Cooiing Fam $39.95 
KHP4007 ¡Switching Power Supply) $59.95 
JE614 INumerii/Aux Keypad tir Ibo $59.95 
KB -A68 ¡Keyboard w /Keypad tir u a n I $79.95 
MON -12G 112- Green Monitor for All. Ee. 11c) $99.95 
JE864 I30 Col 64K RAM for Ile) $99.95 
ADD -12 Ihn" Hall Morph, Orsk Drivel $179.95 

DISK DRIVES 

RFD480 ( Remen 5'a "full -ht ) $129.95 
JA551 -2 (Panasonic 5'.' half -ht) $139.95 
TM100 -2 (Tendon 5'." full -ht) $159.95 
FD55B (Teat 5'." hall -ht ) $149.95 
SA455 (Shugart 5'4' half -ht) $159.95 
FDD100 -8 (Siemens 8' full -ht ) $139.95 
PCK -5 (5'." Power Cable Kit) $2.95 
PCK-8 (8" Power Cable Kit) $3.95 

UV -EPROM Eraser 
I 8 Chips - 21 Minutes 

1 Chip - 15 Minutes 
Erases all EPROMMS Erases up to 8 chips *Ohm 21 minutes 1I chip 
in 15 minutes) Mamlains constant exposure distance of one Inch 
Special conductive loam liner elimmales static build-up Burn -in 
solely lock to prevent UV exposure Compact - only 9 00 L . 

3 70 W x 26011 Complete with holding tray for 8 chins 

DE-4 UV-EPROM Eraser $74.95 
UVS -11EL Replacement Bulb $16.95 

JE664 EPROM PROGRAMMER 
8K to 64K EPROMS - 24 8 28 Pin Packages 

Ceepleteif Self Untamed - Rehires Ile AllNaW Systems Nr *roe 
hua rims and wnoaleles EP1i0Mrs Checks or amber, e,ased 1002M, 
Emuiates PROMS a EPROM, RS232C Conpuer mwrtce tir Wong and 

program loading Loads dale Into RAM by keyboad Charges Gale e RAM 
by keyboard Loads RAM horn an EPROM Comperes EPROusbr Contra 
differences Copes EPROMS Power tow, 1 t SvAC. tartre waxes. IOW 
power cceSvn eenr Enclosure Coron coordinated IoM Ian panels wan 
molted end pieces el moCra bow, Sue 1541E x MOD x 3911 WegM 
51. los 

ire leuM ERW nmamw emusse. 'moms vane eM woa EROM. sun alb 
as b men, 0p101y Dao r>, be cerce rib me l6 Mr now et. eel MMn eco 

w o eea a EPAal di rien s wane lower more a.ma íóe6 R923tC 
alb 1i nor es parce semee 110 1564 t Wes mw te wawa he emus.. moms 
come. Wei ssti serin ban eerns me/ternesta n gewgaws/la ad MAW h 
stiva Moen w e.ar.Rere mane as vented cream minera rse 11441 M1. 
rai 4 emam.E meekly al's s roi ary Pelai Mira i n t o . aedesses new (P OF 
b .e eireerme ran roa . utter .a tel navy Inc 1Pú1 at0ws BAIA ab 
AccIESS n car" r.aaecnu ishariny. i ,unu A ;eWAr IMBY MIA 

MIA ,radai n re A4 e'e i, PRAM .ere an n e.sptwwl n eon 
*.Pen nw r 4,4 _v. 'couina c.v....W..0,N goo rrel664 

JE664-A MOM heeea $995 00 
Asseniin i A reue, includes JM,6A Modulei 

á66S - RS232C eTENFACE OPTION - r. ier.r.v. rrmee coro eser,e.n 

EPROM Programmer w /JE665 Option 
JE664 -ARS $1195.00 

es.embed a teal. n,rcivaNs .MlrfiA Moduini 

EPROM JUMPER MOQ.tES - IH 1664 r AMER MBBAE IPorsyant Wars n a 

Wag n W,ure era ire res me 16M te i, em' amameg pain erne EmOA and 

ninon, mir EMMA raset orrertern m eJ petsa Mew 
IMO 

ma. w MI. NM PM 1111.1.011B 

Yiu :rr9671..ni h. 

Mw riavrDyu w.w-rn Aw,,... 

. 
ó 

re 
' . .1116 

110.711 »v v 

e {-eise ene. a Pi 
.pes/ ,v Yana {r.b 9Y/ 
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Sockets, Switches, Knobs, IDC Products, - and now RDI Terminal Blocks 

pit's 
a full line of DATA Cable Products 
featuring Coaxial and RS -232C 
Cables, D -Subs, Edge Cards, B & C 
Connectors and Gender Changers. 

Over 1300 items are now available 
to you through your local Elec- 
tronics Store. For the store closest 
to you, contact our Sales Repre- 
sentatives or call us directly. 

Guaranteed 
Source of Supply 

for Sockets, Interconnection Products, 
IDC Products, AlcoSwitches, Lamps, 
Knobs, RDI Terminal Blocks. . 

and much more! 

AUGAT 
(i0 

300 Pine St., Canton, MA 02021 
(617) 828 -7220 

Outside 617 Area Call Toll Free 1 -800- 336 -3613 

REPRESENTATIVES 
New England 
KEENE SALES CO.. INC. 
Lynn. MA 01901 

I 617) 595-2300 
East Longmeadow. MA 01028 
1413)525.1049 
Upstate NY 
LEONARD D. ALLEN. INC. 
Syracuse. NY 13211 
1315)437 -8387 
Metropolitan New York. 
Long Island. No NJ 
STEVE FISHER SALES CORP. 
Teaneck NJ 07666 
1201) 837 -1200 
S. NJ, East PA. DE. MD. DC. VA 
AUSTIN ASSOCIATES 
Willingboro. NJ 08046 

(609) 871 -9290 
Middletown. MD 21769 
13011371 -9390 
GA. SC. NC. TN. AL. MS 
WALLACE ELECTRONIC 

SALES 
Kernerssille. NC 27284 
1800) 672 -4290 
Jonesboro. GA 30236 
1800) 334-3518 
Norcross. GA 30093 
1800)3343518 
FL. Puerto Rico 
SEACOM SALES CO. 
'Lauderdale Lakes. FL 33319 
1305)486.0260 
Tampa. FL 33629 
1813) 831 -6083 
AR. LA. OK. TX 
BOB GUNN & ASSOCIATES 
Carrolton. TX 75006. 
1214) 733 -1222 
Oklahoma Coy. OK 73132 
1405) 721-9400 
Folsam. LA 70437 
1504)796.9825 
San Antonio. TX 78247 
1512) 655 -1041 
Houston. TX 77065 
1713) 469 -7041 
IL. East WI. Clinton Cry. IA. 
Lake & Porter Counties. IN 
ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS. 

INC. 
Elmhurst. IL 60126 
1312) 941 -0710 
Hales Corners. WI 53130 
1414) 529 -2653 
OH, WV. West PA 
MANDABACHLEHNERCO. 
'Columbus. OH 43213 
(614)235 -0265 
Stow. OH 44224 
1216) 686-1965 
No. CA. NV 
FEATHERSTONE SALES CO. 
Hayward. CA 94544 
1415)785.1926 
So. CA. Clark Cry. NV 
LESSING ASSOCIATES 
Newhall. CA 91321 
1805) 254 -0274 
Carlsbad. CA 92008 
1619)434.6913 
AZ. NM. El Past Cry. TX 
MORE SALES COMPANY 
Phoenix. AZ 85016 
1602) 265-9201 
OR. WA. West ID. West MT. AK 
ROGER M. MINTHORNE CO. 
*Portland. OR 97219 
1503)246.4556 
CO. UT. WY. S.E. ID. 
East MT. West NE 
MKP MARKETING INC. 
Denver. CO 80222 
1303)759.5661 
IN (excluding Lake & Porter 
Cry's.). KY 
aTB & ASSOCIATES INC. 
'Carmel. IN 46032 
1317) 844-9227 
MO. KS. IA (excluding Clinton 
Cry. ). NB. So. IL 
KATHRINUS KELLY 

BAUMHAUER a CO. 
S1. Louis. MO 63117 

(314)647.2400 
Blue Springs. MO 64015 
(816)229.0001 

MI & MIN: contact 

CIRCLE 52 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

'Main Office 

QUALITY SPECIALS 
DELUXE 46 CHANNEL 

CABLE TV CONVERTER 
With Fine Tuning Dial 

Smns an cade oNrwte M UHF 
rtam pay to WI Mon TN, MP ., e r..namonYroa 

. tep, pry Tv iaaroe.. 
reduced, Mule ...end moaner 
Manner 

o,opa',qaamne.cn,.. 
and 

$24.95 
BICYCLE COMPUTER 

A Dashboard for your 
Bike 
Handsome 

keyboard 
Speed t^tance s u burn ed w 
0 2w r CO screen w.e: 
croc. iowncpwmm cnmo.t. 
oM MAC whop 6 all mounts 

5 
Upgrade any a/k 

49. 
foadalu9noocna macho na 

NEW DIGITAL SCALE 
Lab accuracy at an 

everyday price 
...reads 1 gram or.1 oz. 

ó..e. MP ..act ..dm. aunts a gram* . rap Qenrp poslane p',orograMy 
Cap.., 

p x999 
prams. 0ofe 

C u tars Fr.. postage A d., cNn 

Best Value $74.95 

POCKET MICROSCOPE 
usA Made procn.n tens opbcs pue. anon 

nee maga E.Nm. .100, nodos. Mon. 
no «cwn n. m %woe moral ca» 

oniy 
u 

5icnes lord 

10X Nu 265in lord 005. .cate a.tem. 
20x nu 190n had 002m mole ...One 

a. 40 Sc,.. Tap sp.aro tox Or 20x $14.95 

GOLDSMITH 
SCIENTIFIC 

CORPORATION . 
720 E. Industrial Parc Dr., Manchester, NH 03103 

PHONE ORDERS WELCOME (603) 6248030 

FREE CATALOG OF NEW DEVICES 
POSTAGE -AOD 5% Plus I t 50 INSURANCE C OD UP 0 EXTRA 

SATISFACTION FULLY GUARANTEED 

CIRCLE 256 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ACTIVE 
RECEIVING 
ANTENNA 

Gives excellent reception, 
50 KHz to 30 MHz. 

New MFJ -1024 Active Receiving 
Antenna mounts outdoors away from 
electrical noise for maximum signal. 

Gives excellent reception of 50 KHz 
to 30 MHz signals. Equivalent to wire 
hundreds of feet long. Use any SWL, 
MW, BCB, VLF or Ham receiver. 

High dynamic range RF amplifier. 54 
in. whip. 50 foot coax. 20 dB attenuator 
prevents receiver overload. Switch be- 
tween two receivers. Select auxiliary or 

active antenna. Gain control. "ON" 
LED. Remote unit, 3x2x4 in. Control, 
6x2x5 in. 12 VDC or 110 VAC with 

optional adapter, 
MFJ -1312, $9.95. 

s129 r95 ddE,iR,r 

Order from MFJ and try It. If not delighted, 
return within 30 days for refund (less shipping). 

One year unconditional guarantee. 
Order today. Call TOLL FREE 800- 647 -1800. 

Charge VISA, MC. Or mail check, money order 
Write for free catalog. Over 100 products. 

CALL TOLL FREE 800- 647 -1800 
Call 601 -323 -5869 in Miss . outside continental 
USA, tech /order /repair info. TELEX 53 -4590. 

FJ ENTERPRISES, M 
INCORPORATED 

Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39762 

CIRCLE 105 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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STOP DREAMING 
START BUILDING 

HANDY MAKES IT EASY! 
Build anything from computers to LED flashers ... any 
project you want the fast, easy, fun way. Use HANDY 
solderless breadboards to build, test, modify and 
expand your ideas. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
OR YOUR MONEY BACK! 

HB -0100. 1 Buss Strip. 
100 tie points. Compares 

at $3.00! 

$225 
HB -1000. 1 Socket Strip. 

640 tie points. 9 14 -pin 
IC capacity. Compares at 

$'.2.50! 

$995 

HB-4714. 4 Socket Strips. 
7 Buss Strips. 4 Binding 

Posts. 3260 tie points. 
36 14 -pin IC capacity. 
Compares at $89.00! 

$6395 
HB-2312. 2 Socket Strips. 

3 Buss Strips. 3 Binding 
Posts. 1580 tie points. 
18 14 -pin IC capacity. 
Compares at $51.50! 

$3100 

JUST LOOK AT THESE SOCKET FEATURES... 
Full contact labeling - simplifies component layouts 
New durable clip design assures reliable, low resist- 
ance, corrosion -free interconnections 
High temp plastic - no warping or melting...ever! 
Self- adhesive backing - mounts anywhere 
Big 9 14-pin IC capacity per socket 
Expands horizontally and vertically 

HB -1110. 1 Socket Strip. 
1 Buss Strip. Ground plate. 
740 tie points 9 14 -pin 
IC capacity. Compares at 
$15.50! 

$1195 
HB -1210. 1 Socket Strip. 
2 Buss Strips. Ground plate. 
840 tie points. 9 14 -pin 
IC capacity. Compares at 
$18.50! 

$1395 

HB-3514. 3 Socket Strips. 
5 Buss Strips. 4 Binding 
Posts. 2420 tie points. 
27 14 -pin IC capacity. 
Compares at $66.00! 

$4795 

HB-2112. 2 Socket Strips._ 
1 Buss Strip. 2 Binding 
Posts. 1380 tie points 
18 14 -pin IC capacity. 

$2495 

Clear, easy -to -read and identify 
contact markings simplify 

layout, wiring and 
documentation. á`-.. . . .. 

Fei LESS! 
Available at Selected Distributors throughout the USA and Canada 

HANDY PRICES ARE UP TO 25% LESS THAN COMPETITORS! 

a division of RSP Electronics Corp. 

and 7 Business Park Drive P.O. Box 699 Branford, CT 06405 

Telephone: (203) 488 -6603 CompuServe: 71346, 1070 

TWX: (910) 997 -0648 Easy Link Mail Box: 62537580 

SEND FOR 
FREE 

Colorful 
Brochure! 
ORDER TOLL FREE 

1- 800 -34 -HANDY 
barge with VISA or 

MasterCard All items 
oft -the-shelt for 

Immediate Shipment' 

Mail Orders: /'lease add 53 (Canada 8 Ini I add $51 for shipping handling 
Charge Cards I Min S15) Please include Acct No .Exp Date and your sig- 
rii.lu,e Checks: drawn In U S Dollars on U S banks only C.O.D.'. accepted 
Connecticut Residents: Add 7 5 °° Sales Tar 
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83.00 
119.00 175.0 

8000 
8035 
8039 
8080 
8085 
8085A -2 
8087 
8088 
8155 
8155 -2 
8156 
8748 
8755 

5.95 
5.95 
3.95 
4.95 

11.95 
175.00 

29.95 
6.95 
7.95 
6.95 

24.95 
24.95 

8200 
39.95 

8205 
8212 
8216 
8228 
8237 -5 
8243 
8250 
8251 
8253 
8253 -5 
8255 
8255 -5 
8259 
8259 -5 
8272 
8275 
8279 
8282 
8284 
8286 
8288 

3.50 
1.80 
1.75 
3.49 

21.95 
4.45 

10.95 
4.49 
6.95 
7.95 
4.49 
5.25 
8.90 
7.50 

39.95 
29.95 

8.95 
6.50 
5.50 
6.50 

25.00 

Z80 
2.5 Mhz 

280-CPU 3.95 
Z80-CTC 3.95 
280-PIO 3.95 
Z80-SI0/0 11.95 

4.0 Mhz 
280A-CPU 4.49 
Z80A-CTC 4.95 
Z80A-DART 9.9S 
Z80A-P10 4.49 
280A 510 0 12.95 

6.0 Mhz 
LZ80R-CPU 9.95. 

6500 
6502 
6520 
6522 
6532 
6551 
6502A 
6522A 
6551A 

6800 
68000 -8 
6800 
6802 
6809E 
6809 
6821 
6845 
6850 
6883 

4.95 
4.35 
6.95 
9.95 

11.85 
6.95 
9.95 

11.95 

49.95 
2.95 
7.95 

14.95 
11.95 

2.95 
12.95 

3.25 
22.95 

DISK CONTR 
1771 
1791 
1793 
UPD765 

1 5.95 
23.95 
23.95 
19.95 

INTERFACE 
8726 1.59 
8128 1.98 
DM8131 2.95 
DP8304 2.29 

CLOCK CHIPS 
MM5314 4.95 
MM5369 3.95 
MM58167 12.95 
MSM5832 3.95 

DATA ACQ 
ADC0804 3.49 
ADC0809 4.49 
ADC0817 9.95 
DAC0808 2.95 
MC140818 2.95 

SOUND CHIPS 
76477 3.95 
76488 5.95 
AY3 -8910 12.95 

L551263 39.954 

* * *A 

1.95 
3.95 
3.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.954 

106 

PARTIAL LISTING ONLY- PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG. 

STATIC RAMS 
2112 
2114 
2114-25 
21141-4 
21141-3 
21141-2 
TMM2016-200 
TMM2016-150 
TMM2016-100 
HM6116-4 
HM6116-3 
HM6116LP-4 
HM6116LP-3 
HM6264P-15 

4116-250 
4116-200 
4116-150 
4164-200 
4164150 
TMS4164 

2708 
2716 
2718-1 
TMS2532 
2732 
2732-250 
2732-200 
2732A 
2732A-2 
2764 
2764-250 
2764-200 
27128-30 

256.4 
1024 :4 
1024.4 
1024x4 
1024.4 
1024x4 
2048.8 
2048x8 
2048x8 
2048x8 
2048x8 
2048x8 
2048x8 
8192x8 

(450ns) 
(450m1 
(250nel 
(450ns)1LP) 
(300ns)(LP) 
(200ns)(LP) 
(200ns) 
(150ns) 
(100ns) 
(200ns)(cmos) 
(150ns)(cmos) 
)200n.)(cmos)(LP) 
(150ns11cmos11LP) 
(150ns)(cmos11LP) 

LP = Low Power 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
16384x1 
16384x1 
16384x1 
65536x1 
65536x1 
65536x1 

(250ns) 
(200ns) 
(150ns) 
(200ns)(5v) 
(150ns)(5v( 
(150ns)(5v) 

5v = Single 5 Volt Supply 

EPROMS 
1024x8 
2048x8 
2048x8 
4096x8 
4096x8 
4096x8 
4096x8 
4096x8 
4096x8 
8192x8 
8192x8 
8192x8 

16384x8 

2.99 
8 9.95 

8, 10.95 
8 12.95 
8 13.45 
8 13.95 

4.15 
4.95 
6.15 
4.75 
4.95 
5.95 
6.95 

34.95 

8 7.95 
8 12.95 
8 14.95 
9 44.95 
9 49.00 

8.95 

(450ns) 
(450ns115v1 
(350ns1(5v) 
(450ns)15v) 
1450ns1150 
1250ns115v1 
1200ns115v1 
1250ns115v1121vPGM1 
1200ns115v1(21vPGM) 
1450ns115v1 
1250ns)15v1 
(200ns)15v1 
(300n115v) 

5v = Single 5 Volt Supply 
21vPGM = Program at 21 Volts 

3.95 
3.95 
5.95 
5.95 
4.95 
8.95 

11.95 
9.95 

13.95 
6.95 
7.95 

19.95 
22.95 

SPECTRONICS CORPORATION 
EPROM ERASERS 

PE-14 
PE-14T 
PE-24T 

Timer 

X 
X 

Chip 
Capacity 

9 
9 
9 

Intensity 
(uW Cm'I 

8.000 
8.000 
9.600 

7400 74500, 
7400 .19 7492 50 74500 .32 
7401 .19 7493 .35 74502 .35 
7402 .19 74100 1.75 74504 .35 
7403 .19 74107 .30 74505 .35 
7404 .19 74116 1.55 74S08 .35 
7405 .25 74121 .29 74510 .35 
7406 .29 74122 .45 74511 .35 
7407 .29 74123 .49 74520 .35 
7408 .24 74125 .45 74532 .40 
7409 .19 74126 .45 74537 .88 
7410 .19 74132 .45 74S74 .50 
7411 .25 74145 .60 74586 .50 
7413 .35 74148 1.20 745112 .50 
7414 .49 74150 1.35 745124 2.75 
7416 .25 74151 .55 745132 1.24 
7417 .25 74153 .55 745133 .45 
7420 .19 74154 1.25 745138 .85 
7421 .35 74155 .75 745139 .85 
7425 .29 74157 .55 745140 .55 
7427 .29 74159 1.65 745151 .95 
7430 .19 74161 .69 745153 -95 
7432 .29 74163 .69 745157 .95 
7437 .29 74164 .85 745158 .95 
7438 .29 74165 .85 74S161 1.95 
7442 .49 74166 1.00 745163 1.95 
7445 .69 74173 .75 745174 .95 
7447 .96 74174 .89 745175 .95 
7448 .69 74175 .89 745240 2.20 
7473 .34 74185 2.00 74S241 2.20 
7474 .33 74192 .79 74S244 2.20 
7475 .45 74193 .79 745280 1.95 
7476 .35 74194 .85 745287 1.90 
7483 .50 74259 2.25 745288 1.90 
7485 .59 74367 .65 745373 2.45 
7489 2.15 74368 .65 745374 2.45 
7490 .35 74393 1.354 745471 4.95. 

r *** *HIGH TECH* * * *1 
65CO2 $12.95 

CMOS VERSION OF THE 1 MHz 
6502 MICROPROCESSOR 

LOW POWER -8ma OPERATION, 10 MICROAMP 
STANDBY 
SINGLE POWER SUPPLY: 3 -6 VOLTS 
27 NEW INSTUCTIONS AND ADDRESS MODES 
PIN FOR PIN COMPATIBILITY WITH 6502 
BUS ENABLE AND MEMORY LOCK FEATURES 

USED IN APPLE Ilc COMPUTERS 

* * * *SPOTLIGHT* 

rCRYSTALS1 
32.768Khs 
1.OMha 
1.8432 
2.0 
2.4576 
3.579545 
4.0 
5.0 
5.0688 
6.0 
6.144 
8.0 
10.0 
10.738635 
14.31818 

16.0 
17.430 
18.432 
20.0 

UARTS 
AY5-1013 
AY3-1015 
TR1602 
2651 
IM6402 

3.95 
6.95 
3.95 
8.95 
7.95 

BIT -RATE 
GENERATORS 
BR1941 
4702 
COM8116 
14411 

MISC. 
3242 
MC3470 
AY5 -3600 PRO 
HD465056P 
CRT5027 

11 .95 
12.95 
10.95 
11 94 

7.95 
4.95 

11.95 
15.95 
19.95 

741500 7 
741500 .24 7415157 .65 
741501 .25 7415158 .59 
741502 .25 7415160 .69 
741503 .25 7415161 .65 
741504 .24 7415163 .65 
741505 .25 741S164 .69 
741508 .28 7415165 .95 
741509 .29 7415166 1.95 
741510 .25 7415169 1.75 
741511 .35 7415173 .69 
741512 .35 7415174 .55 
741513 .45 7415191 .89 
741514 59 7415192 .79 
741520 .25 7415193 .79 
741521 .29 7415194 .69 
741526 .29 7415195 .69 
741527 .29 7415197 .79 
741532 .29 7415221 .89 
741533 55 7415240 .95 
74LS37 .35 7415241 .99 
741538 .35 74LS242 .99 
741540 .25 7415243 .99 
74LS42 49 7415244 1.29 
74LS47 .75 7415245 1.49 
741551 .25 7415251 59 
741573 .39 7415253 59 
741574 35 7415257 .59 
741575 39 7415258 .59 
741576 .39 7415259 2.75 
741585 .69 7415260 .59 
74LS86 .39 74LS266 .55 
741590 55 7415279 .49 
741592 55 7415280 1.98 
741593 .55 7415283 .69 
7415107 39 7415290 .89 
7415109 39 7415293 .89 
7415112 39 7415299 1.75 
7415122 45 7415323 3.50 
7415123 .79 7415365 .49 
7415124 2.90 74LS367 .45 
7415125 49 7415368 .45 
7415126 49 741S373 1.39 
7415132 .59 7415374 1.39 
7415136 .39 74LS377 1.39 
7415138 .55 7415390 1.19 
7415139 .55 7415393 1.19 I 741514 1.20 7415640 2.20 
7415148 1.35 7415645 2.20 
7415151 .55 7415670 1.49 
7415153 .55 7415682 3.20 
7415154 1.90 7415688 2.40 
7415155 .69 811595 1.49 
7415156 .69 25152521 280 

LINEAR 
TL084 2.19 NE564 2.95 
1M301 .34 LM565 .99 
LM307 .45 LM566 1.49 
LM308 .69 NE592 2.75 
LM309K 1.25 LM733 .98 
LJN 310 1.75 LM741 .35 
LM311 .64 1111747 .69 
1M31 7T 1.19 LM1310 1.49 
LM317K 3.95 MC 1330 1.69 
LM318 1.49 MC1372 6.95 
LM323K 4.95 LM 1458 59 
LM324 .59 LM 1488 .69 
LM331 3.95 1M1489 .69 
LM334 1.19 LM 1496 .85 
LM335 1.40 LM 1800 2.37 
LM336 1.75 LM1812 8.25 
LM337T 1.95 LM 1889 1.95 
LM338K 3.95 ULN2003 2.49 
LM339 .99 XR2006 3.75 
LM348 .99 XR2211 5.25 
LM350K 4.95 CA3146 1.85 
LF351 .60 LM3900 .59 
LF353 1.00 1M391 1 2.25 
LF356 1.10 LM3914 3.95 
LF357 1.40 MC4024 3.95 
LM358 69 MC4044 4.50 
LM359 1.79 RC4136 1.25 
LM377 1.95 75150 1.95 
LM383 1.95 75154 1.95 
LM386 .89 75188 1.25 
1.81393 1.29 75189 1.95 
LM393 1.29 75451 .39 
TL497 3.25 75453 .39 
NE555 .34 75492 .79 
NE556 .65 

T TO-220 K TO-3 

VISIT OUR NEW, EXPANDED RETAIL STORE AT 1256 SOUTH BASCOM IN SAN JOSE 

411M 
HOURS: M -W -F. 9 -5 T -TH.. 9 -9 SAT.. 10 -3 

JDR Microdevices L`cASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING 

TERMS Minimum order 510 For shipping and handling Include 
S2 50 for UPS Ground and S3 50 for UPS Air Orders over 1 lb and 

1224 S. Bascom Avenue, San Jose, CA 95128 foreign orders may require additional shipping charges - please 
contact our sales department for the amoustl CA residents must 
include ó °< sales tax. Bay Area and LA residents include 6'r1i Prices 
subject to change without notice. We sae not responsible for 
typographical errors. We reserve the right to limit quantities and to 
substitute manufacturer All merchandise subject to prior sale 

Copyright 1984 JDR Microdevice 

800 -538 -5000 800 -662 -6279 (CA) 
(408) 995 -5430 Telex 171 -110 

FAX (408) 275 -8415 

CIRCLE 113 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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r CAPACITORS i 
ELECTROLYTIC 

RADIAL AXIAL 
.47uf 50v .14 10 50v .16 
10 50v .15 22 16v .14 
47 35v .18 47 50v .20 
100 16v .18 100 15v .20 
220 35v .20 150 25v .25 

50v MONOLITHIC 
-01uf .14 .1 .05 
.047 .15 .47 .25 

50v DISC 
10pf 
22 
25 
27 
33 
47 
56 
68 
82 
100 
220 
330 

.05 

.05 

.05 

.05 

.05 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.05 

470 
560 
680 
820 
.001 uf 
.0015 
.0022 
.005 
.01 
.02 
.05 
.1 

.05 

.05 

.05 

.05 

.05 

.05 

.05 
.05 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.12 

SPECIALS ON BYPASS CAPS 
.Otuf disc 50v 100/6.00 
.tuf disc 12v 100/8.00 
.01uí mono 50v 100/12.00 'tuf mono 50v 100 /15.004 

ACCESORIES & PERIPHERALS 
FOR IBM 

MAXIMIZER Memory MUltrfunchon 259.95 
HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200B 419.95 
PC PEACOCK Color Display Adaptor 239.95 
130W POWER SUPPLY 175.00 
PROTOTYPE CARD 27.95 
PROTOTYPE CARD with Decoding 29.95 

FOR APPLE 
JDR 16K RAM CARD 39.95 
BAL -500 'h Ht. Disk Drive. Teac Mechanism 169.95 
MITAC AD -1 FuN Haight. Mogen Mechanism 179.95 
DISK CONTROLLER CARD 49.95 
OMNIGRAPH Parallel Graphics Card 79.95 
VIEWMAX -80 so Column For Apple II. 159.95 
VIEWMAX -80e 80 Coke's, For AppieIN 129.95 
THUNDERCLOCK Official moms clock 129.95 
KRAFT JOYSTICK 39.95 
60W POWER SUPPLY 49.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 
ZENITH ZVM -123 15 MHz Green Motor 105.00 ni 
NEC JB1201 M 20 MHz Green Monitor 169.00 
BMC BM- AÚ9191 U Comp. 13' Color Montor 279.00 
BMC BX -80 PRINTER 249.00 
NASHUA DISKETTES ss so Bo. of 10 19.95 
VERBATIM DATALIFE DISKETTES Ds Do 34.95 

`DISKETTE FILE Holds 70 Diskettes 16.9 

r 51/411 DISK DRIVES 7 
TANDON TM100-2 DS/DD 199.00 
SHUGART SA400L SS/DD 199.95 
MPI B52 DS/DD 139.95 
TEAC FD55B '-2 Ht. DS/DD 159.00 
TEAC FD55F ' o Ht. DS/Quad 200.00 

8" DISK DRIVES 
SIEMENS FD200-8 DS/DO 195.00 

`SIEMENS FD100-8 SS/DD 149.95, 

J 

MAN -72 CA -3" .99 
MAN -74 CC 3" 99 
FND -500 CC 5" 1.49 
FND -507 CA 5" 1.49, 

VOLTAGE 
REGULATORS 

78051 75 
78M05C .35 
7808T 75 
78121 .75 
781ST 75 
78241 .85 
7905T .85 
7912T .85 

79151 
7805K 
78H05K 
7812K 
7912K 
78L05 
79L05 
79L12 

.85 
1.39 
9.95 
1.39 
1.49 

.69 

.79 

.79 

,C, T=TO-220. K=TO-3, L=TO-92 

85 
.90 
.95 
.95 

.25 PN29O7 .25 

.10 2N3055 .79 

.50 2N3904 .10 

.25 2N3906 10 

DISCRETE 
5.1v tenor 25 
12.0v tenor 25 
(1 N914) switching 25. 1.00 
400PIV rectifier 10. 1.00 
200PIV 1.5a bridge .45 
OPTO- ISOLATOR 1.75. 

CMOS 
.25 4027 .45 4066 .39 4538 1.95 
.25 4028 .69 4069 .29 4543 1.19 
.25 4029 .79 4070 .35 4553 5.79 
.25 4040 .75 4071 29 4584 .75 
.38 4042 .69 4081 .29 74C00 .35 
.39 4046 85 4082 .29 74C04 .35 
.39 4047 95 4093 49 74C14 .59 
.69 4049 35 4503 .65 74C74 .65 
.79 4050 .35 4511 .85 74C906 .95 
.75 4051 79 4518 .89 74C922 4.49 
.29 4053 .79 4520 .79 74C923 4.95 
.65 4060 .89 4528 1.19 74C926 7.95 

PARTIAL LISTING ONLY- PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG. 

IC SOCKETS /DIP CONNECTORS 
LEADS 

IOFILE 
RTAIL 
1008up 

3 LEVEL 
WIREWRAP 

1- 99pes. 100&up 

TEXTOOL 
ZERO INSERTION 

ZIFxx 

COMPONENT 
CARRIES 

ICCxx 

IDC PLUG 
RIBBON CABLE 

IDPxx 

e 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 

.20 

.29 

.30 

40 .49 
64 4.25 

.11 

.12 
.13 
.18 
.27 
.27 
.27 

.59 
.69 
.69 
99 

1 09 
1.39 
1.49 

.4 

.58 
90 
98 

1.28 
1.35 YiITTiICT 

.39 1.99 1.80 

5.95 
5.95 

7. 

10.95 

.65 

.75 
.85 

1 00 
1 25 
1.25 
1 -35 

2.10 

1.45 
1.65 

2.50 

4.15 

IDC CONNECTORS 
DESCRIPTION ORDER BY 

CONTACTS 
20 26 34 40 50 

RIBBON HEADER SOCKET IDSxx 
IDExx 

1.86 
2.38 

2.43 
2.65 

- 3.15 
3.25 

3.73 
3.80 

4.65 
4.74 RIBBON EDGE -CARD 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: Insert the number of contacts in the position marked "xx" of 
the "order by part number listed. EXMAMPLE: A 20 pin ribbon edge card would be IDE 20. 

D- SUBMINIATURE 
DESCRIPTION 

SOLDER CUPS 

PC 
rL 

SOLDER 

RIBBON CABLE 
HOODS 

ORDER BY 
CONTACTS 

AL Q® 
EMALE 1111=MIILIELIMSI7ÉP1i1ENNIII ' AL MILI=M113E11fEIEP7EÉIiICISTM 

FEMALE 111:1=MMMENWICEjilaFAILIUi 
M:121331M1M11121ED7IE*1EEal 

L IMTT:te'E:IIIlñ1ElELllfl'E11 N-:E.za.a: NfJ:uT7.=azj]aiujlutuFum B»BiTFki® 
MOUNTING HARDWARE -S1.00 

FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS, SEE IDC CONN. ABOVE. 

RIBBON CABLE 
CONTACTS 

SINGLE COLOR COLOR CODED 

1' 
25 

50 

.75 

1.38 

1 ' 

6. 0 

12.10 

1 .32 

2.50 

10' 
11.80 

22.00 

r 36 PIN CENTRONICS 
CEN36 MALE SOLDER CUP 
IDCEN36 MALE RIBBON CABLE 

LDCEN36F FEMALE RIBBON CABLE 

7.95 
8.95 
8.95 

Ì 9000 1 
9334 2.50 
9368 3.95 
9602 1.50 

INTERSIL 
1CL7107 12.95 
ICL7660 2.95 
ICL8038 3.95 

DIP SWITCHES 
4 position 
6 position 
7 position 

,position 

. .. I wuulIi 11ke tv take till., ,ICI,. I Lunity 
think JOB is super . 1 have ordered from other compan- 
ies and had to wait 3 -4 weeks whi le my check cleared 
and then they were slow in fill ing the order . 1 stial I 

continue to buy from JDR as much as possible. Also. 
you have good merchandise and n l CE' pt <,p 1 e 

Robot L Suw(etex 

r BARGAIN HUNTERS CORNER , 
*NASHUA DISKETTES 

5'. SOFT SECTOR 
DOUBL68IDED. DOUBLE DENSITY 

WITH HUB RINGS 
B ULKED PACKED IN FACTORY SEALED BAGS OF 50 
INCLUDES DISKETTE SLEEVES AND WRITE PROTECT TABS 
IDEALFOR SCHOOLS .CLUSE,AND USERSGROUPS THIS IS 

gPURRCHASE, 

SO UANTITIES ARE LIMITED 

=ifl'7 a. STblsa. Slap ea. 
NASHUA DISKETTES WERE JUDGED TO HAVE THE HIGHEST 

POLISHANDRECOROED AMP LITUDE OF ANY OISAETTES TESTED 
(SEE COMPARING FLOPPY DISKS BYTE 9'FI 
DISKETTE FILE $9.95 

B Y DEALING DIRECT WITH THE FACTOR. WE CAN MAKE 
THIS UNBEATABLE OFFER, 

ATTRACTIVE SMOKED ACRYLIC CASE 
WITH 4 INDEXED DIVIDERS 
RUGGED, HIGH QUALITY 
CONSTRUCTION 
HOLDS TO S . DISKETTES 
WITH ROOM TO SPARE 

ONOEIt M NASHUA DISKETTES. END BET THIS 
DISKETTE FILE FOR ONLY Sß.95 

L SPECIALS END 11/30/84 

rSWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES 
KEPCO/MK ASTEC 

MODEL MRM174KF MODEL ÁA11190 
+5V @5A +5V @4A 
+12V @ 2A +12V @ 2.5A 
+12V @ 2.8A -5V @ .25A 
-149.95 @ .5A -12V @ß.30A 

YD. 

LIGHT EMITTING DIODES, 
JUMBO DISPLAYS 

1 -99 100 -up 
RED 10 09 
GREEN .18 15 
YELLOW .18 .15 

TRANSISTORS 
2N2222 
PN2222 
2N2905 
21.12907 

1N751 
1N759 
1N4148 
1 N4004 
KBP02 
4N33 

r 
4001 
4002 
4011 
4012 
4013 
4015 
4016 
4017 
4018 
4020 
4023 

,4024 

MasterCard 

VISA 

c Copyrlghl 1984 JDR Mlcrodevlces 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

800 -538 -5000 
800 -882 -8279 

(CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS) 
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I+obbyisi BREAM COME TRUE 

PERFECT TRAINING TOOL 

LOW COST kb EQUIPMENT 

SA 
, c M Y 

Use Prot°Mate fp---` 
AN UNIQUE dEsigN Aid 

COMbiNING MULTIPLE EQUIPMENTS 

fen.tn Nt ripa 
"pi tonal 

Sre 13'4 In X 15'4 in X 3 ,n 

FEATURES ARE : 
. 2 FUNCTION GENERATORS 

AM. FM 

. VOLTAGE TO FREQUENCY 

CONVERTER 

. DC VOLTMETER 

. ±12V. +5V POWER SUPPLIES 

. FREQUENCY COUNTER 

. PERIOD COUNTER 

. PRESETTABLE DECIMAL 
COUNTER 

. CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR 

. INTERFACE DRIVERS 

. LOGIC PROBE 

. 5 WAY GENERAL PURPOSE 

TERMINALS (OPTI 
. 10 OP AMPS 

. CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE 

DE.A1.F:HS INQUIRIER WELC(MM I 

rrakfeast add ßl /'X sale tax 
add .ahipplg 'harm' 3aEpa N up.. blue 

ELECTRON 
7'!4:14: aoa' 224 B2os 

RESEARCH 42N('ON-- ----GA L4LT. NAN- -- ,('\93123 

P.O. 110 X 23994 ti %J(/h1 ( 931153 

CIRCLE 269 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
fo 

NEW!! 46 CHANNEL VHF TO UHF CATV!VCR CHANNEL CONVERTER 
WIh Burn in Amplihel and Fine Tuning 

Y. Nap. Nap. M led 1a a}544 
cn.ii..eR.4. Plan . ro W w 
Ean MA. ant 4ß4n+ oaleni.n. 

DNI Model 3440 our PrM.'32.95.. 

CLOSEOUT wslle Par u'' TUSA CATV BLOCK CONVERTERS 

Cvu 1000 Dew, Model R.N. 52t.í5 a. $24.95 Cloe...? 

loYsworm...o 7- ELEMENT 

75 OHM UHF MAGI ANTENNAS 

OPTONM 
Ina.rd or Ara, Pr 

h 
Ns Br 

'30.95 

12 de GAIN 

CAenaM 

'6.95 EA 

S OR MORE 

'7.95 FA 

SANYO UHF VARACTOR TUNERS 

75 Olen Input 45 MH2 Output 
For Cnannel9 14 83 

Now! 
.117"..10, 140uL al , 

. '16.95 
1 S.-epaA 

r 
! EACN 

I l 111 1 

new NOM Sanyo 
uC.n Per (Poona, Peke 

TELEPHONE UNE ANALYZER 
Model 1042 

p 

1..pw. 
!.Mn 1.. .no 

M 
Mo. - 
tun» 

à . r.0 l énnw ` :uctor, tn. 
.16.95. 

MEEN 1045 TELEPHONE 

Taos 
PROPPO 

..w05p4STE» opera 

H.cb e n 
for 

a4. o a6 

'329.95.. 

POPULAR IC CHIPS 

MIN aacarrw 
LLCM. 1 

l 

2NnAUReMV Am 
LM16N J Lw VeRp. Audio Alp 
N EeN ' OyYPR.M UNION leap 
LM-IRAN Phaa Locked LeM 
LM I33N V.0 Amp 
MC 1110 V.0 DeleCta 
MC13. VP» if Arno 
N cl3e0 
MC 115p VMea il Arno AGC 
N C.1156 A w a io Amp 

111C-13741, p 

MC taAe Dual Comp Op Amp 
e MC-14aN ..nc.4 MpdMmnpuial. 

u 16 `.a PnMrtim.,W 

1.9 
IMO 
la 
LEE 
1.4 

201 

to 
A7. 

.2s 
Ea 
4,29 

an 

1.70 
tTO 

Brand Now 
HNCM MICRO BATTERIES I si...nng mon., un 

_ 2 ( rep ThaOWN a . : ,n . 
n .o 

AA 2hp '3.69 
C 21o4 '5.69 
D 2 tot '5.69 

75 OHM 

CABLE 

CONNECTORS 

FBI Male connector for RG 
5EN cale Comes complete 
with pouf ceace lapeclfyl of 
"p N" ulmp"Iype ferrule 

1001.'10.50 
a. M. 

DUALITY 
POWER TRANSFORMERS 

24V CT 50r 

'3.19...ro.s2.75... 
w or mix. '2.25 ea 

For Corp., OuenhH.. C.II 

NEwtt 

Model SC.34 

AB SWITCH ELIMINATOR 

SIGNAL COMBINER r tom* car 34. rr 
Perm STY. AIDS. Sar4111e or 

VCR wooer ineenion .003 esi.ring 
MATVICATV neap mot Nara 

e 
a ra Tv. lo much 

Iv ram pna r VP p.-U a retort 
,npNwp multi N i ar p.. 
imn ...out me use d W.epale 
rlrciae Pugh D.Nl M. M.» 

wwwwm.rp MS» .Im .o 
owl bouncing .1r0ß40 
n.ene pop. m. lo 

.sap. 
chem., 

.l 3 p 4 when 
mom 

Our RIP '14.95.. 

Now Kenton al 
the Arnold 4110 

GEN. INSTRUMENT LCC58 
64 CHAN. CATS CONY9TE3 
Know a anee wf. W we 
sw.MMratYTV44aap IMAM M 
men rumen . m Mer r n 
aiwiíwi 

5.wlN r á'e M.i 
a w:` w new enw 

an P roe 
i94.Me .p16M1.awi.1p11a 

MM. re ian. Y aeN ewe= m 
met *Mee tea 4nYa Var .aly 

Ea. Ñ 
1N4001 0100ES 

15 ór51.00 103 Nor 55.00 

COLOR MAX 
36 CHANNEL REMOTE CAT/ CONVERTER 

w po. can ChanDO MODFL 
or fine-tun CM25 --2P 

VOCI TV MI Sn rospi. 
COntrd up 10 20 fl. way. 
TOI. unit MICAMIM Often - REMOTE CONTROL 
sa 2.13 plu. mq E su- 

perband 0401e channels 
then outputs them on 

C a nei 3 

hNw._r..nur 

r - -ro 

'69.95.. 
3 w mou. '64.95.. 

sualtus 
SYLVANIA E iuiE 
VHF MRACTOR TUNERS 
45 MOe output Channels 2 

ttuOugh 1343.611 n 1M mio 
pane channels. Hookup data 
included. 

W15812 THIS USTI 
B13411. 

ICP rIP 
WAHL SOLDERING IRONS 

YODEL 7 70 

51. i l.M. 

Nr4a 4 Rva onta 
Mee Ng road . rkrMaa.v1.. 

VP M. N. OM 
WIMP r iis s. 

OW 

1.m WW2 rM 

MODEL l)oo 
-oAn c 4.tM C. 

wow, 
34a Men PRT2 
Mra M weep a 
Imam 
Wow Mee e 
amp Mir 
saw smog w 
MM. 16e M. 754 
M a.aiide4 

WM.. 

Csr Stereo SIGNAL BOOSTER 
Mo0.1 er -8030 u-: . 

won ' fit..- 4444.. 

4Plwne51i Frennà 
EXTENDS CORDLESS TELEPHONE 

.NDE UP TO f T1NESI 

Introductory 
Nere s 1M Pest i1 Spacial 

euaety pe 
vonind Dunne 

antenna on Mt 
eW Sow. 

m.inslSUpn 
Mounts platers 

co., not row 
40h4ß 
yr114N 

COMPLETE 111 

inches ameoa. 
40 404.21 ca04 
aapa and our 

4rvcMns 

$37.95 

ORDER NOW 
METOLL FREE 

800.854.4655 

21 
OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA 

714. 635.5090 
INSIDE CALIFORNIA 

R.Fe ELECTRONICS 
IU66C N STATE COLLEGE BLVD. DEPT R 

ANAHEIM. CALIFORNIA 92106 
MOST ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS - NO MINIMUM ORDER 

ALL PREPAID ORDERS 2 LOS OR LESS MUST INCLUDE 52.50 SHIPPING I HANDLING - SHIPPED SAME DAY RECEIVED 

OPEN 
TUES FRI 

10 -E 
SAT 10 A 

CLOSED SUN MON 

CIRCLE 121 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

CABLE TV 
CONVERTERS 

AND 
DESCRAMBLERS 

* JERROLD 
* OAK 
* ZENITH 
* HAMLIN 
* SCIENTIFIC 

ATLANTA 
* SATELLITE 

DESCRAMBLERS 
* CABLE KIT 

LOW PRICES 
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

SEND $5.00 FOR CATALOG 

R & M DISTRIBUTORS 
PO BOX 266 -R 

BOSTON, MA 02190 
(617) 871 -5838 

VISA Masl.rCad 

CIRCLE 258 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

HIGH QUALITY 7o75dB GAIN 

MICROWAVE 
TV SYSTEM 
Varible from 1.9 to 2.5 GHz 

The latest advance 
in microwave 

technology with a 
. SNOW -FREE 

PICTURE. 
Two Models to choose from 

eP Both Models Include: Í 
-,--_--_-__ 

e 20' Parabolic Dish 
Pre -assembled Probe 
with Down Converter 

Power Supply and Coax Switch 
60 of RG -59 U Coax with Connector 
Transformer for 75 to 300 Ohms 
All Mounting Hardware for Fast and 
Easy Installation 

20' Fiberglass Dish 
Up to 55dB Gain 

Special 
á(J895 

20 Aluminum Dish 
Up to 55dB Gain 

Low Priced $995 
Add 10". for Foreign orders or U.S. Parcel Post 

High Gaon Vag Antenna with Down Converter and s4995 
Power Supply Complete System. Ready to Use vv 

Send 52 00 for Catalog Refundable wIth lust purchase 
Avalable Ihru Mal and Phone Orders Only Orders Only V 2CP. deposit for COD CA Res add - Send Cashiers Check or Money Order to 

(Persona, Checks allow 2.6 weeks to ctea1) 

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO, Inc. 
4670 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90027 

For C.O.D. Orders Call (213) 21 9-0227 

CIRCLE 119 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD www.americanradiohistory.com



Radke /hack Parts Place 
Quantity Discounts! No Minimum Order! First Quality! 

Ceramic Disc Capacitors 
Hi-0 Design 
Moistureproof 
50 WVDC Minimum 

pF Cat. No. Pkg of 2 

4.7 272 -120 39 
47 272 -121 39 

100 272-123 39 
220 272-124 39 
470 272 -125 39 

OF Cat. Na Pkg of 2 

001 272 -126 39 
005 272 -130 39 
01 272 -131 39 
05 272 -134 49 
1 272 -135 49 

Tantalum Capacitors 
20% Tolerance ----- 
IC PCB Spacing - 

pF WVDC Cat. No. Each 

0.1 35 272 -1432 .49 
0.47 35 272 -1433 .49 
1.0 35 272 -1434 .49 
2.2 35 272 -1435 .59 

10 16 272 -1436 .69 
22 16 272 -1437 .79 

Computer /Game 
Connectors 

Type Positions Cat. No. Each 

Solder Sub -D Male 9 276 -1537 1.99 
Solder Sub -D Female 9 276 -1538 2.49 
Hood for Above 9 276 -1539 t 99 

Solder Sub -D Male 15 276 -1527 2.49 
Solder Sub-D Female 15 276 -1528 3 49 
Hood for Above 15 276 -1529 1 99 

Solder Sub-D Male 25 276 -1547 2.99 
Solder Sub -D Female 25 276 -1548 '399 
Hood for Above 25 276.1549 1.99 

Solderless Sub-D Male 25 276 -1559 4 99 
Solderless Sub-D Fern 25 276 -1565 4 99 

Printer Connector 36 276 -1534 6 99 
Cable Socket 34 276 -1525 3 t9 
Disk Drive Connector 34 276 -1564 4.95 

Card Edge Socket 44 276 -1551 299 
D -Sub Dustcap (Set) 25 276 -1546 2/396 
5 -Ft. Ribbon Cable 25 278 -772 3.59 
25 -Ft Ribbon Cable 25 278 -773 16.95 

Dictionary of Electronic 
Terms 

NEW! 
Defines over 1200 mod- 
ern day electronic 
terms with concise. un- 
derstandable descrip- 
tions. Large, easy - 

to -read typeface. Over 
100 illustrations. Spe- 
cial up -front section 
contains over 200 com- 
mon abbreviations, ac- 
ronyms and electronic 
symbols. 96 pages. 62 -1391 2.79 

wel uslr.n : 

Monolithic Ceramic Caps 
Epoxy Dipped 50 WVDC 

Value 
Temperature 
Coefficient 

Cat. No. Each 

10 pF NPO 272 -151 69 

100 pF NPO 272 -152 69 

470 pF NPO 272 -153 69 
1000 pF Z5U 272 -154 69 

4700 pF Z5U 272 -155 69 

01 µF Z5U 272 -156 69 

047 pF Z5U 272 -157 69 

1 µF Z5U 272-158 79 

Hi -Fi Electret Mike Elements 
PC Board- Mount. Omnidirectional. 2 -10 VDC with 
very low current drain. 1 milliamp max. 20 to 15 kHz 
±4 dB. 6.6 mm high. 270 -090 99e 
Omnidirectional. Great for projects, upgrading 
old mikes. Clean 30 to 15,000 Hz response. 4 -10 
VDC. 7/16 X 3/8" dia. With leads. 270 -092 2.69 

Timer IC Mini 
Notebook 

By Forrest Mims III 
An excellent reference 
and hobby book cover- 
ing the versatile 555 and 
556 ICs. By one of Ameri- 
ca's most popular techni- 
cal authors Large sche- 
matic diagrams. 32 pages. 
276 -5010 99e 

Engineer's 
Mini- Notebook 

114 

1/4 -Watt, 5% Resistors -- Pkg. of 5 39c 
Ohms Cat No 

10 
100 
150 

271 
271 
271 

-1301 
-1311 
-1312 

220 271-1313 
270 271 -1314 
330 271 -1315 
470 271 -1317 

1k 271 -1321 

1.8k 271 -1324 
2.2k 271 -1325 
3.3k 271 -1328 
4.7k 271.1330 
68k 271 -1333 

Ohms Cat. No. 

10k 271 -1335 
15k 271-1337 
22k 271 -1339 

27k 271-1340 
33k 271 -1341 
47k 271 -1342 
68k 271 -1345 

100k 271.1347 

220k 271 -1350 
470k 271 -1354 

1 meg 271-1356 
10 meg 271 -1365 

Power Transformers 
120 VAC Primaries 

Type Volts Current Cat No Each 

PC Mini 12 0 CT 120 mA 273 -1360 2.49 
Miniature 6.3 300 mA 273 -1384 2 59 
Miniature 12 6 300 mA 273 -1385 2 79 

Miniature 25.2 300 mA 273 -1386 3.49 
Miniature 12 6 CT 450 mA 273 -1365 3 59 

Miniature 25 2 CT 450 mA 273 -1366 3.99 

Standard 6.3 1 2 A 273 -1351 3 99 

Standard 12 6 CT 1.2 A 273 -1352 4.99 

Standard 25 2 1 2 A 273 -1353 5.99 

Heavy -Duty 12 6 CT 3.0 A 273 -1511 5.99 
Heavy -Duty 25.2 CT 2.0 A 273 -1512 6.29 
Heavy -Duty 18 0 CT 2.0 A 273 -1515 6.99 

CT - Center Tap 

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 

Xenon Strobe Tube 

For replacement or photo and "light- show" pro 
jects. Trigger: 4 kV. Anode: 200 V min. 100,000 - 
ftash life. 272 -1145 2 99 

Communications ICs 

Type Cat. No. Each 

XR 2206 AFSK Generator 276 -2336 5.95 
XR 2211 AFSK Decoder 276 -2337 5.95 

MC1330 Video Detector 276-1757 1.99 
MC1350 IF Amplifier 276 -1758 1.99 
MC1358/CA3065 FM Detector 276 -1759 1.79 

SPST DIP Switches 

For digital or low- current applications. Mount in 
DIP sockets or on PC boards. 
8-Position. Fits 16 -pin DIP socket 275 -1301 1.99 

4- Position. Fits 8 -pin DIP socket. 275-1304 1.49 

Voice Synthesizer IC 
SP0256 -AL2. MOS LSI. Uses a program stored in 
its built -in ROM to synthesize any English word 
Requires low -cost support components and host 
computer. Easy to interface. Requires 3.12 MHz 
clock crystal (available through Radio Shack). 5 
VDC, single supply. 28 -pin DIP with detailed data 
276 -1784 12.95 

Melody Synthesizer IC 

AY -3 -1350. NMOS. Ideal for door bells and musical 
funboxes. Programmed with Yankee Doodle, 
Brahms' Lullaby. Blue Danube, Star Wars -28 fa- 
vorites in all Requires extra parts. 28 -pin DIP with 
data 276 -1782 5.99 

Dynamic Transistor 
Checker 

Cut 20% 

1Reg. 4.95 
1195 

Tests In or Out 
Of Circuit 

Indicates relative current 
gain, "opens" and 
'shorts" Makes it easy 

to match transistors 
Features a front panel 
socket plus hook -clip 
leads for in- circuit tests 
Output lack for external 
meter or scope. 23/4 x 
43/e x 13/16" With instruc- 
tions. Requires "AA" 

Sale 11.95 `attery. 22 -025 

27- Range, 30,000 Ohms 
Per Volt Multitester 

$10 Off! 
34.Reg. 95 2495 
Features single - 
knob function 
switch, color -coded 
4" mirrored scale, 
polarity- reverse 
switch. DC Volts: 0 
to 1000, 8 ranges. 

AC Volts 0 to 1000. 5 ranges. DC Current: 0 to 10 
amps, 5 ranges. Resistance: 0 to 10 megohms, 4 
ranges, (10 ohms center scale). dB: -10 to + 62, 5 
ranges. Accuracy: ± 4% AC, t3% DC. 
61/4 x 41 /z x 13/4" Fused and overload protected. 
Requires one "AA" and one 9V battery. 
22 -203 Sale 24.95) 

Radiefhaek OVER 8800 LOCATIONS WORLDWIDE 

Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers 
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SPARTAN Electronic, In( 

(516) 499-9500 
G 

PLL 41,4i( 

6094 Jericho Tpke. 
Commack. N.Y. 11725 

CTC9R Philips Remote 
- Cable Converter 

ICs Ion m picture a St orevem ant 60 cunnr 

CI 
Metro computer technology (Latta cot... 

selections Programmable time on 6 of 24 
mour LED digit. clock Favorite channel mem 
y 6 recall plus scan Wireless hand held 

$139.95 !,Ira 
red ransm,ner system Automatic tine 
Adaptable to any brand television One 

r warranty service 

SPEAKER PHONE 
Model *3O -9558 Volume Control 
Hands Free Conversation Mute Hold Button 
Modular Connectors Pulse Tone Swltchao he $44.95 
Push Button Dial Last Number Redlal 

i - SOUND ACTIVATED SWITCH 
MODEL R -1 $29.95 

For Home Security. 
Hears a Noise. Turns On Lights! 

When lights turn a nir_cers an higntenec away as. any pOhcen 
The new SOUND activated SWITCH automatically turns on lights at i . 

sound SO it looks tike you re home even when you re not 
SOUND activated SWITCH protects your home better than timers it h.i, 

on lights at the sound of an attempted breakm and automatically tL- 
them off when it s sale 

SOUND activated SWITCH 
It s the hlgAtwateemaa you can i afford to be without 

Fnt'y Hall Nursery . Sick Room randy Room Stairways and 
_ 

vixens Rooms Attics Basements Garage Closets 

REFURBISHED MONITORS 
9" and 12" Bell 8 Howells 
or GBC Commercial Grade 
as low as ar 
$10.00 off with a purchase $39.95 
of 2 refurbished monitors 

BECKMAN CIRCUITMATE DM73 
5 "o basic Vdc Accuracy $61.95 

probe -sized dmm 
4 ac dc voltage ranges (autoranginq) 
4 resistance ranges (autorangingi 
continuity beeper 
"touch hold" button 
Other Curcwtmate Meters Available. ' 

Jerrold 58 Channel Wireless 
Remote Converter 5109.95 
Jerrold 36 Channel Remote 
CATV Converter w /on /off Fine 
Tuning S94.95 

40 anne ' F to UHF 
egtf .: __ Block Converter 

A - a 28.95 Ea. 
i - *-_-4 24.95 4 & up 
Deluxe Version - Features fine tuning knob 
matchin. X former 8 2 cables $38.95 

BEFORE YOU PAY SS FOR A TELEPHONE 
SERVICE CALL, TEST IT YOURSELF 

Telephone Line Analyze Model 1042 ¡Kiaf[blaa 

tear, heephone lark ,anchana mr an,. 
dw pp 

...,. s 

S19.95 

gKeVIEcasaoe PROFESSIONAL 
TELEPHONE PRODUCT TESTER 

MODEL 1045 , a . to H 

,;s.' $335.95 
ana 

numbs. raap once lama. v ese as d rowed. on easy 10 ,. 
a rw. 0 w wwrlares mew mauvese cant h dv aed .m, 

n ww,o aria Delai,... .. 

low whole awww,cyi wy,a ., 

aeon min.. , . wt. ...,.,x. 
I.01S elcome 

MC RAC Anlp. .- 

Volume 
Discounts 
Mit 00et525UU '' to /500 $250 International shipping Add I 7600 to 25000 5450 Prices subject to change 
without notice 2510010 50000 56 g0 

COD 200 Extra 50100 to 75000 $850 
'Adds shipping 751 CO to 100000 $1200 
for monitors Over 100000 $1250 

(516) Mon Th Tu W F Sa 
499 -9500 9-8 9-6 9:31 
CIRCLE 75 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ADVERTISING INDEX 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS does not assume 
any responsibility for errors that may ap- 
pear in the index below. 

Free Information Number Page 

51 Active Electronics 92 
106 Advanced Computer Products 93 

Advance Electronics 1 1.12,13 
107 All Electronics 91 
108 AMC Sales 41 

American Surplus Trading 31 
52 Augat 104 
77 B &K 38 
53 Buyus Inc. 83 
54 ('hemtronics 22 
81 CEI 24 
109 Chaney 90 - CIE 34 -37 

Command Productions 79 
79 Communications Electronics 2 
55 Contact East 82 

Coop's Satellite Digest 90 
56 CPU CD section 6 
80 ('RT 82 
263 Deco 82 
265 Diamondback 96 
82 Digikey 97 
110 ()okay 98,99 
99 EKI 33 

Electro Industries 22 
269 Electron Research 108 
60 Electronic Specialists 94 
61 267 Electronic Warehouse 25,28 
120 Elephant Electronics 81 - Enterprise Development 79 
III Etronix 40 
268 F:xtravision 85 
100 Firestik II 85 - Fluke Manufacturing 7 - Fordham Radio 5 
112 Formula CD2 
278 Gemini Electronics 83 
62 Global Specialties 21 
256 Goldsmith Scientific 104 

Grantham College of Engineering...42 
273 G &S Tool 40 
86 Heath 15 
266 Hudson Cable 87 
64 lwatsu I 
114 Jameco 102.103 
104 Jan Crystal 88 
113 JDR 106.107 
65 J &W 87 
124 J. Walter Satellite Receiver 83 
270 Kashiwagi Electronics 83 
271.272 1.eader Instruments Cover 2 
67 McIntosh Lahs 30 
87 M(TI 95 
105 MFJ 104 
253 Multitech Cover 4 
275 New Deal Electronics 96 - Newton Electronics 29 - NRI 16-19 - NTS 52 -55 
260 OK Machine 9 
262 Omnitron 32 
118 Pacific One 82 
94 Paia 41 
116 Philips Tech Electronics 96 
257 Phoenix Electronics 88 

Pocket Tech 27 
125 Power Plus 81 
119 Professional Video 108 
264 Qualitone 88 
261 RCA 56 
78 Radio Shack 109 
70 Ramsey 101 
254 Regency 21 
274 Research Service Lab. 83 
121 RF Electronics 108 
258 R &M Distributors 108 
251 Ross Custom 83 
71 RSP handy 105 
72 Scientific Systems 110 
74 Solid State Sales 100 
73 Sintec 26 
75 Spartan Electronics I IO 
122 Teltone 83 

Transamerican 81 
102 Trio Kenwood 39 
255 l'niden Bearcat Cover 4 
276 Universal Electronics 82 
252 Vamp 82 
103 WM B Allen 90 

® W E R5 I electronics 
ORGAN & PIANO KITS 
ALPHA DX 300 

10 
animpp 

fully 
DIGITAL 
RS232 
Interface 

For Free Sound Info Fyb Call 1- 800- 233 -3865 R or write WERSI USA 
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WRITE OR CALL 
For Literature or Quotes 

Let us quote you 
y any stage 
yoo ur prodduct from 
proto types to 
production. 
FABTRON DIV. 
PO Box 925 
Columbia. TN 38401 
(615) 381 -1143 
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MODIFICATIONS 
channels, range. privacy! We specialize 

frequency expanders. speech processors, FM 
PLL & slider tricks. how -to books. 

kits. Expert mail -in repairs & conversions 
-page catalog $2 

CBC INTERNATIONAL, P.O. BOX 31500RE, 
PHOENIX, AZ 85046 (602) 996 -8700 
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DEVICES 

PERSONAL DEFENSE AND PROPERTY PROTECTION 
UTILIZE SPACE AGE TECHNOLOGY. 
CAUTION THESE DEVICES CAN BE HAZARDOUS AND MAY SOON 
BE ILLEGAL 
POCKET PAIN FIELD GENERATOR - IPG50 
Assembled $64.50 
IPG5 Plans $8 00 IPGSK Kit/Plans $44.50 
PHASOR PAIN FIELD CROWD CONTROLLER -PPF10 
Assembled $250 00 
PPF7 Plans $15.00 PPFIK ...10f/Plans $175 00 
BLASTER- Provides a plasma discharge capable or puncturing 
a can 
BLS1O Assembled $8950 
BLS1 Plans $1000 BLSIK Kit/Plans $69.50 
SHOCKER /PARALYZING DEVICE - Very intimidating and 
effective 5 to 10 feet 
SHG60 Assembled $99 50 
SHG6 Plans $10 00 SHG6K Kit/Plans $69 50 

RUBY LASER RAY GUN - Intense visible red beam burns and 
welds hardest of metals MAY BE HAZARDOUS. 
RUB3All Parts Available for Completing Device$15 00 
CARBON DIOXIDE BURNING, CUTTING LASER - Pro- 
dices a continuous beam of high energy MAY BE HAZARDOUS. 
LC5 AU Parts Available for Completing Device $1500 
VISIBLE LASER LIGHT GUN produces intense red beam for 
sighting. spotting. etc Hand held complete 
LGU3 Plans $10 00 (Kit d Assembled Units Available) 
IR PULSED LASER RIFLE - Produces 15-30 watt Infra -red 
pulses at 200 -2000 per sec 
LRG3 All Parts d Diodes Available $10 00 
BEGINNERS LOW POWER VISIBLE LASER - Choice of 
red. yellow. green - provides an excellent source of monochromatic 
light 
LHC2 Plans $5 00 LHC2K Kit $34.50 

PHONE Allows user to call his premises and listen 
in without phone ever ringing 
SNP20 Assembled $89 50 
SNP2 Plans $9 00 SNP2K Pilans/Ke.. S59 50 
LONG RANGE WIRELESS MIKE - Miniature device clearly 
transmits well over one mile Super sensitive. powerful 

Plans $7 00 MFT1K Plans/Kit $49.50 
WIRELESS TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER - Transmits both 
sides of phone conversation over one mile. shuts off automatically 
VWPM5 Plans $8 00 VWPM5K Plans/Kit $3950 
TALK d TELL AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE RECORDING 
DEVICE - Great for monitoring telephone use 
TAT20 Assembled ...$24.50 
TAT2 Plans S5 00 TAT2K Plans/Kit $14.50 

Our phone is open for orders anytime Technicians are available 9-11 
a m . Mon- Thurs for those needing assistance or information. Send 
for free catalog of hundreds more similar devices Send check. cash. 
MO. visa. MC. COO to: INFORMATION UNLIMITED 

DEPT R8. P 0 Box 716. Amherst. N H 03031 Tel 603- 673-4730 
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The Book -Sized 
Microcomputer 

That's A Hands On 
Library Of 

Hardware And 
Software 

Instruction. 

MEET THE MICROPROFESSOR 
A portable learning center. 
Learning shouldn't be limited to the 
classroom. That's why we made the 
MicroProfessor lighter and less bulky 
than the average textbook. Supported 
by easy -to- understand documen- 
tation, the MicroProfessor leads you 
through dozens of experiments. And 
with a wealth of accessories to 
choose from, including a printer, 
EPROM programming board and 
sound and speech synthesis, 
there's virtually no limit to the kinds 
of applications you can try your 
hand at. 

Custom tailored to a variety 
of educational needs. 
Whether you're a computer novice 
or prodigy, ,nterested in guided 
instruction or independent learning, 
the MicroProfessor will meet your 
educational objectives. A teaching 
tool without peer, the MicroProfessor 

puts hundreds of hands on lessons in 
programming, system architecture 
and circuit design right at your 
fingertips. Your computer skills 
will increase dramatically as 
the MicroProfessor translates 
important concepts into practical 
experience. 

ria-CALE 11116 

VMuititech INC 
CTRONICS 

Unique Microcomputer Products for Education 

CIRCLE 253 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The most cost -effective instructional 
microcomputer on the market. 
Today, tight budgets are a fact of life 
and doubly so for educators and 
students. At under $200.00 including 
Instruction Manual and AC Power 
Supply -less than half the price 
of any competitive product -the 
MicroProfessor is a very attractive 
educational resource. 

For more information about putt'ng 
the MicroProfessor advantage to work 
in your computer education, please 
write or call: 
DISTRIBUTORS 
IN USA 
Learning Labs. Inc 
PO Box 122 
Calhoun. GA 30701 
Outside GA call 1 -800- 334 -4943 
In GA call collect 404 -629 -4624 or 404-659-81;6 

Etronix 
14803 N E Fortieth 
Redmond. WA 98052 
Outside WA call 1 -800- 426 -1044 
In WA call collect 206 -881 -0857 

IN CANADA 
Cyber Videocom Inc 
971 -973 W Broadway 
Vancouver. BC V5Z1K3 
Call 604 -733 -5725 

www.americanradiohistory.com



The DX1000 makes 
tuning in London 

as easy as dialing a phone. 
Direct access keyboard tuning 
brings a new level of simplicity 
to shortwave radio. With the 
Uniden' Bearcat DX 1000, dialing 
in the BBC in London is as easy as 
dialing a telephone. And you can 
switch from the BBC to Peruvian 
Huayno music from Radio Andina 
instantly. Without bandswitching. 

Featuring the inhovative micro- 
processor digital technology made 
famous by Uniden' Bearcat' scan- 
ner radios, the DX 1000 covers 
10 kHz to 30 MHz continuously, 
with PLL synthesized accuracy. But 
as easy as it is to tune, it has all 
the features even the most sophis- II 

ticated "DXer" could want. 10 
memory channels let you store 
favorite stations for instant recall 
-or for faster "band- scanning" 
during key openings.The digital 
display measures frequencies to 

1 kHz, or at the touch of a button, 
doubles as a two time zone, 24- 
hour digital 
quartz clock. 
A built -in timer 
wakes you to 
your favorite 
shortwave sta- 
tion. Or, it can be programmed to 
activate peripheral equipment 
like a tape recorder to record up 
to five different broadcasts -any 
frequency, any mode -while you 
are asleep or at work. 

The DX 1000 also includes 
independent selectivity selection 
to help you separate high -powered 
stations on adjacent frequen- 
cies. Plus a noise blanking 
system that stops Russian pulse 
radar interference. 

There's never been an 
easier way to hear what the world 

has to say. With the Uniden" 
Bearcat' DX 1000 shortwave 

radio, you have direct 
access to the world. 

For the name of your 
nearest retailer dial toll -free 
...1- 800 -SCANNER. 
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Frequency Range: 10 kHz to 30 MHz continu- 
ously Tuning: Direct keyboard entry. selectable 
3 or 24 kHz per revolution knob tunng. or manual 
step tuning in selectable 1 -99 kHz steps Sensi- 
tivity: 1 0 pV AM. 05 pV CW /SSB /FM. 1.6 -30 
MHz Image and IF Refection: 73 dB or more. 
Memory: 10 frequency capacity Frequency 
Stability: Better than 100 Hz Wier warm -up. 
Modes: AM /LSB /USB /CW /FM. ADC: Select- 
able Fast /Slow release times. Filter Bandwidths: 
2 7 kHz, 6 kHz and 12 kHz Filter Selection 
Independent of Mode. 
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Uniden' Corporation of America. 
Personal Communications Division 
6345 Castleway Court, 
Indianapolis, IN 46250 
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